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Site Number

1

Site Name

Thom's Water Cuts, aqueduct and dam, Little Barone to Kirk Dam

Type of Site

Industrial: bridge, viaduct, aqueduct; inland water; weir/dam/sluice

NRHE Number

SM7112

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

208095

Northing

663810

Parish

North Bute

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument comprises an aqueduct and dam.
The aqueduct measures about 1000m in length. It varies in width from 5m along its western
stretch, where it canalises two unnamed burns rising respectively from east of Little Barone
Farm and in Craigberoch Wood, to 20m along its eastern stretch, where it is carried in an
embankment to the Kirk Dam reservoir. The monument includes all the stretch of aqueduct in
water, together with the following structures:
(1) the clapper-bridge immediately west of the Loch Fad road;
(2) the arched bridge with clapper extension at its west side under the Loch Fad road;
(3) the dam at the north end of the Kirk Dam reservoir including the drainage tunnel with its
upper sluice, and the overflow, and
(4) the bottom stretch of the Foley Cut as it enters the Kirk Dam reservoir.
The area to be scheduled includes the aqueduct plus all of the above structures, together with
an area around them in which traces of activities associated with their construction and use
may survive, as marked in red on the accompanying map extract. The area to be scheduled is
very irregular in plan, with a total length in the order of 1200m, extending from S of Barone
Road by way of Cnoc na h-Ulaidhe (where it widens out from 15m to 25m at the start of the
embanked section) and the NW end of Kirk Dam, where it widens again to include the dam and
its associated features, reaching a maximum width of 70m before narrowing to 15m again for
its final stretch which terminates at a small bridge approximately 100m WNW of St Mary's Well.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it forms part of a series of aqueducts, or
water-cuts, designed by the distinguished Scots engineer, Robert Thom. He died, and was
buired, in Rothesay. The aqueducts and dam were constructed between 1811 and 1822 to
provide a workable water-supply to Thom's cotton mills in Rothesay, and the ingenius way in
which he wrung every last drop of water from off the landscape of central Bute is physically
demonstrated by these remains and a lasting testimony to one of Scotland's notable engineers
and inventors.
References:
Earls, A 1945, 'Robert Thom and his work on water power for the Rothesay cotton mills', Trans
Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.13, 129.
Ferrier, J 1966, 'Robert Thom's water-cuts', Trans Glasgow Archaeol Soc, New, vol.15, 3, 129.
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Sharp, R, 'The Cotton Industry in Bute', Trans Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.2, 12.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM7112 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

2

Site Name

Thom's Water Cuts, aqueduct (drain), N of Drumreoch to Reservoir Wood

Type of Site

Industrial: bridge, viaduct, aqueduct; inland water

NRHE Number

SM7117

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

209029

Northing

658546

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument comprises a stretch of aqueduct, part of the Big Cut.
The length of this stretch is approximately 1000m and extends by a sinuous route from the
Stravannan Burn on the west to the west edge of the Moor Road beside Reservoir Wood. The
aqueduct, now largely dry, measures up to 10m in width.
The area to be scheduled includes the aqueduct as described and an area on either side in
which traces of activities associated with its construction and use may survive, measuring 20m
across and very approximately 1000m in length, extending from its start beside the Stravannan
Burn to the W edge of Moor Road, as marked in red on the accompanying map extract.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it forms part of a series of aqueducts, or
water-cuts, designed by the distinguished Scots engineer, Robert Thom. He died, and was
buired, in Rothesay. The aqueducts and dam were constructed between 1811 and 1822 to
provide a workable water-supply to Thom's cotton mills in Rothesay, and the ingenius way in
which he wrung every last drop of water from off the landscape of central Bute is physically
demonstrated by these remains and a lasting testimony to one of Scotland's notable engineers
and inventors.
References:
Earls, A 1945, 'Robert Thom and his work on water power for the Rothesay cotton mills', Trans
Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.13, 129.
Ferrier, J 1966, 'Robert Thom's water-cuts', Trans Glasgow Archaeol Soc, New, vol.15, 3, 129.
Sharp, R, 'The Cotton Industry in Bute', Trans Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.2, 12.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM7117 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

3

Site Name

Craigmarloch Wood, fort
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Site Name

Craigmarloch Wood, fort

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill fort and promontory fort)

NRHE Number

SM4379

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

234444

Northing

671854

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The site consists of a palisaded enclosure (not visible on the surface), within which a dense
artifact rich occupation layer was found. This was superseded by a timber laced fort. The area
enclosed by the palisade and rampart (and by two annexes, to the SW and NE, of unknown but
probably Iron Age date) lies on top of a craggy hill at the 500' contour. An area 90m E-W and
80m N-S on the hill is proposed for scheduling. Visible on the surface are the main fort and
enclosure and the annexes. The fort measures approximately 52m E-W and 30m N-S.
Excavation has shown that the wall is 3m thick, with roughly built faces of undressed blocks;
much information on the timber-lacing of the wall was recovered.
Below, and therefore predating the wall, was discovered a dense occupation layer, which
produced large quantities of pottery and other finds. Outside the wall of the fort, at the NW
end, a palisade bedding trench was discovered; this is a defensive feature enclosing the
occupation layer. The complete course of the palisade is not known, but it is assumed that it
enclosed an area similar to the fort.
To the SW and NE of the main enclosure are two walled annexes of irregular shape. The walls
of both were sectioned. The SW wall proved to be of massive construction; the NE one showed
construction techniques similar to the main wall. Both annexes are almost certainly associated
with the fort.
Statement of National Importance
The site is nationally important as a fine example of a lowland vitrified fort. It is important for
the archaeological evidence sampled in the strictly limited 1960s excavations: the sequence of
palisade to fort, the early and late dates, the large mass of well contexted Iron Age finds, and
the details of rampart construction techniques. The bulk of the fort remains undug and modern
excavation may reveal much more information. The site is important to the themes of
prehistoric vitrified forts and palisaded settlements, prehistoric settlement and defence and
prehistoric technology.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS 37 SW 8.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM4379 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

4

Site Name

Duchal Castle

Type of Site

Secular: castle

NRHE Number

SM5522

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

233460
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Easting

233460

Northing

668518

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument consists of the remains of Duchal Castle, an extensive 13th century fortified
site. The castle is naturally well defended on a piece of ground cut off steeply on the N and S by
the confluence of the Green Water and the Blackwater burn. The site was originally
surrounded by a massive enceinte wall, several portions of which survive on the N and E.
It is made of random rubble and is approximately 5m high on the E. The wall varies in thickness
from 1.5 to 2.5m. In the NE section of wall there is a deep chute dropping to the river which
may have been a well or garderobe. In the SE portion on a rock outcrop 5-6m high are the
footings of a Keep, 9m square over walls 1-1.5m thick. In the W portion there was a substantial
ditch which meant that the site was almost detached from the surrounding land mass.
Much of this ditch has been filled in to accommodate the road and a passing place. The area to
be scheduled is irregular and measures a maximum of 90m NW-SE by 40m NE-SW, to include
the castle, as shown in red on the accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it was a 13th-century fortress of substantial
proportions. Although the remains are somewhat diminished in strength, the site preserves
evidence for defensive architecture and domestic occupation. Its importance is further
enhanced by the historic evidence for its siege by James IV in 1489 when it was held by the Earl
of Lennox.
References
The monument is recorded in the RCAHMS as NS 36 NW 8.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM5522 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

5

Site Name

Larabank Castle, motte

Type of Site

Secular: motte

NRHE Number

SM5644

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

232787

Northing

658579

Parish

Lochwinnoch

Council

Renfrewshire

Description

Description
The monument consists of the remains of a small motte, the site of a medieval castle, situated
on the W side of the Lora Glen. The summit of a natural hill appears to have been artificially
shaped to form a motte-like mound. The site is well defended on the E side by a steep drop.
The external diameter of the feature is about 20m. The top of the mound is grass-grown and
uneven.
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There are no indications of building foundations, although there are several boulders in the
garden and house of Lorabank which appear to have been worked. The area to be scheduled is
oval and measures a maximum of 25m E-W by 30m N-S to be centred on the motte, as shown
in red on the accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it is an example of an early medieval
fortification which potentially contains information, retrievable through excavation, which may
increase our understanding of defensive technology, domestic occupation and material culture
during the period of its construction and use.
References
The monument is recorded in the RCAHMS as NS 35 NW 4.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM5644 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

6

Site Name

Creag Bhreac, cairn 100m ESE of

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number

SM5398

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

214955

Northing

671532

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
This burial cairn is situated within a recent forestry clearing 100m to the ESE of Creag Bhreac,
on the E flank of Cnoc Mhic Pharlain.
The cairn is crescentic on plan and measures 5m from E to W by 3.5m transversely, with a
forecourt of six upright slabs (up to 0.6m high) opening onto the N.
The area to be scheduled is 45m in diameter, centered on the cairn, to include an area around
it in which traces of activities associated with its construction and use may survive.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because of its as yet unique form and for its potential
to contribute to our understanding of prehistoric burial practice of presumed late
Neolithic/early Bronze Age date.
References
RCAHMS records the monument as NS17SW 11.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM5398 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

7

Site Name

Castle Hill, earthwork SSE of Glenside

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: mound (domestic or defensive, rather than ritual or funerar

NRHE Number

SM3305

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

220771

Northing

652553

Parish

West Kilbride

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No further description available
Record obtained at: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM3305 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

8

Site Name

Haylie House, chambered cairn

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: chambered cairn

NRHE Number

SM2482

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

220950

Northing

658594

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a chambered cairn, dating from the Neolithic period.
The monument was originally scheduled in 1964, but the area covered by the designation did
not relate accurately to the remains on the ground. The current rescheduling rectifies this.
The chambered cairn is situated on a shelf of the hillside at around 25m OD, about 400m
inland, and has a wide view across the Firth of Clyde. It lies in unimproved pasture about 75m
NNE of Haylie House.
The burial chamber, sometimes known as 'Haco's Tomb', was originally covered by a large
cairn, 'Margaret's Law'. This was completely removed in 1772, reportedly producing '15,000
cartloads' of stones. The Clyde-type chamber is oriented ESE to WNW, with its entrance facing
uphill to the E. It measures about 6.7m in length by between 0.9m and 1.2m transversely.
Originally it probably had three compartments, but only the innermost one remains intact
today, built of massive slabs of quartz conglomerate, including a massive capstone. The
chambers were partly excavated in 1953 and finds included two human skulls and other bones,
and a flint knife or scraper.
The area to be scheduled is irregular on plan and measures 25m maximum from E to W by 17m
transversely.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance for its potential to enhance our knowledge of early
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prehistoric burial practices and funerary architecture.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS25NW 1.
References:
Aitken, W. G. and Marshall, D. (1958), 'Excavation of burial chamber at Haylie, Largs, Ayrshire
in 1954', Ayrshire Archaeol Natur Hist Collect, 1955-57.
Henshall, A. (1972a), The Chambered Tombs of Scotland, Vol. 2, 396-7.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM2482 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

9

Site Name

Barone Hill, fort

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill fort and promontory fort)

NRHE Number

SM2430

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

206976

Northing

663068

Parish

North Bute

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

No further description available.
Record obtained at: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM2430 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

10

Site Name

Outerwards, Roman fortlet

Type of Site

Roman: fortlet

NRHE Number

SM4377; NS26NW2

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

223167

Northing

666607

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Description
The monument consists of an upstanding remains of a small Roman fortlet measuring 50m
across rampart, ditch and upcast mound. It contains the remains of two stone buildings and
dates to the mid 2nd century AD. The monument overlooks the Clyde estuary and is
approaches. This is one of the few visible fortlets in Scotland and a part of the important
frontier complex, the Antonine Wall.
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Statement of National Importance
The monument is nationally important because of its field characteristics, rarity as a visible
fortlet and contribution to our understanding of Roman control over the W flank of the
Antonine Wall.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS 36 NW 2.
Newall F 1976, 'The Roman Signal Fortlet at Outerwards, Ayrshire', Glasgow Arch J, 4, 111-123.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM4377 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
………………………………………………
WoSASPIN 5847
NS 2316 6660. A Roman fortlet or 'patrol post' on a narrow ridge which is traversed by an
alleged Roman road (RX 7) which bifurcates to pass round the fortlet, was excavated by Newall
in July 1970. It had superficially consisted of a subrectangular enceinte, about 50ft each way,
surrounded by a turf rampart spread to 20ft, a 7 to 9ft berm and an external ditch 11ft wide.
The narrow ridge so constricts the fortlet that the ditch is forced to the bottom of the slope,
presenting an illusory surface appearance of circularity.
Two gateways were located, centrally on the S side and eccentrically at the NE angle "the road
passing obliquely along the berm and across the ditch left here as a narrow drainage channel.
This feature was primary, and we must consider the possibility that the N end of the W primary
barracks had an eastward extension".
Excavations have revealed two periods of occupation, both Antonine. In the first, a 12ft 6ins
wide rampart, solidly kerbed externally but merely delimited internally for the adaptation of a
turf bank at rear, was interrupted on the S, with a normal straight-faced rampart end, to
receive a gateway 7ft 6ins wide between posts of which there were probably three opposed
pairs.
Only 3ft from the rampart on either side of a 7ft 6ins wide street lay timber-framed buildings
36ft N-S by 15ft wide on the W side of the street, and on the E, 12ft wide.
The destruction of this fortlet was so thorough that the entire interior was covered by a scatter
of burnt wattle and daub from the 'barracks' walls, the rampart was slighted on both faces, the
gateway was entirely pulled down - one gatepost had been snapped across - and the collapse
of the rampart on the W side had possibly led to the loop road on that side being washed out
by flooding.
In the second occupation, which followed within a few years - sufficient to allow a slight
growth of vegetation in the interior of the fortlet - a similar plan was adopted. The rampart
reconstruction produced an unusual flattened curve at the rampart ends on each side of the
entrance, due to the addition of turf banks on both faces, the outer, probably buttressing,
retained by a massive roughly constructed stone footing, the inner possibly acting as rampart
manning bank cum intervallum, as the sills from timber-framed buildings were laid alongside it.
The buildings now measured 35' N-S by 14' on the W and 14' wide on the E. On the E the new
loop road was added.
From the primary floor of the W barracks came neck and rim sherds of an Antonine 1 olla, the
only closely dateable vessel of 13 represented in sherds, 6 from the primary and 7 from the
secondary floors.
Re-used as kerbing behind the gateway were fragments of at least 3 Andernach lava querns.
F Newall 1970; D R Wilson 1972; F Newall 1976.
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NS 2316 6660. A Roman fortlet, generally as described and planned. Situated on the highest
point of a broad, moorland ridge at approximately 272m OD, it commands extensive views to
the Firth of Clyde on the W and N, but is generally overlooked on the landward east.
The remains are slight, though well-defined; the turf rampart has a maximum internal height of
0.3m and the surrounding ditch a maximum depth of some 0.5m. The outlines of Newall's
excavation trenches are still visible, but there is no surface evidence of the alleged road
traversing to the N and S of the site.
Surveyed at 1:10,000.
Visited by OS(JRL) 22 February 1983.
A 1.5m path bisects the fortlet from north to south. This does not look recent but 50m to the
south the path has been newly made up with quarry spoil and deep drainage ditches have
been dug on either side. New ditches have also been dug in the vicinity draining down from the
summit from east to west. Cattle troughs have been placed on the south west corner of the
fort causing quite severe erosion in the area.
Derived from HS Monument Warden Report 23/05/91
Entered WoSAS (CF) 12/10/99
Further Reading and Sources
Wilson, D R , 'Roman Britain in 1970. I. Sites explored', Britannia, Vol 2, 1971, pp.243-88.(1971)
Wilson, D R , 'Roman Britain in 1971. I. Sites explored', Britannia, Vol 3, 1972, pp.299351.(1972)
Newall, F , 'The Roman signal fortlet at Outerwards, Ayrshire', Glasgow Archaeol J, Vol 4, 1976,
pp.111-23.(1976)
Hanson and Maxwell, W S and G S , Rome's north west frontier: The Antonine Wall.
Edinburgh.(1983)
Breeze, D J , 'Roman Scotland during the reign of Antoninus Pius', in Hanson, W S and Keppie L
J F (eds.), 'Roman frontier studies 1979: papers presented to the 12th International Congress of
Roman Frontier Studies', BAR, Vol S71, Part1, pp.45-60. Oxford.(1980)
Breeze, D J , Roman Scotland: a guide to the visible remains. Newcastle-upon-Tyne.(1979)
Newall, F , 'Thirdpart Farm, Outerwards Roman fortlet', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland,
1970, pp.13-14.(1970)
………………………………………………………………
Recorded during Walkover Survey:
Roughly square plan earthwork on ridge of high ground between two burn valleys Reed growth
and wet at time of survey. Modern Track runs through centre of fort possibly on line of Roman
road? Large stones visible in track? Large, building stone? Also visible in earthwork.
Date of Survey: 06/09/2019 20/08/2019 09:02:29

Site Number

11

Site Name

Castle Knowe, motte

Type of Site

Secular: motte

NRHE Number

SM3694

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

220346
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Easting

220346

Northing

650826

Parish

West Kilbride

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No further description available.
Record obtained at: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM3694 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

12

Site Name

Thom's Water Cuts, aqueduct from W of Kerrycrusach to N of Kerrycroy

Type of Site

Industrial: bridge, viaduct, aqueduct; inland water

NRHE Number

SM7118

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

209540

Northing

661761

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument comprises a stretch of aqueduct forming part of the Big Cut.
This stretch is up to 10m wide. Its length is approximately 2500m and extends from N of
Kerrycroy Farm in a WNW direction to a point W of Kerrycrusach Farm.
The proposed scheduling includes all the aqueduct in water and an area on either side in which
traces of activities associated with its construction and use may survive, with a width of 15m
and a total length of very approximately 2500m, extending over an extremely sinuous course
from the N side of the road leading to Kerrycrusach to a point at the end of a side road 175m N
of Kerrycroy, as marked in red on the accompanying map extract.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it forms part of a series of aqueducts, or
water-cuts, designed by the distinguished Scots engineer, Robert Thom. He died, and was
buired, in Rothesay. The aqueducts and dam were constructed between 1811 and 1822 to
provide a workable water-supply to Thom's cotton mills in Rothesay, and the ingenius way in
which he wrung every last drop of water from off the landscape of central Bute is physically
demonstrated by these remains and a lasting testimony to one of Scotland's notable engineers
and inventors.
References:
Earls, A 1945, 'Robert Thom and his work on water power for the Rothesay cotton mills', Trans
Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.13, 129.
Ferrier, J 1966, 'Robert Thom's water-cuts', Trans Glasgow Archaeol Soc, New, vol.15, 3, 129.
Sharp, R, 'The Cotton Industry in Bute', Trans Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.2, 12.
Description obtained from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM7118
(accessed on 12.06.2019)
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Site Number

13

Site Name

Thom's Water Cuts, aqueduct, Cnocnicoll Wood

Type of Site

Industrial: bridge, viaduct, aqueduct; inland water

NRHE Number

SM7119

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

210030

Northing

660900

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument comprises a stretch of aqueduct, part of the Big Cut.
The total length of this stretch is very approximately 1000m. The area to be scheduled is 15m
wide and extends from a point about 180m WSW of Kerrycroy by an irregular route to reach
the S edge of Cnocnicoll Wood just S of the old quarries, and includes the aqueduct and an
area of ground on either side in which traces of activities associated with its construction and
use may survive, as marked in red on the accompanying map extract.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it forms part of a series of aqueducts, or
water-cuts, designed by the distinguished Scots engineer, Robert Thom. He died, and was
buired, in Rothesay. The aqueducts and dam were constructed between 1811 and 1822 to
provide a workable water-supply to Thom's cotton mills in Rothesay, and the ingenius way in
which he wrung every last drop of water from off the landscape of central Bute is physically
demonstrated by these remains and a lasting testimony to one of Scotland's notable engineers
and inventors.
References:
Earls, A 1945, 'Robert Thom and his work on water power for the Rothesay cotton mills', Trans
Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.13, 129.
Ferrier, J 1966, 'Robert Thom's water-cuts', Trans Glasgow Archaeol Soc, New, vol.15, 3, 129.
Sharp, R, 'The Cotton Industry in Bute', Trans Buteshire Natur Hist Soc, vol.2, 12.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM7119 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

14

Site Name

Castle Hill, fort

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill fort and promontory fort)

NRHE Number

SM10390

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

221556

Northing

658805
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Northing

658805

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a fort, probably dating from the Iron Age (around
2000 years ago).
The fort is situated on a rocky knoll above the S side of the mouth of the Gogo Water. It
comprises the remains of an enclosing rampart situated around the edge of the summit of the
knoll. On the NE, W and S sides of the hill are steep natural slopes, and there is a gully around
the base of the knoll in the E.
The enclosing rampart is sub-oval on plan and measures at least 57m from NE to SW by 38m
transversely. It is best preserved around the S perimeter, where it measures about 2m in
thickness, although substantial stretches can also be seen elsewhere on the circuit. A distinct
shallow foundation trench for a wall base is visible on the W. There are no visible ground
surface remains in the interior of the fort. The most likely place for an entrance is on the NE,
where there is a winding approach.
The area to be scheduled comprises the remains described and an area around them within
which related evidence may be expected to survive. It is irregular on plan and has maximum
dimensions of approximately 105m from NE to SW by 85m transversely.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM10390 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

15

Site Name

St Mary's Chapel, Rothesay

Type of Site

Ecclesiastical: chapel

NRHE Number

SM90253

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

208620

Northing

663704

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

No further description available.
Record obtained at: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM90253 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

16

Site Name

Glengarnock Castle

Type of Site

Secular: castle

NRHE Number

SM318

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

231035
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Northing

657354

Parish

Kilbirnie

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No further description available.
Record obtained at: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM318 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

17

Site Name

Southannan Mansionhouse, Fairlie

Type of Site

Secular: house

NRHE Number

SM333

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

220921

Northing

653845

Parish

West Kilbride

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No further description available.
Record obtained from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM333 (accessed
on 12.06.2019)

Site Number

18

Site Name

Knock, fort

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill fort and promontory fort)

NRHE Number

SM2178

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

220283

Northing

662862

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No further description available.
Record obtained from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM2178 (accessed
on 12.06.2019)

Site Number

19

Site Name

Kempock Stone, Inverkip

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: standing stone

NRHE Number

SM1651

Status

Scheduled Monument
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Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

224079

Northing

677856

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises a standing stone (1.8m high and 0.6m in diameter) which is situated
within an enclosure on the top of a cliff overlooking Kempock Point.
The stone is presumed to date to the Bronze Age, but more recently a strong local folklore has
developed about the stone, which is known locally as 'Granny Kempock's Stone'.
The area to be scheduled is triangular on plan and measures up to 1.8m across to include the
stone and the area enclosed by the modern railings (but excluding their above ground
structure).
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has the potential to provide information
about Bronze Age ritual and burial practices.
References
The monument is RCAHMS number NS 27 NW 5.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM1651 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

20

Site Name

Fairlie Castle

Type of Site

Secular: castle

NRHE Number

SM317

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

221286

Northing

654892

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No further description available.
Record obtained from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM317 (accessed
on 12.06.2019)

Site Number

21

Site Name

High Mathernock, AA battery 350m WSW and camp 360 SW of

Type of Site

20th Century Military and Related: Battery

NRHE Number

SM12883
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Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

232263

Northing

670841

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of the High Mathernock heavy anti-aircraft battery,
dating to the Second World War. The site consists of a command post, four upstanding gun
emplacements and the remains of the nearby accommodation camp. The site is located on
level ground in the bottom of a shallow valley at between 130m and 140m above sea level and
around 3.5km south of Port Glasgow.
The battery itself, comprising the command post and gun emplacements, now lies in a field of
grass, while the accommodation camp lies some 175m SE of the battery in a field of rough
grazing.
The command post is of a typical form for this type of site. It is an E-shaped building on plan,
with six internal rooms. The entrance is through the central arm, outside of which would
formerly have been the shelters for the Predictor and Height-Finder. The command post would
initially have been a semi-subterranean structure with surrounding earthen banks providing
additional protection from blast damage, but these banks have since been removed. The
building measures around 20m NNE-SSW by around 10m transversely. Each of the four gun
emplacements is of octagonal form, measuring some 17m in diameter. Each has one open side
for access, facing towards the command post in the centre. The remaining seven faces each
have an ammunition locker attached to their interior side. Crew shelters are attached to the
exterior walls of each emplacement, to left and right of the entrances. The entrances to the
crew shelters are accessible from the interior of each emplacement. The southernmost
emplacement is missing one wall and ammo shelter. It has also undergone more recent
alterations, including a fence and gate to create a pen in the centre of the enclosure, and a
variety of doors and fittings have been installed by a local clay pigeon shooting club.
The accommodation camp is located in another field, some 175m SE of the battery. The
remains are visible as a series of low brick and concrete platforms which served as the bases of
Nissen huts. There are at least twelve bases visible on the ground today and they stand up to
1m in height. The remains of other brick structures are also visible on the site.
The area to be scheduled is irregular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. The above-ground
elements of all post-and-wire fences are specifically excluded from the scheduling, to allow for
their maintenance.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This well-preserved example of a heavy anti-aircraft (HAA) battery dates to the Second World
War. It is an exceptionally well-preserved example of a monument which would have been a
familiar sight in the 1940s. Given the excellent level of preservation of the site, there is a high
potential for further archaeological evidence related to the construction, use and
abandonment of the battery to survive, both within and around the structures. As one of the
group of HAA batteries installed as part of the aerial defences of the Clyde Gun Defended Area,
this site could potentially supply valuable information about the requirements and
technologies of Second World War aerial defences as the war progressed.
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Contextual characteristics
The monument lies in a shallow valley to the south of Port Glasgow and the Clyde estuary. The
Clyde was the most significant strategic asset in the west of Scotland, and one of the most
significant assets of Britain. It was home to the most extensive shipbuilding industry in Britain,
an extensive range of other important industrial concerns such as munitions, and was the
destination point for the Atlantic convoys bringing vital supplies and troops from the United
States. Later in the war it would also serve as a vital mustering point for the fleets involved in
the invasions of North Africa in 1942 and Normandy in 1944. This site was a part of the Clyde
Gun Defended Area (GDA), a grouping of 46 HAA batteries created to protect the Clyde from
aerial assault. This was a third of the total anti-aircraft batteries created in Scotland as a whole
and formed only one aspect of the wider defence of the Clyde, highlighting the critical need to
keep the Clyde harbours and industries running.
The location of this site gives it long views east and west along the valley, with more restricted
views to the north and south due to slightly higher ground. It should be remembered,
however, that the restricted view would not have hindered the function of the site, as its focus
was the defence of the sky and the higher ground is not far enough above the site to impede
this function. Its location south of the strategic assets of Port Glasgow was also appropriate, as
the line from north-south would have been the main axis of approach for enemy bombers
attacking the area.
With the outbreak of war in 1939, a rapid program of construction was undertaken to provide
a defensive network for the country. This included the Gun Defended Areas of HAA batteries
protecting major towns and strategic assets across the country. By the war's end, more than
1200 HAA batteries had been constructed. Early examples appear roughly to have followed the
form visible at High Mathernock, with four octagonal gun emplacements placed in an arc
around a command post.
Documentary records indicate that the battery at High Mathernock was armed with four 3.7
inch guns. As the war progressed and technology advanced, the original manual guns were
superseded at many batteries by larger, electrically powered examples. Some sites were
completely rebuilt with new square gun emplacements to permit the installation of the new
weapons, while others were retro-fitted and/or had additional gun emplacements of the new
form added. It is unclear if High Mathernock underwent such upgrading and surviving
archaeological evidence could answer this question.
Associative characteristics
The impact of the Second World War on the lives and landscape of Scotland in the late 1930s
and 1940s was on a scale never before witnessed. The mobilisation of the entire country to aid
the war effort would transform the social and economic character of the nation and the new
threat of long-range aerial attack brought the war directly into the daily lives of the civilian
population. Its place in the national consciousness remains prominent to this day, and many
people alive today remember first hand the experiences and impact of the conflict.
The industrial workers of the Clyde had been notoriously left-wing during the First World War,
with many of the leaders of the so-called 'Red Clydesiders' finding themselves imprisoned for
their objections to the conflict. With the outbreak of the Second World War, the need to fight
was widely accepted and the Clydesiders willingly took their part alongside former enemies in
aiding the war effort. In the west of Scotland, the war would create an industrial boom that
would prove unsustainable following the end of the war with the decrease in shipbuilding, and
the resulting economic decline would never be reversed. Very little evidence now survives of
this former landscape.
A high level of effort was made to protect the strategic asset of the Clyde during the Second
World War. The Clyde GDA would contain one third of the HAA batteries in Scotland, and the
same number as the next largest two combined, the Scapa and Forth GDAs. These batteries
would be manned by troops from the Royal Artillery, aided by volunteers from the local
regiments of the Home Guard although, as the war progressed, the volunteers were assigned
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further duties, including manning the guns themselves. Given its relative proximity to the large
towns below, it is highly likely that Home Guard volunteers who lived in the area will have
served on this battery during its operational life.
Despite the efforts to protect the area, the strategic value of the Clyde had been recognised by
the Axis powers early in the war, with Luftwaffe reconnaissance photographs of Greenock and
the surrounding area appearing less than a month after the outbreak of hostilities in 1939. The
threat posed by these photographs, however, would not fully materialise for almost two years.
On the nights of the 6 and 7 May 1941, Greenock suffered the second worst bombing raids
inflicted on Scotland during the entire war. On the night of Tuesday May 6, a force of 276
German bombers had been dispatched to strike targets on both sides of the Clyde, including
Greenock. Around 50 bombers dropped their payloads on Greenock and the surrounding area,
causing damage to several parts of the town and killing numerous people, including many
civilians inside one of the public shelters. Worse was to come on May 7, however. It was a
common tactic to raid the same target on consecutive nights, using any remaining fires as
targeting aids. The air-raid sirens began sounding at around 25 minutes after midnight and one
of the first buildings to be hit was the Ardgowan Distillery within the town. The resulting
inferno illuminated the town and thus provided an easy target for following bombers. To make
matters worse, a direct hit was scored on the Westburn Sugar House, starting another huge
blaze. These fires were large enough to be seen 100 miles away and the bombers would
continue to attack the town until almost 4 am. By the end of the attacks the Air Raid
Precautions Control Room in Greenock listed 159 areas of the town as being of critical concern
and reinforcements were drafted in from as far afield as Edinburgh to help with the aftermath.
The result of the raid would be 271 deaths with more than 1,200 people injured and damage to
more than half the homes in the town, with about 1,000 completely destroyed. The incident
would leave a lasting impact on the town and its surrounding area.
Given its position in the hills close the town, it is highly likely that the High Mathernock battery
would have been in action on the nights of the blitz. There is also a clear indication from these
events of the widely held idea that anti-aircraft weaponry was notoriously ineffective. Despite
the number of anti-aircraft defences and the volume of fire they could create, not a single
enemy aircraft was lost during the raids.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the defences of the Clyde
during the Second World War and their place within the wider defensive network of wartime
Britain. The remains of the battery may hold valuable information about the function and
operation of such sites and the daily lives of the troops stationed there. This site is particularly
valuable given its excellent state of preservation and its role in one of the most significant
events of the Second World War in Scotland. The loss of the monument would significantly
diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand the efforts and sacrifices made to
defend the Clyde during the Second World War and the preparation, construction, use and
eventual abandonment of the defences themselves.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS37SW 53: Port Glasgow, High Mathernock Battery; Anti Aircraft
Battery (20th Century). The WOSAS SMR designation is 20019: Port Glasgow, High Mathernock
Battery; Anti-aircraft Battery.
References
Osborne, M 2004, Defending Britain: Twentieth Century Military Structures in the Landscape,
Stroud: Tempus Publishing Ltd.
Dobinson, C 2001, AA Command: Britain's Anti-Aircraft Defences of the Second World War,
London: Methuen Publishing Ltd.
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Gemmill, S 2001, Greenock Revisited, http://www.greenockrevisited.co.uk/.
Osborne, B D and Armstrong, R 2005, The Clyde at War, Edinburgh: Birlinn Limited.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12883 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

22

Site Name

High Castlehill, enclosure 55m WSW of

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: enclosure (domestic or defensive, rather than ritual or fune

NRHE Number

SM12886

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

235064

Northing

672282

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of an enclosure with evidence of at least one internal
structure. The monument is probably a homestead, a small defended settlement, occupied in
later prehistory, sometime between around 800 BC and AD 400. The monument is visible as a
low grass-grown stony bank indicating the position of an irregular enclosure. The site occupies
a prominent position on the summit of High Castlehill, at approximately 140m above sea level,
with good views over the surrounding landscape.
The enclosing bank surrounds an area measuring 34m N-W by 24m transversely. The bank
stands up to 1.5m high on the SE side of the monument and 0.3m high in the north. The
feature is less distinct to the west, where gorse bushes mask the bank. A break in the bank on
the E side marks the position of an entrance around 17m wide. The entrance is of elaborate
form, with its S wall turning outwards to flank the entrance for around 5m. In the south of the
enclosure is a large circular platform, potentially the remains of a roundhouse, measuring
about 12m across.
The area to be scheduled is irregular on plan, to include the remains described and an area
around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. Specifically excluded
from the scheduling to allow for their maintenance are the above-ground elements of the
stone dyke marking the northern boundary of the scheduled area and the post-and-wire fence
crossing the eastern edge of the monument, and the water trough in the NW of the scheduled
area.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This monument represents a later prehistoric defended settlement with evidence of at least
one structure in the interior. The hilltop setting and indications of a stone wall or bank around
the site demonstrate the defensive intent of the inhabitants. There is no evidence of
excavation or significant disturbance of the monument. Although the upstanding remains are
relatively low, there is good potential for the survival of below-ground archaeological remains
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of the enclosure bank, and the presence of the circular platform indicates a high potential for
the survival of parts of a structure, probably a domestic dwelling. These remains can help us to
understand more about defensive structures in general, and the design, construction, phasing
and use of internal dwellings in particular.
The lack of disturbance of the interior indicates a high potential for buried deposits to survive,
including both artefacts and ecofacts. These could help us build up a picture of the activities
that took place on the site, the physical conditions on the site, and the contemporary
environment and land uses. The upstanding banks and house footings may contain evidence
relating to the creation, use and abandonment of the settlement, helping to inform our
understanding of the character of late prehistoric defended settlement, including local
variations in domestic architecture and building use.
Potential exists for the survival of buried land surfaces beneath the enclosure wall. These could
preserve information about the environment before the site was constructed. Negative
features, such as post-holes and pits, or the ditch probably created to form the enclosure bank,
may contain archaeologically significant deposits that can further our understanding of society,
ritual, economy, agriculture and domestic architecture. The presence of probable house
remains gives the potential to explore issues such as the duration of house occupation, the
nature of abandonment processes and the extent to which occupation of the site was
continuous. Excavations at comparable later prehistoric settlement sites have also
demonstrated the potential for the deposition of fragmentary human remains in and around
such monuments. Some of these show evidence of curation and structured deposition. This
monument may therefore have the potential to further our understanding of the treatment of
human remains during this period.
Contextual characteristics
Defended settlements were built at various times from at least the end of the late Bronze Age
(around 800 BC) until probably the end of the early Middle Ages (around 1000 AD). It is clear
that at some sites the first defensive systems began to appear in the Bronze Age. However, the
majority of monuments excavated so far have produced evidence for Iron-Age occupation,
ranging from the mid to late 1st millennium BC. Evidence for potentially earlier human activity
in this landscape includes stone tool finds and the presence of a cairn field 765m to the west in
Craigmarloch Wood.
Researchers have identified relatively few defended settlements in the former country of
Renfrewshire. The known sites range from small settlements, such as this example, often
known as 'homesteads' and measuring less than around 50m in diameter, to larger forts. Most
are characterised by relatively small-scale defences compared to those in other parts of
Scotland, typically stone banks or walls built on or near to hilltops to enhance the natural
relief. Excavations at a comparable site at Knockmade Hill around 10.5km to the south
indicated that it might be a relatively early example, occupied possibly in the late Bronze Age,
from before 800 BC. Another comparable site at Knapps near Kilmacolm may be of similarly
early date. The complete excavation of this site produced evidence of a wooden palisade,
erected early in the history of the site. Larger settlements also have the potential to be
relatively early and the hillfort at Craigmarloch, around 755m to the south-west, where the
palisade predated a timber-laced rampart, may date to around 800 BC. The monument has the
potential to add to our knowledge of the chronology of such defended settlements and the
ways in which they may have developed through time.
Small homesteads appear to have continued in use through much of the late 1st millennium
BC, at around the same time that larger hillforts were appearing in the landscape, which has
been interpreted to suggest the emergence of small tribal units.
High Castlehill is located 755m NE of the hillfort at Craigmarloch, and can also be considered
alongside the fort at Marshall Moor (around 9.8km to the SSE) and the fort at Castle Hill (7.9km
to the SSE). At all of these sites, relatively slight banks or walls appear to enhance the natural
relief of hilltops. This monument thus has particular potential to contribute towards a better
understanding of prehistoric defended settlements in this area, particularly those sited in
elevated positions. The construction and layout of defended settlements and associated
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dwellings, including their size, number of entrances, design and position in the landscape are
all important in understanding this type of monument. By comparing this monument to others
of its type we can learn more about defended settlements and associated dwellings in the
former county of Renfrewshire and more widely across Scotland. The monument also
complements other types of prehistoric settlement sites identified in the vicinity, to provide a
fuller picture of the development of prehistoric landscape and society in the region over time.
Associative characteristics
The OS 1st Edition map published in the later 19th century does not depict the monument
itself, but the hill is called 'High Castlehill' implying it was a known place of fortification.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant contribution to our understanding of the past, in particular the study of defended
settlements in later prehistoric SW Scotland. It survives in good condition above ground and it
is probable that extensive and complex archaeological remains relating to the construction and
use of the monument survive beneath the present ground surface. The potential roundhouse
remains and any associated pits and post-holes have a high potential for the survival of buried
material, including structural features and artefacts and ecofacts relating to its construction,
use or abandonment. The monument has the potential to provide information about wider
prehistoric society, its architecture, how people lived, where they came from and who they
had contacts with. Its importance is increased by its proximity to other monuments of
potentially contemporary date and its capacity to inform us about the nature of relationships
between monuments of different type. Spatial analysis of sites may inform our understanding
of patterns of landholding and the expansion of settlement. The loss or diminution of this site
would impede our ability to understand the placing of such monuments within the landscape,
both in the former county of Renfrewshire and in other parts of Scotland, as well as our
knowledge of later prehistoric social structure, economy and building practices.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS37SE 7. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 6985.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12886 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

23

Site Name

Duchal House, motte 570m NE of

Type of Site

Secular: motte

NRHE Number

SM12892

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

235806

Northing

668348

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
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The monument comprises the remains of a motte associated with an Anglo-Norman timber
castle likely to date to the 12th or 13th century AD. It is visible as a substantial mound located
in a prominent position overlooking the Gryfe Water which flows around 40m to the northwest. The monument lies at around 80m above sea level and offers long views to the east and
south. The confluence of the Green Water and the Gryfe Water lies around 320m to the southwest.
Today the remains of the castle are visible as a large earth mound, approximately circular on
plan, measuring around 24m in diameter at its base and narrowing to 14m E-W by 13.2m
transversely at its summit. The mound has a flat top and stands around 4m higher than the
surrounding land on the W side and 2m higher on the E side. A small depression is visible near
the centre of the summit.
The area to be scheduled is sub-circular on plan, to include the remains described above and
an area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. To allow for their
maintenance, the scheduling specifically excludes the above-ground elements of a telegraph
pole sited north-west of the motte and the above-ground elements of a post-and-wire fence
with gate that surrounds the motte.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The motte survives in excellent condition, although it is clear that there has been some limited
disturbance in the past. There is a record that a mound at Denniston was excavated in 1894
and found to consist mainly of clay. The excavators cut a small trench 4 feet wide and found a
row of boulders lying on a layer of ash about 4 feet below the surface, continuing down to
natural ground level. The hollow visible on the top of the motte may derive from this
investigation. Despite this limited intrusion, the monument has good field characteristics and
the motte retains a good proportion of its estimated original shape, extent and structure. The
motte is likely to preserve evidence of its construction, use and abandonment phases and may
seal evidence for settlement or other activity that predated it. There is high potential for the
survival of evidence for timber buildings and upstanding defensive works, both on the motte
itself and in the surrounding area. Buried layers or cut features may contain important
palaeoenvironmental evidence that can help us to reconstruct the diet and economy of the
inhabitants and the nature of the immediate environment when the site was built and in use.
The lack of evidence for stone buildings on the site suggests it was abandoned relatively early,
enhancing the likelihood that archaeological remains of the timber castle may be well
preserved. Researchers who visited the site in 1992 reported the discovery of a copper
counting piece dating to the 15th to 16th centuries and a sherd of medieval pottery; they
interpreted these items as deriving from occupation of the motte after it had ceased to be a
defended structure. This suggests the potential for complex multi-period buried remains to
exist.
Contextual characteristics
This is one of over 300 fortified earthworks in Scotland dating probably from the 12th or 13th
centuries. Many timber castles were associated with the establishment of Anglo-Norman
lordships during and after the reign of King David I. They played a role in the consolidation of
state power and the development of centralised authority, representing the fortified dwellings
of an immigrant population and the introduction of a European model of land tenure and
feudal obligations. The role of these fortified settlements was symbolic as well as functional,
marking and protecting the lands of emerging lordships and the route ways through them.
Timber castles are most numerous between the Clyde and the Solway, but there are also
examples along other main route ways, often by significant water courses, such as those north
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of the Forth in eastern Scotland and stretching up to and including the Moray coast. Other
examples survive in Caithness, Argyll and the Highlands. They are comparatively rare
monuments in the former county of Renfrewshire, though potential examples are known at
Pennytersal in Kilmacolm parish, at Castle Hill (Bridge of Weir) in Kilbarchan parish, and at
Lochwinnoch, Renfrew and Eaglesham.
Many mottes were accompanied by baileys, defended outer courtyards that housed buildings
and activities that could not be accommodated within the limited space on top of the artificial
mound. There is no clear field evidence for man-made defences associated with the motte at
this site, but it is very probable that associated buildings and ancillary structures existed. The
timber castle that would have stood on the motte almost certainly acted as a manorial estate
centre rather than simply a high status dwelling, making it probable that associated buried
archaeological remains survive in the surrounding landscape. However, the motte was only the
first of a series of estate centres in this vicinity. It was superseded first by Duchal Castle, to the
west, and then by Duchal House, built in 1768 but incorporating elements dating to 1710.
Archaeological remains associated with the motte and later estate centres may preserve
evidence for the nature and chronology of the transition between them, allowing the potential
for future researchers to address issues such as whether occupation was continuous or
interrupted. The estate centre would have been part of a pattern of dependent settlements.
The standing structures of a farm at South Denniston survived until the 20th century and are
now visible as earthworks located around 75m ESE of the motte. The remains of a stone
retaining wall lie immediately south of the motte and probably represent part of the field
system associated with South Denniston.
Associative characteristics
The motte is depicted on 19th century maps that also show the former farm buildings at South
Denniston. People in the past were aware of the motte, but did not know its precise date or
function. Local tradition holds it to be the site of a Roman watchtower.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to the understanding of the past, in particular the construction and
function of medieval strongholds. It retains a significant proportion of its field characteristics
and is a well-preserved example of it class, with little sign of later disturbance other than
limited antiquarian investigations. From it we can learn much about medieval castle
construction, as well as the wider control of land and route ways in SW Scotland. Its
importance is enhanced because it can be compared with later estate centres to the west, and
can support analysis of the transition from timber to stone castles in Scotland. The loss of this
example would significantly diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand
settlement and land tenure in medieval Scotland.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS36NE 18. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 6804.
Tabraham, C, 1986, Scottish Castles and Fortifications. Edinburgh: HMSO
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12892 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

24

Site Name

Pennytersal Farm, motte 235m SW of

Type of Site

Secular: motte

NRHE Number

SM12893

Status

Scheduled Monument
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Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

233677

Northing

671171

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a motte, a steep-sided artificial mound upon which
the principal tower of an Anglo-Norman castle would have stood and which dates to the
medieval period. The monument is visible as a well-defined earthwork located on the SW edge
of a terrace at around 100m above sea level. A now canalised tributary of the Gryfe Water is
located 70m to the west.
The visible element of the monument is a turf-covered, flat-topped and roughly circular mound
of earth and stone. The mound is around 3m high and measures approximately 27m E-W by
23m transversely. The north side shows some evidence of disturbance to the original structure,
interpreted as a possible quarry scoop.
The area to be scheduled is circular in plan, centred on the monument to include the remains
described and an area around within which evidence relating to its construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. Specifically excluded
from the scheduling to allow for maintenance are the above-ground elements of a post-andwire fence that crosses the south of the scheduled area.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument is visible as a prominent earthwork, the form of which indicates that it is a
motte, the remains of an Anglo-Norman timber castle. This was a defensive structure which
may also have acted as an estate centre and a symbol of prestige for the owner and residents.
Apart from the potential quarry scoop in the north side of the motte and some animal burrows
on the west side, the monument does not appear to have been significantly disturbed and
retains good field characteristics. The surrounding area also appears undisturbed. Mottes are
often associated with baileys (enclosed courtyards adjacent to or surrounding the motte). In
this example a potential bailey has been noted in the past as terracing on the west side and as
a slight mound on the south and east sides. More recent interpretation suggests this could be a
natural terrace on the west, and no remains are now visible on the east and south sides.
The motte retains a good proportion of its original shape, extent and structure and is likely to
preserve evidence of its construction, use and abandonment phases. It may also seal evidence
for settlement or other activity that predated it. There is high potential for the survival of
evidence for timber buildings and upstanding defensive works, both on the motte itself and in
the surrounding area. There is also a potential for the survival of a ditch around the motte, a
feature often found in conjunction with mottes. This and other surviving negative features
have an inherent capacity to retain palaeoenvironmental evidence within their fills. Such
deposits can help us reconstruct the environmental conditions when the monument was built
and in use, as well as details of the diet and economy of the inhabitants. The lack of evidence
for stone buildings on the site suggests it was abandoned relatively early, enhancing the
likelihood that archaeological remains of the timber castle are well preserved.
Contextual characteristics
This is one of over 300 fortified earthworks in Scotland that may date from the 12th or 13th
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centuries. Many timber castles were associated with the establishment of Anglo-Norman
lordships during and after the reign of King David I. They played a role in the consolidation of
state power and the development of centralised authority, representing the fortified dwellings
of an immigrant population and the introduction of a European model of land tenure and
feudal obligations. The role of these fortified settlements was symbolic as well as functional,
marking and protecting the lands of emerging lordships and the routeways through them.
Timber castles are most numerous between the Clyde and the Solway, but there are also
examples along other main route ways, often by significant water courses, such as those to the
north of the Forth in eastern Scotland and stretching up to and including the Moray coast. This
example is located close to the Gryfe Water, a major watercourse cutting north-west to southeast across the area. Other examples survive in Caithness, Argyll and the Highlands. They are
comparatively rare monuments in the former county of Renfrewshire, though other examples
are known at Castle Hill at Bridge of Weir, and Milton Bridge, both in Kilmacolm parish, and at
Lochwinnoch, Renfrew, and Eaglesham.
Many mottes were accompanied by baileys, defended outer courtyards that housed buildings
and activities that could not be accommodated within the limited space on top of the artificial
mound. The alleged terracing on the west of this motte perhaps represents the site of a bailey,
but there is no clear field evidence for man-made defences to confirm this suggestion. The
upstanding masonry remains of Duchal Castle lie around 2.67 km south-south-west of this
motte. This proximity between a timber castle and a stone castle enhances the significance of
both of these individual sites, allowing examination of the transition from mottes to stone
castles, both locally and, by extension, nationally. Complex archaeological remains are
probably associated with both these sites, preserving evidence for the nature and chronology
of the transition and allowing future researchers to address issues such as whether occupation
was continuous or interrupted by a period of abandonment. The timber and stone castles
probably both acted as manorial estate centres, rather than simply as high status dwellings,
and associated buried archaeological remains probably survive in the surrounding landscape.
Associative characteristics
The monument is noted on the First Edition Ordnance Survey as 'Mote Hill' indicating that it
has long been recognised as an antiquity. Further research is required to find which estate and
landowner this motte may have been associated with, but the concentration of three mottes
around Kilmacolm is likely to be associated with one or possibly both of the Lyle family,
associated with the later Duchal Castle or the Dennistoun family, another notable landowner in
this area in the medieval period.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to the understanding of the past, in particular the construction and
function of early medieval strongholds. It retains a significant proportion of its field
characteristics and is a well-preserved example of its class, with little sign of later disturbance
other than limited animal activity and possible quarrying. From this site, we can learn much
about medieval castle construction as well as the wider control of land and route ways in SW
Scotland. Its importance is enhanced because it can be compared with two other mottes of
similar form in close proximity, as well as a later stone castle, and can provide supporting
information about the transition from timber to stone castles in Scotland. The loss of this
example would significantly diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand
settlement and land tenure in medieval Scotland.
References
RCAHMS records the monument as NS37SW 9. The West of Scotland Archaeology Service
records this site as 7023.
Tabraham C, 1986, Scottish Castles and Fortifications. Edinburgh: HMSO
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12893 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

25

Site Name

Barr Castle

Type of Site

Secular: bailey; barmkin; castle; tower

NRHE Number

SM1650

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

234679

Northing

658157

Parish

Lochwinnoch

Council

Renfrewshire

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of Barr Castle, a late medieval tower house first
constructed in the early 16th century. It is visible as the ruins of the tower and surrounding
areas of grass-covered rubble. The monument was first scheduled in 1935 but an inadequate
area was included to protect the remains; the present rescheduling rectifies this.
Lying in an arable field to the south of Lochwinnoch, Barr Castle stands on a low ridge. The
tower itself is a rubble-built rectangular building. The tower is four storeys high and survives to
the height of the corbelled base of the wall head and parapet; on its S side, the chimney stack
and part of the gable also still survive. The entrance to the tower is on the W side, although
this is a later alteration with the original entrance at first floor level. Window openings survive
on all four sides of the building and several gun ports are also visible. Also visible on the tower
walls are several elements which indicate later alterations and extension of the castle, and
possible adjoining buildings, including blocked doorways and a visible sloping roof line on the S
wall. Next to the entrance in the NW corner is a fragment of wall attached to the tower and
extending west, which appears to be part of an extension built when the castle was remodelled
in the 17th century. Surrounding the tower are several areas of rubble, which may represent
the remains of a former courtyard or barmkin, and of the buildings which stood around the
tower. A large piece of dressed stone lying in the field around 90m north of the tower is
believed to be a former gatepost and could mark the extent of a bailey believed to have
existed in this area.
Access to the interior of the tower is now prevented by a locked iron door and at one point an
attempt has been made to wall up the entrance, as evidenced by the remains of part of this
wall. However, the interior appears to survive up to first floor level, with two vaulted rooms
present on the ground floor and a circular stair in the NW corner providing access upwards.
The area to be scheduled is approximately rectangular on plan, to include the remains
described and an area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's
construction, use and abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map.
The area to be scheduled specifically excludes the above-ground elements of the post-and-wire
fence surrounding the tower to allow for its maintenance.
Statement of National Importance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument consists of a ruined early 16th-century tower house which underwent
extensive alterations in the late 17th century. The fabric of the castle is well preserved and it
still stands almost to full height, with only the parapet level missing.
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Although Barr Castle is presently ruinous, its remains offer significant archaeological potential.
As a tower house which was in use for several centuries, the tower and surrounding area are
likely to hold valuable archaeological information relating to the occupation of the tower.
These remains could inform us of the daily life of the inhabitants of the tower and of how their
needs changed over time, evidenced by the alterations to the structure itself. The remains of
the former curtain wall and ancillary buildings of the castle are likely to survive as buried
deposits and could provide information on the layout of the castle and the functions of the
other structures on site.
Several elements of the castle are of particular archaeological interest. The surviving structure
has the potential to tell us a great deal about the design and construction of tower houses in
Scotland and of the changing needs they served over time. Equally the areas around the castle
have the potential to inform our understanding of daily life within the castle through buried
deposits of material from the tower itself. The evidence for a barmkin, characteristic of
Renfrewshire tower houses but a feature that rarely survives, possesses excellent potential to
enhance our understanding of the domestic organisation of a lordly dwelling of the late
medieval period.
Contextual characteristics
Primarily built as dwellings for lordly families, tower houses fulfilled practical and symbolic
roles and functions. Found across Scotland, tower houses appear in a variety of forms built
between the 15th and 17th centuries. Among the earliest documented examples of tower
houses is David's Tower within Edinburgh Castle (built around 1387).
Whatever their design, many tower houses operated as estate centres. These were places
where taxes could be collected, records were kept and the grievances of tenants aired before
the lord or his representatives. As a lordly residence, guests could be entertained within the
main hall, the main public space within a tower house, while the upper private chambers
offered comfortable accommodation for the lord, his family, and important guests. Often
occupying strategic positions in the landscape, tower houses could and did control access to
certain routes, monitoring movement along rivers and coasts, and keeping watch against
enemy attack.
The construction of a tower house required a license from the Crown and at times landowners
whose property exceeded a certain value were expected to build tower houses. In this regard,
tower houses expressed the feudal superiority of the landowner over his subjects and stood as
a statement of his family's power, influence and wealth.
Associative characteristics
Barr Castle was constructed in the early 16th century, seemingly by the Glen family. It then
passed into the hands of the Hamiltons of Ferguslie at the end of the 16th century and they
retained the castle until it was abandoned for a new mansion in the 18th century.
The castle is noted on early Ordnance Survey mapping and is already listed as ruinous on the
1st Edition.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the design, construction and
use of later medieval tower houses, as well as associated barmkins and the ancillary buildings
within them. The tower's good condition, the apparent lack of further development or
alteration after the 17th century, and the evidence of the outer barmkin all enhance this
potential. The loss of this example would significantly impede our ability to understand the
later medieval period in this part of Scotland.
References
RCAHMS record the monument as NS35NW 7; West of Scotland Archaeological Service SMR as
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6749 (copies of these short reports are appended).
Mason, G 2000, The Castles of Glasgow and the Clyde, Musselburgh: Goblinshead
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM1650 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

26

Site Name

Lurg Moor, hut circle 1180m SW of Knocknairshill

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: hut circle, roundhouse

NRHE Number

SM12800

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

229815

Northing

673484

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a hut circle, possibly of late Bronze Age or Iron Age
date (late second or first millennium BC). It is visible as a roughly circular structure of turf and
stones and is situated about 1170m northeast of Knocknairshill.
The hut circle measures around 8m in diameter within a spread wall of about 1m thickness and
stands some 0.5m high. As is typical for hut circles of this period, the clearly defined entrance
faces the south east. Within the interior, a small but prominent mound may relate to a hearth.
Situated in moorland, the hut circle is waterlogged and overgrown with grass and patches of
heather.
The area proposed for scheduling comprises a circular area, centred on the hut circle, to
include the remains described above and an area around them within which evidence relating
to the monument's construction, use and abandonment may survive.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument consists of a well-preserved later prehistoric hut circle dating to the late
second or first millennium BC. Relatively few hut circles are known in the Inverclyde,
Renfrewshire and East Renfrewshire areas and this example is among the best examples of its
type. Like many late Bronze Age or Iron Age hut circles, this site has an east-facing entrance,
probably to maximise daylight and shelter from the prevailing wind, although the location of
the entrance may also reflect contemporary religious or spiritual beliefs.
Unenclosed hut circles usually occur in clusters and this is no exception, with at least two more
examples close by. There is excellent potential for further hut circles to be identified in the
area, as well as associated field systems. Its proximity to a Roman fortlet increases the
significance of this hut circle as there is the potential to explore whether the Roman
occupation had an impact on native inhabitants.
Given the site's waterlogged location, it is highly likely that archaeologically significant deposits
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relating to the hut circle's construction, occupation and abandonment survive in situ.
Additionally, there is excellent potential for organic remains relating to its occupation to
survive within and around the structure, as well as deposits likely to provide data relating to
the later prehistoric environment. The site offers excellent potential to contribute to our
understanding of later prehistoric roundhouses and the daily lives of the people who built and
occupied them.
Contextual characteristics
Like most hut circles with upstanding remains, this example survives because of its upland
location. Peat formation on Lurg Moor has meant that the area could not be cultivated or
developed more recently and it appears only to have been used for grazing. However, at the
time the hut circles were built and occupied, the area was probably capable of sustaining some
arable cultivation. The landscape of Lurg Moor, an area exposed to minimal development and
limited grazing, offers excellent potential to improve our understanding of the relationship
between the agricultural/domestic and the ritual/funerary practices of the period, although
the area has yet to be subjected to systematic archaeological field survey.
A hut circle like this probably housed an extended family who may have grown crops nearby,
as well as keeping a number of animals such as cattle and sheep. It is thought that the
organisation of a hut circle's internal space probably followed a specific layout, with defined
places for cooking, sleeping and craft activities. Excavation of Bronze Age and Iron Age
roundhouses at Cladh Hallan on South Uist clearly showed that the inhabitants used certain
areas of the house for specific activities. Within this group of three hut circles, one building
may not have been a dwelling as it lacked a hearth, which was normally the central focus of
domestic dwellings.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to the understanding of the past, in particular the nature of later
prehistoric society and domestic practice. The good level of preservation, the lack of recent
cultivation and the survival of marked field characteristics enhances this potential. The loss of
this monument would significantly impede our ability to understand the later prehistoric
period in this part of Scotland.
References
RCAHMS record the monument as NS27SE 12 7; West of Scotland Archaeological Service SMR
as NS27SE 5909 (copies of their short reports are appended).
Newall F, 1963, 'Lurg Moor', Discovery and Excavation Scotland 1963, 45
Newall F, 1976, 'The Roman signal fortlet at Outerwards, Ayrshire', Glasgow Archaeological
Journal, vol 4, 111-23
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12800 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

27

Site Name

Waterside Cottage, hut circle 230m S of

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: hut circle, roundhouse

NRHE Number

SM12811

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

226678

Northing

674574
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Northing

674574

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a hut circle, probably of late Bronze Age or Iron Age
date (first or late second millennium BC). The monument is visible as a well-defined circular
earthwork, located in an area of rough grazing on a NW-facing terrace at around 215m above
sea level.
The visible elements of the monument are a turf-covered earthen and stone bank. The bank is
around 1.5m in width and forms a circle measuring approximately 10m in diameter. The bank
has an internal maximum height of 0.4m and an external maximum height of 0.3m. There is a
well-defined entrance on the east side measuring 2m.
The area to be scheduled is circular on plan, centred on the monument to include the remains
described and an area around them within which evidence relating to its construction, use and
abandonment may survive.
Cultural significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument is visible as an upstanding earthwork of a form indicating that it is the remains
of a hut circle likely to date to the later prehistoric period. The building is a single roundhouse
and would have functioned as a domestic dwelling. The monument, which shows signs of being
waterlogged, does not appear to have been disturbed and has the potential to contain deposits
and sediments relating to its construction, use and abandonment. Cut features, such as post
holes and pits, and other deposits may also contain artefacts relating to activities undertaken
within and around the monument. There is also good potential forthe survival of associated
remains, such as middens and evidence of cultivation and craft activities, in the area
immediately surrounding the hut circle. The waterlogged soil has a high potential to contain
preserved organic deposits. The monument has an inherent potential to further our
understanding of its inhabitants, their daily lives, their diet, and contemporary society,
economy and beliefs. Evidence from comparable sites elsewhere in Scotland has demonstrated
the high probability that archaeological remains may also be preserved in and around the
monument.
The monument may also preserve information about how the roundhouse was constructed
and used, which can inform our knowledge of the design, layout and construction techniques
used in domestic architecture at this time. All these elements have the capacity to inform our
understanding of how domestic space was used and perceived and how it may link into
cosmological beliefs and practices. In addition, the upstanding elements of the monument
probably sit on a buried land surface, which has the potential to retain important
environmental information. The monument has the ability to inform our understanding of the
contemporary environment, how the landscape may have been used by later prehistoric
farmers, and what it looked like.
Contextual characteristics
The monument is located around 215m above sea level in high moorland, some 2.2km SW of
the narrow Clyde coastal plain. It is set upon a terrace on a NW-facing slope and has extensive
views to the north and west. To the east the slope rises up to 235m above sea level and this
steep rise provides shelter to the terrace.
Two further hut circles are recorded in the immediate vicinity of this example, one of which
was possibly located around 40m to the SE within the lee of the steep NW-facing slope. There
are 30 known sites of single or multiple hut circles recorded within the Inverclyde,
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Renfrewshire and East Renfrewshire area. Little is known about many of these and they are
often poorly located. The majority are single examples, situated higher than 200m above sea
level in rough grazing on moorland. It has been suggested that the construction of unenclosed
settlements during this period accompanied an increase in the division of the landscape for
agricultural purposes. This may have been due to a climatic decline at the start of the Bronze
Age, which resulted in the abandonment of the consequent marginal land.
Upstanding remains of unenclosed hut circles generally survive in land where more recent
cultivation has either been limited or has never taken place. As a result, the present
distribution of hut circles in the area may not be a true reflection of past distribution and it is
likely that hut circles were formerly located throughout the landscape. The presence of several
crannogs, probably of similar date, along the foreshore of the Clyde indicate that the low-lying
coastal plain was also occupied in prehistory. Hut circles are often found in loose groups or
clusters and often in conjunction with the remains of field systems. This area has not yet been
comprehensively surveyed, but linear earthworks have been noted and may prove to be the
remains of field systems. At least seven round cairns are recorded on land some 2km to the SE
of the hut circle. It is likely that all these monuments form an integral part of an extensive
preserved prehistoric landscape.
Further study and comparison of these monuments may inform our understanding of
settlement type and character in this area, including location, density, chronology,
contemporaneity and phasing of occupation, and perhaps indicate social hierarchies. This in
turn could add to our understanding of the regional character of settlement across Scotland.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to provide
information about a settlement type that characterises the wider Bronze Age and Iron Age
domestic landscape. The monument forms an intrinsic element of the later prehistoric
settlement pattern in the high moorland to the south of the Clyde. Domestic remains and
artefacts from settlements have the potential to tell us about wider society, its architecture,
how people lived, where they came from and who they had contacts with. In this area in
particular, analysis of domestic monuments and associated cultural material may provide
evidence of native-Roman interaction. The old ground surfaces sealed by the earthwork
remains and other upstanding remains may provide information about the nature of the
contemporary environment and the use made of it by later prehistoric farmers. Spatial analysis
of sites may inform our understanding of patterns of landholding and the expansion or
contraction of settlement. The loss or diminution of this monument would impede significantly
our ability to understand the placing of such monuments within the landscape, both in this
area and across Scotland, as well as our knowledge of later prehistoric social structure,
economy and building practices.
References
RCAHMS records the monument as NS27SE 7. The West of Scotland Archaeology Service
records this site as 5939. Copies of these reports are appended.
Alexander, D Ed. 1996 Prehistoric Renfrewshire: Essays in Honour or Frank Newall
Renfrewshire Local History Forum: Edinburgh
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12811 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number
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Site Name

Marshall Moor, fort 780m NW of Bower

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill fort and promontory fort)

NRHE Number

SM12862
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Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

237223

Northing

662588

Parish

Kilbarchan

Council

Renfrewshire

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a fort occupied probably in the late Bronze Age or
early Iron Age, sometime between 1200 BC and AD 400. The fort occupies the top of a wide
ridge. Low grass-grown ramparts are visible at either end of the ridge, separating the fort
interior from the lower ground to the north and south. The sides of the ridge are extremely
steep, limiting access to the fort interior. The site lies in a prominent position at approximately
170m above sea level and there are extensive views over the surrounding landscape.
The fort interior measures around 96m NNE-SSW and varies in width from around 30m to 49m
transversely. At the S end, a low bank 2m wide, flanked by ditches 4m wide, extends for 18m
from the very steep W side of the ridge, terminating at a S entrance. Beyond the entrance, a
low scarp with possible external ditch extends to the steep E edge of the ridge. In the 20th
century, researchers discerned a line of rubble representing a collapsed wall extending along
the ESE edge hilltop, mostly just below the top of the slope. To the north, the fort's defences
are visible as a scarp around 3m wide enhancing the natural slope. A possible entrance with
outwork lies towards the eastern end of this N rampart. There is no visible trace of artificial
defences along the very steep western edge of the fort.
The area to be scheduled is irregular on plan, to include the remains described and an area
around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This monument represents a later prehistoric defended settlement with good evidence for
earth and stone ramparts to the north and south. In addition, the remains of a wall along the E
side have been noted in the past. This probably still survives but is now masked by the tall
vegetation that grows on the site. The hilltop setting and ramparts show that defence was a
primary concern influencing the choice of site. Although the visible upstanding remains are
relatively low, there is potential for complex archaeological remains of banks and ditches to
survive below ground. These remains can help us to understand more about the construction,
use and abandonment of the defensive structures, helping to inform our understanding of the
character of late prehistoric defended settlement in this area. Internal dwellings have not so
far been recorded, but the fort's situation on marginal unimproved land suggests that levels of
preservation will be excellent. Buried archaeological remains are likely to exist within the
interior and have the potential to provide evidence for the design, construction, phasing and
use of buildings. Potential also exists for the survival of buried land surfaces beneath the
rampart and other standing features. These could preserve information about the environment
before the site was constructed, adding to the time-depth represented by the remains. Cut
features such as post-holes and pits may contain archaeologically significant deposits that can
further our understanding of society, ritual, economy, agriculture and domestic settlement and
architecture.
Contextual characteristics
Defended settlements and forts were built at various times from the late Bronze Age (starting
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around 1200 BC) until probably the end of the early Middle Ages (around 1000 AD). Although
excavation indicates that the first defensive systems in Scotland appeared in the Bronze Age,
the majority of monuments excavated so far have produced evidence for Iron-Age occupation,
ranging from the mid to late 1st millennium BC.
Researchers have identified relatively few defended settlements in the former county of
Renfrewshire compared to other areas of Scotland. The known sites range from small
settlements, often known as 'homesteads' and measuring less than 50m in diameter, to larger
forts. Most are characterised by relatively small-scale defences, typically stone banks or walls
built on or near to hilltops to enhance the natural relief. Homesteads such as Knockmade Hill
and Knapps may have been occupied in the later Bronze Age and excavation at the latter
produced evidence of a wooden palisade, erected early in the history of the site. Larger
settlements also have the potential to originate at a relatively early date and the hillfort at
Craigmarloch, 10km north of Marshall Moor, produced evidence for a palisade that predated a
timber-laced rampart and may date to around 800 BC. Both small homesteads and larger
hillforts appear to have continued in use through much of the late 1st millennium BC.
Researchers have interpreted the hillforts as suggesting the emergence of small tribal groups.
The hillfort at Walls, 10km south-east of Marshall Moor, which is the largest hillfort in
Renfrewshire, may have had such a function. In the immediate vicinity, Marshall Moor can be
compared with an enclosure at East Barnaigh, only 500m to the north, that contained at least
one potential roundhouse. This monument has not yet been excavated and there is much to
learn about its precise function. Nevertheless, its high archaeological potential means that it
has particular potential to contribute towards a better understanding of prehistoric forts and
defended settlements in this area, particularly those in elevated positions. Their construction
and layout, including size, number of entrances, design and placement in the landscape, are all
important in understanding this type of monument. By comparing this monument to others of
its type we can learn more about defended settlements and associated dwellings in the former
county of Renfrewshire and more widely across Scotland.
Associative characteristics
The monument is known locally as 'the Roman fort'.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to the understanding of the past, in particular the study of forts and
defended settlements in later prehistoric SW Scotland. It survives in good condition above
ground and it is probable that extensive and complex archaeological remains exist below the
surface relating to the construction and use of the ramparts and potential internal features.
The defensive ditches have high potential for the survival of buried material, including artefacts
and ecofacts that relate to the use or abandonment of the fort. The monument has the
potential to tell us about wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from
and who they had contacts with. Its importance is increased by its proximity to other
monuments of potentially contemporary date and the capacity it has, therefore, to inform us
about the nature of relationships between monuments of similar function. Spatial analysis of
sites may inform our understanding of patterns of landholding and the expansion of
settlement. Its loss or diminution would impede our ability to understand the placing of such
monuments within the landscape, both in the former county of Renfrewshire and in other
parts of Scotland, as well as our knowledge of later prehistoric social structure and economy.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS36SE 2. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 6880.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12862 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

29

Site Name

Knockmade Hill, homestead

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: homestead; hut circle, roundhouse

NRHE Number

SM12861

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

235241

Northing

661825

Parish

Lochwinnoch

Council

Renfrewshire

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a homestead, a small defended settlement occupied
probably in later prehistory, sometime between 1200 BC and AD 400. A low grass-grown bank
survives above ground, indicating the position of a roughly oval enclosure. Within the
enclosure, the remains of two roundhouses also survive as low banks. The site lies in a
prominent position next to the summit of Knockmade Hill at approximately 190m above sea
level. The SE and SW slopes of the hill fall away steeply, limiting access to the summit. There
are extensive views to the north and south.
The surrounding bank encloses an area measuring about 38m NE-SW by 23m transversely. The
bank remains measure up to 4m wide and 0.2m high, but the feature is indistinct to the north
and is elsewhere mainly visible as an enhancement of the natural slope. Archaeological
excavations were carried out in 1959, 1960 and 1967. Four trenches were cut across the bank
and showed that it had a stone core, 1m-1.5m wide, that included some massive stones. A
break to the south-east marks the position of an entrance around 4m wide. Circular
earthworks show the position of the roundhouses. The larger of the two measures around 11m
in diameter and stands around 8m from the entrance through the enclosure bank. It has an
entrance to the south-east, 2.5m wide, that aligns with the enclosure entrance. An earth and
stone bank up to 0.3m high marks the position of the outer wall. Excavation of a small portion
of the roundhouse revealed part of a central hearth, the outer wall surviving to a maximum
height of three courses of stonework, and three postholes suggesting that timber posts stood
just within the wall. A shallow depression bounded on the NW side by a semi-circular bank
indicates the position of a second roundhouse, 3m to the SSW. It measures about 7m in
diameter and excavations suggested a possible entrance on the NE side.
The area to be scheduled is irregular on plan, to include the remains described and an area
around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This monument represents a later prehistoric defended settlement with good evidence for
multi-phase internal structures. The hilltop setting and indications of a thick stone wall or bank
around the site show defensive intention on the part of the inhabitants. Although the visible
upstanding remains are relatively low, excavation suggests that complex archaeological
deposits of the enclosure bank and at least two roundhouses survive below ground. These
remains can help us to understand more about both the defensive structures and the design,
construction, phasing and use of internal dwellings. There is no evidence for any disturbance in
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the settlement interior, which indicates potential for extensive buried deposits to exist,
including both artefacts and ecofacts. The limited work done to date has produced indications
of timber associated with a hearth in the larger roundhouse and part of a possible rotary quern
from the smaller roundhouse, as well as charcoal, burnt bone and potsherds from outside the
rampart. Further finds could help us build up a picture of the activities that took place on the
site, the physical conditions, and the environment and land cover at the time. The upstanding
banks and house footings may contain evidence relating to the creation, use and abandonment
of the settlement, helping to inform our understanding of the character of late prehistoric
defended settlement, including local variations in domestic architecture and building use.
Potential also exists for the survival of buried land surfaces beneath the rampart and other
standing features. These could preserve information about the environment before the site
was constructed. Negative features, such as post-holes and pits, may contain archaeologically
significant deposits that can further our understanding of society, ritual, economy, agriculture
and domestic architecture, and may include human remains. Researchers have suggested that
this larger roundhouse is particularly significant because the stone-lined drain suggests animals
may have been kept inside. The wide doorway may support this theory. One of the postholes
identified within the larger roundhouse appeared to be buried beneath the stonework whilst
another was not, suggesting two phases of construction. The presence of house remains from
different phases gives the potential to explore issues such as the duration of house occupation,
and the extent to which occupation of the site was continuous, and the nature of
abandonment processes.
Contextual characteristics
Defended settlements were built at various times from at least the end of the late Bronze Age
(around 800 BC) until probably the end of the early Middle Ages (around 1000 AD). It is clear
that at some sites the first defensive systems began to appear in the Bronze Age. However, the
majority of monuments excavated so far have produced evidence for Iron-Age occupation,
ranging from the mid- to late 1st millennium BC.
Researchers have identified relatively few defended settlements in the former county of
Renfrewshire. The known sites range from small settlements, often known as 'homesteads'
and measuring less than around 50m in diameter, to larger forts. Most are characterised by
relatively small-scale defences compared to other parts of Scotland, typically stone banks or
walls built on or near to hilltops to enhance the natural relief. Knockmade Hill may be a
relatively early example, potentially occupied before 800 BC in the later Bronze Age. Further
excavation may clarify the date of its first use. A comparable site at Knapps near Kilmacolm
may be of similarly early date. There, complete excavation produced evidence of a wooden
palisade, erected early in the history of the site. Larger settlements also have the potential to
be relatively early and Knockmade Hill can also be compared with the hillfort at Craigmarloch,
10 km to the north, where the palisade that pre-dated a timber-laced rampart may date to
around 800 BC. Small homesteads appear to have continued in use through much of the late
1st millennium BC, at around the same time that larger hillforts were also appearing in the
landscape. This is often interpreted as suggesting the emergence of small tribal units. The later
defences at Craigmarloch and the hillfort at Walls, 10km south-east of Knockmade Hill and the
largest hillfort in former Renfrewshire, provide local comparison. The stone wall at
Craigmarloch was burnt and vitrified and excavation has also suggested possible traces of
localised vitrification at Knockmade Hill. More locally, Knockmade Hill should be considered
alongside the fort at Marshall Moor and enclosure at East Barnaigh (both around 2.5 km to the
north-east) and the fort at Castle Hill (5km north). At all of these, relatively slight banks or walls
appear to enhance the natural relief of hilltops. This monument thus has particular potential to
contribute towards a better understanding of prehistoric defended settlements in this area,
particularly those sited in elevated positions. The construction and layout of defended
settlements and associated dwellings, including size and form, design and placement in the
landscape are all important in understanding this type of monument. By comparing this
monument to others of its type we can learn more about defended settlements and associated
dwellings, both in the former county of Renfrewshire and more widely across Scotland. The
monument also complements the other types of prehistoric settlement sites identified in the
vicinity, which can together provide a fuller picture of the development of prehistoric
landscape and society in the region over time.
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Associative characteristics
The OS 1st Edition map published in the later 19th century depicts the monument, labelling it
'fort, supposed site of'.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to the understanding of the past, in particular, the study of defended
settlement in later prehistoric SW Scotland. It survives in good condition above ground and it is
probable that extensive and complex archaeological remains exist below the surface relating to
the construction and use of the roundhouses. The roundhouse banks and any associated pits
and post-holes have high potential for the survival of buried material such as structural
remains, and artefacts and ecofacts that were either buried when the roundhouses were built
or relate to their use or abandonment. It has the potential to tell us about wider prehistoric
society, its architecture, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contacts
with. Its importance is increased by its proximity to other monuments of potentially
contemporary date and the capacity it has, therefore, to inform us about the nature of
relationships between monuments of different form and function. Spatial analysis of sites may
inform our understanding of patterns of landholding and the expansion of settlement. Its loss
or diminution would impede our ability to understand the placing of such monuments within
the landscape both in the former county of Renfrewshire and in other parts of Scotland, as well
as our knowledge of later prehistoric social structure, economy and building practices.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS36SE 6. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 6896.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire: Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12861 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

30

Site Name

Castle Hill, enclosure 260m SE of East Barnaigh

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: enclosure (domestic or defensive, rather than ritual or fune

NRHE Number

SM12863

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

237075

Northing

663066

Parish

Lochwinnoch

Council

Renfrewshire

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of an enclosure, probably a small defended settlement
of the later prehistoric period, dating from between 1200 BC and AD 400. A low grass-grown
bank and external ditch form the west side of the enclosure and a scarped slope defines the
south side. Steep slopes of natural origin define the north and east sides. Within the enclosure,
the remains of a roundhouse are visible as a low bank. There are also some other less welldefined internal features. The enclosure lies at the north-east corner of Castle Hill at around
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170m above sea level. The steep slopes of the hill restrict access to the site from the north and
east and there are extensive views, particularly to the east.
The interior of the enclosure is sub-circular in shape and measures about 45m E-W by 43m
transversely. The low bank to the west is around 0.5m high and the external ditch is about 1m
deep and 8m wide. The scarp on the south side of the enclosure is visible as an enhancement
of the natural slope and measures about 0.7m high and 2m wide. A hollow at the top of the
steep eastern slope of the hill represents a probable entrance. A low, circular grass-grown
bank, 0.2m high and 12m in diameter, stands 8.5m WSW of this probable entrance and
indicates the position of a roundhouse. The roundhouse appears to have a doorway facing ENE
towards the likely enclosure entrance. A less well-defined circular bank in the western part of
the enclosure suggests the position of a second, smaller structure around 5m in diameter. A
scooped area, some 15m in diameter, is located in the southern part of the enclosure and
represents a third internal feature. It is possible that this monument was part of a much more
extensive enclosure that once encompassed the whole hilltop, although there is no clear field
evidence for this.
The area to be scheduled is irregular on plan, to include the remains described and an area
around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This monument represents a probable later prehistoric defended settlement, or small fort,
with good evidence for at least one internal structure. The remains survive in excellent
condition, with the closely-grazed grass allowing for easy identification of internal features.
The hilltop setting, and the indications of a bank around the site on two sides, seem to show a
defensive intent on the part of the inhabitants. Although the visible earthworks are relatively
low, there is clear potential for complex archaeological remains of the enclosure banks and
roundhouses to survive below ground, especially as there is no evidence of the interior of the
enclosure having been disturbed. This monument can help us to understand more about both
the defensive structures and the design, construction, phasing and use of internal dwellings.
Buried deposits, including artefacts and ecofacts, could help build up a picture of the activities
that took place on the site, the physical conditions, and the environment and land cover at the
time. The upstanding banks and house footings may contain evidence relating to the creation,
use and abandonment of the settlement, helping to inform our understanding of the character
of later prehistoric defended settlement, including local variations in domestic architecture and
building use. Potential also exists for the survival of buried land surfaces beneath the banks
and other standing features. These could preserve information about the environment before
the site was constructed, adding to the time-depth represented by the remains. Cut features,
such as post-holes and pits, may contain archaeologically significant deposits that can further
our understanding of society, ritual, economy and agriculture, and may also include human
remains. Buried remains offer the possibility of exploring issues such as the length of
occupation of the site and whether it was in continuous or intermittent use.
Contextual characteristics
Defended settlements were built at various times from at least the end of the late Bronze Age
(around 800 BC) until probably the end of the early Middle Ages (around 1000 AD). It is clear
that at some sites the first defensive systems began to appear in the Bronze Age. However, the
majority of monuments excavated so far have produced evidence for Iron Age occupation,
ranging from the mid to late 1st millennium BC.
Researchers have identified relatively few defended settlements in the former county of
Renfrewshire. The known sites range from small settlements, often known as 'homesteads'
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and measuring less than around 50m in diameter, to larger forts. Most are characterised by
relatively small-scale defences compared to other parts of Scotland, typically stone banks or
walls built on or near to hilltops to enhance the natural relief. Homesteads at Knockmade Hill
and Knapps may have been occupied in the late Bronze Age and excavation at the latter
produced evidence of a wooden palisade, erected early in the history of the site. Larger
settlements also have the potential to originate at a relatively early date and the hillfort at
Craigmarloch, around 10 km north of Castle Hill, produced evidence for a palisade that predated a timber-laced rampart and may date to around 800 BC. Both small homesteads and
larger hillforts appear to have continued in use through much of the late 1st millennium BC.
Researchers have interpreted the hillforts as suggesting the emergence of small tribal units and
the hillfort at Walls, around 10km south-east of Castle Hill and the largest hillfort in former
Renfrewshire, may have had such a function. Another fort, at Marshall Moor, lies only 500m
south of Castle Hill. This monument has not yet been excavated and there is much to learn
about its precise function. Nevertheless, its high archaeological potential means that it has
particular potential to contribute towards a better understanding of prehistoric defended
settlements and associated dwellings in this area, particularly those in elevated positions. Their
construction and layout, including size, number of entrances, design and placement in the
landscape, are all important issues in understanding this type of monument. By comparing this
monument with others of its type, we can learn more about defended settlements and
associated dwellings both in the former county of Renfrewshire and more widely across
Scotland.
Associative characteristics
The OS 1st and 2nd Edition maps published in the later 19th century label the hilltop of which
this monument forms part, 'Castle Hill'. The name is still shown on modern maps and suggests
that the hill has long been known locally as the site of a fort or defended settlement.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, and in particular to the study of
enclosures and defended settlements in later prehistoric SW Scotland. It survives in good
condition above ground and it is probable that extensive and complex archaeological remains
survive below the surface. The roundhouse has high potential for the survival of buried
evidence, including structural remains such as pits and postholes, and artefacts and ecofacts
dating from when the roundhouse was in use or after its abandonment. The monument has
the potential to tell us about wider prehistoric society, its architecture, how people lived,
where they came from and who they had contacts with. Its importance is increased by its
proximity to a fort of potentially contemporary date lying only 500m to the south, which
means this site has the potential capacity to inform us about the nature of relationships
between monuments of differing form. Spatial analysis of related sites in the area may inform
our understanding of patterns of landholding and the expansion of settlement. This
monument's loss or diminution would impede our ability to understand the placing of such
monuments within the landscape, both in the former county of Renfrewshire and in other
parts of Scotland, as well as our knowledge of later prehistoric social structure, economy and
building practices.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS36SE 3. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 6891.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12863 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

31

Site Name

Hillside, roundhouses 690m WSW of and 780m and 830m SW of

Type of Site

Prehistoric domestic and defensive: hut circle, roundhouse; settlement (if not assigned to any

NRHE Number

SM12868

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

229295

Northing

669653

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of three prehistoric roundhouses, dating to sometime
between 2500 BC and AD 400. The houses are visible as low grass-grown banks and arcs of
stones and are placed at intervals of around 100m. They lie between 225m and 240m above
sea level on the south side of the valley of the Green Water, on a gentle north-facing slope.
There are long views down the valley to the east.
The most northerly house of the group stands on a low rise adjacent to a tributary of the Green
Water. It is visible as a grass-covered stony bank forming a ring, with gaps to the north-east
and north-west suggesting the position of one or more entrances. The roundhouse measures
10m in diameter, the banks standing to a maximum height of around 0.5m. To the south-west,
low stony banks indicate the position of a small annex or enclosure adjoining the house,
measuring around 7m NE-SW by 5m transversely. A second house lies about 100m to the SSW,
again sited close to a small burn. It is visible as a low ring of stones, measuring 5m in external
diameter and 3m internally, and is best preserved on the S side. The third house lies around
105m SSE of the second. Its NW wall is visible as a well-defined grass-grown bank, 0.9m wide
with stones protruding. Elsewhere, the wall is visible as an intermittent arc of stones defining
an area 10m in diameter.
The three areas to be scheduled include the remains described and areas around them within
which evidence relating to the monuments' construction, use and abandonment may survive,
as shown in red on the accompanying map. The northern area is irregular on plan, the others
circular. The northernmost area extends up to, but excludes, a post-and-wire fence to the west
of the monument. In the middle area, the above-ground elements of a post-and-wire fence are
also specifically excluded to allow for its maintenance.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This monument represents an area of prehistoric unenclosed settlement. The relationship
between the three houses is presently unknown. They might be contemporary but could
equally reflect occupation of this area over several generations. The remains survive in good
condition, with the condition of the northern roundhouse in particular being excellent.
Although the visible upstanding remains are relatively low, their good condition suggests that
complex archaeological deposits survive below ground. These deposits offer the potential to
understand more about the design, construction, phasing and use of the dwellings, allowing
researchers to build up a picture of the activities that took place on the site, the physical
conditions, and the environment and land cover at the time. The upstanding banks of the
house walls may contain evidence relating to the creation, use and abandonment of the
structures, helping to inform our understanding of the character of prehistoric unenclosed
settlement including local variations in domestic architecture and building use. Potential also
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exists for the survival of buried land surfaces beneath the banks. These could preserve
information about the environment before the site was constructed, adding to the time-depth
represented by the remains. Cut features, such as post-holes and pits, may contain
archaeologically significant deposits, including artefacts and ecofacts, that can further our
understanding of society, ritual, economy, agriculture and domestic architecture, and (on the
basis of comparable sites elsewhere) may also include human remains. The potential presence
of house remains from different periods gives the possibility of exploring issues such as the
duration of house occupation, the extent to which occupation of the site was continuous and
the nature of abandonment processes.
Contextual characteristics
Researchers have little firm evidence for the evolution of prehistoric settlement types in SW
Scotland, giving sites such as this considerable potential to contribute to a better
understanding in future. Scientific dating has not been widely applied and the precise date of
most prehistoric settlements is uncertain. Radiocarbon dating of material from recent work on
stone-walled roundhouses at Picketlaw in Renfrewshire suggests that the houses started in the
Middle Bronze Age (around 1800-1200 BC) and continued in use into the Late Bronze Age
(1200-800 BC). Further afield, excavation at Lintshie Gutter in Clydesdale shows that
unenclosed settlements of hut platforms date to around 2000-1500 BC. While it is difficult to
identify unenclosed roundhouses that definitely derive from the Iron Age (800 BC-AD 400),
researchers believe that upstanding roundhouses in the Renfrewshire uplands may
nevertheless belong to this period.
The three roundhouses to be scheduled are part of a small cluster of five. The remaining two
are a hut circle around 20m south-east of the central roundhouse, obscured by a conifer
plantation, and a disturbed hut circle 100m south-west of the southern roundhouse. In
addition, two settlements lie within 1200m to the east and south. Further afield, a particular
concentration of hut circles exists around Loch Thom and the Gryfe Reservoirs, between 2km
and 6km north-west of this site. These sites provide a wide variety of comparators for the
roundhouses described here, though the known distribution of roundhouses has been shaped
by disturbance in the lowlands and by the activity of researchers who searched specific areas.
Moreover, these unenclosed houses can be compared with a variety of homesteads,
enclosures and forts that are potentially contemporary. Nearby homesteads at Knockmade Hill
and Knapps may have originated in the Bronze Age, and at the hillfort at Craigmarloch, around
6km to the ENE, the palisade that pre-dated a timber-laced rampart may date to around 800
BC. Small homesteads appear to have continued in use through much of the late 1st
millennium BC, at the same time as larger hillforts were appearing in the landscape. This is
often interpreted as suggesting the emergence of small tribal units. The later defences at
Craigmarloch and the hillfort at Walls, the largest hillfort in the former county of Renfrewshire,
provide local examples. This monument thus has particular potential to contribute towards a
better understanding of the character and date of dwellings, including size and form and
placement in the landscape. By comparing this monument to a range of others nearby we can
learn more about the evolution of settlement in the former county of Renfrewshire and more
widely across Scotland, gaining a fuller picture of the development of prehistoric landscape
and society in the region over time.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to the understanding of the past, in particular the study of settlement
evolution in later prehistoric SW Scotland. It survives in good condition above ground and it is
probable that extensive and complex archaeological remains exist below the surface relating to
the construction and use of the roundhouses. The roundhouse banks and any associated pits
and post-holes have high potential for the survival of buried material such as structural
remains, and artefacts and ecofacts that were either buried when the roundhouses were built
or relate to their use or abandonment. It has the potential to tell us about wider prehistoric
society, its architecture, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contacts
with. Its importance is increased by its proximity to other monuments of potentially
contemporary date and the capacity it has, therefore, to inform us about the relationships
between monuments of different form and function. Spatial analysis of sites may inform our
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understanding of patterns of landholding and the expansion of settlement. Its loss or
diminution would impede our ability to understand the placing of such monuments within the
landscape, both in the former county of Renfrewshire and in other parts of Scotland, as well as
our knowledge of later prehistoric social structure, economy and building practices.
References
RCAHMS records the sites as NS26NE 1 and NS26NE 11. The WoSAS SMR records the sites as
WoSASPINs 5811 and 5813.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, 'Prehistoric Renfrewshire: Papers in Honour of Frank Newall',
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12868 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

32

Site Name

Moorfoot Primary School, cup-marked stone 345m SSW of

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cupmarks or cup-and-ring marks and similar rock art

NRHE Number

SM12855

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

222941

Northing

676233

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises a cup-marked stone likely to date to the late Neolithic period. The
monument is located on a golf course at around 120m above sea level.
The monument consists of an area of exposed bedrock, measuring around 4.5m NE-SW by
1.25m transversely, surrounded by peat. The cup marks are in two separate groups. The first
group is at the east end of the outcrop and is composed of five cup marks. These form a
chevron and are spaced around 2.5 cm apart. The second group, located to the west of the
first, consists of a regular grid of nine cup marks, each spaced around 2.5 cm apart. The cup
marks of both groups are around 3.5 cm in diameter and vary in depth between 5 and 10 mm.
The area to be scheduled is rectangular in plan, centred on the monument, to include the
remains described and an area around it within which evidence relating to its creation, use and
abandonment may survive.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument is a good example of a Neolithic or Bronze Age ritual feature. Cup marks are
decorative circular depressions carved into standing stones, outcrops of bedrock or boulders,
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and are sometimes found arranged in patterns with other motifs. They probably date to the
Neolithic period, around 4500 years ago. The cup marks form two distinct groups, arranged in
two different, but both evenly spaced, patterns. It is unclear how far the stone extends below
the peat and there is the potential for further rock art to exist below the surface. The cup
marks would have been formed through pecking, using a hammerstone to chip away small
fragments of the stone. Some erosion is apparent on some of the group of nine marks, but the
monument is generally in a good state of preservation with the cup marks clearly defined and
visible.
The monument has an inherent potential to inform our understanding of the creation of rock
art in prehistory. It has the capacity to add to our knowledge of why and how such marks were
made and what they signified. The monument has the potential to inform our knowledge and
understanding of prehistoric ritual practices.
Contextual characteristics
The monument is located on former farm land, now a golf course, at around 120m above sea
level. Examples of this type of monument rarely exist in isolation. It has long been recognised
that each individual group of rock carvings forms a small part of a wider coherent system
distributed along, or near to, the tops of valley systems, where they mark out route-ways
through the landscape. In this instance, two further examples of rock art have been recorded
in close proximity. The most significant of these is described as having five cup-and-ring marks,
a grid of nine cup marks and ten other cup marks. Groups of cup marks are rare in Scotland and
this apparent cluster of complex patterns is unusual.
Across Renfrewshire, East Renfrewshire and Inverclyde, 31 examples of cup-marked stones
have been recorded, almost exclusively in rural areas. Many of the examples are located
relatively close to the course of the River Gryfe, potentially an earlier route-way, and this
possible connection would benefit from further investigation. Another theory is that rock art is
often found at the junction of farming land and upland areas and marks the boundary between
domesticated and wild landscapes.
The monument has the capacity to further our understanding of the distribution of such sites
within the landscape and how they relate to one another and to other contemporary
monuments.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular our understanding of ritual
or funerary monuments of the Neolithic or early Bronze Age. Specifically it has the capacity to
further our understanding of the construction, function, location and symbolic meaning of such
ritual monuments within this region and across Scotland, as well as inform our knowledge of
the landscape in which the monument was constructed. The loss of this monument would
significantly impede our ability to understand the ritual landscape of Neolithic or early Bronze
Age Eastern Dumfriesshire and our knowledge of the importance of the siting of such
monuments. It has the potential to make a significant contribution to our understanding of
how the prehistoric communities in SW Scotland which created these symbols interacted with
their environment.
References
RCAHMS records the monument as NS27NW 8. The West of Scotland Archaeology Service
records this site as 5904. Copies of these reports are appended.
References
Alexander, D (ed.) 1996 Prehistoric Renfrewshire: Essays in Honour of Frank Newall, Renfrew
Local History Forum: Edinburgh
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12855 (accessed on
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Site Number

33

Site Name

Muiredge, cairn 1050m W of

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number

SM12854

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

228023

Northing

671428

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a cairn built probably between 3000 and 1000 BC, in
the late Neolithic or Bronze Age. It is visible as a prominent stony mound and lies within a
forestry plantation at about 210m above sea level. The ground slopes down gently to the north
and east into the valley of the Gryfe Water.
The upstanding remains of the cairn are oval on plan, measure 14.5m E-W by 13m transversely
and stand up to 2m in height. The top of the cairn is almost flat and measures around 4m by
3m.
The area to be scheduled is circular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
Excavation elsewhere suggests that many round cairns were used to cover and mark human
burials in the Neolithic or Bronze Age and that they date most commonly from the late third
millennium BC to the early second millennium BC. This cairn appears to be extremely wellpreserved and there are no signs of earlier disturbance except for a forest drain that skirts the
western edge of the visible remains. This excellent preservation suggests that significant
archaeological information is likely to survive within and beneath the cairn. The excavation of
similar mounds elsewhere in SW Scotland shows that cairns often incorporate or overlie graves
or pits containing cist settings, skeletal remains in the form of cremations or inhumations, and
artefacts such as pottery and flint work. Comparable remains may exist beneath this cairn.
These deposits can help us to understand more about the practice and significance of burial
and commemorating the dead at specific points in prehistory. They may also help us to
understand the changing structure of society in the area. In addition, the cairn is likely to
overlie and seal a buried land surface that could provide evidence of the immediate
environment before and when the monument was constructed. Botanical remains, including
pollen or charred plant material, may survive within archaeological deposits deriving from the
cairn's construction and use. This evidence can help us build up a picture of climate, vegetation
and agriculture in the area before and during construction and use of the cairn.
Contextual characteristics
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This monument belongs to a diverse group of up to 86 known or possible cairns in the former
county of Renfrewshire, including some that have been destroyed by modern land use since
they were recorded. The cairns cluster at between 200m and 300m above sea level, on the NE
fringe of the uplands that define the southern edge of the Clyde Valley. The intensive use of
the lowlands for agriculture, housing and industry, and the selection of areas for archaeological
research, have influenced the distribution pattern we see today and it seems certain that
cairns would originally have been a feature of the lowlands as well as the uplands. Cairns seem
to be positioned for visibility both to and from the site. They tend to be located on hill tops,
false crests and ridges and are generally inter-visible. In this area, their position and
significance in relation to contemporary agricultural land and settlement merits future detailed
analysis.
This monument can be compared with eight other cairns that lie within a distance of 2km. In
addition, concentrations of late Neolithic or early Bronze Age pottery have been found during
survey work around Loch Thom and Gryfe Reservoir, and many hut circles are known in the
area, including a group recorded only 150m to the north of this site. It has been proposed that
some of the simpler hut circles here are of late Neolithic or early Bronze Age date and may
therefore be contemporary with the cairn. The monument can also be compared with
excavated examples further afield, such as the cairn at East Green Farm, Kilmacolm, where at
least two Bronze Age funerary urns were found, and that at South Mound of Houston, where
the cairn covered a cist grave containing cremated human bone, a flint knife and a Bronze Age
food vessel. Cairns were often long-lived foci of religious or funerary activity and have the
potential to contain secondary burials. This longevity is demonstrated at South Mound of
Houston, where the cairn re-used the location of a group of Neolithic pits and lay close to a
probable cist cemetery. Given the many comparable sites in the area, this monument has the
potential to further our understanding not just of funerary site location and practice, but also
of the structure of early prehistoric society and economy.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, particularly the design and construction
of burial monuments, the nature of burial practices and their significance in prehistoric and
later society. Skeletal remains and artefacts from cairns can also enhance our knowledge about
wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contact
with. This monument is particularly valuable because it appears to survive in excellent
condition and lies in a landscape where there are several other cairns and settlement sites. The
loss of the monument would significantly diminish our future ability to appreciate and
understand the placing of such monuments within the landscape and the meaning and
importance of death and burial in prehistoric life.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS27SE 19. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 5916.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
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Lurg Moor, Roman fortlet and Roman road
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Scheduled Monument

Easting

229502

Northing

673683

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a Roman fortlet and Roman road, dating probably to
the mid 2nd century AD. It is situated on high ground above the town of Greenock on the
northern edge of Lurg Moor. The fortlet is visible as the earthwork remains of the bank and
ditch and contains internal mounds indicating buried features. To the south of the fortlet is a
long linear mound, representing the raised camber of a Roman road. The combined elements
of the monument and their particularly good survival make it an excellent example of Roman
military infrastructure during the Antonine era. The monument was last scheduled in 1993, but
the area is being revised to protect the archaeological remains more accurately.
The monument is visible as a rectangular enclosure defined by a substantial V-shaped ditch and
inner turf rampart. The monument is situated in moorland and the site is generally overgrown
with grass and patches of heather. In certain places, the ditch is currently waterlogged. The
fortlet measures around 52m E-W by 44m transversely, within a rampart some 10m wide that
stands to around 1m in height. The rampart is best preserved on the eastern side of the fortlet
where it has an external height of 1.6m and an internal height of 0.8m. The ditch, rock-cut in
places, is 3m wide and is particularly well preserved on the east. Extending from the fortlet's
gate, a 180m stretch of Roman road is clearly visible running approximately southwards across
moorland, ascending a low ridge overlooking the fortlet. Crossing the fortlet ditch on a
causeway, the road is 5m wide and appears as a cambered turf-covered mound, overgrown in
places with heather. A combination of hard-packed gravel, small stones and naturally occurring
rock outcrops form the road surface. Both the fortlet and road were part of a larger frontier
system which dates to the mid-second century and was related to the Antonine occupation of
southern Scotland.
The area proposed for scheduling is irregular on plan, to include the remains described above
and an area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use
and abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. The scheduling
specifically excludes the above-ground elements of all post-and-wire fences in the area to
allow for their maintenance.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
One of the best-preserved fortlets in Scotland, the significance of this example is greatly
enhanced by the fact that the site does not appear to have been excavated. The fortlet's
construction is typical, with a turf rampart standing on a stone foundation and a broad outer Vshaped ditch. Internally, there is a prominent rectangular mound down the western side of the
interior, representing the remains of the timber-framed barrack block. No structure is visible
on the eastern side of the fortlet, suggesting this may have been an open courtyard.
A limited excavation of the road took place in 1991 and the results indicated that it is well
preserved. An excavation trench measuring 10m by 2m was cut across the road about 50m
south of the fortlet to allow for the construction of a pipeline that now crosses the road. This
stretch of visible road is almost certainly a spur from an otherwise unknown route that ran
through the region. This would have connected the forts and fortlets in the area to the major
route through SW Scotland. Like most Roman roads, this stretch is flanked by a pair of ditches.
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Both the fortlet ditch and the ditches flanking the road are waterlogged in places, offering
excellent potential for the preservation of organic remains. The fortlet has high potential to
inform our understanding of the Roman occupation in this part of Scotland, the extent of
Roman and native interaction, and to offer an insight into the everyday lives of the soldiers
who garrisoned this outpost. In addition, the fortlet can significantly contribute to our
appreciation of fortlet design and construction, especially as this site does not appear to have
been excavated in the past. The excavated Roman fortlet at Outerwards in Ayrshire is slightly
smaller in area but contained two entrances, and the ditch surrounding it was rounded rather
than rectangular. Outerwards had two distinct phases of construction with a hiatus between
the two occupations. Both phases produced finds of Antonine date and it is currently not
possible to be specific about the length of hiatus between the two phases. Lurg Moor, as a
fortlet on the same road system, has the potential greatly to illuminate our understanding of
this network of roads and fortlets and possibly to refine the current chronological issues
highlighted by Outerwards.
Contextual characteristics
Although the Antonine Wall formed a major part of the military occupation of Scotland in the
mid-2nd century AD, a network of forts, fortlets and roads lay to the north and south of the
frontier. This Roman fortlet probably forms part of a network of roads, fortlets and forts
designed to protect the coastline and hinterland of the Antonine Wall. A likely model for this
would be the series of forts and milecastles (analogous to fortlets) running along the Cumbrian
Coast, west of Bowness-on-Solway, at the western end of Hadrian's Wall.
A standard fortlet probably housed around 30 soldiers, drawn from a nearby fort and housed
in one or two timber-framed barrack blocks. It is likely that a wooden breastwork topped the
turf rampart and wooden towers probably stood over the entrances. This provided a vantage
point for observation and signalling. Fortlets are usually found in close proximity to Roman
roads, making them an important aspect of the Roman infrastructure and frontier system.
Around 30 fortlets are known south of the Antonine Wall with a marked concentration in
Dumfries and Galloway. Upstanding remains of such sites are generally found in areas that
have not been subjected to intensive cultivation or development.
The soldiers who occupied this fortlet were auxiliaries, men recruited from the native peoples
who lived within and on the edges of the Roman Empire. Among the rewards for 25 years
military service was an official grant of Roman citizenship, a significant social and legal status
that also applied to a soldier's children.
The fortlet occupies a prominent place in the landscape, high on a ridge above the town of
Port Glasgow, and it enjoys commanding views across the River Clyde to the north.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the mid 2nd century AD
Roman occupation of Scotland. The excellent level of preservation, the waterlogged conditions
within the fortlet ditch and the lack of previous excavation significantly enhance the potential
of this monument. The loss of the monument would significantly impede our ability to
understand the Roman period in this part of Scotland and Roman fortlets more generally.
Bibliography
RCAHMS record the monument as NS27SE 21; WoSAS as 5917 (copies of their short reports are
appended).
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Site Number

35

Site Name

Cloch Lighthouse, anti-submarine tethering points 15m N and 10m SW of

Type of Site

20th Century Military and Related: Anti-submarine boom-tethering point

NRHE Number
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Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting
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Northing
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Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of two steel and concrete tethering points for an antisubmarine boom and dates to the Second World War. The monument is located on the
foreshore of the Clyde below the Cloch Point Lighthouse.
Each point consists of one concrete pad of irregular plan, measuring around 3m by 2m and set
into the natural rock of the foreshore. Set on end into the centre of each pad are three light
railway rails. The rails protrude from the concrete to a height of around 0.3m and form a
column with a rectangular section. The concrete pads are set apart at a distance of around
25m.
The area to be scheduled comprises two circles in plan centred on the visible remains and
including an area around them within which evidence relating to their construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. The scheduling
specifically excludes drainage pipes to the south-west of the S area and to the south of the N
area.
Statement of National Importance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument comprises two well-preserved anti-submarine tethering points. The concrete
pads are in a good state of preservation and the metal rails, probably steel, though showing
significant evidence of corrosion, are also in a relatively good condition. The monument
functioned as anchor points to which one end of a large boom was tethered. The boom
stretched across the breadth of the Clyde for around 3 km from Cloch Point to Dunoon on the
N shore, via the Gantocks, a small group of rocks at the mouth of West Bay.
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The boom, constructed of two parallel subsurface metal nets with surface floats, was a
defensive structure installed during World War Two to prevent enemy submarines and ships
sailing up the Clyde estuary and into the important allied anchorages at the Tail o' the Bank
and the sea lochs along the coast. The boom system was operated by a number of ships. It had
to be opened much like a gate to allow allied naval and merchant shipping access to and from
the Clyde. Vessels approaching the boom from down river were required to stop and wait for
clearance in an inspection anchorage, located to the south of Toward Point around 11 km to
the SSW. Photographic evidence shows a single line of boom defence in operation during
World War One along the same axis. It is unclear if the tethering points were originally
constructed for this or the later boom.
The monument has an inherent capacity to further our understanding of the design,
construction and operation of naval defensive structures. The possibility of evidence for the
development of the system between the two World Wars highlights a potential for the
monument to inform our understanding of advances in defence technology and tactics during
this period.
Contextual characteristics
The monument is located on the foreshore at Cloch Point, on the SE side of the Clyde. The
River Clyde was of global strategic importance in the Second World War. The vast natural
harbour of the firth and the associated sea lochs are a natural shelter from Atlantic storms. The
location of the Clyde on the W coast of Scotland ensured its convenience as an end point for
important routes to Ireland, other parts of Scotland and further west to America. The proximity
of the river to the large populated and industrial areas of Gourock, Greenock, Glasgow and
Paisley ensured access to goods, ships, manpower, and power bases, both civil and military.
Ship building boomed on the banks of the Clyde in the 19th century and by the 20th century a
number of companies specialised in the building of merchant ships and later, with the onset of
war, warships.
Greenock had become increasingly strategically important during World War Two as the
London Docks came under intense attack and supplies had to be re-routed. It was also a key
naval anchorage and at this time became one of the busiest ports in the world. The anchorage
even temporarily became host to the Home Fleet after the sinking of the battleship HMS Royal
Oak in Scapa Flow in 1939. By this time the Clyde was also an important centre for naval ship
building and point of departure for merchant supply ships and a destination for convoys
bringing vital supplies across the Atlantic. Among the most important cargoes to leave the
Clyde were various munitions produced in the industrial areas adjacent to the river. Later in
the conflict the Clyde was used as a marshalling point for invasion fleets bound for North Africa
and Normandy.
The defence of this critical strategic asset was of the utmost priority. A directive from the
Ministry of Defence in 1941 stated 'we must be ready to meet concentrated air attacks on the
ports on which we specially rely (Mersey, Clyde and Bristol Channel). They must therefore be
provided with a maximum defence.' A sophisticated system of interrelated elements was
developed to protect the Clyde from air and sea attack. The remains of several structures
relating to this system are found in the immediate vicinity of the monument. Set out along the
edge of the point at regular intervals are the remains of three emplacements, part of a
searchlight battery. On the hill above the lighthouse, around 210m to the east, are the remains
of a coastal battery.
Anti-submarine defences were vital to this system: by the Second World War German U-boats
were a real and dangerous threat. If the defences of the Clyde were breached U-boats would
be free to fire upon civilian and naval targets with potentially catastrophic effect to the war
effort and moral. At Eerie Port, around 20km to the SSW on Great Cumbrae Island, a
submarine listening post is recorded. This would have been used to listen for submarines
attempting to penetrate the Clyde boom. Two single-storey buildings survive, converted to an
activity centre. Several other examples of anti-submarine booms are known around the coast
of Scotland. Examples include those at Campbeltown Loch, on the E coast of the Kintyre
Peninsula, Loch Ewe, to the west of Ullapool on the W coast, Loch Fyne on the Clyde, Cromarty
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Firth on the Moray Firth and three around Scapa Flow in Orkney. The booms worked in
conjunction with several other elements such as minefields, listening posts, control points and
engine houses.
The monument is shown to be of a rare type with less than a dozen similar monuments
recorded in Scotland. It reflects the defensive needs of a very specific threat during a relatively
short period. The monument was an integral part of a local system of defences designed to
counteract that threat and was vital for preserving the security of the Clyde. As part of this
defensive network the monument has the capacity to add to our knowledge of a large-scale,
centrally co-ordinated system of defence and our understanding of the nature of 20th-century
warfare.
Associative characteristics
The monument is associated with both the First and the Second World Wars. In particular the
monument is associated with the strategically important safe anchorage of the Clyde and
contributed towards the success of the associated Battle of the Atlantic, the longest military
campaign of the Second World War. The impact of the Second World War on the lives and
landscape of Scotland in the late 1930s and 1940s was on a scale never before witnessed. The
mobilisation of the entire country to aid the war effort would transform the social and
economic character of the nation and the new threat of long-range aerial attack brought the
war directly into the daily lives of the civilian population. Its place in the national consciousness
remains prominent to this day, and many people alive today remember first hand the
experiences and impact of the conflict. The monument retains the potential to inform our
understanding of 20th-century warfare and the impact of the Second World War on the people
and landscapes of Inverclyde and Scotland.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the defence of the
strategically important Clyde area during the Second World War. It has the capacity to
illustrate the techniques of military, especially naval, design and construction. As a particularly
rare type of monument it demonstrates the ingenuity and resourcefulness of a society under
attack and is a testament to the people that manned it and those that it helped to protect. Its
loss or diminution would impede significantly our ability to understand the function, location
and use of such monuments in Inverclyde, Renfrewshire and East Renfrewshire and across
Scotland, as well as our knowledge of Second World War defensive tactics, specifically antisubmarine measures.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS27NW 137.
Osborne, B D and Armstrong, R 2005, The Clyde at War, Birlinn: Edinburgh.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12802 (accessed on
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672224

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the upstanding remains of an 18th-century burial vault, which
incorporates and overlies the remains of the medieval parish church of Inverkip. The
monument is located within the eastern half of an associated burial ground. The burial vault
was built by the Shaw Stewart family, prominent local landowners. The burial ground remained
in use after the demolition of the church and the last burials date to around 1970. The
monument lies on a NNW-facing slope, around 30m above sea level and around 175m southeast of the south shore of the River Clyde.
The vault is an unroofed single-cell rectangular structure that measures around 9m N-S by
around 5m transversely. The walls stand to a height of about 4m. The doorway is located at the
north end of the west side of the structure. The vault is located on the east end of a large level
area, approximately 20m E-W by about 18m transversely. This level area is likely to represent
the building platform of the medieval church.
The area to be scheduled is irregular in plan, bounded on the east, north-east and south-east
by the stone dyke enclosing the burial ground, to include the remains described and an area
around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. Specifically excluded
are the above-ground elements of the stone dyke, gravestones and tombs, to allow for their
maintenance.
Statement of National Importance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The burial vault is an upstanding, unroofed structure. The walls are constructed of roughly
squared rubble with sandstone ashlar margins and facing. The west wall has an ashlar facing,
giving it a uniform appearance, and the other three walls show evidence of varying
construction techniques, perhaps indicating different phases. It is probable that some, if not
all, of the rubble came from the demolished medieval church and the vault potentially
incorporates other material from the chancel. The interior of the north wall has a blocked
aperture, probably a window. There are marks indicating a pitched roof line visible on the
interior south wall, and evidence that the walls were built up above this roofline at a later date.
The vault is aligned north-south, possibly as a result of being located at the point of partition
within the chancel Powerful local figures are often buried in the prestigious location in front of
the altar within a church. The position and alignment of the vault at the east side of the burial
ground may indicate that it directly overlies and is a continuation of such a burial location.
The vault is located at the east end of a noticeably level area, interpreted as the building
platform of the demolished medieval church. The extant upstanding grave markers all postdate the demolition of the church in the late 1700s. The graves to the west of the vault are on
a slightly different alignment to the rest of the burial ground, and are noticeably fewer in
number, again suggesting the former presence of the church ruins. The church fell into disuse
in the 1700s and probably escaped the repeated post-Reformation rebuilding that has taken
place on the sites of many medieval churches in the region. Apart from the later burials, it is
likely that the below-ground elements of the church are relatively undisturbed. A number of
earlier gravestones, many illegible, have been relocated against the boundary wall of the burial
ground and at the north exterior end of the burial vault.
There is a high potential for well-preserved foundations and other archaeological remains of
the church to lie beneath the vault and the level area on which it stands. These have the
capacity to add to our understanding of the 12th-century church, its plan and internal
arrangements, and the development and elaboration of its architecture and use through time.
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There may also be evidence related to the demise, ruin and demolition of the church.
In addition, the upstanding grave markers and graves have the potential to inform us of the
development of burial architecture and traditions over time. The grave markers have the
capacity to contribute to knowledge of local genealogy. The graveyard served the population
from Kilmacolm to Largs for 400 years. It is likely that human interments spanning some 800
years, from the establishment of the medieval church onwards, remain in the burial ground.
The potentially well-preserved remains of this population have the capacity to inform our
understanding of human pathology over a significant length of time.
Contextual characteristics
The vault and burial ground are located on a NNW-facing slope on the south side of the Clyde
Estuary. There are good views over the lower ground to the north and north west. The
monument is located around 845m SSE of Ardgowan House, the home of the Shaw Stewarts,
for whom the vault was built, and the estate is visible from the monument. On the interior east
wall are eight plaques commemorating members of the Shaw Stewart family. The earliest of
these is dated 1796 and commemorates Sir John Stewart.
Inverkip was a large rural and coastal parish which encompassed Gourock, Greenock,
Kilmacolm and Largs. The church was founded around 1169 and was given shortly afterwards
to Paisley Abbey, a Cluniac foundation introduced into the area by David I in 1163. It is not
clear if the church was actually founded by the monks, but it was held by the Abbey until the
Reformation. The Reformation of the Church in the 16th century led to many monastic estates
being given to major Scottish landowners, and it may be at this time that the church and
associated lands were amalgamated into the Ardgowan Estate. Its replacement was built at the
turn of the 19th century on a new site around 145m to the WSW. The monastic associations of
the early church are not unusual in southern Scotland and it possible that the first church was
similar to an English minster before the Norman Conquest. The emergence of the parish
system in the late 11th to early 12th centuries saw church foundation and endowment being
viewed as a duty by those in positions of power and influence. The Church received royal
support where it was seen as an instrument of royal policy, with religious establishments and
their occupants seen as helping to advance central royal authority. Inverkip is located in the
south of Scotland where the parish system took root most firmly.
The monument has the potential to further our knowledge of early church foundations in SW
Scotland, of which comparatively few examples are known to have survived without
substantial later remodelling. There is also an inherent capacity for the monument to add to
our understanding of the establishment and organisation of the parish system and the
relationships this system had with the incoming Norman feudal system of centralised royal
control. The medieval period in west Scotland has been identified as a period requiring further
research. This monument has an inherent potential to contribute to and augment the existing
body of knowledge.
Associative characteristics
The importance of the monument is greatly enhanced by its associated documentary sources
and the historical events and persons they describe. In the year 1170 the Sheriff of Lanark and
the primary agent for royal power in the area, Baldwin de Biggar, gave a grant of land between
the Daff and the Kip to the Cluniac monks of Paisley Abbey. By 1188 a church had been built on
the site. It is not clear if this replaced an earlier structure, but some sources claim a church was
founded in 1169 before the land was given to Paisley Abbey. In the 15th century, the land at
Inverkip appears to have been held by or was in the gift of the king. The Ardgowan estate came
into the hands of the Stewart (later Shaw Stewart) family in 1403 when the estate was given to
Sir John Stewart by Richard III, his natural father. The church may have become part of this
estate at the Reformation.
The decline of the church appears to date from the time of the Reformation and is related to
the construction in 1592 of the church in Greenock, approved by royal charter. Inverkip was
sometimes called 'Auld Kirk' as a result of the new construction and is referred to as such on
Roy's military survey of 1747-55. John Schaw erected the new church at his own expense in
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order that his tenants could worship in a reformed way. The new church was opened in 1591
and in 1592 Greenock was formally separated from Inverkip. The association of the Shaw
Stewarts with the church and the construction of their burial vault within the burial ground is
interesting. The estate has its own chapel, that of St Michael and All Angels, which was built in
the 1850s. The burial vault may have functioned as an interim place of interment and worship
between the demolition of the existing church and construction of the private chapel.
Against the north end of the east wall of the vault is located the grave and double memorial
headstone of James 'Paraffin' Young (1811-83) and his wife Mary. James Young was a Scottish
chemist best known for his method of distilling paraffin from coal. The establishment of the
works at Bathgate, West Lothian, in 1851 have been described as the first truly commercial oil
works in the world. Other companies worked under license from Young's firm, and paraffin
manufacture spread over the south of Scotland and progressed to the shale oil industry. This
industry became a major source of income and employment for Scotland, which as a country
led the world in mineral oil extraction. James is described as the founding father of the modern
petro-chemical industry.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular to the study of medieval
ecclesiastical architecture, religious practices, and the development of funerary monuments in
Inverclyde. The footings of the church are an important survival of a medieval structure not
disturbed by post-Reformation remodelling and the footprint may reveal important
information about the layout and development of the medieval building. The monument also
has the capacity to illustrate and enhance our knowledge of the practical effects of the
Reformation and sectarian tensions within this area and on a national scale. The monument
has an inherent potential to inform our understanding of burial practice and funerary
architecture through time, as well as human pathology and local genealogy. Analysis of the
distribution of this and contemporary ecclesiastical sites may reveal valuable information on
the layout and patterns of pre-Reformation religious sites within the landscape. The loss of the
monument would impede our understanding of medieval church architecture at regional and
national levels, and would affect our ability to understand the history and development of
burial fashions in the medieval and later periods across northern Britain.
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and the county of Bute.
Ordnance Survey Object Name Book
Snoddy T G 1937 Round About Greenock.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12814 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

37

Site Name

Garvock, cairn 780m ENE of
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Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number

SM12829

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

226333

Northing

671485

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a cairn, built probably in the late Neolithic or Bronze
Age, between 3000 and 1000 BC. It is visible as an irregular turf-covered mound and lies in
moorland at about 225m above sea level. The cairn lies on the N slopes of Colaouse Hill and
has extensive views to the north.
The upstanding remains of the cairn measure 9.5m N-S by 8.5 m transversely and stand to
0.9m in height. In the centre of the cairn is an irregular hollow, probably the result of
antiquarian excavation, which gives a misleading impression of two chambers. The hollow
measures 4.5m by 3.2m transversely.
The area to be scheduled is circular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
Excavation suggests that many round cairns were used to cover and mark human burials and
are late Neolithic or Bronze Age in origin, dating most commonly from the late third
millennium BC to the early second millennium BC. Although there has been some disturbance
to the centre of this cairn, much of the monument appears intact suggesting that
archaeological information is likely to survive beneath its surface. One or more burials may
survive, particularly as archaeologists often find burials away from the centres of cairns. The
excavation of similar mounds elsewhere in SW Scotland shows that cairns often incorporate or
overlie graves or pits containing cist settings, skeletal remains in the form of cremations or
inhumations, and artefacts such as pottery and flintwork; comparable remains may exist
beneath this cairn. These deposits can help us understand more about the practice and
significance of burial and commemorating the dead at specific points in prehistory. They may
also help us to understand the changing structure of society in the area. In addition, the cairn is
likely to overlie and seal a buried land surface that could provide evidence of the immediate
environment before the monument was constructed, and botanical remains including pollen or
charred plant material may survive within archaeological deposits deriving from the cairn's
construction and use. This evidence can help us build up a picture of climate, vegetation and
agriculture in the area before and during construction and use of the cairn.
Contextual characteristics
This monument belongs to a diverse group of up to 86 known or possible cairns in the former
county of Renfrewshire, including some that have been destroyed by modern land use since
they were recorded. The cairns cluster at between 200m and 300m above sea level, on the NE
fringe of the uplands that define the southern edge of the Clyde Valley. The intensive use of
the lowlands for agriculture, housing and industry, as well as the activities of archaeological
researchers, have influenced the distribution pattern we see today and it seems certain that
cairns would originally have been a feature of the lowlands as well as the uplands. Cairns seem
to be positioned for visibility both to and from the site, tending to be located on hill tops, false
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crests and ridges, and are generally inter-visible. In this area, their position and significance in
relation to contemporary agricultural land and settlement merits future detailed analysis.
This monument can be compared with eight other cairns that lie within a radius of 2km, and
may be related to the concentrations of late Neolithic or early Bronze Age pottery found during
survey work around Loch Thom and Gryfe Reservoir and the many hut circles known in the
area. One researcher has proposed that some of the simpler hut circles here are of late
Neolithic or early Bronze Age date. The monument can also be compared with excavated
examples further afield, such as the cairn at East Green Farm, Kilmacolm, where at least two
Bronze Age funerary urns were found, and that at South Mound of Houston, where the cairn
covered a cist grave containing cremated human bone, a flint knife and a Bronze Age food
vessel. Cairns were often long-lived foci of religious or funerary activity and have the potential
to contain secondary burials. This longevity is demonstrated at South Mound of Houston,
where the cairn re-used the location of a group of Neolithic pits and lay close to a probable cist
cemetery. Given the many comparable sites in the area, this monument has the potential to
further our understanding not just of funerary site location and practice, but also of the
structure of early prehistoric society and economy.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, particularly the design and construction
of burial monuments, the nature of burial practices and their significance in prehistoric and
later society. Skeletal remains and artefacts from cairns can also enhance our knowledge about
wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contact
with. This monument is particularly valuable because it lies in a landscape where there are
several other cairns and settlement sites. The loss of the monument would significantly
diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand the placing of such monuments within
the landscape and the meaning and importance of death and burial in prehistoric life.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS27SE 28. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 5926.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12829 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

38

Site Name

Whitelees Cottage, bombing decoy control bunker 230m NW of

Type of Site

20th Century Military and Related: Bombing decoy site

NRHE Number

SM12828

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

227557

Northing

673419

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
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The monument comprises a brick and concrete-built roofed structure, the remains of a Second
World War Naval, ST-type, decoy control shelter. The monument is located at 275m above sea
level on high moorland around 2.8 km SW of the Clyde Estuary.
The shelter is a square building with a porch/covered entrance passage on the W corner. The
sides of the main element measure around 3.5m in length. The porch, which has sloping
sidewalls, extends down slope for 2.5m and is 1.7m wide. The structure is built of red brick and
has a flat concrete roof. Above the entrance to the covered passage is a further slab of
concrete set on edge. There is a roof hatch, accessed by iron rungs set into the NE interior wall,
and a small vent hole in the SE wall. The shelter was constructed during early 1941 as part of a
decoy site. A military construction designed to replicate burning buildings and infrastructure
and draw away bombs from strategically important industrial and residential areas, it was used
during night hours. It is likely that more ephemeral features relating to the decoy features
themselves survive as buried remains within the area.
The area to be scheduled is square in plan centred on the visible remains to include an area
around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The one-cell brick-wall structure with a reinforced concrete roof and covered entrance way is a
typical form for a decoy control shelter. The roof hatch was designed to provide an emergency
exit. Surviving Ministry of Defence plans indicate that most were intended to be protected
from blast damage by an earth bund. It is not clear if this example once had such protection or
whether local conditions influenced this omission. The shelter would have housed a telephone
to receive orders to ignite and the switchgear to operate the decoy. Masses of electrical cables
would have run from the shelter to the fire groups located at some distance from the shelter.
Such sites needed constant maintenance and a staff of 24 personnel, including two
electricians, would have staffed the decoy.
As a decoy site for a major port and industrial area the decoy was surveyed and constructed by
the Admiralty and as such is termed a Naval SF decoy site. It appears that the Naval SF decoys
were also built to include the newer QL-type system, designed to simulate the features of a
town under blackout, and which did not begin to appear on other Starfish sites until later in
1941. This would have replicated such things as non-blacked out skylights and opening and
closing doors. The shelter would have been located some distance from the special fire
apparatus, in order to minimise blast damage from the bombs drawn to the decoy and also to
keep clear of the hundreds of gallons of fuel needed to produce the SF decoy fires. In this
instance the exact location of the actual decoy structures themselves is not yet known. A wellmade road was needed to provide the fuel needed and a site some 1.1 km to the SE adjacent
to the road at Burnhouse may be where the decoy fires were located.
The control shelter has the capacity to inform our knowledge of Second World War military
architecture, in particular that of SF decoy site control shelters. It has the potential to further
our understanding of how such structures were designed, used and located and how they were
decommissioned as well as how they would have functioned in conjunction with other decoy
site types, such as the QL. As an integral part of the development of camouflage and deception
technology the shelter has the capacity to further our understanding of how such techniques
of warfare were established and developed through the Second World War.
Contextual characteristics
The monument is located up in the high open moorland to the south of the industrial and
urban areas along the Clyde. Greenock had become increasingly strategically important as the
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London Docks came under intense attack and supplies had to be rerouted. It was also a key
naval anchorage and at this time became one of the busiest ports in the world. At the
commencement of War World II the Air Ministry had formed a secret department to oversee
ways to fool the German Luftwaffe bombers by using decoys and other means of deception.
The monument formed part of a elaborate nationwide system of bombing decoy sites. The
decoys were located close to prime targets, in this instance Greenock, and were intended to
replicate these targets when seen from the air, thus drawing enemy bombers away from the
real targets. This was one of the major deception plans of the Second World War. Britain had
around 800 decoys in operation during the Second World War and it is estimated that of these
300 received hits. Calculations made by the Air Historical Branch estimate that over 2200
tonnes of bombs were drawn off onto decoy sites during the conflict.
There were a number of different types of decoy and variations devised. K and Q types were
developed first and simulated military sites in daylight and at night respectively. Night decoys
were further classified to QF for fire sites and QL for lighting sites. As the Blitz intensified in
autumn and winter 1940, intelligence indicated that industrial areas were to be the focus of
heavy raids and a new type of decoy was developed to protect civilian residential and
industrial sites. This was partly a response to new intelligence enabling advance warning of
which areas were to be targeted by the raids. These were Special Fire (SF) or 'Starfish' sites and
were constructed in large open areas, in areas of known bomber approach. They were either
civil or naval operated (usually where near ports) and typically at least two miles from any built
up area. They consisted of different types of combustible feature such as braziers or fuel pools
and were electrically ignited from a control blockhouse in advance of the commencement of a
raid. Once alight enemy bombers were fooled into thinking this was the site of the target
already ablaze. It was an established Luftwaffe technique that leading aircraft dropped
incendiary devices onto targets thus marking them for successive waves of bombers. The
decoys grew in sophistication with characteristics of urban and industrial fires and features
faithfully replicated through the design of decoys to burn in different ways on the same site.
There are 59 examples of decoy site and or control bunkers and generators listed in the
database of the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. The
decoy sites are a small element in the extensive offensive and defensive military and civilian
structures built to protect the Clyde ships and associated industrial areas. Decoy sites are a rare
type of monument as relatively few were constructed and many were deliberately removed
immediately after the cessation of hostilities or in more recent times. In most instances
features relating to the ephemeral decoy structures are not now visible and the control shelter,
as here, is the only visible remaining element of the site.
As part of a countrywide network, the control shelter has the capacity to add to our knowledge
of a large-scale, centrally co-ordinated system of defence.
Associative characteristics
The monument is associated with the Second World War, a global conflict, and in particular the
Greenock Blitz of 6 and 7 May 1941. This Luftwaffe raid targeted the many ships and ship yards
as well as the civilian workforce in and around the town of Greenock. In total 280 people were
killed and over 1200 injured, the majority of whom were civilians. The decoy site was ignited
on the second night and accounts differ as to whether it succeeded in drawing bombs off
target. Some eyewitness accounts talk of the hills above the town ablaze through diverted
bombs.
The monument is also associated with Colonel Sir John Turner who was placed in charge of
British decoy and deception schemes in 1939. Turner was born in 1881 and joined the Royal
Corps of Engineers in 1900. Turner was a qualified pilot with extensive knowledge of airfield
construction and infrastructure. In post his department was located at the Sound City Film
Studios, Shepperton, where the deception techniques used in filming were learnt and adapted
for use in wartime defence.
The monument retains the potential to inform our understanding of 20th-century warfare and
the impact of the Second World War on the people and landscapes of Inverclyde and Scotland.
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National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the defence of the
strategically important Clyde area during the Second World War. It is a rare site type as well as
a rare survival that has the capacity to illustrate the techniques of military design and
construction as well as the evolution of deception tactics. The monument demonstrates the
ingenuity and resourcefulness of a society under attack and is a testament to the people that
manned it and those that it helped to protect. Its loss or diminution would impede significantly
our ability to understand the function, location and use of such monuments in Scotland as well
as our knowledge of Second World War defensive tactics.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS27SE 104.
Dobinson, C 2000, Fields of Deception: Britain's Bombing Decoys of World War II, English
Heritage Methuen: London.
Gemmill, S, Osborne, B D and Armstrong, R 2005, The Clyde at War, Birlinn: Edinburgh.
Osborne, M 2004, Defending Britain: Twentieth-Century Military Structures in the Landscape,
Tempus: Stroud.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12828 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

39

Site Name

Dowries, cairn 495m SW of

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number

SM12838

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

226876

Northing

670316

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a cairn, built probably between 3000 and 1000 BC in
the late Neolithic period or Bronze Age. It is visible as a prominent turf-covered mound and lies
in moorland at about 280m above sea level. The cairn lies on a level shelf on the N slopes of
Creuch Hill and has extensive views to the north.
The upstanding remains of the cairn measure 12m E-W by 10m transversely and stand to 1.5m
in height. Slight traces of a ditch lie beyond the cairn to the south. An amorphous mound 60m
to the north-west appears to be natural in origin.
The area to be scheduled is circular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
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The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
Excavation suggests that many round cairns were used to cover and mark human burials in the
Neolithic or Bronze Age and date most commonly from the late third millennium BC to the
early second millennium BC. This cairn appears to be almost entirely undisturbed suggesting
that archaeological information is likely to survive beneath its surface. The excavation of
similar mounds elsewhere in SW Scotland shows that cairns often incorporate or overlie graves
or pits containing cist settings, skeletal remains in the form of cremations or inhumations, and
artefacts such as pottery and flintwork; comparable remains may exist beneath this cairn.
These deposits can help us understand more about the practice and significance of burial and
commemorating the dead at specific points in prehistory. They may also help us to understand
the changing structure of society in the area. In addition, the cairn is likely to overlie and seal a
buried land surface that could provide evidence of the immediate environment before the
monument was constructed, and botanical remains including pollen or charred plant material
may survive within archaeological deposits deriving from the cairn's construction and use. This
evidence can help us build up a picture of climate, vegetation and agriculture in the area
before and during construction and use of the cairn.
Contextual characteristics
This monument belongs to a diverse group of up to 86 known or possible cairns in the former
county of Renfrewshire, including some that have been destroyed by modern land use since
they were recorded. The cairns cluster at between 200m and 300m above sea level, on the NE
fringe of the uplands that define the southern edge of the Clyde Valley. The intensive use of
the lowlands for agriculture, housing and industry, as well as the activities of archaeological
researchers, have influenced the distribution pattern we see today and it seems certain that
cairns would originally have been a feature of the lowlands as well as the uplands. Cairns seem
to be positioned for visibility both to and from the site, tending to be located on hill tops, false
crests and ridges, and are generally inter-visible. In this area, their position and significance in
relation to contemporary agricultural land and settlement merits future detailed analysis.
This monument can be compared with eight other cairns that lie to the north and east within a
distance of 2.5km, and may be related to concentrations of late Neolithic or early Bronze Age
pottery found during survey work around Loch Thom and Gryfe Reservoir and to the many hut
circles known in the area. One researcher has proposed that some of the simpler hut circles
here are of late Neolithic or early Bronze Age date. The monument can also be compared with
excavated examples further afield, such as the cairn at East Green Farm, Kilmacolm, where at
least two Bronze Age funerary urns were found, and that at South Mound of Houston, where
the cairn covered a cist grave containing cremated human bone, a flint knife and a Bronze Age
food vessel. Cairns were often long-lived foci of religious or funerary activity and have the
potential to contain secondary burials. This longevity is demonstrated at South Mound of
Houston, where the cairn reused the location of a group of Neolithic pits and lay close to a
probable cist cemetery. Given the many comparable sites in the area, this monument has the
potential to further our understanding not just of funerary site location and practice, but also
of the structure of early prehistoric society and economy.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, particularly the design and construction
of burial monuments, the nature of burial practices and their significance in prehistoric and
later society. Skeletal remains and artefacts from cairns can also enhance our knowledge about
wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contact
with. This monument is particularly valuable because it appears undisturbed and lies in a
landscape where there are several other cairns and settlement sites. The loss of the monument
would significantly diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand the placing of such
monuments within the landscape and the meaning and importance of death and burial in
prehistoric life.
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References
The monument lies within the Renfrewshire Heights SSSI.
RCAHMS record the site as NS27SE 34. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 5933.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12838 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

40

Site Name

Garvock, farmstead 825m SE of

Type of Site

Secular: farmstead

NRHE Number

SM12839

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

226298

Northing

670713

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a farmstead, visible as a rectangular earthwork,
dating to the pre-Improvement period. The monument is a single building, showing as turfcovered stone footings. The monument is located on the NE side of Colaouse Hill, around
240m above sea level.
The single building is oriented NW-SE along the line of the slope. The wall footings survive up
to a height of 0.4m. The building measures 8m NW-SE by 4m transversely, with a possible
entrance located in the middle of the NE side.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument is a small-scale rural settlement, typical of the pre-Improvement period,
usually between the 16th and 19th centuries. The building is likely to have been a domestic
dwelling, potentially the main farmhouse. Aside from the main building, farmsteads can
include associated buildings such as barns, byres, kilns, kiln-barns, bull-sheds, cart-sheds, pig
sties and mills as well as structures such as hay stack bases, kailyards and flax pits. Such
structures may have been constructed of turf, timber or stone, those of turf being particularly
vulnerable to later ploughing. The farmstead may have been in use for a number of
generations and domestic dwellings may have been used for other functions as their condition
deteriorated and they were replaced, causing the preservation of earlier settlement remains
beneath later structures.
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The good preservation of the structural elements indicates that land use in the immediate
vicinity since the farmstead was abandoned has not significantly impacted on the monument.
Potentially associated deposits and artefacts should also survive and these have an inherent
potential to inform our knowledge of pre-Improvement rural vernacular architecture and our
understanding of domestic living arrangements through time. There is also potential for the
survival of archaeologically significant deposits within and around the monument. These
deposits have an inherent capacity to further our understanding of contemporary society and
its associated material culture and can inform our knowledge of social, religious and economic
activities that shaped the daily lives of the inhabitants.
The potential to identify the functions of individual buildings within the farmstead can inform
our understanding of the organisation of rural settlement and further our knowledge about
how various domestic, agricultural and industrial practices may have been undertaken at such
locations.
Contextual characteristics
Rural land use and practice saw a great many changes in Scotland in the 18th and 19th
centuries and particularly in this area. A drive towards improving the productivity of land to
support a growing population, a growing market for produce and goods and industrial
advances led to the landscape physically changing. The improvements meant that areas of
open landscape once farmed communally from farms with multiple tenants, were enclosed
and intensively farmed by single tenant farms. In a practical sense this saw the abandonment
of many small subsistence farms and amalgamation into larger land holdings. In the upland
areas the prime 'crop' of choice at this time was sheep. At the same time urban populations
were expanding and towns grew, encroaching on former rural fringes. Consequently survival of
rural settlement of any scale is rare in rural Inverclyde, Renfrewshire and East Renfrewshire.
More generally, survival of any domestic dwellings of ordinary people prior to the mid- to late
18th century is unusual.
The monument is located on high ground to the south of Greenock and around 6km south of
the Clyde. It is immediately adjacent to a tributary of the Gryffe Water which is situated to the
north. There are a number of potentially contemporary and associated monuments recorded
in the vicinity. Around 200m to the east a shieling site is recorded in the form of two oval hut
foundations. These structures would have seen seasonal use during summer grazing and
probably fell out of use in the 18th century. Around 180m to the south a 17/18th-century hill
farmstead was noted in 1963. This was not located in 1976 and the similarity of the description
with this site may mean it was originally mis-located. Another farmhouse, not located at the
time of the scheduling visit, has been recorded at NS 2636 7070 surrounded by dyke walls of inbye fields. The scheduling site visit noted many turf field banks in the vicinity and peat cuttings
which may also be contemporary with the structure. The nature of any relationship between
these monuments is uncertain but could imply a larger settlement or length of occupation.
This monument is a significant and rare element in the surviving landscape of preImprovement settlement in this area. Recent survey work has identified a number of historic
farm sites in the large rural parish of Inverkip. Canmore records 76 farms in Inverclyde with
some now under reservoirs, destroyed by forestry planting, beneath modern farms or known
from place name evidence alone. When compared and contrasted to these other preImprovement settlement remains the monument can inform our knowledge of the nature of
rural settlement at this time. This can further our understanding of where settlement was
located, how the landscape was organised, used and controlled and how it may have evolved
over time, as well as the impact of agricultural improvements on the landscape and rural
population.
Associative characteristics
The importance of the monument is enhanced by its associated documentation. Timothy
Pont's 16th-century map of the area noted a settlement in the area called Haring B. It is also
thought that the monument may be analogous to a farm labelled 'Craigsnout Farm' present on
Roy's Military survey of 1747-55 which shows three structures. The farm was advertised for
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letting in the Greenock Advertiser in 1808, 1814, 1816 and 1819. The farmstead is not depicted
on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey, published in 1863. This indicates that the settlement had
been abandoned and upstanding structural elements largely 'removed', some time before the
mid-19th century but after 1819 and probably due to the changes in agricultural practice
originating in the 18th century.
The monument has an inherent potential to inform our understanding of the practical effects
of the 'Improvement' in this part of rural Scotland and the mobile nature of settlement as a
result. There is a great potential for archaeological evidence held within this site to inform and
complement pre-existing knowledge gained through documentary research. Such an
association with a well-known historical event increases the significance this monument may
have for local people.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to the understanding of the past, in particular pre-Improvement rural
architecture, domestic arrangements and the settlement pattern, probably over an extended
period of time. It is a rare survival and as such has an inherent capacity to contribute to our
knowledge of the practical effects that new farming methods had on upland rural landscape
and population. The unusually good survival of the farmstead enhances this potential, as much
of the artefactual and ecofactual evidence is likely to survive. The loss of this monument would
impede our ability to understand better the economic, agricultural and domestic changes in
early modern rural Inverclyde, Renfrewshire and East Renfrewshire and across Scotland as a
result of new farming theory and practice.
References
The monument is currently situated in rough grazing.
The RCAHMS database records this monument as Colaouse Hill Farmhouse with the site
number NS27SE 103. The West of Scotland Archaeology Service Sites and Monuments Record
note this monument as 40318.
Hogg, I 2000, Loch Thom, Inverclyde (Inverkip; Kilmacolm parishes), survey, Discovery and
Excavation, Scotland, 2000, 58.
Nisbet, S 2010, unpublished manuscript The Eighteenth Century (1700-1800), Regional
Research Framework.
Scotland's Rural Past, Inverclyde Project .
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12839 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

41

Site Name

Larkfield Battery, anti-aircraft battery 175m ESE of 1 Hilltop Road

Type of Site

20th Century Military and Related: Battery

NRHE Number

SM12826
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Scheduled Monument

Easting

224660

Northing

676531
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Inverkip
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Inverclyde

Description
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Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of the Larkfield heavy anti-aircraft battery, dating to the
Second World War. The battery consists of a command post, several gun emplacements and a
number of associated buildings. The site is located on a plateau overlooking Greenock,
Gourock and the Clyde Estuary at around 90m above sea level.
The battery now lies in an area of scrubland adjacent to the Coves Reservoirs. The site consists
of a command post, four upstanding gun emplacements with two further gun emplacements
surviving as scrub-covered mounds of rubble, two visible 'holdfasts', two ammunition
magazines, two outbuildings and a single gun store for small arms.
The command post is a partially buried four-cell brick and concrete structure in the centre of
the site. Attached to the exterior of the command posts are three connected open positions
with concrete blast walls, which would have housed the targeting equipment for the battery in
the form of a Predictor and a Height-finder. The roofed building of the command post
measures around 15m NNW-SSE by around 12.5m transversely, with the external positions
attaching to its SW corner and measuring around 14m NNW-SSE by 5m transversely.
The four surviving gun pits are all octagonal on plan and measure around 13m in diameter.
They are constructed of reinforced concrete and comprise two walls each forming three sides
of the octagonal shape, with the remaining two sides left open for access, one facing inwards
towards the command post and the other facing outwards to the magazines. Against the
exterior of each wall further earth has been piled up to increase the protection against blast
damage. Attached to the interior side of each wall would have been three ammunition lockers,
although several of these have now collapsed or been removed. Visible on the magazine
entrance of the NW example, as a blast precaution, is an offset entrance constructed of brick.
It is unclear whether the other examples also formerly held these. In the centre of two of the
emplacements the 'holdfasts' are visible that provided the mounting for the guns. The N and
the SE emplacements each have an additional outbuilding attached, in the form of a brick and
concrete single cell structure attached to the exterior of the blast walls. Each of these has an
entrance facing the command post and a small vent in the opposite wall. Both of the entrances
have been partially blocked with later walling, probably to prevent interior access. These are
likely to have been crew shelters or possibly generator rooms to supply the emplacements
later in the war.
To the south of the command post are the remains of the two final emplacements. These were
added to the battery in around 1943 and were of a square form rather than octagonal, to
accommodate new equipment being used by this stage of the conflict. They were demolished
relatively recently and now survive as two large scrub-covered mounds of rubble.
The magazines survive towards the N and W edges of the site. They lie outside the arc of the
original four gun emplacements, with each example located halfway between the two
emplacements it served. Each magazine is a rectangular structure around 13m in length by
around 5m wide. They are constructed of reinforced concrete with a single entrance and with
partitions dividing the interior into five cells. Three concrete ramps lead to the entrance of
each magazine, with one of these running straight between the emplacements towards the
command post and the centre of the site, and the remaining two each curving up to the outer
entrance of one the emplacements it served.
The final visible element of the site is the gun store, which lies to the NE of the site, outside the
arc of the gun emplacements. The gun store is a rectangular building measuring around 8m SWNE by around 7m transversely and constructed of reinforced concrete with four windows in its
NW side. Attached to its NE side is a small extension added to the building at a later date to
house a toilet.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
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Intrinsic characteristics
This well-preserved example of a heavy anti-aircraft (HAA) battery dates to the Second World
War. It is an exceptionally well-preserved example of a monument that would have been a
common and familiar sight in the 1940s. Given the excellent level of preservation of the site
there is a high potential for further archaeological deposits related to the construction, use and
abandonment of the battery to survive both within and around the structures. As one of the
initial group of HAA batteries installed as part of the aerial defences of the Clyde Gun Defended
Area and one that was subsequently expanded and altered later in the war, this site could
potentially supply valuable information about the changing needs and technologies of Second
World War aerial defences as the war progressed. In addition to this, this example displays a
number of features that do not fit the standard form for such sites. The command post is of a
notably different form to other examples in the area, which appear to follow the more
standard pattern, and is also considerably smaller than other nearby examples. Such variations
on the standard form were, however, fairly common in the rapid construction of Britain's antiair and anti-invasion defences and further analysis of this example may indicate why such a
variation was used here. Another unusual feature visible on this site is that both magazines
appear to have contained three entrances when first constructed. These are located on the
emplacement side of the magazines and were located with one central entrance and one at
each end of this wall. The two outer examples have been later sealed with walling, leaving the
single central entrance and it is unclear if this is a wartime alteration or a subsequent work.
Further study could supply the answer to this and the reason for the alterations. A final
interesting feature to note on the site is the presence of architectural detailing on the gun
store building. Each of the four windows on the NW side has a false lintel and sill created from
reinforced concrete; these appear to serve no function other than decoration. For a rapidly
erected structure probably created to a prefabricated specification, such architectural detail
appears highly unusual and further study of the origin and reason for their inclusion could
supply valuable information about the construction of the monument and its impact upon the
daily life of the gun crews stationed there and the surrounding area.
Contextual characteristics
The monument lies on a level plateau overlooking the Clyde estuary and the industrial towns
of Greenock and Gourock to the north. The Clyde was the most significant strategic asset in the
west of Scotland, and one of the most significant assets of the entire country. It was home to
the most extensive shipbuilding industry in Britain, an extensive range of other important
industrial concerns such as munitions, and was the destination point for the Atlantic convoys
bringing vital supplies and troops from the United States. Later in the war it would also serve as
a vital mustering point for the fleets involved in the invasions of North Africa in 1942 and
Normandy in 1944. This site was a part of the Clyde Gun Defended Area (GDA), a grouping of
46 HAA batteries created to protect the Clyde from aerial assault. This was a third of the total
anti-aircraft batteries created in Scotland as a whole and formed only one aspect of the wider
defence of the Clyde, highlighting the critical need to keep the Clyde harbours and industries
running.
The location of this site gives it long views north over the Clyde and towns below and also to
the south, with more restricted views to the east and west due to slightly higher ground. It
should be remembered, however, that the restricted view is of little problem to the site, as its
focus was the defence of the sky and the higher ground is not far enough above the site to
hinder this function. The long views to the north and south are also appropriate, as this would
have been the main axis of approach for enemy bombers attacking the area and the longer
view would permit earlier alert of incoming aircraft.
With the outbreak of war in 1939, a rapid program of construction was undertaken to provide
a defensive network for the country. This included the Gun Defended Areas of HAA batteries
protecting major towns and strategic assets across the country. By the war's end, more than
1200 HAA batteries had been constructed. Early examples do appear to have roughly followed
the form visible at Larkfield, with four octagonal gun emplacements in an arc around a
command post. However, the location of the gun store and the magazines at Larkfield do not
seem to follow the suggested standard pattern. While local adaptations to the recommended
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plans are common in Second World War structures, in the case of Larkfield the location of the
magazines would suggest a much more efficient location for the supply of the guns. Further
study of this site in comparison to others of the type may shed light on this variation and its
overall effectiveness in comparison to more standard sites. In addition, the command post at
Larkfield is of a different form and considerably smaller than other examples in this area, which
is another area that would warrant further comparative study.
As the war progressed and technology advanced, the original manual guns were superseded by
larger, electrically powered examples at many batteries. Some sites were completely rebuilt
with new square gun emplacements to permit the installation of the new weapons while
others were retrofitted and/or had additional gun emplacements of the new form added. The
two now demolished later gun emplacements at Larkfield were of this later form and added
sometime between 1942 and 1943. It is also likely that the original gun emplacements were
retrofitted around this time to permit the newer guns to be used.
Associative characteristics
The impact of the Second World War on the lives and landscape of Scotland in the late 1930s
and 1940s was on a scale never before witnessed. The mobilisation of the entire country to aid
the war effort would transform the social and economic character of the nation and the new
threat of long-range aerial attack brought the war directly into the daily lives of the civilian
population. Its place in the national consciousness remains prominent to this day, and many
people alive today remember first hand the experiences and impact the conflict would have on
them.
The industrial workers of the Clyde had been notoriously left-wing during the First World War,
with many of the leaders of the so-called 'Red Clydesiders' finding themselves imprisoned for
their objections to the conflict. With the outbreak of the Second World War, the need to fight
was recognised as greater than personal feeling and the Clydesiders willingly took their part
alongside former enemies in aiding the war effort. In the west of Scotland, the war would
create an industrial boom that would prove unsustainable in the long-term following the end
of the war with the drop in shipbuilding, and the resulting economic decline would never be
reversed. Very little evidence now survives of this former landscape.
A high level of effort was made to protect the strategic asset of the Clyde during the Second
World War. The Clyde GDA would contain one third of the HAA batteries in Scotland, and the
same number as the next largest two combined, the Scapa and Forth GDAs. These batteries
would be manned by troops from the Royal Artillery, aided by volunteers from the local
regiments of the Home Guard although, as the war progressed, the volunteers were assigned
further duties, including manning the guns themselves. The battery at Larkfield was manned by
the 130 Regiment of Royal Artillery, part of 42 Brigade. Given its proximity to the towns below,
it is highly likely that Home Guard volunteers who lived in the area will have served on this
battery during its operational life. Documentary records indicate that the battery at Larkfield
was initially armed with four mobile 3.7 inch guns, being upgraded to six fixed 3.7 inch guns
later in the war. However, some indication has been made that the site may have housed 4.5
inch guns. This discrepancy between records and reality was not uncommon, and
archaeological evidence at the site may provide us with definitive information on the
armament of the battery.
Despite the efforts to protect the area, the strategic value of the Clyde had been recognised by
the Axis powers early in the war, with Luftwaffe reconnaissance photographs of Greenock and
the surrounding area appearing less than a month after the outbreak of hostilities in 1939.
These photos not only highlight the strategically important targets of the torpedo factory in
Gourock and the Harlan and Wolff shipyard in Greenock but also indicate the presence of the
Larkfield battery itself, showing this site was either already in operation or very close to being
so by the beginning of the war. The threat this photo suggests would not fully materialise for
almost two years, however.
On the nights of the 6 and 7 May 1941, Greenock suffered the second worst bombing raids
inflicted on Scotland during the entire war. On the night of Tuesday May 6 a force of 276
German bombers had been dispatched to strike targets on both sides of the Clyde, including
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Greenock. Around 50 bombers dropped their payloads on Greenock and the surrounding area,
causing damage to several areas of the town and killing numerous people, including many
civilians inside the one of the public shelters. Worse was to come on May 7, however. It was
common tactic to raid the same target on consecutive nights, using any fires remaining as
targeting aids. The air-raid sirens began sounding at around 25 minutes after midnight and one
of the first buildings to be hit was the Ardgowan Distillery within the town. The resulting
inferno would illuminate the town and thus provide an easy target for following bombers. To
make matters worse, a direct hit was scored on the Westburn Sugar House, starting another
huge blaze. These fires were large enough to be seen 100 miles away and the bombers would
continue to attack the town until almost 4 am. By the end of the attacks the Air Raid
Precautions Control Room in Greenock listed 159 areas of the town as being of critical concern
and reinforcements were drafted in from as far afield as Edinburgh to help with the aftermath.
The result of the raid would be 271 deaths with more than 1200 injured and damage to more
than half the homes in the town, with 1000 completely destroyed. The incident would leave a
lasting impact on the town and its surrounding area.
Given its position directly overlooking the town, it is indisputable that the Larkfield battery
would not only have been in action on the nights of the blitz, but that the troops on duty
would have had a tragically clear view of the devastation unfolding before them. There is also a
clear indication from these events of the widely held idea that anti-aircraft weaponry was
notoriously ineffective. Despite the number of anti-aircraft defences and the volume of fire
they could create, not a single enemy aircraft was lost during the raids.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the defences of the Clyde
during the Second World War and their place within the wider defensive network of wartime
Britain. The remains of the battery has the potential to hold valuable information about the
function and operation of such sites and the daily lives of the troops stationed on them. This
site is particularly valuable given its excellent preservation and its role in one of the most
significant events of the Second World War in Scotland. The loss of the monument would
significantly diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand the efforts and sacrifices
made to defend the Clyde during the Second World War and the preparation, construction, use
and eventual abandonment of the defences themselves.
References
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Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number

SM12840

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

221426

Northing

668419

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument comprises the remains of a cairn, built probably between 3000 and 1000 BC in
the late Neolithic period or Bronze Age. It is visible as a low mound of turf-covered stones and
lies in moorland at about 165m above sea level. The cairn lies on the W slopes of Berry Hill and
is sited on a low hill above the N side of the Kelly Glen. There are extensive views to the west.
The upstanding remains of the cairn measure around 8m in diameter and stand to about 1m in
height. The cairn is generally well-preserved, but there are two areas of localised robbing on
the S and W sides.
The area to be scheduled is circular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
Excavation suggests that many round cairns were used to cover and mark human burials in the
late Neolithic or Bronze Age and date most commonly from the late third millennium BC to the
early second millennium BC. This cairn appears to be largely undisturbed suggesting that
archaeological information is likely to survive beneath its surface. The excavation of similar
mounds elsewhere in SW Scotland shows that cairns often incorporate or overlie graves or pits
containing cist settings, skeletal remains in the form of cremations or inhumations, pottery and
flint work; comparable remains may exist beneath this cairn. These deposits can help us
understand more about the practice and significance of burial and commemorating the dead at
specific points in prehistory. They may also help us to understand the changing structure of
society in the area. In addition, the cairn is likely to overlie and seal a buried land surface that
could provide evidence of the immediate environment before the monument was constructed.
Botanical remains, including pollen or charred plant material, may survive within
archaeological deposits deriving from the construction and use of the cairn. This evidence can
help us build up a picture of climate, vegetation and agriculture in the area.
Contextual characteristics
This monument belongs to a diverse group of up to 86 known or possible cairns in the former
county of Renfrewshire, including some that have been destroyed by modern land use since
they were recorded. The majority lie between 200m and 300m above sea level on the NE
fringe of the uplands that define the southern edge of the Clyde Valley, but this example is part
of a small group of cairns and cist graves that look west over the Firth of Clyde to southern
Argyll and the Isle of Bute. The intensive use of the lowlands for agriculture, housing and
industry, as well as the activities of archaeological researchers, have influenced the distribution
pattern we see today and it seems certain that cairns would originally have been a feature of
the lowlands as well as the uplands. Cairns seem to be positioned for visibility both to and from
the site, tending to be located on hill tops, false crests and ridges, and are generally intervisible. In this area, their position and significance in relation to contemporary agricultural land
and settlement merits future detailed analysis.
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This monument can be compared with three other cairns that lie to the north within a distance
of 2.5km and with nine cairns that lie 6.5 km to the north-east, around Gryfe Reservoir. Survey
work around the reservoir has revealed concentrations of late Neolithic or early Bronze Age
pottery, as well as several hut circles, and similar remains may exist in the vicinity of this cairn.
The monument can also be compared with excavated examples further afield, such as the cairn
at East Green Farm, Kilmacolm, where at least two Bronze Age funerary urns were found, and
that at South Mound of Houston, where the cairn covered a cist grave containing cremated
human bone, a flint knife and a Bronze Age food vessel. Cairns were often long-lived foci of
religious or funerary activity and have the potential to contain secondary burials. This longevity
is demonstrated at South Mound of Houston, where the cairn re-used the location of a group
of Neolithic pits and lay close to a probable cist cemetery. Cairns have the potential to further
our understanding not just of funerary site location and practice, but also of the structure of
early prehistoric society and economy. This cairn is smaller than the excavated examples in the
vicinity and is therefore also important because it may represent a slightly different monument
type.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, particularly the design and construction
of burial monuments, the nature of burial practices and their significance in prehistoric and
later society. Skeletal remains and artefacts from cairns can also enhance our knowledge about
wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contact
with. This monument is particularly valuable because it is largely undisturbed and lies close to
several other cairns and settlement sites. The loss of the monument would significantly
diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand the placing of such monuments within
the landscape and the meaning and importance of death and burial in prehistoric life.
The monument lies within the Renfrewshire Heights SSSI and SPA.
RCAHMS record the site as NS26NW8. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 5855.
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The monument comprises the remains of a cairn with burial cist, built probably between 3000
and 1000 BC in the late Neolithic period or Bronze Age. The cairn is visible as a low turfcovered mound, and the cist as an arrangement of stones protruding though the turf
immediately to the west. The monument lies in moorland on the W slopes of Berry Hill at
about 215m above sea level. It is sited in a natural hollow just below a ridge above the N side
of the Kelly Glen.
The upstanding remains of the cairn measure around 5m N-S by 4m transversely and stand to
0.3m in height. The cist is of rubble construction and measures around 1.6m E-W by 1.4m
transversely on the outside and 1.1m by 0.5m on the inside, with a depth of about 0.5m. It is
built of sub-angular cobbles and boulders that resemble the outcropping bedrock. Stones to
the north of the monument suggest the position of a circular kerb which may once have
surrounded both the cist and the surviving mound. This suggests that the cairn was originally
larger than the surviving mound, probably covering the cist and extending over an area
measuring around 15m in diameter.
Statement of National Importance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
Excavation suggests that many round cairns were used to cover and mark human burials and
are late Neolithic or Bronze Age in origin, dating most commonly from the late third
millennium BC to the early second millennium BC. This cairn shows signs of disturbance but
preserves evidence of a burial cist, confirming that it marks the position of at least one burial.
Part of the cairn survives as an upstanding feature, suggesting that archaeological information
is likely to exist beneath its surface. The excavation of similar mounds elsewhere in SW
Scotland confirms that cairns often incorporate or overlie graves or pits containing cist
settings, skeletal remains in the form of cremations or inhumations, and artefacts such as
pottery and flintwork; additional undiscovered cist graves may also exist beneath this cairn.
These deposits can help us understand more about the practice and significance of burial and
commemorating the dead at specific points in prehistory. They may also help us to understand
the changing structure of society in the area. In addition, the cairn is likely to overlie and seal a
buried land surface that could provide evidence of the immediate environment before the
monument was constructed and botanical remains including pollen or charred plant material
may survive within archaeological deposits deriving from the cairn's construction and use. This
evidence can help us build up a picture of climate, vegetation and agriculture in the area
before and during construction and use of the cairn.
Contextual characteristics
This monument belongs to a diverse group of up to 86 known or possible cairns in the former
county of Renfrewshire, including some that have been destroyed by modern land use since
they were recorded. The cairns cluster at between 200m and 300m above sea level, on the NE
fringe of the uplands that define the southern edge of the Clyde Valley. The intensive use of
the lowlands for agriculture, housing and industry, as well as the activities of archaeological
researchers, have influenced the distribution pattern we see today and it seems certain that
cairns would originally have been a feature of the lowlands as well as the uplands. Cairns seem
often to be positioned for visibility both to and from the site, tending to be located on hill tops,
false crests and ridges, and are generally inter-visible. The setting of this example in a hollow is
therefore unusual. In this area, the position and significance of cists in relation to
contemporary agricultural land and settlement merits future detailed analysis.
This monument can be compared with three other cairns that lie within 1.7km, including a
similar cairn with cist 90m to the south. In addition, nine cairns lie 6.5 km to the north-east,
around Gryfe Reservoir. Survey work around the reservoir has revealed concentrations of late
Neolithic or early Bronze Age pottery as well as several hut circles, and similar remains may
exist in the vicinity of the cairn. The monument can also be compared with excavated
examples further afield, such as the cairn at East Green Farm, Kilmacolm, where at least two
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Bronze Age funerary urns were found, and that at South Mound of Houston, where the cairn
covered a cist grave containing cremated human bone, a flint knife and a Bronze Age food
vessel. Cairns were often long-lived foci of religious or funerary activity and have the potential
to contain secondary burials. This longevity is demonstrated at South Mound of Houston,
where the cairn re-used the location of a group of Neolithic pits and lay close to a probable cist
cemetery. Given the many comparable sites in the area, this monument has the potential to
further our understanding not just of funerary site location and practice, but also of the
structure of early prehistoric society and economy.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, particularly the design and construction
of burial monuments, the nature of burial practices and their significance in prehistoric and
later society. Skeletal remains and artefacts from cairns can also enhance our knowledge about
wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contact
with. This monument is particularly significant because it lies in close proximity to several
comparable monuments and may represent a distinct type of cairn, smaller than those that
have been excavated to date. The loss of the monument would significantly diminish our
future ability to appreciate and understand the placing of such monuments within the
landscape and the meaning and importance of death and burial in prehistoric life.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12841 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Description
The monument comprises the remains of a cairn with burial cist, built probably between 3000
and 1000 BC in the late Neolithic period or Bronze Age. The cairn is visible as a low turfcovered mound built partly into the hillside, and the cist as an arrangement of stones
protruding though the turf at the centre of the mound. The monument lies at about 200m
above sea level, in moorland on the W slopes of Berry Hill. It stands on gently sloping ground
just below a ridge above the N side of the Kelly Glen.
The upstanding remains of the cairn measure 9m in diameter and stand to 0.3m in height. The
cairn remains are most pronounced to the west, extending gradually into the slope where the
ground rises to the east. The cist measures around 1.7m E-W by 0.9m externally. It is built of
sub-angular cobbles and boulders that protrude up to 0.2m above the surface of the cairn.
The area to be scheduled is circular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
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Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
Excavation suggests that many round cairns were used to cover and mark human burials and
are late Neolithic or Bronze Age in origin, dating most commonly from the late third
millennium BC to the early second millennium BC. This cairn preserves evidence of a burial cist,
confirming that it marks the position of at least one burial. The cairn survives as an upstanding
feature, suggesting that archaeological information is likely to exist beneath its surface. The
excavation of similar mounds elsewhere in SW Scotland confirms that cairns often incorporate
or overlie graves or pits containing cist settings, skeletal remains in the form of cremations or
inhumations, and artefacts such as pottery and flintwork. Additional undiscovered cist graves
may also exist beneath this cairn. These deposits can help us understand more about the
practice and significance of burial and commemorating the dead at specific points in
prehistory. They may also help us to understand the changing structure of society in the area.
In addition, the cairn is likely to overlie and seal a buried land surface that could provide
evidence of the immediate environment before the monument was constructed, and botanical
remains including pollen or charred plant material may survive within archaeological deposits
deriving from the cairn's construction and use. This evidence can help us build up a picture of
climate, vegetation and agriculture in the area before and during construction and use of the
cairn.
Contextual characteristics
This monument belongs to a diverse group of up to 86 known or possible cairns in the former
county of Renfrewshire, including some that have been destroyed by modern land use since
they were recorded. The cairns cluster at between 200m and 300m above sea level, on the NE
fringe of the uplands that define the southern edge of the Clyde Valley. The intensive use of
the lowlands for agriculture, housing and industry and the activities of archaeological
researchers have influenced the distribution pattern we see today and it seems certain that
cairns would originally have been a feature of the lowlands as well as the uplands. Cairns seem
often to be positioned for visibility both to and from the site, tending to be located on hill tops,
false crests and ridges, and are generally inter-visible. In this area, the position and significance
of cists in relation to contemporary agricultural land and settlement merits future detailed
analysis.
This monument can be compared with three other cairns that lie within 1.7km, including a
similar cairn with cist 90m to the north. In addition, nine cairns lie 6.5 km to the north-east,
around Gryfe Reservoir. Survey work around the reservoir has revealed concentrations of late
Neolithic or early Bronze Age pottery as well as several hut circles, and similar remains may
exist in the vicinity of this cairn. The monument can also be compared with excavated
examples further afield, such as the cairn at East Green Farm, Kilmacolm, where at least two
Bronze Age funerary urns were found, and that at South Mound of Houston, where the cairn
covered a cist grave containing cremated human bone, a flint knife and a Bronze Age food
vessel. Cairns were often long-lived foci of religious or funerary activity and have the potential
to contain secondary burials. This longevity is demonstrated at South Mound of Houston,
where the cairn re-used the location of a group of Neolithic pits and lay close to a probable cist
cemetery. Given the many comparable sites in the area, this monument has the potential to
further our understanding not just of funerary site location and practice but also of the
structure of early prehistoric society and economy.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, particularly the design and construction
of burial monuments, the nature of burial practices and their significance in prehistoric and
later society. Skeletal remains and artefacts from cairns can also enhance our knowledge about
wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contact
with. This monument is particularly significant because it lies in close proximity to several
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comparable monuments and may represent a distinct type of cairn, smaller than those that
have been excavated to date. The loss of the monument would significantly diminish our
future ability to appreciate and understand the placing of such monuments within the
landscape and the meaning and importance of death and burial in prehistoric life.
References
The monument lies within the Renfrewshire Heights SSSI and SPA.
On 3 March 2010 RCAHMS and the WoSAS SMR held no records on this monument. Scheduling
Team is passing information on the monument to RCAHMS.
References
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12843 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Description
The monument comprises the remains of the control buildings of the Cloch Point coastal
defence battery, dating to the Second World War. The remains consist of two buildings
representing the former command and observation posts for the battery. Elements of the gun
platforms survive in the nearby caravan park and remains of the related searchlight battery
and anti-submarine boom can be found by the shore of the firth. The site is located on a slope
overlooking Cloch Point and the Firth of Clyde at around 70m above sea level.
The command post now lies in an area of woodland adjacent to Cloch Caravans. The site
consists of two structures around 20m apart. The structure to the east is composed of three
distinct elements. The southern section comprises a roughly square, brick and concrete
structure with a flat concrete roof, measuring around 6m N-S by 5m transversely. This appears
to have been a former control room for the battery. The entrance is in the eastern wall of the
structure and a single large window exists in each wall, except for the W wall which has two.
Remains of internal fittings and fixtures and the interior paint scheme survive within the room
and there is evidence to suggest a partition may once have divided the room into two areas.
The middle section of the structure formerly held targeting and observation equipment for the
battery and is offset slightly to the west of the first room and at a lower level, being partially
cut into the slope. The structure measures around 3m N-S by 8m transversely. It is entered
through a doorway from a small exterior sunken courtyard to the east, which is around 5m N-S
by 1.5m transversely and accessed via a small staircase. A barred window also looks out onto
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this space from the main room of the middle section. The roof of the main room slopes down
to the west and a large slit takes up the western side of the structure, providing a wide field of
visibility for spotting and targeting enemy vessels. Inside is the remains of the concrete plinth
for the targeting equipment and a concrete block which would formerly have been the base for
a small stove. In the N wall of the structure is a doorway leading through to another small
room with a window in its W wall and which would likely have housed a generator or similar
equipment to supply power. A third small room, measuring around 2m N-S by 1.5m
transversely, is accessed through a doorway in the north of the courtyard space, with a
window in the same wall.
The second surviving structure is slightly downhill to the west. It comprises a three-cell brick
and concrete structure measuring around 9m N-S by 3.5m transversely. The two southernmost
cells have a flat concrete roof, while the N cell is now missing its roof but this appears to have
been of corrugated iron. Windows are located in the W wall of the two N cells. The S cell has a
large bay extending to the west with a balcony area outside, which would probably have
served as an observation post.
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This well-preserved example of the control buildings for a large coastal battery dates to the
Second World War. It is a good example of a monument which would have been a common
and familiar sight in coastal regions in the 1940s. Given the excellent level of preservation of
the site there is a high potential for further archaeological deposits relating to the
construction, use and abandonment of the battery to survive both within and around the
structures. As a critical strongpoint in the defence of the Firth of Clyde and the access to the
anchorages and industries further up the river and adjoining sea lochs, this site could
potentially supply valuable information about the needs and technologies of Second World
War coastal defences as the war progressed. Remains surviving in and around the structures
could supply valuable information regarding the function and use of the buildings and the daily
lives of the troops stationed on the site.
Contextual characteristics
The monument lies on a west-facing slope overlooking the Firth of Clyde and across to the
Kyles of Bute. The Clyde was the most significant strategic asset in the west of Scotland, and
one of the most significant assets of the entire country. It was home to the most extensive
shipbuilding industry in Britain, an extensive range of other important industrial concerns such
as munitions, and was the destination point for the Atlantic convoys bringing vital supplies and
troops from the United States. Later in the war it would also serve as a vital mustering point for
the fleets involved in the invasions of North Africa in 1942 and Normandy in 1944. This site was
part of a series of defensive emplacements located on and around Cloch Point, which also
included searchlight batteries and an anti-submarine boom from the Cloch Lighthouse across
the Firth of Clyde to the Gantocks and Dunoon on the opposite shore.
The location of this site is now restricted by trees, but during its use the site would have had a
clear field of vision to the south and west across the firth. Cloch Point forms a natural
defensive point on the access from the Firth of Clyde into the river itself and the sea lochs at
Holy Loch, Loch Long, Loch Goil and Gare Loch. These all held significant assets to the strength
of the Allies in the European theatre, including secure anchorages, industries and a variety of
training and mustering areas. As the sea lochs and river meet the Firth of Clyde, the stretch of
water narrows as it rounds Cloch Point before widening again to the south. This natural
bottleneck provides a more easily defensible line than at the wider sections and simultaneously
defends both the river and the sea lochs further upstream. As a result of this natural
defensibility, Cloch Point was fortified for coastal defence in both the First and Second World
Wars, and indeed remained so in the inter-war years, with the two 6-inch guns first being
transferred from Portkil Battery in October 1916 and remaining on site on a care and
maintenance basis until the end of 1956. The emplacements for the guns were then filled in to
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be used as caravan bases, but elements of both remain visible today.
Associative characteristics
The impact of the Second World War on the lives and landscape of Scotland in the late 1930s
and 1940s was on a scale never before witnessed. The mobilisation of the entire country to aid
the war effort would transform the social and economic character of the nation and the new
threat of long-range aerial attack brought the war directly into the daily lives of the civilian
population. Its place in the national consciousness remains prominent to this day, and many
people alive today remember at first-hand the experiences and impact the conflict had on
them.
The industrial workers of the Clyde had been notoriously left-wing during the First World War,
with many of the leaders of the so-called 'Red Clydesiders' finding themselves imprisoned for
their objections to the conflict. With the outbreak of the Second World War, however, the
need to fight was recognised as greater than personal feeling and the Clydesiders willingly took
their part in aiding the war effort. In the west of Scotland, the war would create an industrial
boom that would prove unsustainable after the end of the war with the drop in shipbuilding,
and the resulting economic decline would never be reversed. Very little evidence now survives
of this former landscape.
A high level of effort was made to protect the strategic asset of the Clyde during the Second
World War. The anti-aircraft defences of the Clyde GDA contained one third of the HAA
batteries in Scotland, and the same number as the next largest two combined, the Scapa and
Forth GDAs. The coastal defences were no less impressive, with fixed gun positions (such as the
Cloch Point example) working in conjunction with searchlight batteries, minefields, patrolling
warships and anti-submarine defences to prevent enemy shipping reaching the industries and
large-scale anchorages of the civilian and military fleets beyond Cloch Point.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the defences of the Clyde
during the Second World War and their place within the wider defensive network of wartime
Britain. The remains of the battery may hold valuable information about the function and
operation of such sites and the daily lives of the troops stationed on them. This site is
particularly valuable given its excellent state preservation and its role in protecting one of the
most significant assets of the Second World War in Britain. The loss of the monument would
significantly diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand the efforts and sacrifices
made to defend the Clyde during the Second World War and the preparation, construction, use
and eventual abandonment of the defences themselves.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS27NW 21: Cloch Point Battery; Coastal Battery (20th Century).
The WOSAS SMR designation is 20024: Cloch Point Battery; Coast Battery.
References
Osborne, M 2004, Defending Britain: Twentieth Century Military Structures in the Landscape,
Stroud: Tempus Publishing Ltd.
Osborne, B D and Armstrong, R 2005, The Clyde at War, Edinburgh: Birlinn Limited.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12803 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Description
The monument comprises the remains of three hut circles, possibly of Late Bronze Age or Iron
Age date (late second or first millennium BC). One of the hut circles has an enclosure around it
which is interpreted as a yard; it has previously been referred to as a 'homestead'. The other
two are unenclosed. The hut circles appear as roughly circular features built of earth and
stones. They are situated on an E-facing slope around Cat Craig, at a height of around 250m
above sea level and around 230m W of Gotter Water.
Situated in rough grazing on an upland moor, the hut circles are overgrown with long grass and
heather. The first (westernmost) hut circle measures around 8m in diameter with an entrance
on the SE side. It is visible as wall footings up to 0.5m high and around 1.5m thick. The hut
circle is contained within a rectangular enclosure, some 24m NW-SE by 19m transversely,
which comprises a boulder-faced wall standing around 0.3m high and up to 1m wide. Situated
40m to the SSE is a second hut circle, marked by a penannular bank of grass-covered stones.
The second hut circle is scooped into the slope on its W arc to a depth of around 0.5m. If
complete, the circle would have a diameter of around 9m. A third hut circle is located to the
ENE. It is situated on a circular platform which is scooped into the slope on its S side and
revetted on the N with a stony bank. The platform measures around 12m in diameter. A Dshaped enclosure, roughly 7m in diameter and defined by a narrow stony bank abuts the hut
circle on the NE side. Along the S side of the hut circle and enclosure runs a linear stone bank
or revetment around 15m long and up to 0.3m high.
Statement of National Importance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This well-preserved group of hut circles probably defines a Late Bronze Age or Iron Age
settlement. Visible as clearly defined earthworks, the monument represents a fine example of
a settlement with an unusual combination of enclosed and unenclosed elements.
Given their good condition, the hut circles have excellent potential to tell us more about the
way they were built and used. It is unclear whether all three houses were built and occupied at
the same time, or if the site represents several generations of inhabitants who built, repaired
and abandoned a number of houses along the banks of the Gotter Water. The reason for
changes in form, such as the presence of an enclosure, may represent changes in functional
needs over time. Alternatively the annexe attached to the SE wall of the third hut circle may
reflect prolonged occupation and expansion by its inhabitants. Another possibility is that hut
circle 1 and its enclosure may be of one build and be of different date to its neighbours.
The excellent condition of the upstanding earthworks, with no evidence of disturbance,
suggests that well-preserved archaeological remains of the roundhouses may also survive
below ground. These buried remains can help us to understand more about the design,
construction, phasing and use of the buildings. A high potential exists for the survival of buried
land surfaces beneath the roundhouse banks that could preserve information about the nature
of the environment before and when the monument was constructed, adding to the timedepth represented by the remains. The upstanding banks may also contain evidence relating to
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the creation, use and abandonment of the buildings, helping to inform our understanding of
the character of late-prehistoric enclosed and unenclosed settlement, including local variations
in domestic architecture and building use.
Buried features such as postholes and pits may lie inside or beyond the buildings and offer
potential for additional archaeologically significant deposits that can enhance our
understanding of later prehistoric society, such as beliefs and rituals, domestic economy and
agricultural practices and domestic architecture. Other buried remains, such as artefacts and
ecofacts, may also survive within the immediate vicinity of the known roundhouses and have
the potential to tell us more about the settlement's construction, occupation and use.
Excavations at comparable later prehistoric settlement sites have also demonstrated the
potential for the deposition of fragmentary human remains in and around such monuments.
The monument has an inherent capacity to further our understanding of the treatment of
human remains during this period, as well as increase our knowledge of pathology and other
details of the population of the time.
Contextual characteristics
Researchers have very little firm evidence for the evolution of settlement types over time in
SW Scotland, giving sites such as this considerable potential to contribute to a better
understanding in future. Scientific dating has not been widely applied and the precise date of
most prehistoric settlements is uncertain. Radiocarbon dating of deposits from recent work on
stone-walled roundhouses at Picketlaw in Renfrewshire suggests that the houses started in the
Middle Bronze Age (around 1800-1200 BC) and continued into the Late Bronze Age (1200-800
BC). Further afield, excavation at Lintshie Gutter in Clydesdale shows that unenclosed
settlements of hut platforms date to around 2000-1500 BC. While it is difficult to identify
unenclosed roundhouses that definitely derive from the Iron Age (800 BC-400 AD), researchers
believe that upstanding roundhouses in the Renfrewshire uplands may nevertheless belong to
this period.
The monument lies to the E of Queenside Moor, an upland expanse of rough grazing and
moorland SW of Kilmacolm, and an area beyond the limits of medieval and later cultivation.
The three roundhouses to be scheduled are part of a small cluster of six previously recorded.
The remaining three have not been identified on the ground in recent years and may have
become overgrown with vegetation.
A circular enclosure, identified as the remains of a hut circle have been recorded around 790m
to the SW on Windy Hill. Another hut circle is recorded around 995m to the E and 1080m to
the NW are two oval enclosures. In addition a Bronze Age cairn has been recorded 710m to the
ENE. In general later prehistoric remains usually only survive in this condition in upland or
marginal land as centuries of development and intensive cultivation have destroyed similar
remains in lowland landscapes. These sites provide a wide variety of comparators for the
roundhouses described here, though the known distribution of roundhouses has been shaped
by disturbance in the lowlands and by the activity of researchers who surveyed specific areas.
Moreover, these houses can be compared with a variety of homesteads, enclosures and forts
that are also potentially of contemporary date. Other examples of homesteads in the region at
Knockmade Hill and Knapps may have originated in the Bronze Age and, at the hillfort at
Craigmarloch Wood, around 7.74km to the NE, the palisade that predated a timber-laced
rampart may date to around 800 BC. Small homesteads appear to have continued in use
through much of the later 1st millennium BC, just as larger hillforts also appear in the
landscape, suggesting the emergence of small tribal units. The later defences at Craigmarloch
and the hillfort at Walls, the largest hillfort in the former county of Renfrewshire, provide local
examples. This monument thus has particular potential to contribute towards a better
understanding of the character and date of dwellings, including size, number of entrances,
design and placement in the landscape. By comparing this monument to a range of others
nearby we can learn more about the evolution of settlement in the former county of
Renfrewshire and more widely across Scotland, gaining a fuller picture of the development of
prehistoric landscape and society in the region over time.
Additionally, research suggests that the people who built and lived in hut circles such as these
organised the internal space of their homes in specific ways. This may have influenced factors
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such as the orientation of doorways and the position of the main hearth. The assigning of
certain areas to specific activities is likely to have been based partly on practical
considerations, as well as social conventions and spiritual or ritual beliefs. For example,
excavation of Bronze Age and Iron Age houses at Cladh Hallan on South Uist suggested that
interiors were divided into areas and certain activities took place in specific places within. This
monument has the potential to contribute further our understanding of the use of domestic
space.
National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to inform us of a
settlement type that characterises the wider Bronze Age and Iron Age domestic landscape. The
excellent levels of preservation, the lack of recent cultivation and the survival of marked field
characteristics greatly enhance this potential. Domestic remains and artefacts from
settlements have the potential to tell us about wider society, its architecture, how people
lived, where they came from and who they had contacts with. In this area in particular, analysis
of domestic monuments and associated cultural material may provide evidence of nativeRoman interaction. The old ground surfaces sealed by the upstanding remains may provide
information about the nature of the contemporary environment and the use made of it by
prehistoric farmers. The monument forms an intrinsic element of the later prehistoric
settlement pattern in the high moorland to the south of the Clyde. Spatial analysis of sites may
inform our understanding of patterns of landholding and the expansion, or contraction, of
settlement. Its loss or diminution would impede significantly our ability to understand the
placing of such monuments within the landscape, both in this area and across Scotland, as well
as our knowledge of later prehistoric social structure, economy and building practices.
References
RCAHMS record the monument as NS36SW 2; West of Scotland Archaeological Service SMR as
6907. The site lies within the Renfrewshire Heights Site of Special Scientific Interest (SNH Site
code 8666). A copy of the SSSI citation is appended.
References
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Pope, R 2007 'Ritual and the roundhouse: a critique of recent ideas on the use of domestic
space in later British prehistory', in C Haselgrove and R Pope (eds), 2007, The Earlier Iron Age in
Britain and the near Continent Oxford: Oxbow, 204-28.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12887 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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The monument comprises the remains of four hut circles, probably of late Bronze Age or Iron
Age date (late second or first millennium BC). Each of the hut circles is visible as a roughly
circular structure of earth and stones. The monument is situated about 730m south of
Laverock Stone. The hut circles lie in close proximity to each other, set almost in a row over a
distance of around 225m.
Situated in an upland moor, the hut circles are overgrown with rough grass, reeds and patches
of heather. The first (westernmost) hut circle measures about 9m east-west by 10m northsouth, within a wall standing up to 1m high and 1.5m thick, and with an annexe or outshot on
the south that is approximately 6m square within a wall 1m thick and 0.3m high. Hut circle 2 is
around 8m northwest-southeast by 6.5m transversely, within a wall 1.4m thick at its top and
2m at its base. Hut circle 3 is 9m northwest-southeast by 6.5m transversely, within a bank that
is 1.25m thick and up to 1m high. Hut circle 4 (the easternmost of the group), situated in boggy
ground, is about 10m in diameter within a bank up to 1.5m thick and varies from 0.3m to 0.6m
in height. The remains of facing stones are visible at all but the third hut circle.
The area to be scheduled is irregular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive. It comprises four discrete areas centred on each hut circle, as
shown in red on the accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
This well-preserved group of hut circles probably represents a late Bronze Age or Iron Age
unenclosed settlement. Surviving as a series of clearly defined earthworks, the settlement
represents a fine example of a type of monument that is often difficult to identify unless seen
in very specific conditions.
Given their good condition, the hut circles have excellent potential to tell us more about the
way they were built and used. Hut circles 1, 2 and 4 preserve traces of internal stone wall
faces, in the form of large stones set against the earth and stone banking, while a possible
hearth made up of five stones is visible within hut circle 4. It is unclear whether all four houses
were occupied at the same time, or if the site represents several generations of inhabitants
who built, repaired and abandoned a number of houses along the banks of the Burnbank
Water. An outshot or annexe attached to the southern wall of hut circle 1 may reflect
prolonged occupation and expansion by its inhabitants or a change in use for the hut circle.
Alternatively, hut circle 1 and its annexe may have been built at the same time and the
structure functioned in a different way to its neighbours.
The excellent condition of the upstanding earthworks suggests that extensive archaeological
remains of the roundhouses may also survive below ground. These buried remains can help us
to understand more about the design, construction, phasing and use of the buildings. There is
high potential for the survival of buried land surfaces beneath the roundhouse banks that
could preserve information about the environment before and when the monument was
constructed, adding to the time-depth represented by the remains. The upstanding banks may
also contain evidence relating to the creation, use and abandonment of the buildings, helping
to inform our understanding of the character of later prehistoric settlements, including local
variations in domestic architecture and building use. Buried features, such as postholes and
pits, and other archaeologically significant deposits are likely to survive inside and outside the
buildings and offer high potential for enhancing our understanding of later prehistoric society,
beliefs and rituals, the domestic economy and agricultural practices, and domestic
architecture. Other buried remains may also exist within the immediate vicinity of the four
known roundhouses, including other structures.
Contextual characteristics
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The monument lies on Duchal Moor, an upland expanse of rough grazing and moorland west of
Strath Gryffe, an area beyond the limits of medieval and more recent cultivation. To the north
of the monument there is an extensive spread of other later prehistoric hut circles and possible
settlements arranged along the courses of several small streams. In general, later prehistoric
settlement remains usually only survive in this condition in upland or marginal land as
centuries of development and intensive cultivation have destroyed similar remains in lowland
landscapes.
Research suggests that the people who built and lived in hut circles organised the internal
space of their homes in specific ways. Like the orientation of doorways and the position of the
main hearth, the assigning of certain areas to specific activities is likely to have been based
partly on practical considerations, as well as social conventions and spiritual or ritual beliefs.
For example, excavation of Bronze Age and Iron Age roundhouses at Cladh Hallan on South
Uist suggests interiors were divided into areas and different activities took place in specific
parts of the building.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular late Bronze Age or Iron Age
society and the nature of later prehistoric domestic settlement and farming practices. The
excellent levels of preservation, the lack of recent cultivation and the survival of marked field
characteristics greatly enhance this potential. The loss of the monument would considerably
impede our ability to understand the later prehistoric period in this part of Scotland.
References
RCAHMS record the monument as NS26NE 3; West of Scotland Archaeological Service SMR as
NS26NE 5829 (copies of their short reports are appended). The site lies in Clyde Muirshiel
Regional Park (SNH Site code 8718) and within the Renfrewshire Heights Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SNH Site code 8666). A copy of the SSSI citation is appended.
References
Newall F, 1955, 'Burnbank Water', Discovery and Excavation Scotland 1955, 25
Newall F, 1959, 'Burnbank Water', Discovery and Excavation Scotland 1959, 30
Pope, R 2007 'Ritual and the roundhouse: a critique of recent ideas on the use of domestic
space in later British prehistory', in C Haselgrove and R Pope (eds), 2007, The Earlier Iron Age in
Britain and the near Continent Oxford: Oxbow, 204-28.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12824 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Inverclyde
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Description
The monument comprises the remains of a cairn with burial cist, built probably between 3000
and 1000 BC in the late Neolithic or Bronze Age. The cairn is visible as a pronounced mound,
lying between two small burns. The monument lies on relatively level ground on the NW slopes
of the ridge of high ground occupied by Leapmore Forest. It stands at about 150m above sea
level.
The most prominent part of the monument is a circular mound 12m in diameter and around
1.5m high. A less pronounced raised area extends beyond this feature to the west, measuring
around 25m E-W by 18m transversely, defined to the south-west by an arc of large boulders
0.5m-1m in diameter. A rock-cut cist lies open on the NW edge of the inner mound and
measures 1.7m N-S by 0.9m transversely by 0.6m deep.
The area to be scheduled is rectangular on plan, to include the remains described above and an
area around them within which evidence relating to the monument's construction, use and
abandonment may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map.
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
In SW Scotland, cairns often incorporate or overlie graves or pits containing cist settings,
skeletal remains in the form of cremations or inhumations, and artefacts such as pottery and
flintwork. Excavation suggests that many such cairns are late Neolithic or Bronze Age in origin,
dating most commonly from the late third millennium BC to the early second millennium BC.
This cairn preserves evidence of a burial cist, confirming that it marks the position of at least
one burial, but its survival as an upstanding feature suggests that further archaeological
information is likely to exist beneath its surface. Buried deposits can help us understand more
about the practice and significance of burial and commemorating the dead at specific points in
prehistory. They may also help us to understand the changing structure of society in the area.
The visible remains suggest that this cairn has a complex form. The extensive but relatively
slight raised area extending west of the prominent mound may represent an earlier feature,
indicating that this may be a multi-period burial monument with the potential to provide
evidence for changes in burial practice over time. In addition, the cairn is likely to overlie and
seal a buried land surface that could provide evidence of the immediate environment before
the monument was constructed, and botanical remains including pollen or charred plant
material may survive within archaeological deposits deriving from the cairn's construction and
use. This evidence can help us build up a picture of climate, vegetation and agriculture in the
area before and during construction and use of the cairn.
Contextual characteristics
This monument belongs to a diverse group of up to 86 known or possible cairns in the former
county of Renfrewshire, including some that have been destroyed by modern land use since
they were recorded. The cairns cluster at between 200m and 300m above sea level, on the NE
fringe of the uplands that define the southern edge of the Clyde Valley. The intensive use of
the lowlands for agriculture, housing and industry, and the activities of archaeological
researchers, have influenced the distribution pattern we see today and it seems certain that
cairns would originally have been a feature of the lowlands as well as the uplands. Cairns seem
often to be positioned for visibility both to and from the site, tending to be located on hill tops,
false crests and ridges, and are generally inter-visible. In this area, the position and significance
of cists in relation to contemporary agricultural land and settlement merits future detailed
analysis.
This monument can be compared with three other cairns that lie within 1.7km, including two
other cairns with cists that lie only 90m apart from each other. In addition, nine cairns lie
around 5.5 km to the ENE, around Gryfe Reservoir. Survey work around the reservoir has
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revealed concentrations of late Neolithic or early Bronze Age pottery, as well as several hut
circles, and similar remains may exist in the vicinity of the cairn. The monument can also be
compared with excavated examples further afield, such as the cairn at East Green Farm,
Kilmacolm, where at least two Bronze Age funerary urns were found, and that at South Mound
of Houston, where the cairn covered a cist grave containing cremated human bone, a flint
knife and a Bronze Age food vessel. Cairns were often long-lived foci of religious or funerary
activity and have the potential to contain secondary burials. This longevity is demonstrated at
South Mound of Houston, where the cairn re-used the location of a group of Neolithic pits and
lay close to a probable cist cemetery. Given the many comparable sites in the area, this
monument has the potential to further our understanding not just of funerary site location and
practice, but also of the structure of early prehistoric society and economy.
Statement of National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, particularly the design and construction
of burial monuments, the nature of burial practices and their significance in prehistoric and
later society. Skeletal remains and artefacts from cairns can also enhance our knowledge about
wider prehistoric society, how people lived, where they came from and who they had contact
with. This monument is particularly significant because it displays evidence of a complex form
and may have developed over time. The loss of the monument would significantly diminish our
future ability to appreciate and understand the placing of such monuments within the
landscape and the meaning and importance of death and burial in prehistoric life.
References
RCAHMS record the site as NS27SW 10. The WoSAS SMR records the site as WoSASPIN 5955.
Alexander, D (ed) 1996, Prehistoric Renfrewshire; Papers in Honour of Frank Newall,
Renfrewshire Local History Forum.
Newall, F 1962, 'Early open settlement in Renfrewshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 95 (1961-2), 15970.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM12847 (accessed on
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Description
The monument comprises a series of eight auxiliary reservoirs and associated dams, sluices,
sluice houses, footbridges, channels and a workman's bothy that form part of a larger water
system built to provide the industries of Greenock with a source of water power and also to
provide domestic water. The monument was designed by Robert Thom and built between
1825 and 1827 by Shaw's Water Company. The eight auxiliary reservoirs acted as collecting
basins for hill run-off to provide a reserve against drought and a means of preventing flood
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damage. The monument became obsolete in 1971 when the aqueduct they fed was replaced
by a tunnel. The monument is located in high moorland to the south of Greenock between
around 190m and 270m above sea level. The monument was first scheduled as three separate
monuments in 1998. It is being rescheduled as one monument both to facilitate easier
management and maintenance, and also to update the scheduled area and associated
documentation.
Reservoir 1 is roughly triangular shaped and is the southernmost of the eight reservoirs,
centred on NS 2406 7292 at around 260m above sea level. The N edge of the reservoir
measures around 190m in length. The NE to S side measures around 270m while the S to NW
side measures 220m. It has an earth-and-gravel, boulder-faced dam at the NW, about 60m
long with an exposed sluice mechanism that has been deliberately breached by a V-shaped
gap. A cast iron covered holding tank and pipe mark the location of the sluice house on the NW
side of the dam. A rock-cut overflow channel, known as a spillway, with partial masonry facing,
runs downhill north for around 440m from the dam to Reservoir 2. This reservoir, as are all the
reservoirs, is lined with a mixture of puddled clay and stones, designed to render it vermin
proof.
Reservoir 2, of irregular plan, is N of Reservoir 1, centred on NS 2394 7340 at around 225m
above sea level. It measures around 210m WNW-ESE by up to 95m transversely. It has a dam
of similar construction to that at Reservoir 1 at the NE, measuring some 120m in length, and
also with an exposed sluice mechanism and breached by a V-shaped gap. A concrete cover
over the sluice outlet marks the site of a former sluice house. A spillway channel made of
stone-lined concrete is located in the centre of the dam and runs around 350m N downhill to
the main Greenock Cut aqueduct.
Branching off from the spillway channel linking Reservoirs 1 and 2, at NS 2399 7319, is a more
substantial feeder channel heading NW to Reservoir 3. The W end of this channel has been
created by digging out and enhancing a natural stream bed over a distance of 575m. The
channel has a width of 1.5m with a parallel bank 1.5m wide on the NW side. The E end of the
channel reverts to the natural stream.
Reservoir 3, of irregular plan, is centred on NS 2455 7394 at around 215m above sea level. It
measures around 380m NE-SW by up to 155m transversely. It has an angled dam on its N and
NW sides of similar construction to that at Reservoirs 1 and 2. The N length of this dam
measures around 120m. The NW part is lower in profile and is about 140m long. The spillway
channel is located at the angle where the two dam banks meet. It appears as a concrete-lined
channel, probably initially rock-cut. A supplementary channel joins the main spillway channel
from a point around 35m E along the dam, where the sluice house is located. The spillway
channel runs N for 490m to join the main aqueduct and appears to use a pre-existing stream.
The channel is crossed by a masonry footbridge at NS 2460 7424.
A feeder channel, known as 'The Wee Cut', runs ENE from the overflow channel of Reservoir 3
for around 920m along the 190m contour, where it joins the south end of Reservoir 5. The
channel is entirely artificial and collected water from the surrounding area. It is stone-lined,
with two section embankments on the N side, and is crossed by five masonry footbridges at NS
2495 7433, NS 2510 7433, NS 2526 7438, NS 2534 7439 and NS 2540 7445. A masonry bothy,
measuring 5.65m E-W by 3.8m transversely, stands adjacent to the channel on its N side at NS
2534 7440.
Reservoir 4, of irregular plan, is centred on NS 2513 7445 at around 190m above sea level. It
measures around 160 m N-S by up to 155m transversely. It is dammed on the W and SW side
with dams measuring a total of 195m in length. A sluice house is located to the NW at NS 2508
7451, through which water flows NW and downhill for around 415m in a stone-lined channel
to the main aqueduct. Two masonry footbridges cross the channel at NS 2501 7452 and NS
2476 7457. Some 40m SW of the sluice house the spillway channel runs NNW from the dam to
join the same stone-lined channel. An additional spillway channel runs from the E end of
Reservoir 4 east into the SW end of Reservoir 5. This channel is around 155m in length and is
spanned by a masonry footbridge at NS 2535 7447.
Reservoir 5, irregular on plan, is centred on NS 2544 7454 at around 205m above sea level. It
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measures around 190m NE-SW by 150m transversely. A dam, made of alternating layers of
peat and clay and faced with stone, is located at the N end and forms the foundation of a road
running to the north of Reservoir 4. The sluice outlet is located at the SE of the dam. There is a
concrete-lined exit channel that extends for 470m to the NE where it joins the Greenock Cut
aqueduct at Hole Glen. There are three masonry footbridges over the channel at NS 2567
7463, NS 2580 7463 and NS 2593 7473.
Reservoir 6, of irregular plan, is centred on NS 2620 7433. It measures around 170m NE-SW by
up to 70m transversely. The dam is on the NE and projecting from it is a pier. An additional
stone-covered earthen bank has been constructed on the NW side. Both the dam and earth
bank support a tarmac road. The sluice mechanism is located on the NW. The sluice house,
constructed over the sluice outlet, is built of rubble with a domed roof and dressed stone
doorway. A spillway channel is located around 45m to the NE. Both channels join a natural
stream at NS 2616 7439, which runs downhill to the NNW for around 350m where it joins the
Greenock Cut aqueduct. An underground pipe from the north of Reservoir 6 extends 225m to
Reservoir 8.
Reservoir 7 is also known as New Yetts Reservoir. It is of irregular shape and is centred on NS
2633 7396. It measures around 210m ENE-WSW by up to 205m transversely. A 200m-long dam
is located across the N end. The dam is constructed of alternating layers of alluvial earth and
gravel and is faced with interlocking boulders. A 2m-wide stone-lined overflow channel cuts
through the E end of the dam and flows through a concrete pipe under a modern road and
masonry bridge at NS 2635 7410. The sluice mechanism and channel are located around 70m
to the SW of the spillway channel. Both channels meet to the N of the reservoir at NS 2627
7415 where they flow into a natural stream. The watercourse runs N for around 160m into the
S end of Reservoir 6.
Reservoir 8, of irregular plan, is centred on NS 2648 7462. The reservoir measures around
170m NE-SW by up to 85m transversely. There is a stone-clad earth dam on the NE side and a
secondary bank around the NW corner. There is no visible sluice mechanism and the water
appears to flow into a concealed pipe with inspection covers near the centre of the dam. A
small, empty, holding reservoir is located 45m to the NE. This measures around 40m NE-SW by
up to 30m transversely and has a concrete dam on the NE and NW side. An area of hardstanding and the remains of a rectangular filter structure, measuring 10m NE-SW by 5m
transversely, are located between the two reservoirs. A stone-lined spillway channel 0.5m wide
runs from the NE corner of Reservoir 8 to the E side of the holding reservoir. From the holding
reservoir, the spillway channel continues under a tarmac road and underground N for around
60m to the main Greenock Cut aqueduct.
The area to be scheduled is irregular in plan, to include all reservoirs, dams, sluice mechanisms,
sluice houses, bridges, pier and bothy, spillways and ancillary watercourses, as described above
and as shown in red on the accompanying map. Around the dams and sluices, the scheduled
area includes an area within which evidence relating to their construction, use and
abandonment may survive. The scheduled areas of the basins of Reservoirs 1 and 2 comprise
those areas formerly covered by the maximum extent of water. The scheduled areas of
Reservoirs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 comprise the areas formerly covered by the maximum extent of
water. The scheduled area of Reservoir 5 extends up to but excludes the unmade road passing
to its N. The scheduled area of Reservoir 8 extends up to but excludes the road on the NE side.
The scheduled area of all associated water courses described extends to a distance of 2m from
the edge of the channel, or the outer edge of the embankment where present, for the support
and preservation of the monument. Specifically excluded from the scheduled area are all made
road surfaces and the above-ground elements of all fences, dykes and telegraph poles, to allow
for their maintenance. Also excluded from the scheduled area are any sluice mechanisms
installed since 1972.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
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Shaw's Water Joint Stock Company was incorporated on 10th June 1825 and the system was
officially opened on 16 April 1827. The monument is a significant part of an extensive and
ambitious early 19th-century civil hydraulic engineering scheme. The system utilised and added
to existing water courses in order to take water from the high moorland above Greenock
through the town to provide water power for industry and domestic water.
Most elements of the auxiliary reservoirs and channels are well preserved and actively
maintained, and are clearly visible and easy to understand on the ground. The monument
informs our understanding of a large and innovative scheme to manipulate the landscape to
harness rainwater and to provide water for power and domestic supply. The monument has
the capacity to further our knowledge of the construction methods of the reservoirs and
associated dams and sluices of the early 19th century. The duration of use of the monument, in
excess of 150 years, means the monument also has the potential to retain information on the
refinement and development of the system as technological advances were made, as well as to
illustrate the shortcomings of the system which led to its eventual abandonment.
Contextual characteristics
Water for Greenock was supplied by a number of wells and streams until a piped water supply
was designed by James Watt and installed in 1773. However, Greenock expanded rapidly and
the population trebled between 1780 and 1820, and demand for water soon outstripped
supply. A new system relying on an aqueduct 9 km long to pipe water collected from the high
ground to the south of the populated area was designed. The Great Reservoir, Loch Thom, was
the start of the aqueduct and the main source of water, but additional water was fed into the
system as necessary from eight auxiliary reservoirs, each located within its own valley and each
connected directly to the aqueduct. The flow from the auxiliary reservoirs was controlled
through innovative automatic sluices. The system had a capacity of 21,000 cubic feet of water
per day and powered many industries in Greenock. The supply of domestic water was less
successful until the construction of the Gryfe Reservoir in 1872.
In Greenock, the water was channelled through the town along two routes. At set levels along
the length of these routes, sites, known as falls, were available for rent by water powered
industry. These industries grew to include paper-making, distilling, textile, rope-making, flour,
and sugar refining amongst others. Among these industries was the spinning works of Neil,
Fleming, Reid and Co., where a water wheel in excess of 21.3m and known as the 'Great
Wheel' operated. The remains of the lines of the falls can be seen at various locations in
Greenock, as well as many of the former industrial buildings.
This is of a rare type of industrial monument and there are few comparable systems for the
organisation of water power in Scotland. Thom's earlier scheme on Bute had canalised water
from the south and west of the island to Loch Fad, and then by lade to the sea, and increased
water power on the island from 30hp to 70hp, equivalent to steam power. It was on Bute that
Thom designed self-activating sluices to lessen waste of water, and also where he
implemented auxiliary reservoirs to counteract periods of heavy rainfall. The contemporary 4
mile-long Leven Cut in Fife was constructed with the dual aims of decreasing the levels of Loch
Leven and thereby increasing agricultural land and also providing water power for mills and
industries downstream. Comparison between these systems can increase our understanding of
technological advancement.
Associative characteristics
The monument was designed by the hydraulic engineer Robert Thom (1774-1847) at the height
of the Industrial Revolution and its importance is enhanced by these associations. Thom was
educated at the Andersonian Institute, Glasgow, and before working in Inverclyde worked on
maximising power to the cotton mills of West Lothian and Rothesay, Bute. The principal
reservoir of the Greenock Scheme is named after Thom. The Greenock scheme has been
described as Thom's finest achievement, where he demonstrated his innovative thinking on
water engineering. As an example of his work the monument has the capacity to further our
understanding of hydraulic engineering and its development in Scotland and the contribution
of Thom to that progress.
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The monument is intimately linked to industrial progress and expansion in Greenock. It was the
main conveyor of water to the town for over 150 years and its ability to satisfy the demand of
a growing industry contributed to the success story of the town during this period.
The monument's importance is also enhanced by the survival of extensive documentation
including maps and plans. This records details of the monument from its initial conception
through to its use, adaption and abandonment.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular the Industrial Revolution and
the study of hydraulic engineering in Scotland, and development of water provision for
drinking and industry in 19th-century Greenock. The monument demonstrates the significant
impact that technology had on the Scottish landscape during this period and the particular
contribution of Robert Thom to hydraulic innovation. The well-preserved, complex system of
reservoirs, dams, sluices and associated channels is an important survival of a defining period
in industrial and civic history, not only in Inverclyde but across Scotland and further afield. The
loss of the monument would impede our understanding of industrial development at a
regional, national and international level.
References
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This monument was previously scheduled as three monuments:
AMH/7506/2/1 Loch Thom-Overton Water Cut, Reservoirs 3, 4 and 5
AMH/7501/2/1 Loch Thom Overton Water Cut, Reservoirs 6, 7 and 8
AMH/7498/2/1 Loch Thom-Overton Water Cut Reservoirs 1 and 2
These have all been technically descheduled to create the new combined scheduling. All files
associated with the old numbers are to be closed.
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Monument of Scotland under the numbers NS27SE 57.01, NS27SE 57.02 and NS27SE 59.
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Description
The monument comprises an aqueduct, reservoir, sluices, sluice houses and workmen's
bothies, commonly known as 'The Greenock Cut'. The monument is part of a larger water
system built to provide drinking water for Greenock and water power for industry in the town.
Water was collected from the moorland to the south of Greenock and conveyed around the
aqueduct to the town's mills. The monument was designed by Robert Thom and built between
1825-7 by Shaw's Water Company. The aqueduct became obsolete in 1971 when a tunnel was
opened from Loch Thom to the town. The monument is located in rough pasture at 165m
above sea level. The monument was first scheduled in 1972. It is being rescheduled to refine
the scheduled area and update the associated documentation.
The aqueduct is around 7.9 km long, originating from the W end of the Loch Thom
compensation reservoir at NS 246 720. The aqueduct flows along the 165m contour line to the
west and curves in a clockwise direction around the northern slopes of the moorland to the
south of Greenock, eventually turning east and terminating at NS 266 748. The channel drops
10.5m along its length. The aqueduct channel has an average width of 3m by 1.5m deep and is
rock-cut in places. Where the channel is not rock-cut, the bed is lined with a vermin-proof clay
and gravel mixture; the downslope, and sometimes upslope, sides are constructed of dry-stone
walling. A continuous embankment, the crest of which supports a footpath, is located on the
downslope side. Twenty-three bridges, the majority masonry footbridges, cross the aqueduct,
providing access to the farmland on either side. Those at NS 240 720 and NS 266 748 support
minor roads.
An original masonry sluice house at NS 239 721, now restored, measures 2.3m E-W by 1.9m
transversely. It is built into the embankment and contains elements of the original mechanism.
At NS 235 724 is a stone-built bothy measuring 3.6m WNW-ESE by 2.6m transversely. It has a
flat concrete roof and a fireplace in the SW wall. A masonry sluice house with a vaulted roof is
located at NS 233 726. It measures 2.8m NE-SW by 2.3m transversely. A metal balcony projects
from the SW side. A masonry sluice house at NS 231 733 measures 3.4m NE-SW by 3m
transversely. The structure has been re-pointed and is unroofed and without wall head or
gable. One side of the entrance survives.
A second bothy, oriented NE-SW, is located at NS 238 737. It measures about 4m square and is
built into the embankment in a steep bend in the aqueduct. The roof and front gable are
missing. The entrance is in the NE wall. A fireplace survives on the back, SW, wall. The walls
have been capped. Two sluices are located around 34m and 97m to the N of the bothy
controlling water into the Spango Burn. The first is complete and a sluice house has been
removed from the site of the second. It is marked by a stone-built channel entry from the burn
upslope. The sluice gate is under a stone arch topped by a concrete path under the
embankment path. Another sluice mechanism is located at NS 2468 7460. The metal parts of
the gate and screw mechanism are intact. The footpath is carried on a concrete slab over the
sluice. A third masonry bothy is located at NS 246 746. It is built into the embankment and
measures around 3.7m square. The barrel vaulted roof is incomplete and the N wall is missing.
A further three sluices are located at Hole Glen at a point where three burns flow into the cut.
The main sluice has a sluice house at NS 2601 7468 measuring 3.7m WNW-ESE by 3.4m
transversely. Another sluice gate 80m to the NW controls water into a small artificial channel
outwith the scheduled area. The third sluice is located at NS 2603 7468.
At the E end of the aqueduct at Overton, the cut passes under a road bridge and flows into the
'Long Dam', a holding reservoir. The bridge, of rendered blockwork, has a cast iron decorative
drinking fountain and two commemorative plaques on its W side. The reservoir, originally
500m long and up to 25m wide, is contained within an embankment of interlocking granite
boulders. At the NW end of the reservoir is a sluice house controlling water to an overflow
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tank. The sluice house is around 3.7m square and the exit channel from the reservoir into the
holding tank, around 6m wide, is located 18m to the south-east. The footpath continues
around the N side of the reservoir and crosses the exit channel over a galvanised metal
footbridge. The final extant sluice is located in the N side of the reservoir at NS 269 748. There
is no visible exit channel.
The area to be scheduled is irregular in plan to include all the remains as described above and
as shown in red on the accompanying map. The scheduled area of the Long Dam comprises the
extent formerly covered by water and the sides of the reservoir, except for the E end where it
extends up to but excludes the boundary of the electricity sub-station. The scheduled area
specifically includes the entire slope of the embankment along the downslope side of the
aqueduct and a further 5m on the upslope side of the channel. Specifically excluded from the
scheduled area are all modern laid path and road surfaces, the above-ground elements of all
fences, dykes, telegraph poles, and any sluice mechanisms replaced or installed since 1972, to
allow for maintenance. At Shielhill Farm, the N edge of the scheduled area extends up to but
excludes the southern boundary of the farm.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
Shaw's Water Joint Stock Company was incorporated on 10th June 1825 and the system was
officially opened on 16 April 1827. The monument is a significant part of an early 19th-century
civil hydraulic engineering scheme. The system was devised to supply enough water for the
burgeoning population of Greenock and to provide power for the rapidly developing industries
of the area. Thom designed a novel mechanism that was automated by the action of the
overflowing water during flood periods and was known as a 'waster'. This system enabled
excess water to be let out of the cut at natural watercourses along its length and would
automatically shut off when the flow decreased. Problems with blockages from snow in winter,
deterioration of the structure, and fear of contamination led to the construction of a tunnel to
channel water directly from Loch Thom to Greenock. The monument became obsolete in 1971.
The aqueduct retains many original features, such as the clay lining and stone walling of the
channel and the embankment, as well as sluice houses, gates and workmen's bothies, built to
house those maintaining the cut. Parts of the cut are still in water and, with the benefit of
active maintenance and restoration, the monument is in a state of good preservation. The
retention of original sluice mechanisms is particularly important. The monument is still clearly
visible and easy to understand in the landscape.
The monument informs our understanding of a large and innovative scheme to manipulate the
landscape to harness rainwater and to provide a water supply. The monument has the
potential to further our understanding of the architecture and the construction techniques
used to build the aqueduct, reservoir and associated sluices. The monument also has the
capacity to further our knowledge of the way in which the system was designed to control and
direct large volumes of water around the landscape using inter-related elements and the force
of gravity. The duration of use of the monument, in excess of 150 years, means that the
monument has the potential to retain information on the refinement and development of the
system as technological advances were made, as well as illustrate the shortcomings of the
system which led to its eventual abandonment.
Contextual characteristics
Water for Greenock was supplied by a number of wells and streams until a piped water supply
was designed by James Watt and installed in 1773. However, Greenock expanded rapidly, with
the population trebling between 1780 and 1820, and demand for water soon outstripped
supply. The new system was designed to pipe water collected from the high ground to the
south of the populated area. The Great Reservoir, Loch Thom, was the start of the aqueduct
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and the main source of water, but additional water was fed into the system as necessary from
eight auxiliary reservoirs each located within its own valley and each connected directly to the
aqueduct. The flow from the auxiliary reservoirs was controlled through innovative automatic
sluices. The system had a capacity of 21,000 cubic feet of water per day and powered many
industries in Greenock. The supply of domestic water was less successful until the construction
of the Gryfe Reservoir in 1872.
In Greenock, the water was channelled through the town along two routes. At set levels along
the length of these routes, sites, known as falls, were available for rent by water powered
industries. These industries grew to include paper-making, distilling, textile, rope making, flour
and sugar refining. Amongst these industries was the spinning works of Neil, Fleming, Reid and
Co., where a water wheel in excess of 21.3m and known as the 'Great Wheel' operated. The
remains of the lines of the falls can be seen at various locations in Greenock, as well as many of
the former industrial buildings.
This is a rare type of industrial monument and there are few comparable systems for the
organisation of water power in Scotland from this period. Thom's earlier scheme on Bute had
canalised water from the south and west of the island to Loch Fad and then by lade to the sea
and increased water power on the island from 30hp to 70hp, equivalent to steam power. It
was on Bute that Thom designed self-activating sluices to lessen waste of water and also
where he implemented auxiliary reservoirs to counteract periods of heavy rainfall. The
contemporary 4-mile long Leven Cut in Fife was constructed with the dual aims of decreasing
the levels of Loch Leven and thereby increasing agricultural land and also providing water
power for mills and industries downstream. Comparison between these systems can increase
our understanding of technological advancement.
Associative characteristics
The monument was designed by the hydraulic engineer, Robert Thom (1774-1847), at the
height of the Industrial Revolution and its importance is enhanced by these associations. Thom
was educated at the Andersonian Institute, Glasgow, and before working in Inverclyde worked
on maximising power to the cotton mills of West Lothian and Rothesay, Bute. The principal
reservoir of the Greenock Scheme is named after Thom. The Greenock scheme has been
described as Thom's finest achievement, where he demonstrated his innovative thinking on
water engineering. As an example of his work the monument has the capacity to further our
understanding of hydraulic engineering and its development in Scotland and the contribution
of Thom to that progress.
The monument is intimately linked to industrial progress and expansion in Greenock. It was the
main conveyor of water to the town for over 150 years and its ability to satisfy the demand of
a growing industry contributed to the success story of the town during this period.
The monument's importance is also enhanced by the survival of extensive documentation
including maps and plans. These record details of the monument from its initial conception
through to its use, adaption and abandonment. Robert Thom wrote of the scheme prior its
approval: 'Here you would have no steam engines vomiting forth smoke and polluting earth
and air for miles around; but on the contrary, the pure stream of the mountain flowing past in
ceaseless profusion carrying along with it freshness, health and vigour'.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular to the study of hydraulic
engineering and development of water provision for drinking and industry in 19th-century
Greenock. The monument demonstrates the significant impact that technology had on the
Scottish landscape during this period and the particular contribution of Robert Thom to
hydraulic innovation. The well-preserved aqueduct, sluices and associated structures are an
important survival of a defining period in industrial and civic history, not only in Inverclyde but
across Scotland and further afield. The loss of the monument would impede our understanding
of industrial development at a regional, national and international scale.
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Description
The monument comprises the remains of a castle, chapel and moat of medieval date, surviving
as a series of upstanding walls and earthworks, at around 3m above sea level. It lies on gently
sloping land in the centre of the town of Rothesay, just 150m from the harbour.
The medieval castle consists of a massive, roughly circular curtain wall, with four circular
towers and a large projecting residential gatehouse (called le dungeon). It sits on a large flattopped mound surrounded by a moat. The remains of the Chapel of St Michael the Archangel
project inwards into the courtyard from the centre of the E wall. The castle's fabric consists of
small neat sandstone ashlars and other dressed features and split whinstone rubble. The NW
tower, known as the Pigeon Tower, survives to the greatest height and includes the remains of
a dovecote inserted in the uppermost floor. The footprint of the main enclosure measures
about 48m in external diameter, with each tower measuring about 10m in diameter. A well is
located in the NW of the castle interior.
The area to be scheduled is an irregular shape on plan, to include the castle and other
upstanding remains, including the moat and an area around these in which evidence for the
site's construction and use may survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. The
modern wooden shed in the SE corner of the site, between the moat and retaining wall, is
specifically excluded from the scheduling, as are the above-ground elements of the ticket office
and gift shop at the entrance, the above-ground elements of the modern wooden bridge
across the moat (except the fixings to the gatehouse), and the above-ground elements of the
flood-lights in place at time of scheduling. The retaining wall and fence are included in the
scheduling.
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Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
The monument's cultural significance can be expressed as follows:
Intrinsic characteristics
The monument is an example of a medieval castle, moat and associated chapel, with
upstanding remains dating from the 13th to 17th centuries, though with some elements
reconstructed in the 19th century. There is visible evidence for multiple phases of construction
and use over the past 800 years. There is a strong likelihood that archaeological deposits
associated with the monument's earlier phases, construction, use and abandonment are
preserved, despite the clearing-out and reconstruction undertaken on behalf of the Marquis of
Bute in the 19th century.
The earliest visible component of the fabric is a large circular curtain wall, built around AD
1200 to defend the western frontier of the kingdom of the Scots. The lower parts of the walls
are very thick and include deep recesses and narrow loops. The wall was heightened in the
16th century and in undertaking this work, the masons partly preserved the earlier, 13thcentury crenellations. There are four towers projecting from the walls on the NE, NW, SE and
SW quarters, which were probably added in the 13th century and provided domestic
accommodation. Extra storeys were added to the NE and NW towers in the 16th century. In
the 17th century, the uppermost room in the NW tower was converted to a dovecot. These
towers are pierced by arrow-slits with stirrup-shaped bases. Within the castle, against the
inside face of the E wall, are the remains of a chapel dating to the 15th or possibly 16th century
and dedicated to St Michael the Archangel. The large rectangular gatehouse faces north and
there is a western postern, now blocked on the outside. Within the gatehouse is a stair to a
large first-floor room that must have functioned as the principal or great hall, with a fireplace
in the W wall. The second floor and garret above the great hall are likely to have contained
several smaller rooms.
The site is surrounded by a water-filled moat, which retains the potential for the survival of
waterlogged remains, despite having been cleaned out in the past. We know from recent
minor excavations that medieval drains also survive within the courtyard, again demonstrating
the potential for survival of organic remains. The site has considerable potential to enhance
our understanding of medieval castles and the daily lives of the people who occupied them, as
well as medieval warfare and specific historical events. The multiple phases documented in the
upstanding remains and associated historic records suggest that the site has the potential to
provide information relating to a period of several hundred years.
Contextual characteristics
The monument is unique in Scotland for its probable early date and its circular plan. This plan is
also rare in a western European context. Similarities have been noted with the plans of early
historic or later prehistoric duns in the area and some scholars have suggested that the castle
may have been built on the site of an earlier dun. Thus, there is potential for the survival of a
construction sequence extending back into prehistory.
Rothesay Castle is not now in an obviously defensive position within the landscape and its
strategic significance lies in its proximity to Rothesay Bay. However, as sea level in this area
was higher in the medieval period, it is likely that the castle originally stood on a coastal island.
The history of Rothesay Castle is linked with that of Rothesay Mansion house/Bute Estates
Office, which became the seat of the Stewarts of Rothesay in 1685 after the abandonment of
the castle.
Associative characteristics
There are historical records pertaining to the site or its estate dating from the 13th century to
the present day, many of them relating to highly significant events in the history of Scotland
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and the United Kingdom. In the early medieval period, Bute lay on the boundary between the
kingdom of Scotland and the Norse kingdom of Man and the Isles. In 1158, Somerled (or
Somhairle) overthrew the Manx king's authority in western Scotland and the Isles. When
Somerled died in 1163, the Outer Hebrides returned to Manx control and the Inner Hebrides
were divided between his sons. Around then, William the Lion, king of Scots (1165-1214),
captured Bute. By about 1200, Alan, steward to William I and progenitor of the Stewart
dynasty, held Bute and the castle seems to have been built about this time, to serve as the
lord's fortified residence and also to assert feudal control over the area. It may initially have
been constructed in earth and timber, but by 1230 had been built up in stone, possibly by
Alan's son, Walter II.
The Saga of Håkon Håkonson and other accounts record a failed Norse attack on the castle in
1230 by Uspak, king of Man and the Isles, a grandson of Somerled, in which the Scots fatally
wounded Uspak. The saga account also mentions that the besiegers hewed the soft stone of
the castle with their axes. This raises questions about the precise dating of the visible remains
as there is no evidence of substantial repair to the earliest masonry. The Norse king, Håkon
Håkonson, successfully took the castle in 1263, in return for a truce. However, Alexander III,
king of Scots, refused to renounce his claim to Bute and, in 1266, the Isle of Bute was formally
confirmed by the Treaty of Perth as belonging to Scotland rather than Norway. King Håkon's
son Magnus formally returned the kingdom of Man and the Isles to the king of Scots that year.
It was probably then that the four towers and gatehouse were added, to increase the castle's
security.
During the first War of Independence between Scotland and England, Rothesay Castle was
taken and held for the Bruce cause by Robert Boyd of Cunningham. The Bruce and Stewart
families were formally joined in marriage when Robert the Bruce married Elizabeth de Burgh, a
niece of James the Stewart. When David II died, he was succeeded on the throne by his
nephew, Robert II (1371-90), son of Walter Stewart and Marjorie, daughter of Robert the
Bruce. Robert II and his son, Robert III (1390-1406), are both known to have spent time at
Rothesay Castle and surviving household records give an insight into life and work in the castle
at this time. For instance, we know that in 1388, Hugh the Plumber was paid £6.13s.4d for
works to the castle. We know from Bower's Chronicle that Robert III died at Rothesay Castle on
Palm Sunday 1406 and was buried in Paisley Abbey.
In 1469, the lordship of Bute, including Rothesay Castle, was included by Act of Parliament in
the patrimony of the monarch's eldest son. This arrangement remains, with Queen Elizabeth
II's eldest son, HRH Prince Charles, Prince of Wales, using the title Duke of Rothesay in
Scotland. James IV (1488-1513) returned the castle to prominence as a royal residence and
stronghold, due to its strategic position in relation to the Western Isles, which were still not
under the full control of the monarch. John, Lord of the Isles, forfeited his claim to the Isles in
1493 and James attempted to subjugate the newly acquired islands through a series of naval
expeditions. This led to frequent visits to Rothesay and it seems likely that James began the
construction of the large residential gatehouse, which was added to the earlier gatehouse on
the N side of the castle. These works are thought to have continued into the reign of James V
(1513-42) and been completed in 1541. A hiatus in royal interest in the castle followed, with
neither Mary Queen of Scots nor James VI and I apparently having visited it. Cromwellian
troops were garrisoned at Rothesay Castle in 1650 and may have caused some damage on
their departure in 1659.
During his rebellion against James VII, Archibald, earl of Argyll, plundered and burnt the castle
in 1685 and it was then abandoned as a lordly residence, with the Keeper and his family
moving to the Mansion House on Rothesay High Street. During the Napoleonic Wars, the
castle's gatehouse was used as a powder magazine by the local volunteer force.
In 1816-18, the second Marquess of Bute cleared the courtyard of vegetation and rubble and
repaired the entrance vault. In 1872 to 1879, the third Marquess of Bute cleared the moat and
arranged for partial restoration by William Burges; in 1900 he reconstructed the great hall in
the gatehouse. This reconstruction work is of interest, in that the architect and his patron were
restoring Cardiff Castle and speculatively recreating Castell Coch from the 1870s onward. The
remains of a medieval oak bridge were found in the moat at this time but not archaeologically
recorded.
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In 1951, the castle passed into the guardianship of the State. Stewart Cruden, the then
Inspector of Ancient Monuments, carried out some archaeological investigations in 1965-69,
but the records do not survive.
The broken medieval sculptured stone that once lay in the courtyard of Rothesay Castle has
been moved to Bute Museum.
The monument retains significance for the current Royal family, notably the Duke of Rothesay,
heir to the throne, and for the Crichton Stuart family, with the present Marquis of Bute holding
the hereditary title of Constabulary Governorship or Keeper of the Castle. The Friends of
Rothesay Castle, who recently arranged for a cloth of estate with the arms of James IV to be
installed in the Great Hall, also take an active interest in the castle.
National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to contribute to
our understanding of the past, in particular the construction techniques, defences and
domestic life of a medieval castle. The survival of associated extant remains, most notably the
moat, enhances this potential. The monument may also shed light on the history of the Lords
of the Isles, the Stewart dynasty and the various Wars of Independence with which it is
associated. Together with Inverlochy and Dunstaffnage, Rothesay is crucial to our
understanding of the strategic control of frontier zones in the west of Scotland during the reign
of King Alexander III. The site's relatively good preservation and the survival of extensive
historical records relating directly and indirectly to the monument's occupation enhance this
potential. Its loss would seriously impede our ability to understand the medieval architecture
of Argyll and Bute, the history of the Lords of the Isles, the Stewart dynasty and the nature of
medieval warfare.
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12.06.2019)

Site Number

52

Site Name

Toward Castle

Type of Site

Secular: castle
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Type of Site

Secular: castle

NRHE Number

SM300

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

211861

Northing

667855

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument consists of the remains of Toward Castle, a 15th century tower house with a
later courtyard extending to the NE. The castle stands on a steeply-scarped rock promontory
associated with old sea-cliffs 150m N of the shore of the Firth of Clyde, commanding a wide
view of the Ayrshire mainland and the islands of Bute and Cumbrae. The monument was first
scheduled in 1948. The monument is being rescheduled in order to define more clearly the
extent of the scheduling.
The castle was the principal stronghold of the Lamont family. Due the Sir James Lamont's
support for the royalist cause and his association with Alasdair Mac Donald's attacks on the
Campbells, the castle was besieged in 1645 by the Marquis of Argyll. Despite an artillery
bombardment and the castle's lack of artillery defence, the Lamonts refuse to surrender. In
May 1646 however, 'the whole power of the Campbells' commanded by James Campbell of
Ardkinglas, landed from Ayrshire 'with shipps, boats and great cannons, and beleaguered (Sir
James) by sea and land within his own principall house'. After two weeks Sir James agreed to
'overgive his house at Toward' after the walls of the castle had been breached. Despite
agreeing to honourable terms, many from the garrisons at Toward, and another Lamont
stronghold, Asgog Castle, were imprisoned in Toward's 'house and yards' for several days, and
were subsequently massacred in Dunoon churchyard. Both castles were then plundered and
burnt. The attack on Toward and Asgog were among the charges which led to the execution of
the Marquis of Argyll. Tradition suggests that the castle was not reoccupied after it had been
burnt by the Campbells. The castle was partially excavated and consolidated in the 1970s.
The core of the castle comprises an oblong tower house occupying the S edge of the
promontory; it stands fully three storeys in height at the SE angle, including a corbelled
parapet, but much of the remainder has collapsed. The principal entrance appears to have
been the first floor doorway at the S end of the E wall, which has a round-arched head formed
in two stones. The ground floor was divided into two unequal chambers, each with a vaulted
ceiling. The first floor also appears to have been vaulted.
The tower is associated with a rectangular courtyard whose N side incorporates a gatehouse
range, while its E side is occupied by a single-storeyed hall-and-kitchen range. These elements
apparently date to the late 16th or early 17th century. The courtyard is entered through a
gatehouse passage with a projecting gate entrance, faced in ashlar with very fine decorative
arch surround.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM300 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

53

Site Name

Adam's Cave, chambered cairn, Ardnadam

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: chambered cairn

NRHE Number

SM6552

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

216186
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Easting

216186

Northing

680034

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument, known locally as "Adam's Grave", comprises a Neolithic chambered burial
cairn of the "Clyde-type".
The cairn body (measuring about 9.1m by 8.2m) is heavily robbed but survives to a height of
about 1m. In the centre of the mound is an almost complete chamber (3.2m long) of schist
slabs, entered from the NE between two tall pillar-like portal stones. One capstone survives.
This chamber had been cleared out some time before 1845 and in the early twentieth century
by Bryce, but on each occasion no finds were made.
The area to be scheduled is circular on plan and measures 50 m in diameter, to include the
cairn and an area around in which associated remains may survive, as marked in red on the
accompanying map extract.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because, despite later robbing, it retains wellpreserved features characteristic of Neolithic burial monuments. As such it has the potential to
provide evidence about the dating and development of every prehistoric burial practices,
whilst the old ground surface which it seals is likely to contain evidence about the environment
about 5,000 years ago, when the cairn was built. The cairn is also important because of its
proximity (and potential relationship) to the Neolithic settlement at Ardnadam, one of the few
Neolithic settlements to be recognised and excavated in southern Scotland.
References
RCAHMS records the monument as NS 18 SE 5.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6552 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

54

Site Name

Knockamillie Castle

Type of Site

Secular: castle

NRHE Number

SM4617

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

215224

Northing

671008

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument includes the remains of Knockamillie Castle, comprising a 40m(E-W) x 16m(NS) building platform scarped out of the hill slope, and remains of masonry with one wall
standing to 8m, enclosed within the area marked in red on the accompanying plan, defined by
but not including the boundary wall with Tower Bank on the NE, the road to the Golf Club on
the NW, Knockamillie Terrace on the SE, and measuring some 62.5m on the NE, 50m on the
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NW, 55m on the SW and 45m on the SE.
Statement of National Importance
The site is of national importance because of its archaeological potential for shedding light on
the development and character of a lordly residence in the west of Scotland in the 17th
century and possibly earlier.
References
RCAHMS records the monument as NS 17 SE 1.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM4617 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

55

Site Name

Tollard House,rock carvings 60m SSE of

Type of Site

Prehistoric ritual and funerary: pit alignment (ritual or funerary rather than defensive or domest

NRHE Number

SM5431

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

213413

Northing

667912

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument consists of a series of rock carvings on the back wall of a natural rock shelter in
the grounds of Tollard House.
The carvings cover an area c.1.5m in length and c.0.7m above ground level. They consist
principally of a series of incised "herringbones", with vertical lengths ranging from 5-10cm.
Amongst these one marking forms a shape roughly like a shield.
The area to be scheduled measures 25m from ENE to WSW by 20m transversely to include the
rock shelter and its overhang together with an area to either side and in front of it in which
associated remains might be expected to be found. This area is marked in red on the
accompanying map.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because of its potential to provide information about
prehistoric rock carvings, of which it is a very unusual example.
References
RCAHMS records the monument as NS16NW 11.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM5431 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

56

Site Name

Newark Castle, Port Glasgow
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Site Name

Newark Castle, Port Glasgow

Type of Site

Secular: castle

NRHE Number

SM90230

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

232821

Northing

674512

Parish

Port Glasgow

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Description
The monument is the remains of Newark Castle. It is visible as a 15th century tower house and
gatehouse linked by later 16th century ranges arranged around a central courtyard. The
monument situated on the south bank of the River Clyde at about 5m above sea-level.
The scheduled area is irregular on plan to include the remains described above and an area
around in which evidence for the monument's construction, use and abandonment is expected
to survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. The scheduling specifically excludes:
the above-ground elements of all modern boundary walls and modern fences; the slipway; the
above-ground elements of all signage and services; the top 300mm of all modern paths to
allow for their maintenance.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant contribution to our understanding of the development of Scottish castles during the
late-medieval and early-modern periods. The monument survives as a roofed structure, with
rare and important original timber work. It is an excellent example of its type demonstrating
the transition from a medieval castle to a mansion house. It documents through its
architecture and layout the economic and social changes following the Union of the Crowns
which allowed a greater degree of peace and prosperity for Scotland's land-owing class.
Previous excavation has indicated high potential for the survival of important archaeological
remains. The loss of the monument would greatly diminish our ability to understand the
character, chronology and development of late-medieval and early-modern high-status
dwellings in Scotland.
References
Historic Environment Scotland http://www.canmore.org.uk reference number CANMORE ID
42421 and 42422 (accessed on 14/03/2016).
Browne, G W 1882 Notes on Newark Castle, Renfrewshire , Proceedings of the Society of
Antiquities of Scotland, 16, 494-504
Lewis, J 1998 Excavations at Newark Castle, Port Glasgow, 1984 and 1997 , Proceedings of the
Society of Antiquities of Scotland, 128, 2, 905-921
MacGibbon and Ross, D and T 1887-92 'The castellated and domestic architecture of Scotland
from the twelfth to the eighteenth centuries', 5v Edinburgh, 2, 425-31, 865
Radley and Murray, A and D 1998 Newark Castle (Port Glasgow parish), watching brief ,
Discovery Excavation in Scotland, 64
Tranter, N (1962-70) The fortified house in Scotland , Edinburgh, 3, 163-5
Whalley, T 2007 Newark Castle, Inverclyde (Port Glasgow parish), watching brief and survey ,
Discovery Excavation in Scotland, 8
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Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM90230 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

57

Site Name

Ardnadam, settlement, chapel and enclosure 215m W of The Larches

Type of Site

Ecclesiastical: chapel; enclosure, Prehistoric domestic and defensive: settlement (if not assigned

NRHE Number

SM3235

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

216333

Northing

679168

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument is a multi-period site comprising a prehistoric settlement and an early medieval
chapel set within an sub-oval enclosure. The monument is located woodland clearing on the
northeast side of Dunloskin Wood at 50m above sea level.
The visible remains include an arrangement of post holes indicating the position of two
prehistoric houses, a sub-oval, intermittent turf and stone enclosure bank (measuring
approximately 48m northwest-southeast by 57m transversely) within which there survives the
lower courses of a rectangular stone chapel (measuring approximately 5.3m by 3.4m
internally). Archaeological investigations have recovered further structural remains of floors,
pits, post holes and buildings as well as a significant artefact assemblage of pottery, organic
remains, a polished stone axe, and a group of stone gravemarkers, at least three of which are
cross-incised. The earliest deposits date from 2790BC and the site appears to have been
occupied intermintantly until the late 18th or early 19th centuries AD.
The scheduled area is an irregular polygon on plan and includes the area described above and
area around it in which evidence for the monument's construction, use and abandonment is
expected to survive, as shown in red on the accompanying map. Specifically excluded from the
scheduled area are the above ground remains of interpretation signage, wooden pegs and all
modern boundary features in order to allow for their continued maintenance. The monument
was first scheduled in 1972 but and inadequate area was included: the present amendment
rectifies this.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because as an example of a multi-period site with
intermittent occupation from the third millennium BC to the 19th century AD it has inherent
potential to make a significant addition to our understanding of the past. The monument has
been variously used for domestic, ecclesiastical and industrial activities. Archaeological
investigation has recovered a significant artefactual and ecofactual assemblage and there is
high potential for features and accumulated deposists to survive in undisturbed contexts. The
site enhances our understanding of prehistoric domestic occupation and the appropriation of
earlier sites for Christian worship and burial. The monument's proximity to adjacent
contemporary sites in Dunloskin wood adds to it significance as does comparisions with other
early enclosed burial sites in southwest Scotland. The loss of the monument would significantly
diminish our future ability to appreciate and understand early and multi-period sites which
were intermittently occupied for over four thousand years.
References
Bibliography
Historic Environment Scotland http://www.canmore.org.uk reference CANMORE ID 40746.
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Local Authority HER/SMR Reference. http://www.wosas.net WOSAS PIN 5324.
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Christian chapel, Glasgow Archaeol Journal, vol. 21.
Ritchie, G. 1997 Early settlement in Argyll, in Ritchie, G, The archaeology of Argyll. Edinburgh.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM3235 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

58

Site Name

Dunloskin Wood, platforms and charcoal production area

Type of Site

Industrial: iron and steel; kiln, furnace, oven; tip, bing, dump, Secular: platform

NRHE Number

SM3894

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

216322

Northing

679018

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument comprises the extensive remains of a charcoal production area likely to date to
the 18th or 19th century AD but which may have earlier origins. It is visible as a group of
circular platforms cut into the hillside. The monument is located among ancient woodland and
modern coniferous forestry on the northeast-facing slopes of Dunloskin Wood at between 50m
and 100m above sea level.
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Forty circular platforms have been recorded on the hillside. Many of the platforms are cut into
the hillslope and these display slight rear and front scarps creating a relatively level platform.
The platforms vary in size from 5.2m in diameter to 10m by 8.5m. At one of the platforms
archaeological investigation recovered material dating to the Neolithic period.
Statement of National Importance
This monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant addition to our understanding of the past, in particular, charcoal production as part
of the industrial process of smelting iron. The remains of this area of charcoal production
survive to a marked degree with forty individual platforms recorded in an area of surviving
ancient woodland. The origin of at least one of the platforms as a Neolithic house site,
demonstrates that this site may have origins in pre-history with several periods of reuse, and
adds considerably to the monument's significance. The overall archaeological footprint of the
monument is intact and there is high potential for survival of the accumulated remains of
activities taking place here. The spaces in between the platforms are equally important as they
are likely to contain archaeological deposits indicating the ways in which this woodland was
managed and the charcoal produced and subsequently moved. It therefore has significant
potential to help us understand more about the management of timber from woodlands, as a
key component of iron smelting and the contribution it made to industrial expansion in
Scotland. The loss of the monument would significantly diminish our future ability to
appreciate and understand a key element of Scotland's industrial past and changes to the rural
landscape during the 18th and 19th centuries.
References
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland:
http://www.rcahms.gov.uk/canmore.html CANMORE IDs:
40748 (parent record).
40731; 40734-6; 75346; 347359; 347360; 347599; 347600-36 (unit records).
Local Authority HER/SMR Reference: WOSAS PIN 5326
Supplementary bibliography:
Ellis, C, Forthcoming, A Mesolithic lithic scatter and five platforms, Loch Doilean, Sunart,
Lochaber in, Archaeological Reports Online (www.archaeologyreportsonline.com)
Rennie, E B, 1997, The Recessed Platforms of Argyll, Bute and Inverness. BAR British Series No.
253. Oxford. Tempus Reparatum
Robertson, J G, 2008, Iron and Timber: The Story of Iron Smelting and its Influence on the
Historic Woodlands of Argyll. A feasibility Study for Forestry Commission Scotland. =circulated
typescript report.
Smout, T C, 2009, Exploring Environmental History. Selected Essays. Edinburgh. Edinburgh
University Press.
Suddaby, I, 2013, Overhead line, Dunloskin Wood, Dunoon, Argyll & Bute. Archaeological
Mitigation Works. Report No. 2160. Musselburgh. CFA Archaeology Ltd.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM3894 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

59

Site Name

Dunoon Castle
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Site Name

Dunoon Castle

Type of Site

Secular: castle

NRHE Number

SM5450

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

217509

Northing

676376

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument is the remains of castle constructed by the 13th century and in use until the
17th century. During the 14th century it served as a Royal castle. It was re-used for military
purposes during the First and Second World Wars. It survives as fragmentary masonry remains
on the summit of a rocky mound around 27m in height with the remains of a ditch visible on
the northwest side. The monument is located on the seaward end of a low peninsula,
overlooking the Firth of Clyde.
The visible remains of the castle are fragmentary and comprise the remains of a curtain-wall
enclosing a roughly oblong area on the summit of the mound, measuring about 26m northwest
to southeast by 18m. An entrance-gateway of consolidated masonry, oriented east-west and
measuring about 1.7m in width, lies close to the southwest of the enclosure. The outer wall of
this passageway is 8.8m long, 1.6m thick and 2.2m high, while the inner wall is four metres
high and 1.3m wide. The summit of the mound incorporates the brick and concrete
foundations of First and Second World War military structures. The mound on which the castle
stands is natural but has been scarped in places to improve its defensive capabilities. There is
evidence of masonry tumble on the steep south, while the remains of a ditch is visible to the
northwest.
Statement of National Importance
The monument is of national importance because it has an inherent potential to make a
significant contribution to our understanding of the past, in particular of late medieval society
in the west of Scotland and the date, construction, use and development of medieval castles,
as well as the 20th century re-use of such a prominent location. As an example of an early
stone built castle, probably on a site used in the Iron Age or Early Historic period, this
monument represents an important component of the wider medieval landscape. It would
have been a highly prominent part of the contemporary landscape during its occupation and
remains a significant feature of the town of Dunoon. Its importance is enhanced by its
documented role in the Second War of Independence and its use as a late medieval royal
residence and administrative centre. Its re-use for military structures associated with the First
and Second World War Clyde defences adds to its significance. The loss or damage of the
monument would diminish our ability to appreciate and understand the character and
development of medieval fortifications, the nature of crown control and the structure and
organisation of society and economy during this period.
References
Historic Environment Scotland http://www.canmore.org.uk reference number CANMORE ID
40729 (accessed on 16/02/2016).
The West of Scotland Archaeology Service Historic Environment Record reference is 5307
(accessed on 16/02/2016).
Armitage, E S. (1912) The early Norman castles of the British Isles. London.
Dorman and Guy, J and J. (2010) The coast artillery defences of the Firth of Clyde.
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Inglis, W. (1895) Guide to Dunoon and places of interest.
NSA. (1834-1845) The new statistical account of Scotland by the ministers of the respective
parishes under the superintendence of a committee of the society for the benefit of the sons
and daughters of the clergy, 15v. Edinburgh.
Neilson, G. (1898) Notes in Norman Scotland, Scot Rev, vol. 32, 232.
RCAHMS. (1992) Argyll: An inventory of the monuments. Volume 7. Mid-Argyll and Cowal:
Medieval and later monuments. Edinburgh.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM5450 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

60

Site Name

Ardhallow Battery and Defences

Type of Site

20th Century Military and Related: Battery; Battle headquarters; Magazines; Pits, trenches (def

NRHE Number

SM13683

Status

Scheduled Monument

Easting

216260

Northing

674140

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Description
The monument comprises a coast artillery battery and landward defences built between 1901
and 1905 with alterations during the First and Second World Wars. It is visible as the remains
of three gun emplacements with subterranean magazines, a battery observation post,
trenches, dugouts and the earthworks of a number of blockhouses. The battery and defences
are located on the east-facing slopes of Corlarach Hill, around 3km south of Dunoon, on the
Firth of Clyde.
Ardhallow Battery was one of five coast artillery batteries used during the First World War to
defend the Clyde from attack by naval vessels. It was constructed with the aim of
concentrating heavy armament in the Dunoon-Cloch Point area and was paired with Cloch
Point battery, located further north, on the opposite shore. Ardhallow battery initially
comprised three heavy guns, two magazines, a command post and a battery observation post.
During the First World War, trenches were added immediately downhill from the battery to
provide landward protection and ten blockhouses were constructed in three groups on higher
ground. The battery and its associated defences were used and modified through both World
Wars until the site was decommissioned in 1956.
There are twelve scheduled areas. The first is irregular to cover the battery and magazines,
battery observation post and adjacent trenches. The other eleven areas, each circular with a
diameter of 20m, are centred on each blockhouse and the command post. The scheduling
includes the remains described above and an area around them within which evidence relating
to the monument's construction and use is expected to survive, as shown in red on the
accompanying map. The scheduling excludes modern post and wire fences, the top 30cm of
existing tracks and above-ground elements of the modern workshop/store located within the
eastern gun emplacement at the battery.
Statement of National Importance
Cultural Significance
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The cultural significance of the monument has been assessed as follows:
Intrinsic Characteristics
The remains at Ardhallow are very well preserved and there is high potential for the survival of
archaeological evidence both within and around the battery and associated defences, which
can increase our understanding of the construction and use of the battery and the daily lives of
the men who built and served on it in order to defend the important port and ship-building
centre on the Clyde.
The battery survives to a high degree. It was constructed mainly from concrete in standardised
form with three rounded aprons on the seaward side of the guns. Two subterranean magazines
were infilled after 1956. At the time of this assessment (2017), the 9.2" gun emplacement was
clearly visible with details such as the metal gun-mounting bolts, a mechanical shell lift and
inset storage niches identifiable. The two 6" gun emplacements are partly buried under soil but
are still identifiable above ground with some sections of concrete visible.
The battery observation post is located immediately northwest of the gun emplacements.
Constructed in two or three phases, this tower provided a lookout and command centre for
the operation of the guns. The tower is well preserved and still has original glazed brick tiling,
electrical conduits, wall mounts for controls and remains of shelving and instrument mounts.
North-northwest of the battery is the remains of the command post; the structure is shown as
being surrounded by an enclosure on War Office plans. Downhill from the battery lies a
network of very well preserved trenches and dugouts offering sentry and machine gun posts.
Sections of the trench network measure approximately 1.5m in width and 1m in depth. These
defences were to address the threat of an attack from the coast and also the main road below
the battery.
The remains of the ten blockhouses now lie within forestry, high above the battery. These
were small timber towers surrounded by earth and sandbag walling that housed up to ten
soldiers, and provided a defensive stronghold. At time of assessment they were visible as
earthen mounds and some display evidence of a curving earth-walled entranceway. The
internal area of the blockhouse earthworks are approximately 4m to 5m square. Blockhouses
were recognised as valuable forms of defence during the Boer War by the British Army. The
survival at Ardhallow of what is essentially a Victorian form of defence used in connection with
First and Second World War defences is of historical and archaeological interest.
Contextual Characteristics
The monument forms part of the strategic defence of the Firth of Clyde, a vital component of a
national defensive system that extended from Shetland to Cornwall. Together with the other
four batteries of the Clyde defences: Fort Matilda (Canmore ID 185530), Portkil Battery
(Canmore ID 119886), Dunoon Battery (Canmore ID 106362) and Cloch Point Battery (Canmore
ID 106364), Ardhallow was part of a network used to defend the navigation channel of the
Clyde from attack by enemy naval vessels. The defences at Cloch Point were paired with
Ardhallow Battery and they offered joint cover of that immediate area of the Clyde where the
channel is around 4km wide.
During the First and Second World Wars, the Firth of Clyde was a priority for defence in
Scotland. As a result, it has a high concentration of gun batteries and coastal defences. As
clearance was conducted on many military sites following the end of the wars, the wellpreserved site of Ardhallow battery and its associated defences is a rare survival. Ardhallow is
also highly unusual by the fact that the battery was operational from around 1905 until 1956.
The pair of 6" guns were in constant service during this period which is testimony to the high
defensive value of this battery.
Ardhallow also is a very rare in having a set of surviving blockhouse defences: the only other
example of a well-preserved series of blockhouses in Scotland is at Portkil, also on the Clyde.
However, there are fewer blockhouses remaining at Portkil and they are of a slightly different
design being circular on plan.
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The War Office purchased land at Ardhallow in 1899 and construction of the battery began in
1901. The three guns, a 9.2" and two 6", were mounted in 1904 with the battery completed in
1905. War Office plans dated to 1908 show the layout of Ardhallow battery at that time (WO
78/5186). The records show that the 9.2" gun was removed in 1911 as it was deemed
unnecessary and was so powerful that it shattered nearby house windows during test firing in
1905. One of the 6" guns was replaced in 1930 and new shields were fitted to both guns in
1931. The Fortress Record Book describes these operations in detail, with photographs.
Associative Characteristics
The physical remains of sites from the First and Second World Wars such as Ardhallow have
become places to visit, remember and commemorate the men who served on wartime sites
such as this. Their relatives and descendants visit the Clyde from across the globe for this
reason. The monument is a highly visible reminder of the considerable efforts made to defend
the British Isles during two World Wars, key defining events of the 20th Century.
Statement of National Importance
This monument is of national importance as a well-preserved example of pre-First World War
coast artillery battery in Scotland, used and modified during the First and Second World Wars
when it formed part of a wider network of coastal batteries to defend the important port and
ship-building centre on the Clyde. Key structural elements of a coast battery survive to a
marked degree at Ardhallow, including the gun emplacements, magazines, command post and
battery observation post. The site is also notable for a very rare surviving network of landward
defences in the form of trenches and blockhouses. There is extensive documentation for the
site which adds significantly to our understanding of the monument and its development. The
well preserved physical remains and extensive documentation means that the monument
offers considerable potential to study the relationship between the various elements of the
site, and to enhance our understanding of the Firth of Clyde defences. These imposing
concrete structures and associated defences are a tangible and powerful reminder of two of
the defining events of the 20th Century. If this monument was to be lost or damaged, it would
significantly affect our ability to understand the nature and scale of the efforts made to defend
Britain against enemy naval threats in the early 20th Century and during the First and Second
World Wars.
References
Historic Environment Scotland http://www.canmore.org.uk reference number CANMORE IDs
106363, 331614, 331660, 352855, 352857, 352919, 352920, 3523954, 352955 (accessed on
06/02/2018).
Barclay, G. (2013). The Built Heritage of the First World War in Scotland. HS and RCAHMS.
Edinburgh.
Brown, I. (2002). 20th Century Defences in Britain: an Introductory Guide. Council for British
Archaeology, York.
Dorman and Guy, J and J. (2010). The Coast Artillery Defences of the Firth of Clyde.
National Archives. (WO 78/5186) War Office and predecessors: Maps and Plans. Great Britain.
Scotland. Ardhallow Battery.
Palmerston Fort Society (unpublished). Fort Log. The Clyde: Ardhallow Battery. (PDF version
document and plans accessed via www.victorianforts.co.uk on 06/02/2018).
Redfern, N I. (1998). Twentieth century fortifications in the United Kingdom, 5 V. V.1
Introduction and sources; V.4 & 5 Site gazetteers: Scotland. York.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM13683 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

61

Site Name

STRONE, DUNSELMA INCLUDING OUTBUILDING, BOUNDARY WALLS, GATES AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB5075

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

219203

Northing

680729

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority
Dunselma was built in 1884-6 as a sailing lodge for James Coats Junior to the designs of
architects Rennison and Scott. The house and associated buildings are the ultimate expression
of the conspicuous wealth of late 19th century industrialists.
Dunselma, a roughly L-plan 3 to 4-storey house with a prominent 4-stage tower, is a catalogue
of Baronial features. It is an excellent example of a late 19th century villa, deliberately
prominent and remarkably extravagant, with a collection of good interior, exterior and
ancillary features. Dunselma stands out above Strone point and is prominent from all sides,
particularly when seen from Dunoon, dwarfing the rest of the buildings at Strone.
Dunselma is roughly L-plan, with two principal elevations. The entrance elevation to the W has
a square-plan 4-stage tower at its centre, machicolated and crenellated, with a circular ogeedomed stair turret and a rectangular aediculed window. In the base of this is the main door
between splayed balustrades: round-arched with a rope hood-mould. To the left of the tower,
the house is 2-storey, with a corbelled corner turret. To the right is a crowstepped gable over a
projecting corner bay. The S elevation faces over Loch Long and the Holy Loch. A massive
crowstepped ashlar bay takes full advantage of the views, with a five-light canted mullioned
and transomed window on the main floor and a tripartite window above. In the apex of the
gable is a further aediculed window. The E elevation continues to take advantage of the views
with a large mullioned and transomed window over a canted bay in the central crowstepped
bay. Over the remainder of the exterior is a irregular collection of fenestration, interspersed
with corbels, stepped corbel-tables, rope-mouldings and decorative rain-spouts.
Interior: there are many features of interest in the interior of Dunselma. The entrance hall has
a mosaic floor, figurative stained glass depicting Terpsichore and the Spirits of Hospitality by
J.J. Kier, shell alcoves and a scrumbled ceiling with a green man central boss. The main stair is
of hardwood with amphora balusters and urn finials to the newels. The main stair window is of
particular quality, probably also the work of Kier: Jacobean strapwork patterns, the names 3 of
Coats' yachts and 3 explorers: Vasco Da Gama, Columbus and Sir Francis Drake. The main
reception rooms have decorative plaster ceilings, timber and marble chimneypieces and
panelled walls. The large billiard room is fully timber-boarded. In the tower is a groin-vaulted
observation room with windows depicting Galileo, Copernicus and Urania (the muse of
Astronomy).
Materials: painted harled rubble with sandstone dressings. Hardwood sash and case windows,
glazed hardwood main door. Pitched slate roofs with stone ridges. Lead ogee dome, stone
stacks and clay cans. Cast iron rainwater goods and decorative stone spouts.
Outbuilding: immediately to the NE of Dunselma against the boundary wall is a single-storey
masonry outbuilding with an unusual cast iron canopy of exceptional quality. The verandah is
composed of components from the foundry of W.MacFarlane and Co., including a foliate
pediment and a frieze of 5-pointed stars.
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Boundary Walls, Gates And Gatepiers: there are two entrances to Dunselma. At the shore road
to the N of the Lodge there are square-plan ashlar gatepiers with later replacement gates.
Along this entrance road, which wound up the hill to the house by a series of terraces there are
stretches of wrought iron railings on a low ashlar-coped wall. The second entrance is
immediately to the W of the house, through square ashlar gatepiers. Immediately to the N of
the house on to the High Road is a high harled and ashlar-coped boundary wall. To the S of the
house a series of stone steps descend to the former tennis court.
Statement of Special Interest
Work began on Dunselma in May 1884, but progress was relatively slow and the exterior
stonework was eventually complete by February 1886 (info. courtesy of a local resident).
James Coats Junior (1841-1912) was the grandson of Sir James Coats, the Paisley cotton
millionaire. He was the president of the Royal Clyde Yacht Club and is known to have owned 16
yachts. Coats' main house was Ferguslie in Paisley (demolished).
Dunselma later belonged to Walter Bergius (another keen sailor) of the Bergius Engine
company, later the Kelvin company. The house was sold to the Scottish Youth Hostel
Association in 1941 and remained a hostel until 1965. Since then it has had a succession of
owners. The present owner (2004) is at present undertaking the conservation and restoration
of the house. This has involved the replacement of some windows and restoration of interior
features.
Little work by architects Rennison and Scott is known. It appears they worked mostly for the
Coats family. J.A Rennison designed Carskiey House (1904-9) in a Scottish Vernacular idiom on
the Mull of Kintyre for Kate Coats (Walker, 2000, 62). The only only other known house by the
practice is Cartside House, Renfrew, of 1880.
The complex at Dunselma included the main house with lawns to the front incorporating a
tennis court, the stables and staff accommodation on the High Road and the Lodge, Boathouse
and a large palm house (since demolished) on the shore.
Formerly category B. B-Group with Dunselma Lodge, Dunselma stables and The Boathouse.
References
Ordnance Survey 2nd edition (c1898); Walker, F.A and Sinclair, F., North Clyde Estuary: An
Illustrated Architectural Guide (1992), 137; Walker, F.A., Buildings of Scotland: Argyll and Bute
(2000), 62, 472; Information Courtesy of the Owner and a local resident (2004). Information on
Ironwork from D.Mitchell (2004), Sale Particulars (c1987).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB5075 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

62

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE SKELMORLIE PARISH CHURCH LAMP NEAR MAIN DOOR

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7270

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

219286

Northing

668130

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description
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Description

Free-standing wrought iron lamp, located beside steps to main church doorway, designed by
Charles Rennie Mackintosh and erected around 1895.
Shaft comprises vertical rails with wider base and twisted ornamental tendrils; circular
ornament and collar below raised lantern.
Statement of Special Interest
Skelmorlie Parish Church (LB7269) was designed by John Honeyman and opened in 1895.
Although Honeyman was responsible for the design of the church, the style of some of the
furnishings and fittings bear the stamp of Mackintosh who was working as an assistant in the
architecture firm of John Honeyman & Keppie during this period. This wrought iron lamp
standard and the session house stair are both designed in a distinctive style suggestive of
Mackintosh's involvement.
The wrought iron lamp standard is very similar to the one shown in Mackintosh s 1896
perspective drawing of Martyrs Public School, Glasgow (LB32619). It is therefore considered
that Mackintosh is the likely designer of this specific feature (Mackintosh Architecture).
Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868-1928) was born in Glasgow and is regarded internationally as
one of the leading architects and designers of the 20th century. He became known as a pioneer
of Modernism, although his architecture took much inspiration from Scottish Baronial, and
Scottish and English vernacular forms and their reinterpretation. The synthesis of modern and
traditional forms led to a distinctive form of Scottish arts and crafts design, known as 'The
Glasgow Style'. This was developed in collaboration with contemporaries Herbert McNair, and
the sisters Francis and Margaret Macdonald (who would become his wife in 1900), who were
known as 'The Four'. The Glasgow Style is now synonymous with Mackintosh and the City of
Glasgow.
Mackintosh's work is wide-ranging and includes public, educational and religious buildings to
private houses, interior decorative schemes and sculptures. He is associated with over 150
design projects, ranging from being the principal designer, to projects he was involved with as
part of the firm of John Honeyman & Keppie (Honeyman, Keppie & Mackintosh from 1901).
The most important work during this partnership was the Glasgow School of Art (LB33105),
which was built in two phases from 1897 and culminated in the outstanding library of 1907.
As a draughtsman and later senior assistant at Honeyman & Keppie in the 1890s Mackintosh
began designing significant features within larger schemes. The lamp standard at Skelmorlie
Parish Church is an excellent example of Mackintosh's rising status within the practice as he
was given the freedom to express his distinctive modern style in the design of individual
fixtures.
Mackintosh's key works include the Willow Tea Rooms (LB33173), the Glasgow Herald Building
(now The Lighthouse) (LB33087) and Hill House (LB34761), which display the modern principles
of the German concept of 'Gesamtkunstwerk', meaning the 'synthesis of the arts'. This is
something that Mackintosh applied completely to all of his work, from the exterior to the
internal decorative scheme and the furniture and fittings.
Mackintosh left Glasgow in 1914, setting up practice in London the following year. Later he and
Margaret moved to France, where until his death, his artistic output largely turned to textile
design and watercolours.
Listed building record updated in 2019.
References:
Printed Sources
Brown, A (2018) Charles Rennie Mackintosh Making the Glasgow Style. Glasgow: Glasgow
Museums.
Charles Rennie Mackintosh Society Newsletter No 33, Autumn, 1982.
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Cooper, J. (editor) (1984) Mackintosh architecture: the complete buildings and selected
projects. London: Academy.
Crawford, A (1995) Charles Rennie Mackintosh. London: Thomas and Hudson.
Howarth, T. (1977) Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Modern Movement. London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul Ltd.
Neat, T. & McDermott, G. (2002) Closing The Circle Thomas Howarth, Mackintosh and the
Modern Movement. Aberdour: Inyx publishing.
Robertson, P. (editor) (1990) Mackintosh: The Architectural Papers. Wendlebury: White
Cockade Publishing.
Online Sources
Dictionary of Scottish Architects, Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
http://www.scottisharchitects.org.uk/architect_full.php?id=200362 (accessed 30/05/2019).
Mackintosh Architecture, M064 Skelmorlie Parish Church, https://www.mackintosharchitecture.gla.ac.uk/catalogue/freetext/display/?rs=4&q=lamp (accessed 18/12/2018).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7270 (accessed on:
12.06.2019)

Site Number

63

Site Name

KNOCK CASTLE AND GARDEN PAVILION BLOCK AND GATEPIERS TO EAST

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7306

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

219404

Northing

662998

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

J T Rochead of Glasgow, architect. Built 1851-2. Tudor Gothic mansion extended to east, in
similar style 1908, Fryers and Penman of Largs, architects. Stugged yellow ashlar coursers with
polished dressings. 2 storeys, over raised and battered basements, 3-storey square entrance
tower to north with octagonal angle turret rising above. Square-headed windows, mostly
mullioned and hood-moulded, perpendicular tracery at ground floor, cusped lights above;
string between floors; corbelled parapet. West elevation: articulated by castellated bays;
Tudor-arched door in tower at left, with corbelled oriel above; 2 inner bays flanked by wider
machicolated and crenellated bays, imitating square towers and each with projecting ground
floor window; additional narrow bay to right.
Narrow symmetrical 3-bay south elevation has central 2-storey canted window rising from
ground and corbelled at 1st floor with crenellated parapet; flanking windows. Asymmetrical
east elevation has several roof levels; glazed canopy over door; grouped diamond stacks, 1 tall
octagonal stack with crenellations; roof hidden by parapet. 1908 addition (to right) 2 storeys, 2
bays.
Interior: Tudor-arched panelled doors; rib-vaulted porch; some chimney pieces with decorative
Gothic detailing: large 3-light leaded glass 2nd floor window on east wall. Ashlar garden terrace
wall extends south from steps beside house to square-plan, single storey pavilion block with
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battered plinth; blind pointed doorway to west; tripartites, hood-moulded, with round-headed
lights; corbelled and crenellated parapet with mock machicolations. Octagonal-plan gatepiers
to east; red ashlar; raised facetted domed caps; decorative wrought-iron gates.
Statement of Special Interest
Built for Robert Steele, merchant in Greenock (initials and crest in parapets).
References
NMRS
Copies of some plans and elevations; photographs.
A H Millar CASTLES AND MANSIONS OF AYRSHIRE, 1885
Ayrshire Northern District Committee Minutes 1908.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7306 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number

64

Site Name

KILBIRNIE AULD KIRK AND CEMETERY WALLS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7492

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

231473

Northing

653647

Parish

Kilbirnie

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Complicated building history from 1470 to 20th century. 1470 rectangular nave forms core of
church, built in coursed rubble with ashlar dressings; 2-stage tower, with set-off, added at west
in 1490. Nave and tower both with later saw-tooth skews; birdcage bellcote at apex of tower
gable, possibly mid 18th century, has similarly detailed pyramidal roof. All other extensions
have crowstepped gables. 1597 south-east aisle built for Sir John Cunninghame of Glengarnock
castle; later, heavily moulded mullioned and transomed window with crest in panel above.
1642 Crawford aisle added at the north east, has paired lancet window to gallery. To the east
of the Crawford aisle a transept and entrance were added in 1903-5, Charles S.S. Johnson of
Edinburgh, architect. Low door at left. Shallow advanced gable to east, tripartite with raised
central light to gallery, the latter with mouldings imitating the Cunninghame aisle window. At
east, small drum stairtower with projecting entrance and a window breaking through the
moulded eaves. 1910 organ chamber, Charles S.S. Johnson architect, added to north west of
Cunninghame aisle, continuing the details of that aisle. Slate roofs throughout.
Interior: Crawford gallery circa 1705 for 1st Viscount Garnock. Laird's loft with elaborate
Renaissance detailing; gallery supported on Roman Doric columns. Bowed gallery front with
paired Corinthian engaged columns dividing blind arcade; elaborate coats of arms depicting the
family lineage under each arch; Corinthian columned screen divides gallery, bold box cornice
with highly decorative modillion cornice. Canopy supported on giant Corinthian columns.
Pulpit mainly 18th century, incorporating earlier details, panelled pine; with reading desk
supported on brackets, with carved faces; baptismal basin with wrought-iron bracket; panelled
rear screen with 2 Ionic pilasters supporting entablature surmounted by Crawford and Lindsay
arms in foliated design. Above, large oak, pedimented sounding board, probably 17th century,
with carved angel, cherubs, foliage, thistle and rose. Ladyland pew, part oak part pine, with
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delicate balustrade incorporates late 17th and early 18th century carving; bracketted hood
with ealborate scrolls and pediment with acroterion. 1903-5 balcony, linking Crawford gallery
to south wall and inserted when seating was re-organised, is fronted with trades and crafts
panels in style similar to gallery.
Rubble-built Cemetery walls enclose some early tombstones and the rectangular Crawford
tomb of 1594 which houses recumbant effigies of Thomas Crawford of Jordanhill and his wife
Janet Ker of Kersland.
Statement of Special Interest
In ecclesiastical use.
References
G. Hay, "Architecture of Scottish Post Reformation churches" 1957 pp 30, 187, 189, 193, 197,
198, 216.
MacGibbon and Ross, "C. & D. Architecture" vol v pp 200-201
1887-92. SRO Heritors Records HR 690/2 690/3 690/4
Pont "Cunninghame" 1876 p.233-244 (Illus p.240, 241 & opp. p.242)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7492 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

65

Site Name

LADYLAND HOUSE SUNDIAL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7499

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

232209

Northing

657877

Parish

Kilbirnie

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Dated 1673. Polygonal stone dial on stepped plinth with recessed heart and circular shapes,
and several dials mounted on 4-sided baluster, with curved base and egg and dart cornice.
Statement of Special Interest
Dated on baluster and with initials "CMP". M & R point out that of its type, this dial is unusual
in its style.
References
MacGibbon & Ross "C & D Arch." Vol. V p. 434 1887-92.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7499 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

66

Site Name

LADYLAND HOUSE AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7532

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

232196

Northing

657840

Parish

Kilbirnie

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

David Hamilton, architect. Built circa 1816. Classical mansion house. 2 storeys over basement,
with attic, 3 bays.
Rubble-built with ashlar dressings. Giant clasping pilasters at all angles. Central door with
raised fanlight and 2 segmentally-headed side lights, approached by steps with cast-iron railing;
projecting portico with 2 pairs of Roman Doric columns supporting entablature. Band course
over basement, and cill course to ground floor. Decorative glazing pattern throughout. Cornice
and blocking course, end stacks and low piended slate roof. 20th century, low, flat-roofed, 2storey, 2-bay extension to left, James Houston, architect, is in similar style, with small central
door. Large, projecting, canted conservatory fills rear central bay.
Interior: rooms have good plaster cornices, and elaborately decorated ceilings. Greek key
moulding used extensively round architraves and on ceilings. Simply detailed cast-iron
balusters to stair, oval cupola above with Vitruvian scroll decoration at its base, and
intersecting hanging swag decoration.
Some original chimneypieces. Octagonal, panelled gatepiers have ogee moulded corniced caps.
Decorative wrought iron gates.
Statement of Special Interest
Original plans possession of owner.
References
Copies of original plans in SNMR.
NSA Vol V. p.708-9.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7532 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

67

Site Name

MOUNT STUART HOUSE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12052

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

210843

Northing

659499

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute
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Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Alexander McGill, 1718; rebuilt following 1877 fire by Robert Rowand Anderson from 1878.
Square-plan 4-storey with attic, 7-bay central block with Gothic detailing; porte-cochere
adjoined at ground to left of centre; 2-storey, 10-bay N wing recessed to outer left (McGill);
1896 chapel recessed behind with bowed apse and Saragossa Cathedral-style lantern; single
storey gabled service wing (S) advanced to outer right; kitchen court set behind (part McGill).
McGILL WINGS: whitewashed harl; red sandstone ashlar dressings; raised base course; raised
eaves course; prominent quoins.
ANDERSON BLOCK: coursed red sandstone ashlar (timber-framed red brick construction at 3rd
floor); Raised base course; architraved cill courses; corniced eaves beneath gallery comprising
marble columns, ashlar balustrades. Square-headed openings at ground with shouldered
reveals and roll-moulded surrounds; trefoil-headed bipartites at 1st floor set in pointed-arch
surrounds; bipartite openings in pointed-arch surrounds at 2nd floor, columnar mullions and
reveals at both floors; architraved hoodmoulds; square-headed bipartite openings at 3rd floor;
gabled, finialed dormers above. REAR: 4-storey with attic, 9-bay central block; small drawing
room adjoining to right; 3-stage chapel with tapering spire recessed to outer right; 2-storey
with attic, 5-bay wing adjoined to outer left (library and swimming pool). Shouldered openings
at ground set in square-headed surrounds; chamfered ashlar mullions and reveals to 1st floor
trefoil-headed bipartites; columnar reveals and mullions at 2nd floor; corbelled balconies;
corbelled oriels. Decorative ironmongery; intricate sandstone carving throughout.
W (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION MAIN BLOCK: 2-leaf boarded timber door at ground in bay to outer
left; blind, trefoil-headed fanlight; pointed-arched, architraved surround. Buttressed portecochere advanced to front comprising pointed entrance arch set in finialed gable, balustraded
parapet with sculptured lions to outer left and right; foliate-bosses to inner quadripartite ribvaults. Tripartite windows at 1st and 2nd floors above entrance (2 stages at 1st floor); 2
bipartite openings set behind galleried eaves above. 2-leaf, part-glazed timber panelled doors
at ground off-set to left and right of centre (foliate carving set in slightly roll-moulded surround
to left; shouldered opening to right); bipartite and tripartite windows in remaining bays at
ground. 3 large bipartite openings centred at 1st floor; smaller bipartite openings in
penultimate bays to outer left and right and bay to outer right; small square-headed bipartites
at 2nd stage in penultimate bay to outer right and bay to outer right. 2 single windows centred
at 2nd floor (single voussoir arch); large bipartite openings in remaining bays to left and right.
Regularly fenestrated at 3rd floor behind galleried eaves; bargeboarded gabled dormers
aligned above.
N WING: part-glazed timber door at ground off-set to left of centre; single window aligned
above. Large segmental-arched windows at ground in penultimate bay to outer left and bay to
outer left; regularly fenestrated at both floors in remaining bays to right (blind at ground in bay
to outer right)
S WING: projecting 5-light window in bay to outer left (ashlar astragals and mullions); pointedarched window aligned beneath apex; bipartite opening at ground in penultimate bay to outer
left; square-headed bipartite window centred beneath apex; regularly fenestrated at ground
and attic in remaining bays to right.
E (REAR) ELEVATION MAIN BLOCK: part-glazed 2-leaf timber panelled door at ground off-set to
right of centre main block; corbelled balconies centred at 1st and 2nd floors; buttressed, trefoilheaded oriels at 2nd floor in penultimate bays to outer left and right; regularly fenestrated at
all floors in remaining bays at centre, left and right.
S WING: segmental-arched pend opening at ground in bay to outer right; regularly fenestrated
above. Small windows set at ground in slightly canted central bay; tripartite oriel aligned at 1st
floor; balustraded parapet; gabled tripartite window breaking eaves above. Arcaded openings
at ground in remaining bays to left of centre; pointed-arched loggia opening at 1st floor to left
of oriel; small bipartite window aligned above; regularly fenestrated at 1st and 2nd floors in
bays to outer left.
N WING: small windows at ground in bay adjoining main block; corbelled balcony aligned at 1st
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floor comprising decorative iron columns beneath glazed canopy, red ashlar columnar
balustrade; roof-top conservatory above.
CHAPEL: slightly advanced, gabled bay to left of centre; small trefoil-headed windows at
ground; geometric-traceried window aligned at 2nd stage; tripartite opening centred beneath
apex above; flanking crocketed pinnacles; vaulted octagonal tower comprising regularlydisposed pointed-arch openings, balustraded parapet, crocketed finials, tapering, gableted
lantern set behind. Regularly-disposed windows set between buttresses in bowed apse to
outer right.
12- and 16-pane timber sash and case glazing to McGill wings; predominantly leaded glazing to
main block. Central hall clerestorey stained glass illustrating Signs of the Zodiac, H W Lonsdale
(executed by William Worrall of Saunders & Co); heraldic mosaics above entrance displaying
arms of 3 earldoms of Bute - Bute, Dumfries and Windsor. Grey slate roof; decorative wroughtiron rainwater goods. Corniced ashlar ridge and wallhead stacks to McGill wings; coped red
ashlar ridge stacks to later additions; circular cans.
INTERIOR: painted decoration Charles Campbell and H W Lonsdale; stone carving Thomas
Nicholls; stained glass predominantly William Worrall of Saunders & Co to H W Lonsdale's
designs.
HALL: marble-lined; pink-flushed alabaster, emperor's red, pavonazzetto; grey Sicilian pointedarched Gothic ambulatory comprising cipollino columns, naturalistic capitals - thistles, vines,
roses and oak leaves capitals (Thomas Nicholls). Bronze grilles (copied by Anderson from
Charlemagne's tomb in Aachen, cast by R Laidlaw & Son, 1897) at gallery level; 12 Carrara
marble statues on columnar plinths regularly disposed around gallery; glass stars representing
the constellations in decorative, groin-vaulted ceiling (Campbell); various stained glass
windows.
DINING ROOM: extensive timber panelling by William Frame; carved dado frieze; mid 18th
century fireplaces; timber ceiling.
HOROSCOPE ROOM: 3rd Marquess of Bute's bedroom; extensive timber dado panelling
William Frame. Astrological ceiling comprising plants and birds depicted in outer panels, 3dimensional castellated circular frieze surrounding central depiction of astrological position of
the planets at birth of 3rd Marquess of Bute (executed temporarily on tissue paper by
Campbell; made permanent late 20th century, Tom Errington).
DRAWING ROOM: subdivided by marble columnar screens to form 3 sections; principle
fireplace Rowand Anderson, 1896; decorative frieze; coloured ceiling with heraldic emblems
set in panels.
SWIMMING POOL: marble columns centred in pool supporting Gothic, quadripartite ribvaulted ceiling (polychrome detailing); glazed tiles; trefoil-headed opening to separate
octagonal-columned, vaulted changing area.
MARBLE CHAPEL: white marble-lined walls (Farmer & Brindley); engaged columns; foliate
capitals; architraved, pointed-arched openings. Bronze altar; intricate carved timber organ
surround; mosaic and marble Cosmati floor work; crimson-glazed octagonal tower modelled
on Saragossa Cathedral.
Statement of Special Interest
A vast house, overwhelming in scale, with a mass of intricate detailing. Commissioned by the
3rd Marquess of Bute (who himself played a fundamental role in its design), Rowand
Anderson's Mount Stuart could not have been further from McGill's original Palladian design.
Much of the Gothic detailing is thought to derive inspiration from the architect's own
publication - "EXAMPLES OF THE MUNICIPAL, COMMERCIAL AND STREET ARCHITECTURE OF
FRANCE AND ITALY", 1868, in which Anderson made a series of measured drawings from these
foreign secular sources. Mount Stuart's open gallery for example, bears strong affinity with the
14th century houses of Figeac. Towering above the low whitewashed wings, adorned with
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foliate carving, trefoil-headed openings, oriel windows, decorative wrought-iron and crocketed
pinnacles, Mount Stuart's complexity has been tied to that of its commissioner - a solitary
figure who converted to Catholicism at the age of 21. Inside, the dominant feature is the hall a cube within a cube, lined with marble and lit by coloured glass. Throughout, luxury is taken to
extremes - note the Horoscope bedroom, star-studded vaulted ceilings, marble chapel and
columnar swimming pool. Interestingly, despite the clear advocation of mediaeval principles,
Mount Stuart was equipped with the very latest conveniences. Not only was it the first house
in Scotland to be lit by electricity, but a system of hot water pipes throughout the structure
provided central heating. A telephone cable was installed in 1887 and the very latest plumbing
system was serviced by a new waterworks built just 2 miles away. The swimming pool was the
first ever heated pool to be contained within a house. Opened to the public June 1995. See
separate list entries for other structures within the Mount Stuart estate. The boundary walls,
gatepiers and gates are listed with North Lodge.
References
Original house appears on Ordnance Survey map, 1863; later house appears on Ordnance
Survey map, 1897; W Adam VITRUVIUS SCOTICUS (reprinted 1980) plate 31 (McGill's design); G
Stamp ROBERT WEIR SCHULTZ: ARCHITECT: AND HIS WORK FOR THE MARQUESSES OF BUTE
(1981) p38; F Sinclair SCOTSTYLE: 150 YEARS OF SCOTTISH ARCHITECTURE (1984) p47-48, p72;
SCOTTISH VICTORIAN INTERIORS (1986) p26-33; J MacCallum "WISH YOU WERE HERE": A
PICTURE POSTCARD VIEW OF EDWARDIAN BUTE p28-29; S McKinstry ROWAND ANDERSON
'THE PREMIER ARCHITECT OF SCOTLAND' (1991) p78-80, 108, 111, 146-7, 160, 177; F Walker &
F Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p166-7; M
Hall 'Mount Stuart, Isle of Bute', COUNTRY LIFE June 15th 1995; MOUNT STUART HOUSE AND
GARDENS, guidebook (1995); H Colvin A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS
1600-1840 (1995) p277, p630-631, p739; EUL Special Collections; NMRS photographic archives.

Site Number

68

Site Name

MOUNT STUART, MAUSOLEUM AND GRAVEYARD

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12055

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

211012

Northing

660563

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Possibly Alexander McGill, 1728-30; vaulted mortuary chamber, Robert Weir Schultz, 1901.
Single storey, 6-bay near-symmetrical, T-plan former Presbyterian church with projecting 2storey wing centred at rear; red sandstone ashlar bellcotes surmounting pedimented gables to
E and W. Harled S and NW elevations; harl-pointed red rubble sandstone to E, NE and W; red
sandstone dressings. Raised red sandstone base course; slightly swept overhanging eaves.
Prominent ashlar quoins; raised long and short surrounds to Y-traceried, round-arched
bipartite windows to front (sandstone mullions); plain polished margins to remaining openings
at sides and rear. Red sandstone stair to former laird?s loft in projecting wing at rear.
S (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: boarded timber doors at ground in 2 bays flanking centre; Ytraceried bipartite openings in remaining bays to outer left and right.
E (SIDE) ELEVATION: 2-leaf boarded timber door centred at ground; round-arched fanlight;
single doorways (blocked) in bays to outer left and right. Bullseye window centred in
pedimented gable; round-arched louvred openings in ogee-roofed, corniced, square-plan
bellcote above; ball-shaped finial.
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N (REAR) ELEVATION: projecting wing at centre comprising ball-finialed stair to 2-leaf boarded
timber door centred at 1st floor (entrance former laird's loft); single opening at ground off-set
to right of centre. Blind bays recessed to outer left and right.
Predominantly small-pane timber glazing. Graded grey slate piended roof; raised red sandstone
skews to pedimented gables; replacement cast-iron rainwater goods.
INTERIOR: extensive flood damage circa 1994. Heraldic panels adorning timber panelled
balcony above red sandstone ashlar vaulted mortuary chamber (Robert Weir Schultz); white
marble sarcophagi containing 3rd Marquess of Bute and wife centred within. Classicallydetailed timber panelled pulpit; boarded timber dado. Classical reredos comprising variegated
marbles and alabaster; engaged Corinthian columns flanking central mural; heavy cornice.
GRAVEYARD: various burial stones to front including free-standing, carved Celtic-style cross;
figurative statue of Christ to S.
Statement of Special Interest
A simple but interesting chapel with some notable features, including 'Gothick' traceried
windows, ogee-roofed bellcotes and a ball-finialed rear stair. Note also, the mortuary chamber
designed by Robert Weir Schultz in 1901 and the heavily corniced marble reredos. With its
harling and simple red sandstone dressings, the chapel's character is very much akin to that of
McGill's original Mount Stuart house - the wings of which are all that remain following a
devastating fire in 1877 (see separate list entry).
References
Appears on Ordnance Survey map, 1863; F Walker & F Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN
ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p167; MOUNT STUART HOUSE AND GARDENS
(1995) p32.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12055 (accessed on:
12.06.2019)

Site Number

69

Site Name

MOUNT STUART, KERRYLAMONT FARM DAIRY

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12056

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

211036

Northing

658506

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Late 19th century. Single storey with attic, circular-plan former dairy associated with
Kerrylamont Farm. Painted render over red-brick; timber bracketed, stop-chamfered squareplan columnar ambulatory at ground; enclosing red-brick wall; timber brackets beneath
moulded eaves; gabled dormers; pitched, stop-chamfered square-plan columnar walkways
linking farmhouse to left, outbuildings to right.
Decorative floor tiles to outer ambulatory; narrow, round-arched windows regularly disposed
at ground; 2-leaf boarded timber doors to NW and SE; gabled dormers regularly disposed to
NW, NE, SW and SE. Decorative leaded glazing; graded grey slate conical roof; terracotta ridge
detailing to gabled dormers; missing central finial; grey slate pitches to flanking walkways;
terracotta ridge detailing.
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INTERIOR: terrazzo tiled floor (part clay tiles); floor-to-ceiling white-glazed square wall tiles;
acorn-leaf painted border decoration at dodo and cornice levels; timber corbelled cornice;
boarded timber tapering ceiling with decorative ventilation grid centred in flat circular summit.
Raised timber surrounds to openings; continuous marble bench on regularly-spaced columnar
supports at dado level adjoining outer wall (part missing); decorative painted fountain at
centre comprising marble surround; foliate base; surmounting mermaid set in open shell
supporting smaller shell above.
Statement of Special Interest
Set within the grounds of Kerrylamont Farm, the estate's Home Farm, this circular-plan dairy
(no longer in use) is an unusual, intact example of Mount Stuart extravagance. Note the
arcaded ambulatory, tiled outer floor, round-arched leaded glazing and gabled dormers. Inside,
this extravagance is continued, with tiled walls, acorn-motif borders, a columnar marble bench
and a decorative fountain. It is said that when in use, the water from the mermaid helped keep
the fresh milk permanently cool. The nearby farmhouse (linked to the dairy by a columnar
walkway) and its associated outbuildings, are listed separately.
References
Does not appear on Ordnance Survey map, 1863; appears on Ordnance Survey map, 1897.

Site Number

70

Site Name

ST. COLUMBA'S (FORMERLY ST. JAMES'S) CHURCH OF SCOTLAND DUCHAL ROAD, KILMACOLM

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12448

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

235824

Northing

669766

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Gothic Revival ('flamboyant'); stone-built; slated; tower with stair turret; (c.1902); archt.
William Leiper. Part ashlar.
Statement of Special Interest
Ecclesiastical building in use as such.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12448 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

71

Site Name

"WINDYHILL", ROWANTREEHILL ROAD KILMACOLM

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12450

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

236222

Northing

669431
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Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Detached L-plan two-storey house in severe "Modern Movement" manner. Designed by
Charles Rennie Mackintosh and built between 1900-02. Roughcast walls, slated pitched roofs,
flat roof to porch behind parapet. There is a long cat-slide gable to the northeast, a two-storey
apsidal stair tower to the north and a similar but wider and lower porch. Sandstone dressings
to main entrance doorway. Windows are multi-paned timber sash and leaded casements in a
range of dimensions with roughcast surrounds. Large canted bay window to west elevation.
Single-storey washhouse and laundry attached. Decorative elements by Mackintosh to the
interior. Rubble boundary wall incorporating a curved dip with dressed stone coping. Outdoor
garden space also designed by Mackintosh.
Statement of Special Interest
Mackintosh designed this large detached house in the affluent small commuter town of
Kilmacolm, Renfrewshire for the Glasgow produce broker and commission merchant William
Davidson, who became one of Mackintosh s long-term patrons. Windyhill was a private
commission that Mackintosh was allowed to pursue prior to becoming a partner in the practice
of John Honeyman & Keppie in 1901.
For his design, Mackintosh drew heavily on Scottish vernacular traditions but also borrowed
historical details from English architecture, as well as showing reference to recent architectural
developments. Contemporary vernacular revival work in Scotland that may have influenced
him included the work of James MacLaren and Dunn & Watson s cottages (LB12293 and
LB12295), Glenlyon House (LB12266) and the Hotel (LB12292) at Fortingall in highland
Perthshire. Robert Lorimer s cottages at Colinton in Edinburgh and Voysey s villas in the
southeast England of the 1890s are also thought to have influenced Mackintosh s design for
Windyhill (Mackintosh Architecture).
Windyhill would go on to serve as a model for two of Mackintosh s other important projects,
The Hill House at Helensburgh (LB34761) and the House for an Art Lover competition design.
Windyhill marks the emergence of Mackintosh s use of roughcast, which would become an
important element of his work in the early 1900s. Evoking traditional buildings in Scotland and
England, it became a common feature of the vernacular revival during the early 20th century
that took place across the United Kingdom. The L-shaped plan was also typical of vernacular
revival houses and it is suggested that the layout of Windyhill derives specifically from The
Hurst, Sutton Coldfield (1893) by W. R. Lethaby, whose work Mackintosh was know to have
admired (Mackintosh Architecture). Mackintosh did not design all of the interior fittings and
furniture as the owners brought some of their existing furniture (Mackintosh Architecture).
Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868-1928) was born in Glasgow and is regarded internationally as
one of the leading architects and designers of the 20th century. He became known as a pioneer
of Modernism, although his architecture took much inspiration from Scottish Baronial, and
Scottish and English vernacular forms and their reinterpretation. The synthesis of modern and
traditional forms led to a distinctive form of Scottish arts and crafts design, known as The
Glasgow Style . This was developed in collaboration with contemporaries Herbert McNair, and
the sisters Francis and Margaret Macdonald (who would become his wife in 1900), who were
known as The Four . The Glasgow Style is now synonymous with Mackintosh and the City of
Glasgow.
Mackintosh s work is wide-ranging and includes public, educational and religious buildings to
private houses, interior decorative schemes and sculptures. He is associated with over 150
design projects, ranging from being the principal designer, to projects he was involved with as
part of the firm of John Honeyman & Keppie (Honeyman, Keppie & Mackintosh from 1901).
The most important work during this partnership was the Glasgow School of Art (LB33105),
which was built in two phases from 1897 and culminated in the outstanding library of 1907.
Other key works include the Willow Tea Rooms (LB33173), the Glasgow Herald Building (now
The Lighthouse) (LB33087) and Hill House (LB34761), which display the modern principles of
the German concept of Gesamtkunstwerk , meaning the synthesis of the arts . This is
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something that Mackintosh applied completely to all of his work, from the exterior to the
internal decorative scheme and the furniture and fittings.
Mackintosh left Glasgow in 1914, setting up practice in London the following year. Later he and
Margaret moved to France, where until his death, his artistic output largely turned to textile
design and watercolours.
Listed building record revised in 2019.
References:
Printed Sources
Brown, A (2018) Charles Rennie Mackintosh Making the Glasgow Style. Glasgow: Glasgow
Museums.
Cooper, J. (editor) (1984) Mackintosh architecture: the complete buildings and selected
projects. London: Academy.
Crawford, A (1995) Charles Rennie Mackintosh. London: Thomas and Hudson.
Howarth, T. (1977) Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Modern Movement. London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul Ltd.
Neat, T. & McDermott, G. (2002) Closing The Circle Thomas Howarth, Mackintosh and the
Modern Movement. Aberdour: Inyx publishing.
Robertson, P. (editor) (1990) Mackintosh: The Architectural Papers. Wendlebury: White
Cockade Publishing.
Online Sources
Dictionary of Scottish Architects, Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
http://www.scottisharchitects.org.uk/architect_full.php?id=200362 (accessed 30/05/2019).
University of Glasgow, Mackintosh Architecture, M189 Windyhill, Kilmacolm,
https://www.mackintosharchitecture.gla.ac.uk/catalogue/freetext/display/?rs=4&xml=des&q=windyhill (accessed
31/05/2019).
https://canmore.org.uk/site/198998/
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12450 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

72

Site Name

DUCHAL HOUSE, STRATHGRYFE, BY KILMACOLM

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12463

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

235344

Northing

668012

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description
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Description

2-storey & full Basement; Renaissance; symmetrical front to main block; 'Palladian' doorpiece
with Doric pilasters; rustic quoins; (c. 1768) portion of 1710 house exists in late SW wing, called
new wing as altered just after 1768.
References
Millar's "Castles &c. of Renfrewshire" il.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12463 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

73

Site Name

WEMYSS BAY RAILWAY STATION

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12473

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

219338

Northing

668544

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

1903-4. James Miller, architect. Front buildings: Rock faced ashlar plinth, mock hall timber and
harling, red tiled roofs. Italianate clock tower.
Concourse: 2/3 of a circle with circular booking office. From it fan out a curved ramp down to
steamboat pier and curved railway platforms. All with glazed steel-trussed roofs.
Statement of Special Interest
Greenock to Wemyss Bay railway was opened 1865. It was absorbed by Caledonian Railway
1893
References
Glasgow Herald 4.6.1904
O S Nock 'Caledonian Railway (ill.)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12473 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

74

Site Name

ARDGOWAN HOUSE, INVERKIP.

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12480

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

220750

Northing

673039

Parish

Inverkip
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Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Mansionhouse; 2-storey, Basement & Attics; Renaissance; extensive symmetrical front; 3storey centre block pedimented; Chapel, Gothic Dec. Revival, terminates N. wing; (1799-1801);
archt. ?. Cairncross. (Porte-cochere is late addition.) 1831 Additions by William Burn
Statement of Special Interest
A few windows altered (i.e. modernised not all lived in )
References
A.H. Millar's "Castles & Mansions of Renfrewshire"
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12480 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

75

Site Name

LOCHWINNOCH VILLAGE CHURCH STREET PARISH CHURCH AND HALL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB12654

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

235306

Northing

658752

Parish

Lochwinnoch

Council

Renfrewshire

Description

Built 1806-8. Irregular octagon. Rubble-built church with ashlar margins. 3-stage square tower
with faceted spire to north east, tall arched and rusticated porch leading to round-headed door
with fanlight at base flanked by open Roman Doric porches; ashlar; 2nd stage on panelled
plinth, pilasters at angles and louvered belfry opening in architraves with consoled pediment to
each face. 3rd stage: clock to each face in panel and faceted spire on low octagonal stage
above. Rectangular windows behind flanking porches; remaining ground floor windows
segmental-headed, square headed windows above. 12 and 16-pane sashes. Eaves band,
cornice and blocking course. Piended and platform slate roof.
Low session house to rear links to single storey 5-bay buttressed Gothic hall added 1901: John
MacLelland of Kilbirnie, architect: bullfaced snecked ashlar with polished dressings, Porch with
pointed-headed door on north west gable: pointed-arched windows on north east wall.
Moulded skews with gableted skewputts and cross-finialed gables and slate roof.
Church interior: panelled gallery supported on wooden Roman Doric columns; organ by Foster
& Andrews installed 1885, with tubes behind pulpit: pulpit flanked by stained glass windows at
ground and at gallery level, former, resurrection (circa
1928) and Good Samaritan themes (circa 1913), latter, the sower (circa 1883) and the reaper
(circa 1888). South east gable window (circa 1915) of hall acquired 1947 from demolished
former West church: Good Shepherd theme.
Church bell by John Wilson & Co., Glasgow: cast 1810; re-cast 1849 and 1903.
Statement of Special Interest
John Logan & James Connelly masons, & Robert Campbell & David
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Gilmour, Wrights, provided the plans for the church: however according to Cairn Ms, church
actually built by one 'Andro from Kilbarchan' mason.
Opened officially 2 October 1808, although some reference gives 1806 as date of building.
References
FASTI ECCLESIAE SCOTICANAE 1920 vol III, p 152.
SRO CH2/649/7, p 161 ff. CH2/294/13.
Paisley and Renfrewshire Gazette, July 9, 1955.
Cairn of Lochwinnoch Ms (Paisley Library) vol X, p 95.
NEW STATISTICAL ACCOUNT 1836, vol VII, p. 105.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12654 (accessed om
12.06.2019)

Site Number

76

Site Name

HUNTERSTON CASTLE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB14313

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

219285

Northing

651471

Parish

West Kilbride

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

A 15th century or early 16th century Keep with a 17th century house attached to it. Originally a
morass stretched round the castle with a protecting moat and rampart; Keep is of small
dimensions and contained four stories of which the undermost is vaulted; main entrance on
1st floor from which a wheel-stair in the thickness of the wall led to the top where the parapet
walk is protected by a battlement projected on small corbels round three sides only. The 17th
century house addition has a staircase turret projecting in the middle of the south side. The
building is in good preservation and was the home of the Hunter family until the Georgian
mansion was built. There were ranges of offices attached to the castle which no longer exist,
the site being now occupied by a modern homestead, but the small courtyard on the south
side seems, however, to be old. What remains is a picturesque range, with courtyards to north
and south.
References
C. and D. Arch. vol. iii pp.194-196 Plans & Section Fig. 129 illustrations figs. 130 and 131
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB14313 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

77

Site Name

WESTER KAMES TOWER INCLUDING BOUNDARY FENCE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A
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Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB18287

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

206169

Northing

668062

Parish

North Bute

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Robert Weir Schultz, 1897-1900; rebuilding of Z-plan keep circa 1700. Asymmetrical Baronial
tower comprising 4-stage, rectangular-plan gabled tower, corbelled stair turret, 5-stage,
circular-plan tower corbelled to square at 5th stage. Predominantly harl-pointed random
rubble sandstone; red sandstone ashlar dressings; harled elevation to S. Thin red brick line
marking height of original ruin; polished sandstone corbelling; moulded lintel course; moulded
eaves; crowstepped gables. Red rubble sandstone quoins; long and short surrounds to
moulded rybats; flush cills.
N (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: boarded timber, iron-studded door off-set to right of centre;
doorpiece comprising architraved surround, stylised consoles flanking pediment, chevron
engraving to pyramidal finials. Single window at 3rd stage in bay to outer left. Irregularlydisposed single windows in tower to outer right; trefoil-headed single window centred beneath
crowstepped apex; single window centred beneath NE face.
S (REAR) ELEVATION: 2-leaf, boarded timber, iron-studded door centred at ground; single
window aligned at 1st floor; single window at 2nd floor off-set to left of centre. Advanced,
corbelled window centred beneath apex at 3rd floor; single openings in corbelled turret to
outer right.
W (SIDE) ELEVATION: small single windows at ground flanking centre; single windows at all
floors in bay to outer right (pedimented 3rd floor window breaking eaves). Narrow single
openings in corbelled turret to left; irregularly-disposed windows in full-height tower to outer
left.
E (SIDE) ELEVATION: 2-bay. Single windows in both bays at all floors (round-arched
pedimented 3rd floor windows breaking eaves). Single window beneath eaves in corbelled
turret to outer left.
Predominantly 12-pane timber sash and case windows; some 2- and 4-pane casements to
tower and turrets. Graded grey slate roof; raised stone skews; decorative lead rainwater goods
(dated 1900). Corniced apex stacks; circular terracotta cans.
INTERIOR: rubble vaulted ground floor kitchen and dining area. Spiral stair to upper floors
comprising lightly droved, red ashlar octagonal central column; lightly droved red ashlar to
underside of stairs. Ashlar fireplace in 1st floor drawing room; timber picture rail; heavy
corbels beneath boarded ceiling. 2nd floor bedrooms comprising coved ceilings; sandstone
fireplaces; floral paintwork to ?Invictas Washdown Closet? toilet. Boarded timber barrelvaulted ceiling to main bedroom; boarded timber walls; columnar, ashlar fireplace with tiled
reveals; boarded timber washroom set in corner alcove. Vaulted ceiling to attic bedroom;
cupboard door dated "Anno Doni 1900".
BOUNDARY FENCE: wrought-iron estate fence stamped "A & J Main & Co Ltd Glasgow, London
& Dublin" enclosing site.
Statement of Special Interest
At one time the seat of the Spenses of Wester Kames, who can be traced back to the middle of
the 15th century. When surveyed by Robert Weir Schultz in 1895, all that remained of the
structure was its vaulted ground floor - the walls scarcely more than 12ft high. In 1897, the 3rd
Marquess of Bute commissioned the architect to build upon the existing foundations and make
the tower complete once more. Drawings in an 'appropriate style' (Stamp) were prepared that
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year, and building began in vigour in 1898. With its irregularly spaced windows, turrets,
crowstepped gables, moulded rybats, corbels, vaulted interiors and rugged stonework, the
result is a convincing Baronial tower, with a thin line of red bricks marking the division
between the 17th and 19th centuries. Schultz's attention to materials and detail is paramount
throughout. It should be noted that both the Marquess and his architect shared the belief that
ancient edifices were too often spoiled as a consequence of 'restoration'. Like William Morris'
S.P.A.B, famous for its opposition to the restoration and subsequent destruction of many
English parish churches and cathedrals, both believed old buildings should not be tampered
with. The justification for their rebuilding Wester Kames therefore, may seem rather tenuous,
especially with Schultz being a member of the Art Workers' Guild. However, just as with his
work at St Blane's Chapel a few years beforehand (see separate list entry, Kingarth Parish), the
architect's respect for that which he was restoring was fundamental. Unlike Scott's
'restorations' of English churches (none of which could be likened to this 12ft high ruin), the
existing structure was left much as found, neither 'scraped' nor falsified. Moreover, that which
was added to it was done so sympathetically - creating an harmonious whole which
nevertheless, made no attempt to hide the division between old and new. Wester Kames could
therefore, be described as an attempt at 'honest restoration'.
References
Ruin appears on Ordnance Survey map, 1863; A H Millar THE CASTLES AND MANSIONS OF
RENFREWSHIRE AND BUTESHIRE (1889) - included in article on Kames Castle; I Munro THE
ISLAND OF BUTE (1973) p53; MacGibbon & Ross THE CASTELLATED AND DOMESTIC
ARCHITECTURE OF SCOTLAND (reprinted 1971) VolIII p192; G Stamp ROBERT WEIR SCHULTZ
ARCHITECT AND HIS WORK FOR THE MARQUESSES OF BUTE (1981) p43-45; F Walker & F
Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p163; "WISH
YOU WERE HERE" SVBWG handbook, 1995 p13; NMRS records BU/5, BU/7, BU/70, BU/35/2,
BU/492.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB18287 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

78

Site Name

ST. JOHN'S CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. HANOVER STREET AND ARGYLL STREET

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB26440

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

217209

Northing

676939

Parish

Dunoon

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Dated 1876. Gothic Revival. Nave and Aisles with steeple at S.E. corner; 2 square towers at W.
end; fleche on Nave roof; and additions. Rubble in courses; slate roofs. Gablets to Aisles on
side elevations. Square tower in 3 stages with corner turrets surmounted by octagonal spire;
pointed-arch doorway at base. Decorated windows at E. end; lancets and rose window at W.
end. Session-Room annexe at W. has plaque with date '1876'. Interior of 'concert-hall' type;
cast-iron pillars; galleries; plaster ribbed ceilings.
Statement of Special Interest
Ecclesiastical, in use as such. Built as Dunoon Free Church on site of one erected in 1843.
Upgraded B to A 01/11/2000.
References
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Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB26440 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

79

Site Name

DUNOON PIER WITH WAITING ROOMS AND PIER MASTER'S OFFICE, SIGNAL TOWER AND ADJOI

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB26450

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

217656

Northing

676480

Parish

Dunoon

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Clarke and Bell with Sir William Copland in collaboration with R A Brydon and C J M
Mackintosh, 1896-98; incorporating earlier pier to N by Campbell Douglas, 1867-68; later 20th
century alterations (see Notes). Rare and exceptional 19th century timber-pile ferry/steamer
pier. Large, T-plan pedestrian pier adjoining earlier pier to N (currently used for vehicles 2011). To pier-head: ornamental Victorian waiting room and pier master's office to centre; rare
signal tower incorporating later tearoom to S arm of pier-head. Entrance ticket lodge located
at slightly wider foot of pedestrian section.
WAITING ROOMS AND PIER MASTER'S OFFICE: single-storey, rectangular-plan, gable-ended,
timber pavilion waiting-rooms including harbour master's office. Round-arched windows to
ground floor. S Elevation: 2-storey octagonal tower to centre with crowning, ogee-roofed clock
cupola and weather vane; flat-roofed verandas flanking with elaborate timber doorpieces to
waiting rooms. N Elevation: 3 half-timbered gables with canted window bays and timber
details including timber shingles to exterior walls. Red pantiled roofs with cupola ventilators.
SIGNAL TOWER AND ADJOINING TEAROOM: ornate 4-stage, square-plan, timber signal tower
(circa 1896-8); pantiled skirt and ogee-roof to 3rd stage; pierced, ogee-roofed cupola and
ornamental cast-iron weathervane finial.
Tower adjoins SE corner of single-storey, flat-roofed former waiting room and tearoom
building (built 1937).
TICKET LODGE: Single-storey, cruciform-plan ticket lodge (circa 1896-8 with late 20th century
alterations - see Notes) at foot of pier. Bowed to E and W elevations with conical, pantiled roof.
PIER AND RAILINGS: greenheart timber piles braced in pairs and further cross-braced by
diagonal timbers. Outward facing piers are battered. Rod-iron connections with external bolts.
Timber decking, rails and balustrade.
Statement of Special Interest
Dunoon Pier is the best surviving example of a timber ferry/steamer pier in Scotland. Now
extremely rare, these piers played a key role in the economic and social development of
coastal and island communities in the west of Scotland in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Substantially retaining its character following its late 19th century programme of enlargement,
the pier and its key buildings contribute significantly to the architectural and historic interest of
Dunoon and to the wider maritime heritage of the West Coast.
The timber waiting room and pier master's office, located at the centre of the pierhead, is of
key significance to the character of the pier and an iconic building on the Firth of Clyde coast
line. Largely retaining its original form and distinctive detailing, it is the finest Victorian pier
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building of its type in the country. At the height of its popularity, access to the pier to nonpassengers became ticketed which reflects its concurrent function as a 'pleasure pier' more
commonly associated with resort towns in England. In 1937 a 220 ft long, timber and steel
viewing gallery platform was built to connect the buildings on the pierhead assembly area. This
structure was removed in the 1980s.
The pioneering signalling system was first installed at the pier in 1888. The tower was an early
and forward thinking safety mechanism using a system of coloured discs to avoid collision of
approaching steamers and to guide the operators to their designated berthing positions on
each side of the pier. The signal tower was re-configured in a more decorative form as part of
the 1896 rebuilding programme. It became electronically operated in later years and now, no
longer in use, forms part of the 1937 tearoom addition to the S arm of the pierhead. Elements
of the earlier signalling system mechanism survive inside the tower, adding significantly to the
architectural and historic interest.
The 1890s entrance ticket lodge was originally an open turnstile building with covered, timber
detailed walkways to either side. The building was reworked in the 1980s using a mix of
traditional and non-traditional materials and broadly retaining its original cruciform plan and
massing.
Dunoon was first established in the middle of the eighteenth century, with the earliest stone
jetty built around 1767. The first timber pier was constructed by a joint stock company in 1835.
The rail link from Glasgow to Gourock opened in 1841 leading to population swell and
increasing tourism in and around the Clyde Estuary. A more substantial pier was built at
Dunoon in 1845 although this was destroyed by a storm in 1848, rebuilt the following year and
extended in 1867 by Douglas Campbell. In 1896, the pier was significantly enlarged to its
present, inverted F-plan form.
The use of timber piling to form marine structures has a long and significant history in Scotland
and on the west coast in particular. Once commonplace, they are now a rare building type. The
timber piles of Dunoon Pier are braced in pairs and further braced by diagonal timbers with the
outer piers battered to resist the forces of berthing ships. Structually, the pier was purposefully
'over-engineered' to account for the severity of the storms along this particular stretch of coast
and the large amount of steamers and other vessels it served.
Change of category from B to A and list description revised, 2011.
References
1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map (1862). Evident on 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey Map (1898).
John Hume, The Industrial Archaeology of Scotland Vol 2 (1978) pp149-150. Ian McCrorie,
Dunoon Pier - A Celebration (1997). Frank Arnell Walker, The Buildings of Scotland: Argyll and
Bute (2000).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB26450 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

80

Site Name

TONTINE HOTEL, 5 ARDGOWAN SQUARE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34078

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

227277

Northing

676751

Parish

Greenock
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Council

Inverclyde

Description

3-storey basement and attic, 5-window frontage with 3-bay pediment, fine ashlar: single storey
wings linked by quadrants (1803). Porch extended and glazed c.1900.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34078 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

81

Site Name

WELLPARK MID KIRK, CATHCART SQUARE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34096

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

227971

Northing

676111

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Rectangular plan, stuccoed with 2-storey treatment, painted ashlar Renaissance facade, with
tetrastyle R-Ionic portico and 146' spire. Church 1760: design for facade supplied by Lord
Cathcart (apparently obtained in Bristol): designer of body of church apparently James Ewing,
builder: galleries, seating, Anderson and Watt; spire 1787 (the 1760 design slightly shortened).
Statement of Special Interest
Ecc. building in use as such. Formerly listed as Mid Kirk, amended on 7 June 2004 after
amalgamation of congregations.
References
O.S.A. v.5 p.573. N.S.A. v.7 p458. Williamson, Old Greenock p.123 et seqq. quoted from council
records.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34096 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

82

Site Name

CUSTOM HOUSE, CUSTOM HOUSE PLACE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34100

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

228308

Northing

676204

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

2-storey ashlar classic: 13-window elevation, tetrastyle
G-Doric porticos centre north and east. Large simple central staircase. 'Long Room' with Ionic
screens. William Burn, architect, 1818; Kenneth Mathieson, contractor.
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References
R.I.B.A. London
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34100 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

83

Site Name

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS, CLYDE SQUARE ( WALLACE PLACE/DALRYMPLE STREET)

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34122

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

227987

Northing

676208

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

4-storey ashlar Renaissance of mixed character with much sculpture: granite columns: atlantes:
niches: 245' dome-capped tower. H. & D. Barclay, archts., 1881.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34122 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

84

Site Name

WESTBURN CHURCH, NELSON STREET (FORMERLY THE OLD KIRK AND ST LUKES CHURCH OF SC

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34134

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

227338

Northing

676341

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Simple classic 1840-1; D Cousin, Archt. ashlar with round arched windows and coupled giant
anta order: Steeple added 1854, D Cousin, Archt. 5-stage with Ionic and Corinthian coupled
angle columns.
Statement of Special Interest
Ecc. building in use as such.
References
NSA v 7 p457
Hay, Post Ref. Chs p135.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34134 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

85

Site Name

SIR GABRIEL WOOD'S MARINERS' HOME, NEWARK STREET (INCLUDING FRONT WALL GATE ETC

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34136

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

226096

Northing

677538

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Extensive 2-storey symmetrical squared rubble Tower frontage: centre oriel end bellcote. D
Mackintosh Archt. 1851.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34136 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

86

Site Name

WATT LIBRARY AND MCLEAN MUSEUM UNION STREET, KELLY STREET AND WATT STREET

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34148

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

227383

Northing

676551

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Library section: symmetrical 3-storey in Northern English Tudor manner with bay-windows and
centre porch, rough-faced ashlar: good original library interior with statue of Watt by
Chantrey: Edward Blore (London) archt., 1837: well-designed hall and museum addition, 2storey in same style as original, A. Adamson archt., 1876.
Statement of Special Interest
Formerly listed as Greenock Institution, a name no longer associated with complex (2004).
References
N.S.A. v.7 p.423.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34148 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

87

Site Name

WELL PARK: WELL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A
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Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34166

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

228089

Northing

675979

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Scots Renaissance dated 1629 surviving from demolition of Greenock Mansion House: short
columns supporting a pyramid top.
References
C. & D. Arch. v. III 486 (il) Millar, Castles and Mansions of Renfrewshire (il)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34166 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

88

Site Name

WAREHOUSE (CLYDE PORT AUTHORITY) EAST HAMILTON STREET, CARTSDYKE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34172

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

229828

Northing

675528

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Built c. 1885. Long warehouse, with high first storey, built of red brick with arches, pilasterstrips and window-margins in yellow brick. At west end is a 4-storey and loft block 7 bays wide,
the bays being separated by pilaster-strips; Central bay has door at 2nd, 3rd, 4th, with hoist
over. To East of this block is a 2-storey, 18-bay range; windows are grouped in recessed arches
in 9 pairs each with gable over
(containing circular window). To East of this range is another 4-storey, 7-bay block followed by
another 2-storey range, 22 bays wide, windows grouped in 11 pairs, the E. end having 6
recessed arches. The gable-ends of the 4-storey blocks have 8 stepped recessed arches.
Statement of Special Interest
Built beside the contemporary James Watt Dock which was built by John Waddell Edinburgh to
the design of W R Kinniple. Upgraded to Cat A, 20/3/87.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34172 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

89

Site Name

ST PATRICK'S RC CHURCH AND PRESBYTERY, ORANGEFIELD AND HOLMSCROFT STREET

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A
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Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34173

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

227124

Northing

676086

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

1934-5 Gillespie, Kidd and Coia, architects.
CHURCH: Built on N-S axis on site sloping down from S. Steel frame encased in concrete. North
part of Church has halls and rooms below. Exterior of church red facing brick, Dutch style. Nave
has deep kerb roof on brick-clad internal pillars, flat-roofed aisles with low-brick side walls. N
elevation reflects profile on roof. Entrance to church at first floor level, approached by perron.
Front of perron wavy on plan, with round-headed brick doorway with moulded architrave
extended up as panel with ragged edges. Door panelled 2-leaf, flanked by narrow leaded
windows. Centre part of wall of perron extended to form parapet with wavy profile, flanked by
iron-railed platforms and stairs. Concrete copes to walls. Church entered through pair of roundheaded doors with linked deeply moulded architraves. Doors 2-leaf, 10 panel. Central features
rising from between doors with BAS RELIEF panel of St Patrick blessing a child, floriated BAS
RELIEF above linked to brick bands of architrave, with tall stylised BAS RELIEF standing figure of
St Patrick flanked by vertical bands of raised brickwork. Pair narrow round-headed windows
above figure, with raised brickwork architraves. Heavy cross finial with bronze cross on face.
Stone-coped skews above bands of diagonally-set stretcher bricks. Sculpture by Archibald
Dawson, Head of Sculpture at Glasgow School of Art.
NAVE: W fronts 4 tall square-headed dormers with brick faces, copper heads and roofs and
slated sides. Shallow pilasters flank tender-framed plain leaded lights. Dormers set back from
wall-head of aisle with flanking skews leading down to pilasters which protrude above wallhead. On W front centre 4 bays have tripartite windows with tall narrow leaded lights. At N
end semicircular flat-roofed bay lit at church and hall level by 3 tall narrow leaded lights. At S
end architraved doorway to church with 2-leaf replacement door, then tetrastyle peristyle
linking to presbytery.
CHANCEL: is one bay, lower than nave, with similar, smaller dormer. S gable again reflects roof
profile, plain, with single narrow round-headed window. Window has architrave with brick
vertical bands extending to gable head, projecting stone lintel and moulded stone head
extended as stone band to gable head. Brickwork similar to that on N gable. Skewputts
sculptured in high relief with angel figures.
E front has at S side flat-roofed porch lit by tall narrow leaded windows with beyond screen
wall extending E with raised head in Art Deco style with brick sunburst in head. Main roof
pitches slated.
INTERIOR: Wagon-profile ceiling plastered. Arcades of brick-clad pillars on both sides. Altar
white marble, pilastered front with circular mosaic panel inset. Green and white marble altar
steps with low flanking walls. Baldachin with slender reeded columns, gilded capitals, round
arched head with gabled spandrels and gold and silver dove motif. Altar rail elaborate 17th
century style. Pulpit low art-deco style with brick base and light wood superstructure. Simple
wooden pews. Confessionals to L and R of chancel with round-headed doors of subMackintosh design including tall narrow leaded cross windows.
PRESBYTERY: 2-storey, U plan brick piended slated roof slightly bellcast with broad eaves,
oriented E-W. 6 bay, with entrance bay second from N front. Entrance bay advanced 2-storey,
with round-headed architraved door at ground, approached by shallow stair. Single window
above set in vertical band of projecting brickwork. Curved head. Advanced bay to right of
entrance at ground with centre tripartite flanked by single windows, brick mullions between
centre and side windows. Glazing at ground multi-pane. First floor window replaced by 3 large
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pane, casement. S front end pairs of bays advanced, two tripartite windows on ground at left
and at first both sides. On right doorway to left of advanced bay with brick architrave
embracing single-light window. Centre bays stair bays with deep windows, deeper at right.
Original multi-pane glazing except at first floor on left. Five prominent brick chimney stacks
with regular patterns of projecting bricks, concrete copes. At E end of presbytery single-storey
link to church with strip glazing. Link obscured from N by peristyle. Brick boundary walls to N
and S, latter with stone base and brick cope.
Statement of Special Interest
In ecclesiastical use. Opened in December 1935. Upgraded 10.12.91.
References
The Builder CLVI 1939 pp 152-4 (plan, ills). Catholic Directory for Scotland. Souvenir Brochure
1935. RWK Rogerson JACK COIA, HIS LIFE AND WORK pp 20-22.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34173 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

90

Site Name

GREENOCK, JAMES WATT DOCK, TITAN CANTILEVER CRANE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34175

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

229574

Northing

675685

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

1917 by Sir William Arrol and Co Ltd for the Greenock Harbour Trust. 150 ton grant, steel
cantilever crane on the S side of James Watt Dock. Lattice girder tower supporting roller track
on which rotates the asymmetrical cantilever truss gib with motor room and counter weight at
short end.
Statement of Special Interest
Constructed during the 1st World War then there was great competition for materials. This
crane was a considerable achievement and is (1988) still in complete working order. About 42
giant cantilevered cranes were constructed world wide and the Glasgow firm of Arrols were
responsible for 40. 27 were located in Britain, 15 survive but 7 (1988) are at serious risk. In
Scotland 7 remain at the 2 Arrol cranes at Rosyth are under Threat (1988).
References
Drawings in Arrol records at NMRS
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34175 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

91

Site Name

KILMALCOLM ROAD, ST LAURENCE'S RC CHURCH AND PRESBYTERY
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Site Name

KILMALCOLM ROAD, ST LAURENCE'S RC CHURCH AND PRESBYTERY

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34184

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

228597

Northing

675289

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Gillespie Kidd and Coia, 1951-4. Large Scandinavian - inspired church with aisled nave, low
tower-chancel and shallow presbytery all with parallel steep-pitched roofs at different levels,
with presbytery at right angles linked by transept. Red brick with sandstone dressings. Slated
roofs.
CHURCH: 10-bay nave and aisles, tower chancel one and two windows wide at different levels,
and shallow windowless rectangular-plan roof-glazed sanctuary, shallow projection on porch.
Windows in aisles small rectangular, in clearstory and tower 'gothic' triangles. Circular
windows liturgical W end of nave, porch, and in Liturgical E end of tower. Liturgical W end of
nave has lean-to aisles expressed, porch with paired double doors and giant steeply pitched
pedimental gable containing pair of narrow rectangular windows with circular windows above.
Doorways flanked by small square windows, repeated to right and left of porch. Prominent
sandstone skewputs and gable heads with diagonal brick coursing below skews, which extend
well above roof line on geographical S a tall transept, with similar details to the church links to
the presbytery. Transpet flat roofed, with tapering octagonal wooden ventilator.
INTERIOR: concrete ribs in Gothic arched form divide bays, with smaller arches in aisles.
Plastered pointed vault above clearstory level. Stations of the Cross between ribs for 7 bays on
each side, by William Crosbie. Chancel arch inset in basic frame, with sanctuary arch and
reredos echoing form. Plain wooden pews, silvered light fittings and sanctuary lamp, latter by
Jack Mortimer. Alabaster pulpit.
PRESBYTERY: low two storey 12 bay building with square windows.
PLINTH, WALLS AND RAILINGS: church sits on brick-faced plinth, surrounded by railings, which
continue as mixed walls and railings round remaining sides. Railings mid steel, part echoing C R
Mackintosh.
References
RWKC Rogerson, JACK COIA: HIS LIFE AND WORK, pp38-40.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34184 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

92

Site Name

BATH STREET, CLARK MEMORIAL CHURCH AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB37152

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

220166

Northing

659316

Parish

Largs
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Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

William Kerr associated with Thomas Graham Abercrombie of Paisley, architects. 1890-2. Early
English Gothic, 7-bay church with tall 3-stage tower and spire, vestry and 4-bay hall at south
east, low gabled porch at south west. Snecked, stugged red ashlar with polished dressings.
Tower has clasping, stepped angle buttresses at 1st and 2nd stage; door in south wall with
pointed moulded head and hood-moulds, single lancet set high above in tall lower stage. Short
2nd stage with 5 arcaded pointed-headed openings (3 blind) with slender shafts to each face.
3rd stage has tall, open, pointed-headed, paired belfry lights to each face, in moulded reveals,
with slender dividing column. Tall, faceted spire with lucarnes and pinnacles supported on
columns. Tower linked to church by rectangular hall and semi-octagonal vestry. Projecting
porch at west with door under pointed, moulded head and hood-mould, bays to body of
church divided by stepped buttresses with gablets above eaves; 5 windows with geometric
tracery to north and south, 2 in former in advanced gabled aisle; door in either end of north
wall. Large geometric traceried window in west gable, gableted angle buttresses, stepped, and
with plinths, at eaves line, supporting figures under hoods, Moses to left, St John to right. East
window has large geometric traceried window and angle buttresses; hall, lit by 4 lancets,
extends to left.
Interior: body of church with oak pews and high dado with panels cusped, and corniced.
Hammerbeam roof, and light fittings supported by angelic figures. Organ by Willis of London.
East window by Meikle and Sons, Glasgow, and west and transept gallery windows by Stephen
Adam, these all gifted by John Clark. Church set back and enclosed by low red ashlar wall with
battered broad gatepiers; octagonal, with decorative frieze, cornice and hemi-spherical caps.
Statement of Special Interest
Endowed by and called after John Clark of Curling Hall. Ecclesiastical building in use.
References
Rev Charles Scobie, "Clark Memorial Church, Large" N.D.
Groome "Gazetteer" 1882 Vol IV p470.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37152 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

93

Site Name

GREENOCK ROAD BROOKSBY CONVALESCENT HOME AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB37165

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

220328

Northing

659792

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Probably David and James Hamilton architects. Built circa 1840.
Classical house with symmetrical west elevation. Polished ashlar with channelled and battered
basement, windows with architraves or margins, band course above basement and ground
floors, angle margins modillion cornice and blocking course to all elevations. South entrance
elevation: 2 storeys over basement. 3 bays, left bay deeply recessed with modern, harled,
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square lift shaft in re-entrant angle blocking original bipartite on west face. Central door,
approached by steps with modern hand rail; raised round -headed fanlight. Projecting portico,
entablature supported on 2 square piers with angles chamfered near base and capital;
modillion cornice, and single 1st floor window above. Basement windows advanced in outer
bays. Ground floor windows with pierced blind balustrade and cornice. 1st floor windows with
blind balconies and shallow pediments over cornice raised on pilaster strips. West elevation:
similarly detailed windows in outer bays, 3 central, taller advanced bays, basement projects to
give ground floor terrace with parapet (originally supporting a verandah). 3 tall round-headed
8-pane sash windows to ground floor. Corniced windows above. North elevation: single
window and tripartite in each floor; east elevation has low flat-roofed central extension and a
variety of window openings. Grouped square stacks linked by cornices. Piended slate roof.
Interior: entrance hall with central Roman Doric screen opening to stair well: corniced doors,
and stair with richly patterned, later 19th century cast-iron balustrade. Ground floor rooms
refitted in the latter 19th century; coffered ceilings with egg and dart, bead and reel and leaf
and vine mouldings. Room to south west decorated with grotesques and crests with names of
literary figures. Set behind low, polished ashlar boundary wall with squat gatepiers.
Rectangular walled garden enclosure to east.
Statement of Special Interest
Largs and Millport Weekly N<> 3, 7. 1897 describes house being "built about 60 years ago" (ie
circa 1837) "as a yachting residence for Mr Matthew Perst a prominent Glasgow merch ...", but
it does not appear in the 1836-7 local directory.
Opened as a nursing home 26.6,1897.
References
J & R Simpson "Largs and District guide, 1899" p.15 (Photo opp.p13).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37165 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

94

Site Name

SKELMORLIE AISLE AND CEMETERY WALL AND GATE PIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB37198

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

220265

Northing

659441

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Built 1636. Aisle, originally north transept of Largs old church (demolished 1802), and originally
linked by tall pointed arch, now blocked, on south wall. Coursed ashlar. Entrance on west wall:
ogival-headed door with roll moulding, below square plaque with crest, and flanked by single
windows: 2 similar windows on east wall, and window with geometric tracery on north gable.
Angle margins, with decorative quoins. Straight skews, thistle and fleur-de-lis finials and slate
roof.
Interior: richly painted ceiling, signed J S Stalker, and dated 1638. Timber barrel-vaulted roof
divided by painted ribs imitating rib-vaulting, panels between with biblical texts and
representations, zodiac signs and symbolic figures; the 4 seasons represented in the corners,
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'summer' including view of Largs town and old church. Floor on 2 levels, upper level raised
over partially sunk burial vault, and approached by steps with balustraded parapet. Elaborate
Renaissance carved stone tomb, canopy raised above panelled and pilastered platform,
supported on 4 pairs of double Corinthian columns; 2 elaborate outer entablatures linked
centrally by raised arch with elaborate brackets; soffits coffered; entablature with pinnacles
and decorative pediment. Symbolic figures over angles.
Enclosed by rubble-built cemetery walls with segmental-headed ashlar gateway to west dated
1636 and approached by stone steps.
Statement of Special Interest
Guardianship Monument.
References
MacGibbon & Ross "Castellated and Domestic Architecture" Vol V, pp 193-200 (figs 1309-1313)
Department of the Environment, "Skelmorlie Aisle" (HMSO pub)
M R Apted "Painted ceilings of Scotland" 1966 pp 21-24, plates 21-24 (HMSO pub).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37198 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

95

Site Name

SKELMORLIE AISLE,BRISBANE AISLE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB37199

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

220247

Northing

659447

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Small 17th century free-standing burial vault to W of Skelmorlie Aisle.Built for the Shaws of
Kelsoland,becoming burial vault of Brisbanes after 1695.Rectangular-plan and gabled;finely
squared ashlar masonry with bolection moulding at wallhead,and cavetto moulded skewputts
and apex stones.Main fabric presumably dating to 1634 as inscribed in heraldic datestone at E
elevation above sealed portal.Heraldic panel also inscribed with 'P.S' and 'I.S' (for the Shaws of
Kelsoland),plus armorial devices of,left,Shaw (mullets) and Montgomerie of Braidstone
(annulets).Carved armorial at W:bears initials 'P.S./I.M./I.S'.Slab roof at lower pitch than
steeply-pitched gable ends,the result,presumably,of repairs made possibly late 17th
century.19th century exterior wall-mounted marble memorial panels with block pediments.
References
Archaeological Collections of Ayrshire and Wigton,vol 6,p58 (1989)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37199 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number
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Site Number

96

Site Name

EPISCOPAL CATHEDRAL WITH COLLEGIATE BUILDINGS AND CLOISTER

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB37824

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

216577

Northing

655240

Parish

Millport

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Begun in 1849 and still incomplete, William Butterfield Architect. Consecrated the Episcopal
Cathedral of Argyll and the Isles in 1876.
References
History of the County of Bute and families connected therewith. John Eaton Reid page 82.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37824 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

97

Site Name

BAY STREET/ROBERT STREET, GOUROCK ROPEWORKS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40067

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

232570

Northing

674414

Parish

Port Glasgow

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Built in 1860's (?1866) as sugar refinery, later a ropeworks. Tall L-plan block on corner site; red
brick with yellow contrasting dressings; regular bays, 8 storeys including (mainly blind) circular
openings to basement and shallow attic storey, other openings shallow-arched, large windows
with 12-pane glazing; moulded eaves; piended low slated roofs. Interior fireproof construction,
cast- iron beams and columns, brick arches.
Statement of Special Interest
Particularly high quality example of a sugar refinery. Building taken over by ropeworks which
was established nearby in 1797 (Hume).
References
J Hume, INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY Vol I, 197 p. 224
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40067 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number
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Site Number

98

Site Name

FORE STREET, FORMER MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40071

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

232219

Northing

674560

Parish

Port Glasgow

Council

Inverclyde

Description

2-storey ashlar classic with tetrastyle G-doric portico and 150' spire. David Hamilton archt.,
1815.
Statement of Special Interest
Upgraded B to A 19.11.90. The council of Port Glasgow ceaed to exist with the introduction of
regionalisation. The building is today (2004) used as a library, exhibition space and as meeting
room
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40071 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

99

Site Name

BROADFIELD HOSPITAL, BROADSTONE HOUSE, (MENTAL HOME) OLD GREENOCK ROAD.

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40078

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

234947

Northing

673754

Parish

Port Glasgow

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Large Scots-Renaissance mansion with details based on Newark Castle: rubble, 2/3-storey with
4-storey tower, crow-stepped gables, notable conservatory: panel with letters 'ADV' and 'PKC'
interwoven and 'architect 1870'.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40078 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

100

Site Name

2 PARKHILL AVENUE, HOLY FAMILY ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND PRESBYTERY

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40088

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

233994

Northing

673809
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Northing

673809

Parish

Port Glasgow

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Gillespie Kidd and Coia, 1946-59. Large Church with presbytery adjoining to N set into on
steeply sloping site. Yellowish red facing brick with copper roofs.
CHURCH on rectangular plan, with low-pitched roof, 9 bays separated by plain pilasters
continued to eaves as timber mullions. Within each bay tripartite clerestory windows below
eaves E end bay set-back glazing. To S single storey flat-roofed aisle with continuous glazing at
eaves and two wooden double doors. Set to N, at W end, severely plain bell tower with open
top stage extending into tower stair hall and stair tower with two-level glazed corridor to
church.
Iron cross at apex of windowless W gable of church. N elevation of church has bracketed
vertical boarded timber flat-roofed cantilevered projection spanning 3 of church bays, with 9
narrow windows with mullions towards bottom.
INTERIOR: not seen.
PRESBYTERY: 2 storey and basement, rectangular, 8 bay, with cantilevered glazed rectangular
bay at ground floor level of N side. Basement full storey on N side glazed with narrow
horizontal windows. Glazed corridor to church.
References
RWKC Rogerson, JACK COIA: HIS LIFE AND WORK, 1986, P40.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40088 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

101

Site Name

HIGH KIRK OF ROTHESAY, BUTE MAUSOLEUM

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40446

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

208579

Northing

663723

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Late 18th century. Pedimented rectangular-plan single storey mausoleum; single bay at front
and rear, 2-bay at sides. Whitewashed harl; weatherbeaten red sandstone dressings.
Sandstone base course; raised lintel course beneath corniced eaves; broken architraved
pediments to E and W; symmetrically-disposed panelled obelisk pinnacles; ornamental urnshaped finials.
W (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: boarded timber door at centre; surrounding doorpiece comprising
flanking pilasters, rectangular panel centred above, segmental-arched pediment. Armorial
panel set in projecting medallion centred in apex; urn-shaped finial above. Advanced clasping
corner pilasters to outer left and right; tapering pinnacles above.
N (SIDE) ELEVATION: 2-bay. Advanced pilaster at centre, tapering pinnacle above; advanced
clasping corner pilasters to outer left and right; blind bays set between.
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E (REAR) ELEVATION: central window comprising Y-tracery, architraved mullions, flanking
fluted pilasters, projecting cill, segmental-arched pediment; urn-shaped finial aligned above.
Advanced clasping corner pilasters to outer left and right; tapering pinnacles above.
S (SIDE) ELEVATION: 2-bay. Advanced pilaster at centre, tapering pinnacle above; advanced
clasping corner pilasters to outer left and right; blind bays set between.
Grey slate roof; raised skews.
INTERIOR: not seen 1996.
Statement of Special Interest
An interesting sructure, severely weatherbeaten. Walker describes the building as "...rudely
eclectic", combining "...baroque broken pediments, Gothick tracery and six squat neo-classical
obelisk finials." The High Kirk is listed separately (see separate designation record). Rothesay is
one of Scotland s premier seaside resorts, developed primarily during the second half of the
19th and early 20th centuries, and incorporates an earlier medieval settlement. The town
retains a wide range of buildings characteristic of its development as a high status 19th century
holiday resort, including a range of fine villas, a Victorian pier and promenade. The history and
development of Rothesay is defined by two major phases. The development of the medieval
town, centred on Rothesay Castle, and the later 19th and early 20th century development of
the town as a seaside resort. Buildings from this later development, reflect the wealth of the
town during its heyday as a tourist destination, and include a range of domestic and
commercial architecture of a scale sometimes found in larger burghs. Both the 19th and early
20th century growth of the town, with a particular flourish during the inter-war period,
included areas of reclaimed foreshore, particularly along the coast to the east of the town and
around the pier and pleasure gardens. (List description revised as part of Rothesay listing
review 2010-11).
References
Appears on Ordnance Survey map, 1863; F Walker & F Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN
ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p149.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40446 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

102

Site Name

WEST PIER, PUBLIC CONVENIENCE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40448

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

208835

Northing

664828

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

1899, commissioned by Rothesay Harbour Trustees; refurbished late 20th century. Rare and
exceptional single storey, rectangular-plan public convenience with important decorative
interior; male lavatory to S, female to N. Coloured, glazed bricks arranged in rectangular
patterns; glazed brick base course, eaves course; moulded timber eaves incorporating rhones.
Moulded bricks forming segmental-arched door-surround to south; slightly raised glazed bricks
surrounding 2 entrances off-set to right of centre (reproductions later 20th century).
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E (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: segmental-arched timber panelled door at ground off-set to left of
centre; shouldered, architraved door-surround, raised keystone. 2-bay wing advanced to right
of centre breaking eaves; 2 square-headed timber panelled doors centred at ground; slightly
raised stylised keystones.
INTERIOR: MALE LAVATORY: (seen 2010) ceramic tiles to walls; foliate and geometric detailing
to tiling beneath dado; roll-moulded architrave; decorative frieze. Patterned ceramic mosaic
floor (Rothesay Burgh crest at entrance). Twyfords Ltd, Cliffe Vale potteries, Hanley, "St Ann's
marble"; 14 urinals along outer walls; central hexagonal Adamant urinal range; white enamel
alcoves; dark marble dressings (dark glaze on clay base); 3 glass-sided marble cisterns above
wall-mounted urinal stalls; copper plumbing to all. W wall cubicles; plain timber panelled doors
set in architraved surrounds; 4 heavy marble hand basins. Metal roof girders; gas-light fittings.
FEMALE LAVATORY: late 20th century fittings (formerly a store area).
Graded grey slate piended and platformed roof; tripartite rooflights above male lavatory.
Decorative cast-iron brattishing.
Statement of Special Interest
The West Pier Public Convenience is an outstanding and rare surviving example of a highquality Victorian public convenience built at the height of Rothesay's fame as a holiday
destination. The public convenience is richly detailed and uses high quality materials, including
marble sinks, characteristic of Rothesay's status during this period. It has an exceptional
interior which includes a range of decorative tiles, sinks brass pipework and urinals. The
majority of the fixtures and fittings were produced by Twyfords and are exceptional examples
of the work of the company from this date.
The building was deliberately lavish to impress visitors and indicate the wealth and status of
the town. The interior fittings were supplied by Twyfords Ltd of Glasgow for £530. The
convenience was originally built without a female lavatory, but recent upgrading has formed a
female lavatory in the N half of the building (previously used as an office/store).
Rothesay is one of Scotland's premier seaside resorts, developed primarily during the second
half of the 19th and the early 20th centuries, and it incorporates an earlier medieval
settlement. The town retains a wide range of buildings characteristic of its development as a
high status 19th century holiday resort, including a range of fine villas, a Victorian pier and
promenade.
The history and development of Rothesay is defined by two major phases. The development of
the medieval town, centred on Rothesay Castle, and the later 19th and early 20th century
development of the town as a seaside resort. Buildings from this later development, reflect the
wealth of the town during its heyday as a tourist destination, and include a range of domestic
and commercial architecture of a scale more often found in larger burghs. Both the 19th and
early 20th century growth of the town, with a particular flourish during the inter-war period,
included areas of reclaimed foreshore, particularly along the coast to the east of the town and
around the pier and pleasure gardens.
(List description revised and category changed from B to A as part of Rothesay listing review
2010-11)
References
Bibliography
1st Edition Ordnance Survey (1855-64) not evident; J Maccallum, "Wish You Were Here": a
picture postcard view of Edwardian Bute p6; L Lambton, Temples of Convenience (1978),
illustration no 41; B Edwards, Scottish Seaside Towns (1986) p124; F Walker & F Sinclair North
Clyde Estuary: An Illustrated Architectural Guide (1992) p150; F A Walker, Buildings of
Scotland: Argyll and Bute (2000) pp 615-29.
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Site Number

103

Site Name

COLUMSHILL STREET, ST ANDREW'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH , INCLUDING PRIEST'S HOUSE,

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40451

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

208575

Northing

664566

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Reginald Fairlie, 1923. Near symmetrical 2-storey, 3-bay Byzantine- style 'nave-and-aisles'
church with 2-storey, single bay piended wings flanking entrance; single storey, 8-bay lean-to
side-aisles; 10-bay clerestorey; pitched single storey side chapels projecting at SE and SW
(creating cruciform-plan); single storey cloister; harled L-plan priest?s house and sacristies
adjoining at SE. Predominantly concrete with crushed red sandstone facing (giving appearance
of coursed red ashlar); polished dressings. Chamfered plinth; corbelled eaves beneath aisles;
corniced eaves at 2nd stage. Recessed round-arched openings at ground comprising stopchamfered surrounds, angled springers, flush voussoirs, chamfered cills; tripartite roundarched clerestorey openings.
N (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: arcaded entrance comprising single window set in architraved
surround at centre; 2-leaf boarded timber doors in bays to left and right; cast-iron hinges;
round-arched fanlights; foliate frieze detailing to flanking pilasters. 3 single windows centred in
apex at 1st floor (angled springers); raised crucifix aligned above. Single windows at 1st floor
set in piended towers to outer left and right.
W (COLUMSHILL STREET) ELEVATION: single windows at ground equally disposed between
advanced angled buttresses; tripartite clerestorey openings in 7 bays above; single windows at
both floors in projecting tower to outer left. Single windows at ground in projecting side-chapel
off-set to right of centre; regularly-disposed buttresses; arcaded corbelling beneath eaves.
Single window at ground in recessed bay to outer right; tripartite clerestorey glazing in 3
recessed bays to outer right (sanctuary); corbelled frieze. Single storey solid cloister wall
recessed to outer right; round-arched timber panelled door in penultimate bay to outer left;
engaged octagonal columnar reveals; cushion-capitals; flanking single windows; narrow slitopenings in remaining 5 bays to right; priest?s house to S; cloister garden to E.
Predominantly leaded glazing; stained windows to S (sanctuary); single stained window
centred in N elevation. Graded grey slate roof; raised stone skews; replacement rainwater
goods.
INTERIOR: colonnaded 6-bay nave; coursed red ashlar facing (slightly droved); moulded base
and capitals to regularly-disposed columns; cushion-capitals to small bipartite aisle openings at
ground; ambulatory continuing from aisles around sanctuary. Timber pews in situ; timber
panelled balcony to N. Large round-arched opening to sanctuary; dogtooth- and chevronmoulded oak screen; decorative cast-iron gates to flanking side-chapels; timber panelled pulpit
to SE. Decorative cast-iron gates to N font chapel; flanking timber panelled doors. Boarded
timber roof to nave with kingpost-truss; boarded timber lean-to roof to side-aisles. Short
colonnaded passage from E aisle leading to right-angled cloister and adjoining L-plan block
(priest?s accommodation to S; sacristies to E).
PRIEST?S HOUSE: timber panelled door in re-entrant angle facing N; roll-moulded doorsurround; single windows in remaining bays to W and S. Slate-hung slightly bell-cast eaves;
coped ridge stacks to S and E; various circular cans.
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BOUNDARY WALL AND GATEPIERS: coped ribbon-pointed rubble wall to Columshill Street;
regularly-disposed red ashlar block detailing; square-plan red ashlar piers to outer left and
right; tiered caps.
Statement of Special Interest
Completed in 1923 for the Marquess of Bute. Designed to seat approximately 800, St Andrew's
gives a rare insight into Fairlie's ability to design on a grand scale. Admiring the monumentality
of the likes of Durham and Dunfermline, here Fairlie combined a stark exterior (a quality only
enhanced by small windows and large expanses of bare wall) with a spacious, but solid interior.
Each component was designed with the whole in mind. Consequently, the mass of quality
details - chevrons, dogtooth mouldings, cushion-capitals, round-arched windows and oak pews
are in correct proportion with the structure in which they sit. In 1959 Nuttgens referred to St
Andrew's as one of Fairlie's '...most satisfactory groups of buildings.' As one of the few
examples of his large scale work, combining the monumental with the practical (note the use
of concrete and provision of cloister, sacristies and priest's house), this stark but spacious
design retains inherent architectural interest.
Rothesay is one of Scotland's premier seaside resorts, developed primarily during the second
half of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and incorporates an earlier medieval settlement. The
town retains a wide range of buildings characteristic of its development as a high status 19th
century holiday resort, including a range of fine villas, a Victorian pier and promenade.
The history and development of Rothesay is defined by two major phases. The development of
the medieval town, centred on Rothesay Castle, and the later 19th and early 20th century
development of the town as a seaside resort. Buildings from this later development, reflect the
wealth of the town during its heyday as a tourist destination, and include a range of domestic
and commercial architecture of a scale sometimes found in larger burghs. Both the 19th and
early 20th century growth of the town, with a particular flourish during the inter-war period,
included areas of reclaimed foreshore, particularly along the coast to the east of the town and
around the pier and pleasure gardens.
(List description revised as part of Rothesay listing review 2010-11).
References
Does not appear on Ordnance Survey map, 1896; appears on Ordnance Survey map, 1924; P
Nuttgens REGINALD FAIRLIE 1883 - 1952 (1959) p29, plates 24, 25 26; F Walker & F Sinclair
NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p158.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40451 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

104

Site Name

ARGYLE STREET, ROTHESAY PAVILION INCLUDING HOUSE AT REAR AND BOUNDARY WALL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40452

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

208372

Northing

665068

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

James Carrick, dated 1938 (competition won 1936). Asymmetrical, 2-storey and basement
International Style entertainment pavilion with fully-glazed bowed wing to outer left
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cantilevered over recessed bowed, glazed vestibule; cantilevered canopy over 2nd floor
terrace. Light buff-coloured synthetic stone (ashlar appearance); raised base, string and eaves
courses; flat roofs. Overhanging terrace at 1st floor above central entrance; cubic stair
projection off-set to right of centre; sheer wall above glazed row (ballroom) running full-width
behind; raised red letters depicting "Pavilion" centred within. 2-storey, flat-roofed house to
rear (converted for use as nursery late 20th century); harled; corniced eaves; projecting cills;
similar glazing.
E (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: 2-leaf part-glazed timber doors centred at ground; flanking side
lights; replacement fanlight. Single windows at ground in 5 bays to right of entrance; full-width
glazed sun lounge at 1st floor; projecting stair tower comprising 2-leaf timber door at ground,
tall stair window above in penultimate bay to outer right; bipartite basement window in bay to
outer right; tripartite windows at 1st and 2nd floors. Single windows at ground in 2 bays to left
of entrance; cantilevered terrace above; bowed vestibule at ground in bay to outer left (set of
3 2-leaf glazed timber doors to N; multi-paned plate-glass fanlights); bowed 1st floor cafe
above; surmounting cantilevered canopy.
Modern horizontal glazing (part opaque at ground); flat roof. Large tapering flag-pole piercing
overhanging terrace to front.
INTERIOR: refurbished. Set of 3 2-leaf glazed timber vestibule doors, flanking side-lights;
quadripartite fanlights; bowed timber kiosk beyond, flanking single doors. Angular stairs to 1st
floor; terrazzo-coloured floor comprising abstract geometric designs; large ballroom, long
proscenium opening. 1st floor cafe in bow to outer left.
NW (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION HOUSE: part-glazed timber door centred at ground; flanking
stylised pilasters; single windows in bays to left and right; cantilevered canopy above; single
window centred at 1st floor. NE (SIDE) ELEVATION: single windows centred at both floors. Flat
roof; coped central stack; circular can.
BOUNDARY WALL: low coped curved random rubble boundary wall to Argyle Street.
Statement of Special Interest
With the beginning of a new century and holiday-makers now free to travel with their cars, seaside resorts were forced to do as much as possible to make themselves attractive. Thus, the
emergence of leisure pavilions such as those in Dunoon, Prestwick, Gourock and Rothesay.
Here, with a dance hall forming the bulk of the structure, glazing rows and cantilevered
canopies, Carrick designed a pavilion which offered "...the Glasgow holidaymaker an
experience at the forefront of style in Scotland" (McKean p86). Today, the building remains
intact despite recent redecoration - note the early use of concealed electric lighting and airconditioning, large expanses of curtain-wall glazing, flat roofs and roof walks. The promenade
roof behind the upper balcony was finished in Lavacrete to give a dry surface immediately after
rain. The original interior scheme was specifically designed to give the effect of a sunrise.
Walker refers to this as "International Style Modernism at its best with little if anything of its
period to equal it in Scotland" (p159). His photograph shows the main stair prior to
redecoration with stepped, blocked bannisters and enclosed lights on each newel (now gone).
Category changed from B to A, 21 April 2005 in recognition of this building being one of the
most significant pleasure buildings of the style in the country, surviving in remarkably intact
condition.
Rothesay is one of Scotland's premier seaside resorts, developed primarily during the second
half of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and incorporates an earlier medieval settlement. The
town retains a wide range of buildings characteristic of its development as a high status 19th
century holiday resort, including a range of fine villas, a Victorian pier and promenade.
The history and development of Rothesay is defined by two major phases. The development of
the medieval town, centred on Rothesay Castle, and the later 19th and early 20th century
development of the town as a seaside resort. Buildings from this later development, reflect the
wealth of the town during its heyday as a tourist destination, and include a range of domestic
and commercial architecture of a scale sometimes found in larger burghs. Both the 19th and
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early 20th century growth of the town, with a particular flourish during the inter-war period,
included areas of reclaimed foreshore, particularly along the coast to the east of the town and
around the pier and pleasure gardens.
(List description revised as part of Rothesay listing review 2010-11).
References
BUILDING NEWS Vol 59 (1890) p216; THE BUILDER Vol158 (1940) p394; B Edwards SCOTTISH
SEASIDE TOWNS (1986) p115-120; C McKean THE SCOTTISH THIRTIES (1987) p86; F Walker & F
Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p159; A B D A
plans (Municipal Pavilion for Rothesay, Town Council, 1936).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40452 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

105

Site Name

VICTORIA STREET, THE WINTER GARDENS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40454

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

208755

Northing

664794

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Walter MacFarlane & Co. (Saracen Foundry, Glasgow) in collaboration with Alex Stephen
(burgh surveyor), 1923-4; incorporating Victorian octagonal-plan bandstand (converted for use
as cinema late 20th century). Circular-plan domed winter garden (25m diameter); square-plan
towers flanking entrance; bowed loggia to S; squared N end (restaurant) with raised octagonal
tower to former bandstand; flanking single storey piended pavilions. Panelled walls; vertical
glazing to upper levels; regularly disposed engaged columns with decorative cast-iron brackets
beneath cantilevered awning to outer ambulatory; architraved eaves; volute corner
cartouches; tapering finials. Radial steel ribs supporting central dome; glazed inner ambulatory;
flat roof above forming upper promenade enclosed by continuous decorative cast-iron
handrail; regularly disposed cast-iron lamp standards; decorative Art Nouveau panels.
S (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: glazed entrance centred at ground recessed beneath bowed portico
comprising cast-iron Doric columns flanking centre; volute capitals; surmounting
lampstandards set in upper promenade. 2-storey pagoda-roofed pavilions to left and right of
entrance; panelled walls at ground; diamond glazing at 1st floor beneath wide eaves; corner
roof cartouches; surmounting finials; pagoda-roof surmounting glazed oculus centred above
dome (spherical finial missing).
N (REAR) ELEVATION: bracketed eaves beneath octagonal-roofed, 2-storey tower at centre;
decorative Art Nouveau glazing at 1st floor; projecting polygonal bow at ground to front
(restaurant); surmounting cast-iron railings to promenade; piended square-plan pavilions at
ground to outer left and right.
INTERIOR: boarded central dome comprising radiating steel girders (solid in section towards
apex); moulded boss; girders curve towards ground with skeletal circular infils; glazed
clerestory; boxed piers at ground; glazed ambulatory beyond. Decorative handrail encloses
inner floor; polygonal part-glazed booth set on platform to SE; 'Pay Here' parapet with castiron detailing. Segmental-arched girder to N frames stage; cinema behind (entered from W);
restaurant beyond. Access to upper promenade via balustraded stairs set in pavilions flanking
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entrance.
Predominantly vertical glazing; decorative fanlights; diamond-glazing to pagoda towers; partstained decorative glazing to former bandstand. Red-felt roofing to dome; red-felt fish-scale
tiled towers; cast-iron rainwater goods.
Statement of Special Interest
Original plans dated 5th December 1923, incorporating earlier bandstand. A remarkable and
relatively intact example of flamboyant seaside architecture. With its pagoda roofs, curvilinear
Art Nouveau decoration, inner and outer promenades, cartouches and finials, this glazed steelframed structure remains true to its original form. Furthermore, the steel ribbed dome is now
one of the most important pieces of work from the renowned Saracen foundry surviving in
Scotland (the majority of their work having been exported). Prefabricated in Glasgow using
MacFarlane Foundry Castings, the structure was shipped across the Clyde and erected on
Rothesay's Esplanade. Most girder roofs are confined to train sheds such as that at Wemyss
Bay (James Miller, 1903). The Winter Garden therefore is of great significance - a key example
of the firm's large-scale work.
Rothesay is one of Scotland's premier seaside resorts, developed primarily during the second
half of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and incorporates an earlier medieval settlement. The
town retains a wide range of buildings characteristic of its development as a high status 19th
century holiday resort, including a range of fine villas, a Victorian pier and promenade.
The history and development of Rothesay is defined by two major phases. The development of
the medieval town, centred on Rothesay Castle, and the later 19th and early 20th century
development of the town as a seaside resort. Buildings from this later development, reflect the
wealth of the town during its heyday as a tourist destination, and include a range of domestic
and commercial architecture of a scale sometimes found in larger burghs. Both the 19th and
early 20th century growth of the town, with a particular flourish during the inter-war period,
included areas of reclaimed foreshore, particularly along the coast to the east of the town and
around the pier and pleasure gardens.
(List description revised as part of Rothesay listing review 2010-11).
References
Bandstand appears on Ordnance Survey map, 1896; J MacCallum "WISH YOU WERE HERE": A
PICTURE POSTCARD VIEW OF EDWARDIAN BUTE (bandstand p6); B Edwards SCOTTISH SEASIDE
TOWNS (1986) p115; D N Marshall HISTORY OF BUTE (1992) p56; F Walker & F Sinclair NORTH
CLYDE ESTUARY: AN ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p156; A B D A plans
(Entertainment Hall for Rothesay Town Council, Alexander Stephen, Burgh Surveyor, 1923).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40454 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

106

Site Name

55, 57 AND 59 HIGH STREET BUTE ESTATE OFFICE INCLUDING OUTBUILDING

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40456

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

208849

Northing

664526

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description
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Description

Later 17th century (skew dated 1681); refurbished late 20th century. Rectangular-plan 3-storey
with attic, 6-bay former town house with full-height projecting crowstepped stair tower off-set
to left of centre; 2-storey, 2-bay pitched addition to outer right (Nos 57 and 59). Whitewashed
harl; polished yellow sandstone dressings. Raised string course; moulded lintel course beneath
eaves; crowstepped gables. Chamfered surrounds to openings; tabbed detailing to Nos 57 and
59. Piended single storey, 2-bay rectangular-plan random rubble outbuilding at rear; tooled
long and short yellow rubble sandstone dressings.
W (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION NO 55: projecting stair tower off-set to left of centre comprising
single windows at ground and 1st floors, attic window off-set to right of centre; boarded
timber door at ground in re-entrant angle facing N, armorial panel above, single attic window
beneath eaves; single window in re-entrant angle facing S at 1st floor. Small square opening at
ground in bay to outer left; single window at 1st floor in bay to right. Bipartite window at 1st
floor off-set to right of stair tower comprising smaller window to right; regularly fenestrated in
at all floors in remaining bays. NOS 57 AND 59: 2-leaf boarded timber (carriage) door set in
segmental-arched surround at ground in bay to outer left; single window off-set to right at 1st
floor; boarded timber opening at 1st floor in bay to outer right.
Predominantly 8- and 12-pane timber sash and case windows. Graded grey slate bell-cast roof;
crowstepped skews (dated 1681). Corniced apex stacks to N and S; coped and corniced apex
stack to W; various circular cans.
INTERIOR: converted for office use. 18th century panelling; plain plaster cornice-work; ornately
carved Welsh overmantle in upper office comprising stylised figures, foliate detailing, foliate
frieze.
W (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION REAR OUTBUILDING: boarded timber door at ground off-set to left
of centre; single window (originally a door) off-set to right. Graded grey slate piend.
Statement of Special Interest
B Group with Nos 51, 53, 61 and 67 High Street (No 65 at rear). An interesting example of 17th
century burgh architecture. Originally the Marquess of Bute?s town house and at one time, a
Custom's House (shown on Wood's map, 1825). Recorded in 1971 as having elevations of
"random stone."
Rothesay is one of Scotland's premier seaside resorts, developed primarily during the second
half of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and incorporates an earlier medieval settlement. The
town retains a wide range of buildings characteristic of its development as a high status 19th
century holiday resort, including a range of fine villas, a Victorian pier and promenade.
The history and development of Rothesay is defined by two major phases. The development of
the medieval town, centred on Rothesay Castle, and the later 19th and early 20th century
development of the town as a seaside resort. Buildings from this later development, reflect the
wealth of the town during its heyday as a tourist destination, and include a range of domestic
and commercial architecture of a scale sometimes found in larger burghs. Both the 19th and
early 20th century growth of the town, with a particular flourish during the inter-war period,
included areas of reclaimed foreshore, particularly along the coast to the east of the town and
around the pier and pleasure gardens.
(List description revised as part of Rothesay listing review 2010-11).
References
Appears on Wood's map, 1825; Ordnance Survey map, 1863; D Macgibbon & T Ross
CASTELLATED & DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF SCOTLAND (reprint 1971) vol 5 p53; B Edwards
SCOTTISH SEASIDE TOWNS (1986) p124; F Walker & F Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN
ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992) p147.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40456 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

107

Site Name

ARDENCRAIG ROAD, TOR HOUSE, INCLUDING BOUNDARY WALL, GATEPIERS AND GATES

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB40468

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

210563

Northing

665012

Parish

Rothesay

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Alexander Thomson, circa 1855. Asymmetrical, 2-storey, 3-bay Greek-detailed L-plan villa with
3-storey, squat Italianate tower at centre; single storey, flat-roofed entrance set in re-entrant
angle to right; single storey service block at rear. Squared and snecked rubble sandstone;
yellow sandstone ashlar dressings. Rubble plinth to front; shallow-pitched roofs; overhanging
timber eaves (exposed rafter ends at tower); decorative bargeboards; consoled cast-iron
brackets. Tooled sandstone quoins; tooled long and short surrounds to droved openings; flush
cills; pilaster mullions at ground comprising moulded bases, anthemion detail beneath
moulded capitals; plain capitals at 1st floor. Harl-pointed random rubble single storey, U-plan
former service block adjoined at rear.
NE (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: steps to single storey entrance porch off-set to right of centre;
anthemion-detailed frieze; curvilinear engraving set in droved surround 3-leaf timber panelled
door; plate-glass fanlight. Central tower comprising single window at 1st floor; tripartite
window aligned above. Projecting 3-light glazing row (drawing room) at ground in bay to outer
left; decorative circular frieze; mannered parapet; anthemion corner detailing; cast-iron
balustrade to 1st floor balcony; 5-light glazing row centred in finialed apex above. Single storey
service block wings recessed to outer left and right.
SW (REAR) ELEVATION: single window at 1st floor off-set to left of centre main block.
Projecting single storey former service wings to front comprising tripartite window centred
beneath apex in gabled bay to outer left; boarded timber entrance in linking central wall (open
courtyard behind); bipartite window centred beneath apex in gabled bay to outer right.
Predominantly replacement aluminium glazing. Graded grey slate piends and pitches; part
corrugated-iron roof to rear service wing; replacement rainwater goods; wallhead stack to SE;
circular flues; coped wallhead and apex stacks to SW; decorative cans.
INTERIOR: part-glazed vestibule door. Predominantly original timber panelled doors (similar
stylised detailing as vestibule entry); decorative timber surrounds; timber skirting boards.
Plaster ceiling-work (sun ray ceiling rose for ground floor day-room/lounge, moon and stars for
1st floor evening-room/drawing room - similar at Holmwood); embossed floral motifs; stylised
egg-and-dart cornices; anthemion detailing. Curvilinear cast-iron uprights to stair; timber
handrail; stair window set in slightly bowed wall (flat from exterior). Drawing room fireplace
from demolished Alexander Thomson Glasgow office block.
BOUNDARY WALL, GATEPIERS AND GATES: coped harl-pointed random rubble wall to
Ardencraig Road; square-plan piers flanking entrance; tooled quoins; stylised key-pattern
frieze; pyramidal caps; cast-iron geometric-patterned gates.
Statement of Special Interest
An outstanding 'Greek' Thomson house with many original features. Note the stylised timber
doors and decorative plaster work - both very similar to his work at Holmwood and Langside.
Built for a John Wilson, bookseller and stationer in Rothesay, who feued the site from the
Town Council in 1856. Originally known as Tor Castle, then between 1892 and 1932 as Clifton,
after which date it was called Tor House. Relatively intact despite replacement glazing. A good
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example of Thomson?s work, with obvious affinity with his later double villa at Langside,
Glasgow (1856-7) and his larger single design for Holmwood (1857). Here too, the buildings are
characterised by pilaster-mullioned windows, shallow-pitched eaves, decorative friezedetailing, timber bargeboards, tripartite finials and circular flues. Combining the Greek with the
Egyptian and Italianate, Thomson?s eclecticism is paramount throughout. Designing everything
from the cast-iron eave-brackets and anthemion friezes to the Greek interior and keypatterned gatepiers, he considered "...architecture to be total design, inside and out" (p108
McKinstry). Here providing a ?socially insecure? merchant with ready-made culture, Thomson
left no space for his client to have a creative role in his own habitation. His primary concern
was for a totality of form, a whole made up of precise geometries, a compact plan and heavy
massing incapable of further extension.
Rothesay is one of Scotland's premier seaside resorts, developed primarily during the second
half of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and incorporates an earlier medieval settlement. The
town retains a wide range of buildings characteristic of its development as a high status 19th
century holiday resort, including a range of fine villas, a Victorian pier and promenade.
The history and development of Rothesay is defined by two major phases. The development of
the medieval town, centred on Rothesay Castle, and the later 19th and early 20th century
development of the town as a seaside resort. Buildings from this later development, reflect the
wealth of the town during its heyday as a tourist destination, and include a range of domestic
and commercial architecture of a scale sometimes found in larger burghs. Both the 19th and
early 20th century growth of the town, with a particular flourish during the inter-war period,
included areas of reclaimed foreshore, particularly along the coast to the east of the town and
around the pier and pleasure gardens.
(List description revised as part of Rothesay listing review 2010-11).
References
Appears on Ordnance Survey maps, 1863 and 1896; R McFadzean THE LIFE AND WORK OF
ALEXANDER THOMSON (1979) p48-50; B Edwards SCOTTISH SEASIDE TOWNS (1986) p122; F
Walker & F Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY: AN ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE (1992)
p154; I Gow THE SCOTTISH INTERIOR (1992) p94-97; G Stamp & S McKinstry (ed) 'GREEK'
THOMSON (1994) p108, p154, plate IV.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB40468 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

108

Site Name

SHORE ROAD, GLEN EDEN WITH COACH HOUSE, GATEPIERS, BOUNDARY WALL AND MILE SIGN

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB43442

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

222332

Northing

681021

Parish

Cove And Kilcreggan

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Probably Alexander Thomson, 1850s. 2-storey, asymmetrical, shallow-gabled, cottage villa with
Italianate, Romanesque details. Whinstone and sandstone rubble with harl-pointing; bull-faced
pink sandstone margins and dressings; moulded string course; quoin strips; base course;
advanced bracketted eaves.
S (MAIN) ELEVATION: L-plan main block with porch in re-entrant angle and single storey service
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jamb recessed to outer right. Shallow gable to outer left, steps and platt with rusticated die,
semicircular caps to projecting window at ground, round-headed windows, stone bracketted
piend and platformed slate roof, small cast-iron window guard to platform; narrow, roundheaded tripartite arcaded window, polished sandstone, whinstone relieving arch above.
Sandstone triglyph bracket supporting segmental-headed canopied barge boarding. Square
porch in re-entrant angle to right, bracketted ashlar balustrade, cast-iron wreath decoration,
sandstone acanthus die. Polygonal-headed door set into round-headed opening on right return
facing SE; tripartite arcaded window, bracketted cill facing S. Single storey jamb recessed to
outer right; gable to outer left, quadripartite window; glazed roof block to outer right, blind
bipartite window.
SE ELEVATION: right return of projecting gable to outer left, round-headed windows
asymmetrically disposed directly under eaves. Porch in re-entrant angle; broad shallow-gabled
bay to right; bipartite round-headed window set into pointed arched rusticated margin at
basement left; oculus above; narrow round-headed window at centre of 1st floor, flanked by
smaller round-headed bipartites; 2 round-headed windows at 1st floor to outer right. Single
storey jamb advanced to right at ground.
NW ELEVATION: tripartite window at ground outer right, small bipartite under eaves. Steps and
platt to projecting tripartite window at ground outer left, round-headed windows, piend and
platform roof on consoles, small windows at centre above, flanking diminutive round-headed
lights.
NE (REAR) ELEVATION: pink-painted harl with rusticated sandstone margins and dressings; bullfaced quoins corbelled to quoin strips. Full-height bowed bay at centre, French door at ground,
flanking windows, small window at 1st floor; diminutive round-headed niches on right return,
canted single storey block in re-entrant angle, blank bay recessed to outer right. Single storey
kitchen block to outer left.
Plate glass timber sash and case windows. Grey slate roof, lead flashings; paired square ridge
and wallhead stacks with dentilled cornice on rusticated bases and serrated, decorative square
cans.
INTERIOR: narrow hall with stone cantilevered stair, cast-iron balusters; panelled door with
wreath and lyre moulding above door; cornice and ceiling rosette; marble fireplaces.
COACH HOUSE: L-plan block to NE. Painted harl with sandstone margins and dressings;
projecting eaves, exposed rafters. Gabled to outer right, coach doors at ground, oculus in
gablehead. Slate roof, lead flashings, sandstone pedestals, round cans.
BRIDGE: carrying avenue over burn; 5 round-headed rusticated stone arches with slab coping,
parapets of slab coping.
BOUNDARY WALL AND GATEPIERS: whinstone walls with large quartz rubble boulder coping
curving towards broad, quartz niched gatepiers with pedimented blocking course, raised flat
cap, irregular quartz boulder finial. Cast-iron mile sign set into wall to S.
Statement of Special Interest
F A Walker and F Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY (1992) p110-111. OS 1st edition map, 1865.
References
Glen Eden is listed Category A as a fine example of Alexander Thomson?s villa design. The
house was probably designed by Alexander Thomson as part of the earlier development of the
shore land, instigated by the developer John McElroy.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB43442 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

109

Site Name

SOUTH AILEY ROAD, CRAIG AILEY WITH BOUNDARY WALL, GATES AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB43472

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

222213

Northing

681361

Parish

Cove And Kilcreggan

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Alexander Thomson, 1850. 2-storey, asymmetrical, rectangular-plan, gabled Lombardic villa.
Whinstone and sandstone rubble with stugged, rusticated margins and dressings; colonnette
mullions; deep striated base course, moulded string course; projecting bracketted eaves;
round-arched windows.
SE (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: L-plan, 3 bays, gable to outer right with belvedere tower and
porch in re-entrant angle to left. Piend-roofed porch to outer left, steps, rusticated die with
lions; door framed by Doric pilasters, keystone, 2-leaf door, timber eaves band; round-arched
arcade of 7 narrow lights on left return, colonette mullions. 3-stage tower slightly recessed to
right, full-height round arched recess with narrow bipartite round-headed window at ground,
large round-headed, border-glazed stair window above, whinstone relieving arch, hoodmould;
moulded string course above. Stylised machicolated corbel course at upper stage, 3 small
rectangular windows directly under eaves. Lower, gabled block slightly advanced to outer right
right, large round arched bipartite window set into recessed rectangular panel, round-arched
window in gablehead.
SW ELEVATION: L-plan with advanced gabled to left, porch and tower in re-entrant angle to
right. Gable with bow on deep, battered, vertically-laid masonry base, projecting bracketted
roof; round arched window at 1st floor. Left return of porch to outer right, tower rising behind.
NW ELEVATION: 3 bays. Single storey gabled scullery block to outer left, bipartite window;
broad door immediately to right, rusticated margin. 3 bays symmetrically disposed at 1st floor,
tripartite window at centre, flanking pair of diminutive blind arches.
NE ELEVATION: block with blank ground floor to outer left, 3 diminutive blind arches at 1st
floor; gabled block slightly advanced to right, window at centre ground, 2 windows
symmetrically disposed at 1st floor. Single storey scullery block to outer right, quadripartite
window disposed to left of centre.
4-pane over 6-pane timber sash and case windows, plate glass over 2-lying-pane timber sash
and case windows in round-headed windows. Grey slate roof, lead flashings, piended roof for
porch, low pyramidal roof for tower; rusticated wallhead stack on ashlar base, single narrow
octagonal can (others missing).
INTERIOR: narrow hall opening off vestibule, narrow stair to right, decorative cast-iron
balusters; doors deeply-set in segmental-headed opening, roll-moulding, wreath and lyre
moulding above door. Decorative plasterwork, egg and dart moulding, floral paterae in main
downstairs rooms; segmental-headed recess in dining room at rear. Small webbed, leaded
oculus lighting 1st floor landing, egg and dart plaster moulding around carved wooden
octagonal opening. Belvedere reached by step ladder.
BALUSTRADES: small semicircular balustrade to S of house along avenue. Ashlar terminals with
squat urn finials, ashlar base, die, slab coping, stocky, vase-like, sandstone balusters.
Longer balustrade to W of house, with central patio area with table sundial. Ashlar, arcade
balusters, square ashlar die, squat urn finials, rusticated saddleback coping; paved patio
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viewing area at centre, sundial, ashlar die, that to left with freestanding figurative carving of
the 4 winds.
BOUNDARY WALL, GATEPIERS, GATES: whinstone boundary wall with quartz coping, wall
immediately bounding gates with sandstone, pierced oval panels on whinstone base. Main
gatepiers of blocky, square rusticated piers, recessed arched panel infilled with quartz pebbles
at lower level, upper panel jettied on stylised machicolation, mirroring the upper stage of
belvedere tower, square panels with quartz pebble infill, low pyramidal cap with ashlar domed
finial on deep dentilled cornice. Pedestrian gate to left, round gatepier of quartz pebbles,
sandstone fluted neck with domed cap. Cast-iron gates of swirling lines and floral paterae
motifs.
Statement of Special Interest
Craig Ailey was designed by Alexander Thomson for John McElroy who feued and developed
much of the Cove and Kilcreggan area. The house was featured in Blackie?s VILLA AND
COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE and while the villa was built as illustrated some of the finer detailing,
such as the balustrade over the bow and treatment of chimneys and cans, differs from the
design as featured in the book. The house is a fine example of Thomson?s villa work of this
period. The former stables to the rear of the house are in a poor condition and are presently
used for storage. The deep arch heads were picked up by Frederick Pilkington for designs like
Egremont, 38 Dick Place, Edinburgh.
References
F A Walker and F Sinclair NORTH CLYDE ESTUARY (1992) p111. Blackie VILLA AND COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE (Glasgow 1868, 1871, 1878). R McFadzean THE LIFE AND WORK OF
ALEXANDER THOMSON (1979) p24, 26-31.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB43472 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

110

Site Name

ASCOG, BALMORY ROAD, BALMORY HOUSE (FORMER LAIDLAW MEMORIAL HOME) INCLUDING

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB44984

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

210387

Northing

662820

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

Dated 1861. Near-symmetrical 2-storey with basement, 4-bay classically-detailed house
grouped 1-1-2 with full-height 5-light bow in penultimate bay to outer right; single bay
recessed to outer left; corrugated iron lean-to addition beyond; side entrance (porte-cochere).
Yellow sandstone ashlar. Raised band course at principal floor; banded basement rustication;
corniced cill courses; corbelled, corniced eaves; regularly disposed anthemion parapet
detailing. Raised, ashlar quoins; pilastered, corniced windows at ground; shouldered-arched
surrounds at 1st floor; pilastered mullions at both floors in bowed bay.
E (GARDEN) MAIN ELEVATION: full-height bow in penultimate bay to outer right; boarded
openings at basement; decorative cast-iron, bowed balcony dividing ground and 1st floors
(consoled brackets); armorial panels set in frieze beneath corbelled cornice (panel dated
"1861" outer right). Bipartite windows at ground and 1st floors in bay to outer right; single
windows at all floors in bays to left of centre; lean-to addition recessed to outer left.
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N (ENTRANCE) SIDE ELEVATION: 3-bay with single storey, 2-bay wing slightly recessed to outer
right. Steps to 2-leaf timber panelled door at ground in bay to outer right of main block; plateglass fanlight; pilastered, round-arched surround; projecting balustraded porte-cochere
comprising square-plan columns, consoled cornice, decorative frieze detailing, stencilled,
corniced parapet; flanking tripartite side-lights; bipartite window aligned at 1st floor. Single
windows at both floors in bays at centre and outer left; single storey wing to outer right
comprising single window to right of entrance, bipartite window in slightly projecting bay to
outer right.
Predominantly 2-pane timber sash and case windows. Graded grey slate roof; some decorative
cast-iron rainwater goods. Corniced wallhead stacks (some triple banded, panelled, squareplan flues); octagonal cans.
INTERIOR: relatively intact. Large ground floor reception rooms with Adamesque detailing.
Timber panelled doors; architraved, corniced door-surrounds; boarded timber floors; timber
skirting boards. Intricate plaster cornices; ceiling roses. Square- and circular-plan columns
dividing rooms; some fireplaces; timber panelled shutters in place; large, decorative mirrors.
Columnar hall with decorative cast-iron balustraded main stair (inserted lift shaft in place
1996). Upper floors not seen.
BOUNDARY WALLS AND GATEPIERS: coped, curved stugged sandstone walls flanking entrance;
square-plan piers; pyramidal caps; gates missing.
Statement of Special Interest
Commissioned by Mr Thomas Croil, a wealthy West India Merchant from Glasgow, Balmory
House was considered a "...typical example of the modern Italian style of villa architecture..."
(THE CASTLES AND MANSIONS OF RENFREWSHIRE AND BUTESHIRE). According to Sasine
records dated 1861, the feu was obtained from the Trustees of Robert Thom of Ascog, "...late
cotton spinner, Rothesay", also renowned for designing a means of supplying water to the
inhabitants of Greenock (see separate list entry for Meikle Ascog). The plot of land, measuring
6 acres, 3 roods and 11 poles (as measured by Andrew McDonald, a Glasgow land surveyor),
was purchased for ?1140 sterling and had a feu duty of ?5 per annum. No mention is made of
an architect for the house subsequently commissioned by Croil, although the records do note
that he was "...bound and obliged to erect houses or other buildings of stone and lime and
covered with slate on the piece of ground before disposed within 3 years from the term of
entry." No businesses of any sort - leather tanning, brewing, soap or candle making, boiling oil
or making bricks or tiles, were permitted on the site. Furthermore, although Croil was able to
dig for freestone, limestone and whinstone "...for erecting houses, offices, walls or other
buildings upon said ground", he was prohibited from selling these materials for profit.
Following the devastating fire at Mount Stuart in 1877, the Marquess of Bute and his family are
said to have resided at Balmory until their new house was complete. Subsequently the
residence of a Mr Robert Laidlaw, the house was taken over by the Salvation Army in 1927 and
renamed the Laidlaw Memorial Home. It remained in their hands until 1993 (approximately),
when it once again returned to private ownership. Despite the insertion of a lift shaft and
various additions, the house remains essentially intact - note the pilastered windows,
shouldered-arched openings, the decorative use of cast-iron, impressive porte-cochere and
banded flues. The Adamesque interior is particularly noteworthy, with much of the original still
in place - intricate cornices, ceiling roses, fireplaces, timber panelled doors and shutters,
various columns and decorative mirrors. With its gatelodge (see separate list entry), boundary
walls and gatepiers, the estate remains complete.
References
SRO Sasine Records, Bute, November 1st 1861, GR/3175/126; appears on Ordnance Survey
map 1863; A H Millar THE CASTLES AND MANSIONS OF RENFREWSHIRE AND BUTESHIRE
(1889); J MacCallum "WISH YOU WERE HERE": A PICTURE POSTCARD VIEW OF EDWARDIAN
BUTE p24.

Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB44984 (accessed
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

111

Site Name

SCOTT'S DRY DOCK WITH OUTER BASIN

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB50131

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

228716

Northing

675785

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Early 19th century (see Notes), extended to S during 2nd half of 19th century. Oblong dry dock
roughly 110m long and 20m wide, with semi-octagonal S end, stepped sides, later steel gates,
and outer basin to N. Sandstone ashlar. 2 steeply sloped ramps on each side. Iron rings at
regular intervals along cobbled quayside. Remains of cast-iron operating machinery including
capstan with Stothert & Pitt of Bath maker's plate. Rectangular outer basin (partly filled in to E
side) with roughly 20m entrance to Clyde.
Statement of Special Interest
Also known as the Submarine Dock. Situated in Cartsdyke, off Rue End Street, between
Victorian Harbour and the T-Mobile office. It is believed to be the oldest surviving dry (or
graving) dock in Scotland. There are 8 dry docks currently (2005) listed in Scotland, the oldest
of which is the one in Troon, which was built in 1840s; all the others were built in the 2nd half
of the 19th century. Built for Steele's shipyard, which occupied this site until it closed in 1883,
at which point it was taken over by Scott's. James Steele was born in Ayr, and started his career
building fishing vessels and coasters in Saltcoats. He later joined partnership with John
Carswell, and the firm Steele and Carswell moved to Greenock in 1796. It is therefore possible
(although unlikely) that the dry dock dates from this time. In 1816 the Steele and Carswell
partnership was dissolved and Steele joined partnership with his sons, Robert and James. In
the 1820s the firm began building steam ships, and it is likely that dry dock was built at about
this time. The dry dock and outer basin are shown on John Wood's Town Plan of 1825; the
1838 town plan is more specific, marking the graving dock in 'Mr Steele's Ship Building Yard'. It
is interesting to note that the Dry Dock in East India Harbour, which was completed in 1823, is
marked as 'New Graving Dock' on the 1838 map, which perhaps suggests that Steele's dock
was older.
The dock was extended between the publication of the 1st and 2nd edition OS maps, probably
when the yard was purchased by Scott's.
References
Shown on John Wood, 'Plan of the Town of Greenock from Actual Survey', 1825 and 'Plan of
the town of Greenock and its environs' by Andrew MacFarlane 1838-1842 (courtesy of Watt
Museum, Greenock). Shown on 1st edition OS map circa 1857). Extension to S shown on 2nd
edition OS map (circa 1898). SHIPPING AND SHIPBUILDING RECORD (1948, Volume 71 No 4,
Jan 22nd p109-112 (article on Steele's Shipyard with undated old photograph of dry dock).
George Woods, ROBERT STEELE II, (2004) article on Inverclyde Council, Museum & Art Gallery
website.

Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50131 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

112

Site Name

Lyle Kirk, Newark Street Building, (former Finnart St Paul’s Church), Newark Street, Greenock

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34139

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

226460

Northing

677449

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Nave with windowless aisles, chancel, no tower. Finely detailed late gothic, red squared rubble.
Sir Robert Rowand Anderson, Architect, 1893.
Statement of Special Interest
Place of Worship in use as such.
Statutory address revised in 2016. Previously listed as 'Finnart-St Paul's Church, Newark Street'.

Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB34139 (accessed from
12.06.2019)

Site Number

113

Site Name

Kelburn Castle, including walled courtyard with gatepiers to north and adjoining garden walls to

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7294

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

221710

Northing

656704

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

A composite Scottish country house comprising a late 16th century Z-plan tower house
incorporating earlier fabric, a long symmetrical mansion house range (circa 1670-1720) linked
at an oblique angle to the northwest and a further later wing to the northeast (circa 1880).
Corrugated iron addition to east of tower house section (circa 1910).
The 4-storey tower house section is dated 1581 on the south wall above a double-arched lintel
(the former main entrance, now a window). It has full-height conical-roofed stair-towers to the
south and north corner angles and conical-roofed turrets to the east and west corner angles.
There is a corbelled garderobe projection with a small square window to the west wall and a
large wall-head stack to the north elevation. The tower has an irregular arrangement of
window openings with predominantly small-paned sash window frames. Cement render was
added in the 20th century and this has been decorated with graffiti style murals in 2007-8.
Linked obliquely to the northwest side of the earlier tower house is the North Range which is
dated 1700 and 1722 on the leadwork. The North Range is understood to have been partly
built by 1672 and extended to its present form by mason Thomas Caldwell of Beltrees and his
son William between 1692 and 1700. It is 10 bays long and broadly symmetrical to the north
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elevation with central advanced bays being taller and gabled. There is a pedimented door piece
with date panels and a two-headed eagle crest and a distinctive twin lead rainwater pipe
configuration with thistle and rose motifs. The outermost bays have crowstepped gables.
The large, 2 storey and attic, northeast wing addition of around 1885, possibly by William
Little, has an asymmetrical-plan with a large corbelled oriel window at first floor to the west
elevation. There is a round-arched vehicular porch recess or porte-cochere to the east corner
angle. It has crowstepped gables and wall-head chimneys in keeping with the earlier sections
of the castle.
The interior (partly seen in 2016) includes exceptional surviving late 17th and early 18th
century decorative scheme to the north range, originally conceived as formal state apartments,
largely survive as first built. The scheme is designed in a grand Baroque manner, with timber
and plasterwork, pulvinated friezes, scrolled, scalloped and modillioned cornices, raised
beaded panels and bolection-moulded fireplaces. The former great dining room now the
drawing room is particularly noteworthy having fluted Corinthian pilasters, a modillion cornice
with intricately ornamented frieze with thistles and rose motifs, and two chimney pieces, one
dating to circa 1700 (added in 1890) with a carved inset with the bust of a Roman emperor
flanked by engaged Solomonic (spiral) columns and a pedimented portrait frame with panelled
sides. The smaller library room (former state drawing room) to the west of the present drawing
room is similarly detailed on a more modest scale. This floor is terminated by the former state
bedroom (now the tapestry room). The ground floor rooms of the 16th century tower are
vaulted. The first floor contains the former great hall (now the Bastille Room) which has an
elaborate chimney piece with paired spiral columned pilasters. The northeast wing of circa
1885 has a large dining room at the ground floor with mirrored-panel chimneypiece and a
billiard room above, both with Regency style plasterwork detailing to ceilings.
The quadrangular courtyard (circa 1700) is orientated north to south and has high rubble-built
walls. A pair of tall rusticated ashlar gatepiers with ball finials flank the approach drive to the
north, framing the broadly symmetrical north range additions to the castle. There are
bifurcated steps with ball finialled piers at the southwest corner and a large quadrangular-plan
walled garden or pleasance adjoining to the west, with a bowed projection at its west wall.
Statement of Special Interest
Kelburn Castle is an architecturally rich, multi-period domestic building of considerable
complexity, incorporating structural fabric dating possibly to the 12th or 13th century. It is
among the oldest country seats in Scotland to have been continuously inhabited by successive
generations of one family.
Kelburn Castle demonstrates a decisive break with the tower house tradition in Scotland with
the erection of a completely new building which was clearly separate from the existing tower
house and conceived to provide a fine suite of state apartments which, as at Holyrood House,
were a self-conscious revival of stately royal traditions in Scotland.
The principal phases of successive addition, from the early Scottish Renaissance to the present
day, are distinctly identifiable and represent the changing political and cultural values as well
as the economic fortunes of Scotland within a single building. The grand Baroque decoration
dating to the early 18th century to the former state apartments is particularly fine and its
survival on this scale is rare.
The castle is the focal point of a coherent group of associated estate buildings and structures
including sundials, former stable offices, monuments, lodges, bridges and worker s cottages, all
which contribute to our understanding of the development of this historically significant
ancestral seat over more than 500 years.
Age and Rarity
Kelburn is among the oldest ancestral country seats in Scotland to have been continuously
inhabited by successive generations of one family, having been in the Boyle family (formerly de
Boyville ) since the 12th century. Kelburn has a prominent coastal setting to the south of the
town of Largs with views from the castle across the Firth of Clyde to the Isles of Cumbrae and
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Bute and southwest to the Isle of Arran. The Kel Burn runs through the estate, passing through
a wooded ravine and over a 15 metre high waterfall into a naturally carved pool to the
southwest of the castle.
The medieval tower house section of the building, with stair towers at opposing corners
forming the classic Z-plan was remodelled circa 1580 by the then Laird of Kelburn John Boyle.
The Z-plan tower house survives in largely its 16th century form with surviving vaulted ground
floor and great hall to its upper floor. The thicker walls to the north, west and east sides of the
tower are indicative of an earlier construction date and may date to around 1500, making use
of existing structural fabric from an earlier building on the site.
Religious upheaval and political and economic uncertainty during the early 17th century saw
comparatively less new building taking place. The climate stabilised by the end of the century,
leading to an increase in large-scale domestic building across the country with concerns of
space and privacy supplanting the need to build for defensive purposes. The restoration of
Holyrood House by William Bruce in 1671 had a significant impact on the planning and
extensions of great houses and estates across Scotland whose aristocratic owners sought to
emulate the monarchy and elevate their standing by planning state apartments. At the same
time they strived to build comfort and commodity into their existing properties. Extending
rather than building completely new houses was common to Scotland where the tradition of
building in stone made this a more practical option.
Kelburn Castle, like Stair House in Ayrshire (LB14372) and Blair Castle in Perthshire (LB6074), is
a multi-period building which demonstrates the transition from the medieval tower house
tradition towards the new fashion during the Renaissance period for domestic, non-fortified
buildings. The designs for these new buildings were classically inspired and often included a
formal suite of rooms or apartments.
The broadly symmetrical north range addition at Kelburn was built in at least two stages from
circa 1672 for Crown Commissioner John Boyle (d.1685) and completed by 1722 by his son
David Boyle (1666–1733), lawyer and member of the Parliament of Scotland who was created
Lord Boyle of Kelburn in 1699 and later, 1st Earl of Glasgow in 1703. The 1st Earl was one of
the commissioners who supported and helped negotiate the Act of Union between England
and Scotland in 1707.
Masons worked with landowners to fashion new buildings and would sometimes refer to
recently published sources. Thomas Caldwell of Beltrees and his son, William, were masons
active in the late 17th century (Dictionary of Scottish Architects). A written agreement betwixt
Kelburn and Thomas Cadwell dating from 1692 outlines additional works to the new house
already built (MacGibbon and Ross, p.30). Gow notes that Kelburn demonstrates how the
design of a new building was the result of a predetermined plan (Gow, p.65). The extension,
ostensibly a new house incorporating state apartments, represented the break in the 17th
century from the fortified tower house and catered to the new taste for an obviously domestic
architecture and is an expression of a modernising aristocrat who was moving up the ranks in
society. As was common in the 16th and 17th centuries, the existing tower house was adapted
and enlarged to provide better accommodation and circulation and to express, through
Renaissance decorative enrichment, the status of the owner espousing the new classical
fashion (BoS, 44-5). The walled courtyard to the north, quadrangular-plan walled garden or
pleasance garden and ball finialled steps also reflect the fashion for formal, classical landscape
design in early 18th century Scotland.
In 1869, the 6th Earl of Glasgow inherited Kelburn along with a significant number of other
estates in Scotland and this coincided with a significant phase of development and building
improvement across the estate around this time including the building of new gate lodges and
gatepiers, a new gardener s cottage, gamekeeper s cottage and kennels. Another significant
extension to the castle was also added around this period.
The northeast wing of the castle, possibly by William Little, was added circa 1880 for the 6th
Earl, partly to house the then tenant and Member of Parliament for Renfrewshire, Alexander
Crum. The architectural character of the addition blends in with the earlier phases. William
Little (1805–1894), an architect/builder of Kirkcaldy designing primarily churches and church
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buildings in Fife, was commissioned by the 6th Earl of Glasgow to re-front Crawford Priory in
Fife, shortly before the addition at Kelburn was carried out. The 6th Earl contributed
significantly to the building of a number of Episcopal churches across Scotland and by 1888
was deeply in debt, leading to the sale of Kelburn estate at auction. His cousin, David Boyle of
Stewarton, later the 7th Earl of Glasgow, sold his land to buy back the Kelburn estate.
By 1979 the south estate offices and stables were converted into the Kelburn Country Centre
with an information office and tea room in the old stables, a craft shop in the former laundry
and workshop areas in the old byre, among other facilities. In 2007, four Brazilian graffiti artists
painted the concrete-cement rendered walls of the castle with colourful murals and this
painted scheme remains in place (2016).
Architectural or Historic Interest
Interior
The survival of exceptional interior schemes throughout the castle is of outstanding
significance in listing terms. The grand Baroque decoration dating to the early 18th century to
the former state apartments is particularly fine and its survival on this scale is rare.
The impressive and recently fashionable well stair (as also found at Holyrood Palace) and the
great dining room, now drawing room with its panelling, giant Corinthian pilasters with their
capitals shadowed in the cove above the cornice and plaster frieze with rose and thistle motifs
show John Boyle expressing his status as well as his commitment to the Union. The smartly
panelled interiors, particularly in the tower, may have influenced the new classically detailed
panelling in the chamber range at Rowallan Castle (LB12523), similarly receiving classicising
improvements after it was inherited by Dame Jean Mure (d.1685), John Boyle s second wife.
Plan form
The main building phases at Kelburn Castle are still clearly visible in plan as the extensions here
did not radically rebuild or erase the earlier buildings. The resulting arrangement in plan is
therefore an unusual survival. It is significant that the Z-plan tower house retains its vaulted
ground floor and its great hall above, a typical arrangement for this building type.
The broadly symmetrical elements of the circa 1670-1720 North Range is consistent with
architectural thought and fashion of that period in Scotland. The plan of the state apartments
set out in the North Range carefully follows contemporary convention for sequential
procession starting with a grand stair, a great dining room, a withdrawing room terminated by
the state bedroom. The large rectangular plan drawing room at Kelburn has cleverly rotated its
plan through 90 degrees, using the floor-space created within the projecting north and south
gables.
The garden courtyard, integral with the early 18th century extension of the house, was
conceived to frame the new, symmetrically laid out entrance to the castle.
Technological excellence or innovation, material or design quality
The main phases of development at Kelburn Castle demonstrate changes in Scottish
architectural thought and fashion over a prolonged period of history. These include the conical
stair-towers, corbels and turrets of the 16th century, and the symmetrical north range and
other formal Scottish Renaissance details of the 17th century.
The later 17th century/early 18th century additions reflect the significant changes at large
estates where remodelling along classical architectural lines followed current taste for rational
classical architecture but as noted above catered to the owners desire to improve their status
by accommodating important guests and providing them opportunity for the conspicuous
display of wealth and knowledge.
Extension rather than rebuilding was common to Scotland but there remained considerable
scope for architecture to reflect the modernising intentions of the owner, and the move away
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from fortified living. The gabled arrangement of the new extension at Kelburn Castle still shows
the transition from the baronial style with its crowstepped gables and rendering, but its
symmetry, plan and interior decoration demonstrates a move towards classical house design.
The later 19th century wing addition evidences an interest in a more relaxed domestic
arrangement with a large first floor window disposed to take in views towards the Firth of
Clyde, and also adds to the significance of the building in terms of its composite design,
developed over centuries.
Setting
Kelburn Castle is prominently sited on the west coast of Scotland, south of the town of Largs
with views from the castle over the Firth of Clyde to the Isles of Cumbrae and Bute and
southwest to the Isle of Arran. The castle is the key building within a group of associated
buildings and structures located across the estate including former stables offices, lodges,
gates, walled gardens, sundials, monuments and estate cottages, all of which tell us much
about the development of Kelburn over more than 500 years, and contribute collectively to the
history of the estate.
The castle is set within a designed landscape (Kelburn - GDL 00233). Before 1750 it was
formally laid out on axial avenues focusing views towards higher ground to the north. A change
in the layout of the designed landscape occurred between 1750 and 1780, evolving toward a
more natural, informal scene that accords with the romantic and picturesque waterfall and
wooded ravine setting the character of which remains today. 500 acres of woodland within the
estate, planted with both coniferous plantations and deciduous trees adds further to the estate
setting.
Regional variations
There are no known regional variations.
Close Historical Associations
None known at present. Kelburn is among the oldest country seats in Scotland to have been
continuously inhabited by successive generations of one family, the Boyles. The family crest
and initials of various family members are represented in the stonework at Kelburn Castle.
Statutory address and listed building record revised in 2016. Previously listed as Kelburn Castle
Walled Garden Courtyard To North And Gatepiers .
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Site Number

114

Site Name

Monument to John, 3rd Earl of Glasgow, Kelburn Castle Estate, Fairlie

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7295

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

221890

Northing

656714

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Robert Adam, dated 1775; possibly carved by Giuseppe Ceracchi. Freestanding, trapezoidshaped monument of polished sandstone ashlar with a pedimented, classical aedicule framing
a round arch alcove with a sorrowing marble figurative statue (left arm missing [seen in 2016])
leaning on an urn. There is a carved circular crest with family arms and motto above the figure
and below is a marble panel inset with inscribed epitaph. Surrounding the monument is a low
ashlar coped wall. The monument is sited within a steep-sided, wooded ravine beside the Kel
Burn which passes over a 6 metre high waterfall into a natural pool below the monument.
Statement of Special Interest
The memorial to John, 3rd Earl of Glasgow, is an outstanding example of a commemorative
monument in the neoclassical style by one of Scotland s foremost architects of the later 18th
century period, Robert Adam. Examples of commemorative or funerary work by him are rare
and significant. The monument is finely conceived and executed in polished ashlar and marble.
The dramatic wooded ravine setting for the monument is significant in that it accords with the
interest in the sublime and the beautiful in nature that gathered momentum across Europe
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during the 18th century, a period known as the Age of Enlightenment.
Age and Rarity
The monument was erected in memory of the 3rd Earl, John Boyle by his widow in 1775 at a
cost of £300 (BoS, p.397). It is depicted in its present location on the 1st Edition Ordnance
Survey Map, surveyed in 1855.
The elongated trapezoid shape of the monument is reminiscent of both the pyramid and the
obelisk, architectural forms from the ancient world that were increasingly used for funerary
and memorial works during the 18th and 19th centuries and reflected the contemporary
neoclassical movement in architecture based on Roman and Ancient Greek precedents.
The dramatic setting of the monument, on the edge of wooded ravine beside a 15 metre high
waterfall, relates to 18th century interest in the sublime which was concerned with the aweinspiring and sometimes terror-inducing elemental force of nature. The Statistical Account for
Scotland entry for Largs Parish, written circa 1794, clearly refers to this preoccupation in its
description of the memorial, describing the steepness of the shade, the murmuring of the
stream below, the height of the ground on each side, the depth of the precipices, the solemn
darkness, so favourable to seriousness and meditation, all together form a scene peculiarly
awful. All which is still heightened by the appearance of a monument of white marble[…]:
Virtue, holding a lock of her hair in one hand; and in the other, an urn; over which she
pensively, and mournfully inclines, lamenting the loss of one of her favourite sons (SAS, p.361)
The inscribed epitaph below the statue notes the 3rd Earl s liberal sentiments of religion,
unfettered by systems and that the memorial was erected to animate his children to the
imitation of his estimable qualities .
The Ayshire and Arran volume of The Buildings of Scotland notes that the figure and urn may
have been carved for the Earl of Glasgow by Giuseppe Ceracchi, an accomplished Italian
sculptor who may have carried out work for Robert Adam circa 1774-9.
Kelburn is among the oldest ancestral country seats in Scotland to have been continuously
inhabited by successive generations of one family, having been in possession of the Boyle
family (formerly de Boyville ) since the 12th century. Kelburn has a prominent coastal setting to
the south of the town of Largs, with views from the castle across the Firth of Clyde to the Isles
of Cumbrae and Bute and southwest to the Isle of Arran. The Kel Burn runs through the estate,
passing through a wooded ravine and over a 15 metre high waterfall into a naturally carved
pool to the southwest of the castle.
The castle is the focal point within the Kelburn estate policies. The principal phases of addition
are distinctly identifiable and the successive additions dating from the early Scottish
Renaissance to the present day represent changing political and cultural values as well
demonstrating a significant transition in Scottish domestic architecture at this time. Associated
ancillary estate buildings and structures, including sundials, monuments, stable offices, lodges,
bridges and worker s cottages (some of which are listed separately) contribute to our
understanding of this historically significant ancestral seat.
Architectural or Historic Interest
Interior
N/A
Plan form
N/A
Technological excellence or innovation, material or design quality
The monument is an outstanding commemorative monument by the foremost Scottish
architect of the later 18th century, Robert Adam, finely conceived and executed in polished
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ashlar and marble. Writing in Architectural Heritage, Volume 4 Robert Adam David King
described the monument as perhaps the finest addition to the extensive list of works by Adam
omitted from the Howard Colvin s seminal A Biographical Dictionary of British Architects
(1978).
Robert Adam (1728–92) was one of the most important British architects working in the
neoclassical style. The son of the established Scottish architect William Adam, Robert
established his own practice with his brother James and developed his own distinct style
influenced by classical design inspired by the rules of Roman architecture.
Setting
The monument remains in its original position on the side of a ravine beside a waterfall,
purposely chosen to evoke contemporary 18th century theories of the sublime and the
beautiful in nature. The monument is surrounded by trees adding to the sheltered, Arcadian
atmosphere. The monument is located within the boundary of the Kelburn Castle designed
landscape (Kelburn - GDL 00233).
Regional variations
There are no known regional variations.
Close Historical Associations
None known at present. Kelburn is among the oldest country seats in Scotland to have been
continuously inhabited by successive generations of one family, the Boyles.
Statutory address and listed building record revised in 2016. Previously listed as Kelburn
Monument To John, 3rd Earl of Glasgow .
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Site Number

115

Site Name

Sundial to west of Kelburn Castle, Kelburn Castle Estate, Fairlie

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB7298
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NRHE Number

LB7298

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

221695

Northing

656706

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Dated 1707. An early 18th century obelisk sundial of polished ashlar sandstone elaborately
carved with incised cup and heart-shaped hollows, intricate geometric symbols and dials on
every face, some with metal gnomons. The sundial is 2.6 metres tall including the base and is
located at the centre of a square parterre garden area to the immediate west of Kelburn Castle
(Grid Ref: NS 21695, 56706). It consists of a stepped plinth, a 5-stage shaft surmounted by a
tetrahedral sphere, and a tapering finial capped by a wrought-iron vane with a banner, bearing
the monogram of the Earl of Glasgow and his wife, and thistle. The shaft is inscribed with the
initials 'EDG' and 'CIC'.
Statement of Special Interest
This early 18th century obelisk type sundial, which is a design unique to Scotland, is an
important surviving element of the Kelburn estate and one of the best preserved examples of
its type in the country. Located in its early 18th century location, it is one of 25 surviving 17th
and early 18th century sundials of this particularly distinctive type. Its elaborately patterned
and carved facetted form makes an important contribution to our understanding of decorative
garden structures as part of historic garden design, and also the interest in mathematics and
timekeeping to 17th and 18th century landowners.
Age and Rarity
The first Edition Ordnance Survey map, published in 1856 shows the position of two sundials at
Kelburn Castle. Dated 1707, this sundial is contemporary with the additions made to the tower
house during the early 18th century.
Sundials became fashionable in country house gardens in Scotland during the 17th and 18th
centuries, both as decorative structures and as time keeping devices, as the science of gnomics
(or art of dialling as it was commonly known) became increasingly popular. Horizontal dials
with a single gnomon, an engraved dial and perhaps the sun s movement in the zodiac, were
common and structures with multiple dials are found throughout Britain, but the tall, tapering
obelisk sundial type is unique to Scotland. The emergence of a type of particularly elaborate
sundial in Scotland during the Age of Enlightenment, is illustrative of a changing world of
increasing prosperity and the spread of rational, scientific and mathematical thought (Daniel,
2008). The similarity of form and detail shared by many of the surviving Scottish examples,
which are widely spread geographically, is significant.
The tapering obelisk is a long-established architectural form, likely to have been used as a
method of time keeping in ancient Egypt. The 17th century Scottish obelisk sundial traditionally
has 3 parts: the square shaft with an octagonal-shaped capital and then a tapering finial above.
The shaft is commonly divided into 5 horizontal sections, with a face on each side, and many of
the compartments are hollowed out with various geometric shapes, some of which have metal
gnomons inserted into them to cast a shadow, or etched lines which mark out the hours as the
edge of the shape casts a shadow over the lines. The bulging octagonal capital at the centre
usually has square and triangular faces, and the tapering finial also had sun motifs and other
shapes inscribed or carved into it and further gnomons.
There are 25 obelisk sundials known to still be in existence in Scotland, many of which are also
affiliated with important ancestral seats, including examples at Craigiehall in Edinburgh
(LB5559), Mount Stuart on the Isle of Bute (LB12054) and Tongue House in Sutherland
(LB18459). The earliest one is thought to be the example at Drummond Castle in Perthshire,
dated 1630 (LB19883). Another, smaller obelisk sundial at Kelburn (LB7299) stands at the
centre of a circular stone basin at Grid Ref: NS 21666, 56823. Though undated, this dial bears
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the same initials as the former, and is probably of about the same age.
Kelburn is among the oldest ancestral country seats in Scotland to have been continuously
inhabited by successive generations of one family, having been in possession of the Boyle
family (formerly de Boyville ) since the 12th century. Kelburn has a prominent coastal setting to
the south of the town of Largs, with views from the castle across the Firth of Clyde to the Isles
of Cumbrae and Bute and southwest to the Isle of Arran. The Kel Burn runs through the estate,
passing through a wooded ravine and over a 15 metre high waterfall into a naturally carved
pool to the southwest of the castle.
The castle is the focal point within the Kelburn estate policies. The principal phases of addition
are distinctly identifiable and the successive additions dating from the early Scottish
Renaissance to the present day represent changing political and cultural values as well
demonstrating a significant transition in Scottish domestic architecture at this time. Associated
ancillary estate buildings and structures, including sundials, monuments, stable offices, lodges,
bridges and worker s cottages (some of which are listed separately) contribute to our
understanding of this historically significant ancestral seat.
Architectural or Historic Interest
Interior
N/A
Plan form
N/A
Technological excellence or innovation, material or design quality
This sundial at Kelburn has well-defined hollowed out faces to the shaft and capital, many
surviving metal gnomons and a fine metal cap. It is among the finest examples of the important
obelisk type sundial in Scotland, adding to our understanding of the 17th and 18th century
Scottish interest in mathematics and timekeeping.
Setting
This sundial, located in its early 18th century position to the west of the circa 1700 additions to
Kelburn House, is part of a group of associated contemporary estate buildings which reflect
17th and 18th century garden design and theory.
Regional variations
There are no known regional variations.
Close Historical Associations
None known at present. Kelburn is among the oldest country seats in Scotland to have been
continuously inhabited by successive generations of one family, the Boyles.
Statutory address and listed building record revised in 2016. Previously listed as Kelburn
Sundial To West Of House .
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Site Number

116

Site Name

Lyle Kirk, Esplanade Building (former Old West Kirk) including memorials, boundary walls, railin

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category A

NRHE Number

LB34095

Status

Listed Building - Category A

Easting

227325

Northing

677125

Parish

Greenock

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Old West Kirk, first designed by James Salmon Senior in 1864, was moved in its entirety to its
present location in 1925-8 under the supervision of James Miller. Miller designed the tower
and more windows were added at this date. The southwest facing gable has a panel beneath
the tracery window which is inscribed 'THE KIRK OF GRENOK Built by Jonne Schaw A.D. 1591
Transferred from the original site now occupied by Harland & Wolff's shipyard A.D.1926'. The
church has an outstanding collection of 16 stained glass windows by nationally renowned
British artists.
The church is a cross-plan with a battered square-plan, 2-stage, crenellated tower at the east.
It is constructed in ashlar. Each gable has a large, pointed arched, 3 or 4 light tracery window.
The other windows are rectangular with diamond panes or stained glass. The principal
entrance is in the northeast facing gable and has a 2-leaf timber door in a roll-moulded round
arched surround with Corinthian columnettes. The southwest elevation has a double gabled,
crow-stepped aisle. The gable to the left has balustraded forestair that leads to the Laird's loft
(Shaw Stewarts' family aisle). The gable to the right has two arches at the ground floor. The
roof has grey slates and the rainwater goods are cast iron with the gutters supported by
decorative brackets.
The interior was seen in 2016 and has a largely-intact primarily mid-19th century decorative
scheme which was reconstructed in the 1920s. In each arm of the cross plan has raked seating
gallery with decorative carved timber balustrades. The galleries at the northwest, northeast
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and southeast are each supported on a pair of slender columns with Corinthian capitals. The
boarded timber ceiling is supported on plain timber roof trusses which spring from stone
corbels. The octagonal pulpit and communion table have elaborate timber carvings, those to
the sides of the pulpit include figurative carvings of the Evangelists, the Lamb of God and
angels. There are plain timber pews. The outstanding late 19th and early 20th century
collection of stained glass is found throughout the church and include the work of James
Ballantine, Daniel Cottier, Gordon Webster and Mary Wood and for Morris & Co, works by
Edward Burne-Jones, Ford Madox Brown, Simeon Solomon, William Morris and Philip Webb.
At the south and east of the church is a low stone wall with a triangular cope and straight iron
railings. There are two pairs of square gatepiers which are topped by ball finials. To the north
of the church and set in the tall rubble boundary wall are memorials, dating from the mid 18th
century and many of them have carvings. In the boundary wall to the northwest of the church
is a corbel stone that is dated 1625, and this is understood to have come from the manse of
the 16th century church.
Statement of Special Interest
Old West Kirk has an important collection of religious stained glass windows, featuring the
work of Morris and Co. These windows are not only of exceptional quality but it is the only
collection of its type in Scotland. It uniquely brings together works from major 19th and 20th
century stained glass artists of the Pre-Raphaelite and Arts and Crafts movements.
The church has a very unusual and interesting history. It was completed in its present location
and form in 1928 under the supervision of James Miller. But the overall design of the church
was the work of James Salmon Senior and the majority of its fabric dates to 1864. The survival
and intactness of the outstanding collection of windows as well as the good quality carved
timberwork in the interior is all the more remarkable because the building has been moved.
Age and Rarity
Old West Kirk, although dating primarily from 1925-8, incorporates components from a much
longer history. As noted on the inscribed panel on the southeast elevation the original Parish
Church of Wester Grenok was built in 1591, by the Laird of Greenock, Johnne Schaw. This
rectangular church, located near the junction of the West Burn with the River Clyde, was the
first Presbyterian church to be built in Scotland after the Reformation and enabled the people
of Greenock to worship locally. Their nearest church was previously at Inverkip, about 4 miles
away.
By the mid 19th century this church had fallen into disrepair and a new church was built at
Nelson Street (LB34134). The congregation relocated to this new church in 1841, but there was
a want from the congregation in the 1860s to rebuild the original church. This was
accomplished in 1864, with James Salmon as architect.
The site of this 1864 church can be seem on the 2nd and 3rd Edition Ordnance Survey maps at
NS 2787 7654. It was close to the River Clyde and especially Caird and Co.'s shipyard (taken
over by Harland and Wolff around 1916). By 1917, Harland and Wolff wished to expand into
the land occupied by the church. After long negotiations, the company gave the church a
nearby site at Campbell Street and paid for the dismantling of the church and the building of its
replica. Where possible, the old stones, windows, mural tablets, internal woodwork (except
roofing) and ecclesiastical fittings were reused. The church followed the same plan and overall
design as the previous church but with a new tower design and more windows. The previous
tower had three stages and the third stage had a crowstep gable at each side and tall pyramid
roof with crockets and a topped by a finial (photos of the church in Hill, 1898).
The church hall was built in 1925 by the Harland and Wolff Shipping Company to provide the
congregation with a space to worship, while waiting for the new church to be built. It was
named the Pirrie Hall, after the late Lord Pirrie who was Chairman of Harland and Wolff.
The history of the building of Old West Kirk and in particular its relocation stone by stone, is
very unusual. Its cruciform plan form and the design of the interior with carved timberwork
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dates to the mid 19th century. Its survival is notable because it has been moved virtually
unaltered from the date of its original construction. The church has a considerable collection of
outstanding stained glass windows which is not only of exceptional quality but is the only
collection of its type in Scotland (see Interior section below). The stained glass, which was
designed specifically for this church has added considerably to the special interest of the
building as a whole.
Architectural or Historic Interest
Interior
It is typical for large parish churches built in the second half of the 19th century to have a high
degree of interior decoration. The Old West Kirk is no exception to this, however the survival
of its carved timberwork is notable because it has been moved and faithfully re-erected.
This church is particularly remarkable for its collection of high quality stained glass windows
which uniquely brings together works from major 19th and 20th century stained glass artists.
This collection is described by the Scottish Stained Glass Symposium and the Scottish Stained
Glass Trust as "of outstanding importance and constitute a major British programme of
Victorian glass". For a church outside a city the size of this collection is extensive and is
indicative of the importance of this church in Greenock and its benefactors at the height of the
town's prosperity.
The earliest glass is the Adoration of the Shepherds and the Magi by James Ballantine, which
was supplied to the church in 1864. Ballantine was a pioneer of post-Reformation window
glass and is key to the start of Scotland's major art glass movement. His firm designed and
installed windows at Greyfriars Kirk in Edinburgh in the 1850s and many for St Giles' Cathedral
in Edinburgh in the 1870s. This window at the southeast gable, was gifted by Andrew Ramsey
and his wife Jane Baine, both from prominent Greenock families.
James Ballantine and Sons were renowned for the quality of their figuarative work. The firm
also designed six smaller stained glass windows for the old West Kirk in 1864.
Allan Park Paton (1818-1905), the town's librarian and secretary of the church's restoration
committee, was instrumental in securing commissions for four stained-glass windows from the
prestigious firm of Morris and Co. The work of this company profoundly influenced the
decoration of churches and houses into the early 20th century. Paton consulted Dante Gabriel
Rosetti, who recommended this firm which was founded by his friend William Morris and for
which he was a designer. In 1865 the company supplied the window Adoration of the Lamb.
This window is important as large and early example of the firm's glass art. Whilst Edward
Burne-Jones supplied many of the detailed designs, another four major designers at the
company (Ford Madox Brown, Simeon Solomon, William Morris and Philip Webb) contributed
to it and make this window, as far as is currently known, a unique collaboration. The window
was paid for by John McGunn, in memory of his father, Thomas McGunn, a Greenock sugar
merchant.
Edward Burne-Jones designed a further two stained glass windows for the church: Faith in
1867 and Music in 1874 which was commissioned by Paton in memory of his uncle. Dante
Gabriel Rosetti designed Charity in 1868 as a companion window to Faith.
In 1884 Daniel Cottier gave the church his window titled Hope. Cottier had trained with James
Ballantine and after moving to London attended evening classes (including drawing lessons
given by Madox Brown) at the Working men's College in Red Lion Square opposite Morris and
Co. first premises. His window therefore reflects and compliments the style of the earlier
stained glass. Cottier went on to spend much of his career abroad and is credited with
introducing the Aesthetic movement to America (where he worked with Louis Comfort Tiffany
and John La Farge) and Australia.
The rebuilding of the church in the 1920s allowed two further windows to be commissioned by
eminent 20th century artists: Crawford family crest by Gordon Webster in 1929 and Teaching
from Generation to Generation by Mary Wood, around 1938.
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Plan form
The cruciform plan form of this church dates from 1864. Churches built after the 1843
Disruption were typically rectangular in plan, such as the Westburn church on Nelson Street,
Greenock built in 1841, but from the 1860s onwards plan forms started to become more
varied. Cruciform plan churches are relatively uncommon in this period as they tended to
become more prevalent for high Victorian Gothic Episcopal churches of the later 19th century.
At Old West Kirk the arms of the cruciform plan each has a gallery, creating a sense of
centralised worship. Each gallery is dedicated to an important local family or group (Sailors loft,
farmer's loft, Laird's loft or Shaw Stewarts family aisle and Crawfurdburn – after Thomas
Crawfurd - or Choir Gallery) and this evidences the history of the area.
Technological excellence or innovation, material or design quality
With the exception of the tower and the roof, the exterior design and construction of the
church dates to 1864. At the time it was first constructed it was the main church in Greenock
and the scale of the building reflects its importance. However, as a parish church designed in
the mid 18th century in the Gothic style the exterior of the building is largely unadorned.
James Salmon Senior (1805-1888) was a Glasgow based architect that is particularly known for
his Glasgow bank buildings and churches. He came to prominence around 1849 with the
building of the neo-perpendicular St Matthew s Church in Bath Street, Glasgow and the very
sophisticated Renaissance warehouse at 49 Miller Street for the art collector Archibald
McLellan. Around 1854 Salmon was commissioned to design the new suburb of Dennistoun
and from that time onwards Salmon began to be prominent in professional, public and Free
Church institutions. He was one of the promoters of the Glasgow Architectural Exhibition
building in 1853 and was instrumental in founding the Glasgow Architectural Society in 1858. In
1868 he became first President of the newly founded Glasgow Institute of Architects.
James Miller (1860-1947), also based in Glasgow, started his career with the Caledonian
Railway. In this capacity he designed many stations and later, in private practice, produced a
standard design for the West Highland Railway. . He set up his own practice in 1892 on winning
the competition for Belmont Church and he went on to win important competitions for the
Glasgow Royal Infirmary in 1901 and Glasgow University buildings. He designed many public
and commercial buildings, as well as private houses, across Scotland.
Setting
The setting of the church is unusual because it was not designed for its current site. The 1st
and 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map show the church within its own plot with a graveyard
and opposite shipyards. The church today is on a corner site of a residential street overlooking
the esplanade. The scale and design of the building including tower make it a distinctive
building on this street.
The memorials and Pirrie Hall found in the immediate setting form a good group with the
church.
Regional variations
There are no known regional variations.
Close Historical Associations
There are no known associations with a person or event of national importance at present
(2017).
The church was associated with a number of important local individuals, families and groups.
This patronage led to the inclusion of the fine programme of stained glass.
Statutory address, category of listing changed from B to A and listed building record revised in
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2017. Previously listed with the Pirrie Hall as 'Old West Kirk, Campbell Street, including Church
Hall, Boundary Walls and Railings'.
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Site Number

117

Site Name

Millport Conservation Area

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

216459

Northing

654913

Parish
Council

NORTH AYRSHIRE

Description

Millport Conservation Area is located on the southern edge of Great Cumbrae. It is defined by
the most eastern point of Marine Parade extending westerly across the bay to West Bay Road.
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Millport Bay, itself made up of Kames Bay and West Bay, marks the southern edge of the
conservation area with Bute Terrace, Barend Street, Kames Street and Ninian Street
terminating the conservation area in the north.
Description from Millport Conservation Area Appraisal document, availiable at:
https://www.northayrshire.gov.uk/Documents/CorporateServices/LegalProtective/LocalDevelopmentPlan/Millpor
t-conservation-area-appraisal.pdf (accessed on 12.06.2019)
Map available at:
https://www.northayrshire.gov.uk/Documents/CorporateServices/LegalProtective/LocalDevelopmentPlan/Millpor
tConservationArea.pdf

Site Number

118

Site Name

SKELMORLIE

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

219407

Northing

667855

Parish
Council

NORTH AYRSHIRE

Description

Skelmorlie consists of two distinct elements Skelmorlie itself is stretched along the north south
running coast road between the sea on the west and the steep cliff face on the east. Upper
Skelmorlie is a quite different proposition consisting predominately of an affluent Victorian
suburb set out along generous avenues on the gentle slope down to the cliff edge. This
location on the top of the cliff allows the large villas to benefit from impressive views of the
Firth of Clyde The two maps opposite clearly show the shift from the small hamlet to Victorian
suburb. The 1856 map shows few buildings huddled together on the shoreline. In 1910
however this has expanded with an extensive development of large Victorian houses
developed through the latter have of the 19th century. The arrival of the railway at Wemys
Bay just to the north with its ferry to Rothesay opened up Skelmorlie to Glasgow. This almost
exclusively residential pattern of land use has continued through to the present with modern
20th century suburbs being developed to the east and south of the Victorian core.
Description from Conservation Area Assessment document, available here: https://www.northayrshire.gov.uk/Documents/CorporateServices/LegalProtective/LocalDevelopmentPlan/Skelmo
rlieConservationAreaAssessment.pdf (accessed 12.06.2019)
Map availaibe at: https://www.northayrshire.gov.uk/Documents/CorporateServices/LegalProtective/LocalDevelopmentPlan/Skelmo
rlieConservationAreaMap.pdf

Site Number

119

Site Name

WILLIAM STREET

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status
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Status

Conservation Area

Easting

228002

Northing

676161

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map availiable here:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

120

Site Name

KILMACOLM

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

236313

Northing

669341

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map avalable here:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

121

Site Name

QUARRIERS VILLAGE

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

236356

Northing

666963

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map available here:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

122

Site Name

LOCHWINNOCH

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
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NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

235284

Northing

658878

Parish
Council

RENFREWSHIRE

Description

Map available here:
http://www.renfrewshire.gov.uk/article/2492/Lochwinnoch-conservation-area

Site Number

123

Site Name

RANFURLY

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

238727

Northing

665285

Parish
Council

RENFREWSHIRE

Description

Map available here:
http://www.renfrewshire.gov.uk/article/2493/Ranfurly-conservation-area

Site Number

124

Site Name

DUNOON

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

217461

Northing

676473

Parish
Council

ARGYLL AND BUTE

Description

Map available here:
https://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/sites/default/files/dunoon_2017.pdf

Site Number

125

Site Name

KERRYCROY

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

210736
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Easting

210736

Northing

661368

Parish
Council

ARGYLL AND BUTE

Description

Map available here:
https://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/sites/default/files/planning-andenvironment/Kerrycroy%20Conservation%20Area.pdf

Site Number

126

Site Name

ROTHESAY

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

209238

Northing

665207

Parish
Council

ARGYLL AND BUTE

Description

Map available here:
https://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/sites/default/files/planning-andenvironment/Rothesay%20Conservation%20Area.pdf

Site Number

127

Site Name

COVE AND KILCREGGAN

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

222268

Northing

682103

Parish
Council

ARGYLL AND BUTE

Description

Map available here:
https://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/sites/default/files/planning-andenvironment/Cove%20and%20Kilcreggan%20Conservation%20Area.pdf

Site Number

128

Site Name

KILBIRNIE

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

231593
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Easting

231593

Northing

654517

Parish
Council

NORTH AYRSHIRE

Description

Map available here:
https://www.northayrshire.gov.uk/Documents/CorporateServices/LegalProtective/LocalDevelopmentPlan/Kilbirni
eConservationArea.pdf

Site Number

129

Site Name

KEMPOCK STREET/SHORE STREET, GOUROCK

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

224200

Northing

677758

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map available here:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

130

Site Name

THE CROSS, KILMALCOLM

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

235809

Northing

669867

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map available at:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

131

Site Name

WEST BAY, GOUROCK

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status
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Status

Conservation Area

Easting

223523

Northing

677308

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map available at:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

132

Site Name

INVERKIP

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

220875

Northing

672131

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map available at:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

133

Site Name

GREENOCK WEST END

Type of Site

Conservation Area

NRHE Number
Status

Conservation Area

Easting

226721

Northing

677219

Parish
Council

INVERCLYDE

Description

Map available at:
http://www.inverclyde.gov.uk/planning-and-the-environment/planningpolicy/conservation/conservation-areas

Site Number

134

Site Name

Ardgowan

Type of Site

Garden and Designed Landscape

NRHE Number

GDL00021

Status

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes
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Status

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes

Easting

220656

Northing

673078

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

The designed landscape at Ardgowan dates from around 1800 and is a good example of the
work of James Ramsay. The parkland, woodland and gardens provide an impressive setting for
the category A listed house and make an important contribution to the local scenery.
Type of Site
Commanding extensive views over the Firth of Clyde, the mansion sits within late Victorian and
Edwardian formal and kitchen gardens in a wider frame of parkland and woodland.
Main Phases of Landscape Development
Main structure established c1800 with improvements mid/late-19th-century and
improvements and additions early-20th-century to present.
Artistic Interest
Level of interest
Outstanding
The designed landscape at Ardgowan has outstanding value as a Work of Art and is an
important example of the work of James Ramsay.
Historical
Level of interest
Outstanding
There are several estate plans dating from the 18th century at the house and also Lady Alice
Thynne's records of the gardens. Ardgowan has been associated with the Stewart family since
the early 15th century.
Horticultural
Level of interest
High
Many members of the family have been keen plantsmen and the collection of shrubs at
Ardgowan has high value. It has been well documented in the past.
Architectural
Level of interest
Outstanding
The designed landscape provides the setting for an A listed building and has outstanding
Architectural value.
Scenic
Level of interest
Outstanding
The landscape of Ardgowan is visible from the surrounding roads and makes a major
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contribution to the scenery.
Nature Conservation
Level of interest
High
The older woodlands and shoreline provide a variety of habitats which give Ardgowan high
value in this category.
Location and Setting
Ardgowan lies half a mile north of Inverkip at Lunderston Bay on the Firth of Clyde. It is some 3
miles (5km) south of Gourock and 5 miles (8km) south-west of Greenock. It is bounded by the
A78(T) to the south-east and the A78 to Gourock to the north and by the Firth of Clyde to the
west. The Kip Water flows through the southern margin of the estate. To the north of the river
valley, the hills rise up to 663' (202m) and, to the south, they rise to 935' (285m) at Dunnock
Hill. The designed landscape of Ardgowan has been laid out on the relatively flat coastal area,
although the mansion and former Castle were built on a higher elevation on the raised beach,
60' above the surrounding land. The mansion commands extensive views over the Firth of
Clyde to the north, west and south. The designed landscape at Ardgowan is very visible from
the surrounding woods and the policy woodlands are particularly significant in the views from
the A78(T) to the south.
Ardgowan Castle, now a ruin, was set on a promontory on the raised beach above the
surrounding coastal flats in a relatively defensible position. When the mansion house was built
in 1797, a site was chosen further east, still commanding extensive views. General Roy's plan of
1750, surveyed before the mansion house was built, shows only a small area of enclosed land
around the old Castle with a formal arrangement of shelter planting. The 1st edition OS map of
1856 shows the picturesque designed landscape as laid out by Ramsay. It extends from
Bankfoot in the north-west to Bridgend in the south-east and to Inverkip Bay in the south and
is enclosed by minor roads. Beyond these boundaries, the hill slopes to the north-east and
south-east were planted by the 8th Baronet to be viewed from the mansion house; Idzholm
and Bargane Plantations were established for amenity to show a variety of colour. The extent
of the designed landscape remains similar today and encloses some 365 acres (147.8ha).
Site History
The designed landscape at Ardgowan was laid out c.1800 to the designs of James Ramsay.
The lands of Ardgowan were conferred by Robert III in 1403 to his natural son, Sir John
Stewart, whose descendants have held the lands of Ardgowan ever since. The old castle at
Ardgowan is now a ruin and lies a short distance to the south-west of the present mansion. The
designed landscape at Ardgowan dates from the end of the 18th century when the new
mansion house was built. The 3rd Baronet, Sir Michael, had married Helen Houston in c.1730,
an heiress of the Shaw family and acquired the Mansion House in Greenock. His son, John
Shaw- Stewart, commissioned Hugh Cairncross to design a new mansion house at Ardgowan
which was started in 1797. John's wife, Frances, was the widow of Sir James Maxwell, 6th
Baronet of Pollok, who was herself a keen gardener and is reputed to have introduced shrubs
and the snowdrops, for which Ardgowan is renowned, from Pollok.
The design plan for the layout of the grounds around 1800 has recently been discovered at
Ardgowan. It is by James Ramsay, and a survey plan of 1817 drawn by D. Reid, also kept at the
house, shows the landscape laid out according to Ramsay's plans, with minor changes, eg the
drives. The 6th Baronet, Sir Michael, succeeded in 1825 and employed William Burn to carry
out additions to the house. He was succeeded by his son, Sir Michael, as 7th Baronet in 1836
and he married Lady Octavia Grosvenor in 1852. They made many improvements to the
grounds and Lady Octavia brought her gardener from Eaton Hall in Cheshire to Ardgowan. A
formal garden was laid out to the south west of the house with a beech walk along the ridge to
the Castle. Two summerhouses were placed along the woodland walks in the grounds. The
formal garden was laid out with white gravel paths.
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Sir Michael died in 1903 and was succeeded by Sir Hugh, who employed Lorimer in 1904 to
carry out improvements which included the construction of the Conservatory. Sir Hugh
married Lady Alice Thynne who was a keen plantswoman and kept detailed record books of
the gardens. They were both keen planters; the policy woodlands were planted up to be
viewed from the house and exotic and ornamental trees and shrubs were planted along the
ridge. The Golden Garden was added for them on their Golden Wedding Anniversary. During
World War II the house was used as a hospital and some of the garden features, such as the
summerhouses, were lost during this time.
Sir Houston and Lady Shaw-Stewart are currently making improvements to the gardens and
have commissioned Vernon Russell Smith to design the new layout along the south-west front
of the house.
Landscape Components
Architectural Features
Ardgowan House was designed in 1797 by H. Cairncross. It is a two-storey classical style
mansion house with pedimented three-storey centre block, and it is listed A. Additions were
made by William Burn in 1831-32 and Sir Robert Lorimer in 1904. Ardgowan Castle is a threestorey tower, now ruined, of the late 15th century which is listed B. The North Lodge is dated
1797 and is of similar style to the house, one storey, and listed B.
There is a Gothic chapel to the north of the house designed by John Henderson in the 1850s
and the offices include a model dairy building with servants' tunnel leading to the steading. The
stables were also built around 1797 and there is a doocot in the courtyard. There is also a
game larder near the house and a tall complex sundial in the formal garden.
Parkland
The parkland at Ardgowan retains the design drawn up by Ramsay and contains some
particularly fine parkland trees including some older oak trees which date from the 18th
century and were retained when the new landscape was laid out. Other specimens include
horse chestnut, beech, sycamore, elm and Scots pine, most dating from the mid to late 19th
century. There was at one time a 9-hole golf course laid out in the parks but they are now all
maintained for grazing sheep and cattle.
Woodland
Many of the estate woodlands were replanted by Sir Hugh, 8th Baronet, in the early years of
this century. He chose mixed plantings of deciduous and conifer species, planting with regard
to their colour in the views. Planting was continued up to World War II and most of the
woodlands are in good heart. The older woodlands, particularly the parkland roundels, need
some attention. Crowhill Wood, to the west of the house above the shore at Ardgowan Point,
is an old beech wood; walks were laid out to it from the house and summerhouses are shown
on the lst edition OS map along the routes.
The Gardens
The main garden has been developed along the ridge from the Castle to the mansion house
and has been redesigned during its history. The 1st edition OS map of 1856 shows a small
formal area along the south-west front of the house, surrounded by a shrubbery, with a
bowling green marked to the east of the Castle. The shrubbery was planted by Sir Michael and
Lady Octavia and contained many interesting varieties of Rhododendrons and other
ornamental shrubs. A photograph taken in 1889 shows the broad grass walk laid out along the
ridge with the newly planted young ornamental trees, including cedar and Sequoias. The
Gardeners' Chronicle article of 1901 describes the magnificent broad terrace and the 'well-kept
flower garden' in the parterre to the south- west of the house. There were 'great yews, similar
in shape to a horse-shoe, with a garden seat in the recess so formed, also other stone-like
hedges that the late Duke of Devonshire used to term evergreen buttresses'.
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In Edwardian times the formal garden was laid out as a rose garden with hybrid tea roses in
formal beds with a central sundial feature. Vernon Russell-Smith has redesigned these gardens
and they are currently being relaid. Many ornamental trees and shrubs remain alongside the
Broad Walk and these include Eucryphia, Cercidiphyllum and Azaleas. The banks of the ridge
support many wildflowers and spring bulbs, particularly the snowdrops which were illustrated
in Sir Herbert Maxwell's book. The shrubberies were separated from the parks by ha-has. The
Golden Garden lies to the north of the park and was put in on the occasion of Sir Hugh and
Lady Alice's Golden Wedding.
Walled Gardens
The 3.5 acre kitchen gardens were put in to the south of the castle ridge in the first half of the
19th century and are shown on the lst edition map. The walled garden is an unusual lozenge
shape and vegetable crops were grown outside the walls over a further 1.25 acres. In 1901
there was a 'spacious central wall, trimmed yews and a magnificent ribbon border' two
hundred yards long which was planted with Alyssum, Pelargonium and Ageratum. There were
four good sized greenhouses with a porch in the centre. A circular walk surrounded the walled
garden and could be overlooked from the castle above. Since World War II the gardens have
been let as a market garden and, more recently, as a tree nursery.
References
Printed Sources
GC, Oct 26th 1901Millar, Castles & Mansions of Renfrewshire, 1889Herbert Maxwell, Scottish
Gardens, 1911Plans at ArdgowanGroome sListingsNMRS, Photographs
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/GDL00021 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

135

Site Name

CASTLE TOWARD

Type of Site

Garden and Designed Landscape

NRHE Number

GDL00097

Status

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes

Easting

211638

Northing

668300

Parish

Dunoon And Kilmun

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

This estate is an important example of a 19th century designed landscape on the Firth of Clyde
made possible through mercantile money generated in the industrial revolution. It has suffered
neglect since 1945 but is still an impressive and intact designed landscape. Much of importance
and value remains of what was an important Victorian estate with equally significant
Edwardian additions.
Type of Site
Extensive 19th century estate incorporating the ruined 15th century Toward Castle and with
many Edwardian and inter-war additions.
Main Phases of Landscape Development
The designed landscape dates primarily from the 19th century with many additions made
during the 1930s.
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Artistic Interest
Level of interest
High
A fine 19th century estate with a design which intelligently incorporates many pre-park
features and contains other interesting 19th and 20th century additions.
Historical
Level of interest
High
The site's historical value stems primarily from the involvement of important owners Kirkman
Finlay and Andrew Coats, and is one of the few Scottish sites to have been worked on by AngloAustralian landscape architect Edward Latrobe Bateman.
Horticultural
Level of interest
High
There are interesting elements such as the collection of bamboos sited throughout the
landscape, and the wall-trained plants in the 19th century kitchen garden. Some of the shrub
groups and specimen trees are also of high value.
Architectural
Level of interest
High
The combination of David Hamilton's 19th century castellated mansion, the ruined Toward
Castle and other architectural elements make this a site of high importance.
Archaeological
Level of interest
High
The 15th century Toward Castle and Auchawilling Chapel give the site high archaeological
value.
Scenic
Level of interest
Outstanding
The site is at a focal point within the Firth of Clyde with superb views from within the designed
landscape.
Nature Conservation
Level of interest
Some
The variety of habitats including woodland, meadows, rivers and pasture give this site some
value for nature conservation.
Location and Setting
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The Castle Toward designed landscape occupies a site at the southern end of the Toward
Peninsula, 10km (6.2miles) southwest of Dunoon and accessed from the A815. The house and
grounds occupy the lower south-facing slopes of Toward Hill, at the southernmost point of the
Toward Peninsula with views south to the Island of Bute and beyond to the Firth of Clyde.
The designed landscape at Castle Toward extends northwards up Toward Hill to include the
Chinese Lakes (reservoirs to supply the estate which were made into an attractive landscape
feature) and Ardyne Farm to the northwest. The A815 road forms the southern and western
boundaries, and to the east, the boundary takes in old estate parkland and is bounded by a
commercial coniferous plantation on what was probably former policy woodland. A belt of old
policy woodland is included in the designed landscape, which stretches east of the old ruins of
Toward Castle. The principal features of the designed landscape, except for the Chinese lakes
(reservoirs constructed on Toward Hill), are contained within the current estate boundary
comprising approximately 150ha (370 acres).
Site History
The 15th century Toward Castle began as the Lamont stronghold, was added to in the 17th
century and then left in ruins following a siege and clan massacre by the Campbells in 1646.
General Roy's Military Survey (c.1750), the first accurate large scale landscape survey does not
show any evidence of an 18th century designed landscape at the southern end of the Toward
Peninsula.
The Glasgow businessman, MP and later Lord Provost of Glasgow, Kirkman Finlay acquired the
estate in 1818 from the Campbells. He employed the Glasgow architect David Hamilton to
design a new mansion, a marine villa called Castle Toward, to be designed in the castellated
picturesque Gothic style that was fashionable at the time. Kirkman Finlay made a huge fortune
exploiting new Asian markets for cotton, and did much to improve Glasgow's international
trade, including breaking through Napoleon's Continental blockade. He was also made Lord
Rector of the university and a statue of Finlay stands in the vestibule of Glasgow's Merchants'
House. He began work on the remodelling of the estate soon after its acquisition. Although the
figure may be exaggerated and is more likely to be in the tens of thousands, an 1854 account in
the Scottish Gardener states that 5 million trees were planted by 1841, covering an area of
nine hundred to a thousand acres.
The first edition Ordnance Survey map of 1864 shows the mansion in an elevated position at
the centre point of a planting composition which frames views south to the Firth of Clyde. The
primary approach passes a pair of lodges via the 15th century ruins of Toward Castle arriving at
the dramatic forecourt of the mansion. Features evident at this time included a viaduct across
the burn, a walled kitchen garden, an ornamental rock garden and burnside walks with
associated ornamental planting.
During the late 19th century various changes were made to the estate, most importantly the
realigning of the east drive, necessitating the removal of half the kitchen garden. This and
other changes are recorded on the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map of 1899. Edward Latrobe
Bateman, an Anglo-Australian with Scottish connections, probably instigated further
landscaping changes around 1887-1888. There is evidence of his correspondence with the
Finlay Family at this time, and he was known to be involved with landscaping works at Ascog
House on Bute, a short distance across the water from Castle Toward. Bateman was a graphic
artist and interior designer who had made a name as a landscape designer in Australia when he
was commissioned to design Fitzroy Gardens, a major park in Melbourne, in 1864. However,
with the multiple layers of improvements in the grounds of Castle Toward it is extremely
difficult to pinpoint exactly which improvements Bateman would have been responsible for.
In 1919 Castle Toward was sold to Major Andrew Coats, who with his younger brother James,
ran a Paisley-based thread manufacturing business. Between 1919 and 1945 Coats invested
enormous sums of money in the estate. The mansion was doubled in size and formal paved
terraces were built to the south and west of the house. A new walled garden was built to the
north of the house and new glasshouses were constructed in it by Mackenzie and Moncur. A
new loggia and workshops were built against the north wall of the existing 19th century walled
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kitchen garden to the east of the house. An ornamental water garden with lily pond built
added to the south side in what constituted a complete remodelling of this older walled
garden. The architect of these structural improvements and alterations was Frank W. Deas, a
'pupil' of the well-known architect Sir Robert Lorimer. A new ha-ha was constructed in the
parkland and trees and shrubs were planted extensively throughout the grounds. New stonelined water supply reservoirs incorporating designs in the Chinese style and called the Chinese
Lakes were constructed much higher up Toward Hill to the north of the house. These supplied
water to the estate and are outwith the designed landscape boundary.
In 1939, the Government requisitioned the house from Coats for use by the Special Services
Operations during World War II. Castle Toward became 'H.M.S. Brontosaurus' during this
period in its history, and there are Nissen Huts in the grounds and an Anderson Shelter beside
the house. After the war the site was sold to Glasgow Corporation for use as a convalescent
school and then outdoor centre. The gradual decline since then has seen the progressive
abandonment of many elements, the demolition of two gate lodges and the felling of many
important trees.
Landscape Components
Architectural Features
Castle Toward is a large castellated mansion of ashlar with octagonal tower at the rear. It was
designed by David Hamilton and built in 1821 for Kirkman Finlay, a Glasgow merchant and MP.
Extensions were added to this building in the 1920s in a style in keeping with the original
building. Toward Castle is a Scheduled Ancient Monument which was built in 1475 with bailey
and domestic range added in the seventeenth century. The surviving masonry is three storeys
high and built of random rubble. It is presently roofless and in a ruinous state. Auchawilling
Chapel is a small chapel to the northeast of the modern Castle Toward and is presently ruinous.
The East Walled Garden was built by Finlay in the 19th century. In the 1920s an ogee-roofed
glass-fronted loggia, octagonal conservatory and wrought-iron gates were added, very much in
the style of Robert Lorimer. Old Auchavoulin House is the end or side of a building situated at
the north east angle of the Walled Garden, with a notable group of Crinodendron hookerianum
shrubs growing here. There is a formal water garden to the south of the 19th century walled
garden. This contains a lily pond and is believed to have been built on top of an old vegetable
garden at the instigation of Mrs Coats. There is a large 20th century North Walled Garden to
the north of the house which is now abandoned. Both walled gardens and their associated
additions are constructed from the same dark grey schist and were designed by the architect
Frank W. Deas. A range of heated glasshouses and cold frames which were built by Mackenzie
and Moncur beside the North Walled Garden, and workshops were added to the northeast of
the house, incorporating the west gate with a finely detailed set of steps incorporating
decorative carving in the style of Sir Robert Lorimer with flowers, fruit and animals. West
Lodge which incorporates estate offices and garages is positioned to the south west of the
house. All other lodges have been demolished.
The Viaduct, which carries the Main Drive across the burn, features rustic stone balustrades,
gothic stonework and a pedestrian route below. The Chinese Lakes which lie to the north on
Toward Hill are a series of stone-lined ponds with islands, linked by finely detailed semi-circular
bridges. They are linked to the other landscape features of Castle Toward by a path network.
Evidence of a stone-built summerhouse ahs been uncovered beside the Chinese Lakes. This
would have afforded a very impressive sweeping view over the entire estate and over to Bute
and the Hebrides. There are two other architectural features that are linked to the estate
historically but lie outwith the southwestern designed landscape boundary: Toward Lighthouse
was built in 1812 and is a circular tower of ashlar; Toward Quay is an early 19th century rubble
built pier.
Drives & Approaches
The Main Drive and approach originally came past the now demolished East Lodges. This route
passes the rock garden and travels below the foot of Toward Castle crossing the burn across
the Viaduct. Passing the south side of the water garden, the drive ends at the forecourt of
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Castle Toward. This drive is currently not used by vehicles because the viaduct is believed to be
unsafe. A secondary drive runs around the north side of the mansion and then southwest
through woodland, leaving the site via the West Lodge and giving direct access to Toward
Quay. Originally the two drives met at the front (i.e. the south side) of the house, but were
replaced by the present terrace.
Paths & Walks
Footpaths are primarily concentrated around the burn in the valley to the east of the house.
These connect features including Toward Castle, the rock garden, the walled garden, a summer
house (demolished) and the Chinese Lakes to the north. A tunnel carries the burnside path
beneath the viaduct and east drive.
There are many specimen Rhododendrons throughout the burnside area, alongside Gunnera
manicata. South of the approach road viaduct there are large clumps of bamboo, forming a
tunnel effect through parts of the burnside walks. Some clumps are quite overgrown but still in
good health. There are extensive clumps of bamboos throughout the designed landscape at
Castle Toward, and sale particulars of 1919 refer to the bamboos as '…possibly the finest
collection in the west of Scotland.'
Parkland
Parkland areas originally extended north, south and east of the mansion. The area to the south
was planted with parkland specimen trees and featured a ha-ha. However the ha-ha was filled
in and the trees felled to create playing fields. The area remains open today as lawn and a
specimen cypress survives from the old parkland planting. To the north of the house and
walled garden, the area of parkland is kept as grazed land, rising steeply above the mansion. A
modern dwelling has been built in this area. North of the old Toward Castle ruin (to the east of
the house) is a small area of parkland with some notable specimen trees including sycamore
and cedar of Lebanon.
Woodland
East and west of the mansion, there are two north-south strips of woodland extending from
the high ground to the north down to the shore-line road A815. From a line to the north of the
mansion the 19th century plantations have been removed and replanted with commercial
coniferous forestry of Sitka spruce, except for the area around Chinese lakes where birch,
beech, oak and Scots pine predominate. From a line roughly south of the mansion, mature
deciduous woodland predominates with beech, oak, elm, sycamore, lime and horse chestnut.
Locally there are also ornamental conifers including Scots pine, Western hemlock and Douglas
fir.
There are some notable specimen trees still surviving in the Castle Toward landscape, including
a remarkable huge-girthed Griselinia littoralis immediately beside the old ruins of Toward
Castle, and some interesting cut-leaved Japanese maples to the north of the old East drive near
the viaduct. A mixture of broad-leaved trees including sycamore and oak grow on either side of
the burn, providing a sheltered canopy.
Walled Gardens
The North Walled Garden is abandoned while the East Walled Garden contains little of plant
interest. There is, however, an interesting collection of wall-mounted shrubs on the outer west
wall of the East Walled Garden, including an unusual wall-trained Ginkgo biloba, the
maidenhair tree more commonly grown as a tree. The south walled garden and loggia are
currently (2005) leased to the BBC for the making of a children's television series. To the east
of this walled garden and towards the burn are good specimens of Crinodendron and some
large-leaved Rhododendrons.
References
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Second Edition 6” to 1 mile O.S.
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Site Number

136

Site Name

DUCHAL HOUSE

Type of Site

Garden and Designed Landscape

NRHE Number

GDL00146

Status

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes

Easting

235172

Northing

668153

Parish

Kilmacolm

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Duchal is a good example of a formal late 17th/early 18th century designed landscape into
which later overlays have been well integrated.
Type of Site
A medium-sized, formal landscape, characteristic of the late 17th/early 18th century and
incorporating later 18th and 19th century modifications.
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Main Phases of Landscape Development
Late 17th/early 18th century and incorporating later 18th and 19th century modifications.
Artistic Interest
Level of interest
High
The formality of the house and landscape combined with its riverside setting give this site high
value as a work of art.
Historical
Level of interest
Outstanding
The known family history and the development and survival of the designed landscape give this
site outstanding historical value.
Horticultural
Level of interest
High
The lime avenues and the ancient trained fruit trees in the walled garden give this site high
arboricultural and horticultural value.
Architectural
Level of interest
Outstanding
The landscape provides the setting for a Category A listed building therefore the site has
outstanding architectural value.
Archaeological
Level of interest
Some
The remains of the motte to the northeast of Duchal House give this site some archaeological
value.
Scenic
Level of interest
High
Views from the surrounding roads of the policy planting and the lime avenues give this site
high scenic value.
Nature Conservation
Level of interest
High
The mixed woodland and the pond west of the walled garden and the area around the Gryfe
Water north of the house contain a rich variety of flora and fauna, giving this site high nature
conservation value.
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Location and Setting
Duchal House is situated southwest of Kilmacolm, west of the A761 and south of the B788. The
house and immediate policies lie within a large loop near the confluence of the Green and
Gryfe Waters. The landscape at Duchal is generally flat but rises slightly to the east. There are
views out of the estate to the south-west to Duchal Moor, and the Duchal designed landscape
is highly visible from the roads that surround it. There are good general views from the A761
which is raised above the level of the policies to the north-east, and fine views of the lime
avenues and across the water courses from the Craigends Bridge road, off the A761, to the
south-east of the estate.
The earliest estate plans show Duchal House estate was developed by the Porterfield family
from 1544 onwards. General Roy's Military Survey of 1747-55 shows a formal late 17th/early
18th century designed landscape bounded to the north and east by the Gryfe Water and
extending over the Green Water to the west where it is contained within a rectangular-shaped
enclosure. Outlying fields and parks beyond the western enclosure stretch towards the Old
Place or Castle of Duchal which lies approximately one kilometre to the west-north-west of the
existing estate. Duchal Castle and Duchal Wood, probably the castle's nearby hunting park, do
not appear to have belonged to the Porterfields but this remains to be confirmed.
Duchal House policy boundaries appear to change little until the later 19th century when the
designed landscape was extended northwards to Kilmacolm. Between 1863 and 1898, the
landscape was affected by the expansion of Kilmacolm and by the building of the now disused
Greenock branch railway line.
The designed landscape today extends from the B786 in the west, the B788 and southern edge
of Kilmacolm in the north, the Gryfe Water and Mill Burn on the east and south-east, and to
Duchal Mains in the south.
Site History
From the 13th century, the lands of the present Duchal House belonged to the Lyles whose
stronghold was Duchal Castle, one and a quarter miles to the west-north-west. The castle, of
which little now remains, stood on a rocky outcrop between the Green Water and Blacketty
Water. In 1544, the land passed to John Porterfield of Porterfield whose family were lairds at
Duchal House for the next 300 years.
Johann Blaeu's Atlas, 1654, shows 'Ducchal' and 'Old Castle', each surrounded by a palisade. It
is extremely likely that a formal designed landscape was created between 1654 and 1755.
Alexander Porterfield built a house at Duchal in 1710 which is now the south wing of the
existing mansion. The layout shown on General Roy's Military Survey, 1747-55, may be
attributable to Alexander Porterfield, or may be earlier. Roy's plan shows formal gardens on
the south side of the house with a series of parallel rides or avenues stretching out into the
landscape. The doocot may belong to the 1710 period.
In 1768, Boyd Porterfield extended the house to the east with a new principal wing centred on
the main east-west avenue. There does not appear to have been a radical reforming of the
gardens and designed landscape at this time, but the offices were relocated on the east-west
axis between Boyd Porterfield's new wing and the Green Water. The Green Water may have
been canalised at this date or earlier.
The later 18th century saw the formation of an informal drive from the south-west, running
alongside the Green Water. This is shown on John Ainslie's plan of 1796 but it is not known
who was responsible for this development.
The walled garden was probably built when the house was extended towards the end of the
18th century, and is constructed out of stone. It first appears on the 1st edition OS map of
1863, as does the informal drive through the park to the south-east. These developments may
precede the mid-19th century Shaw-Stewart era.
The Shaw-Stewarts acquired the estate in 1854 but apparently only used the house as a
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shooting lodge for Duchal Moor. They extended the policies north-east towards Kilmacolm
after 1863, creating an entrance from the town with a long picturesque drive, northwards from
the B788. This drive is now abandoned and is used as a footpath.
The estate was bought by Mr and Mrs Wallace in 1910, but sold in 1915 to the first Lord
Maclay, grandfather of the existing Lord Maclay in whose ownership it remains.
Landscape Components
Architectural Features
Duchal House, c.1768, is a relatively modest country house, consisting of two storeys and
basement. The early 18th century laird's house survives as the south wing. A third storey was
added later. The Offices and Stables, dated 1764, are symmetrically arranged around the eastwest axis of the c. 1768 house. The north offices comprise two single-storey, semi-detached
cottages; the south office and U-plan stables are also single-storey. An Octagonal Game Larder,
harled, with slate roof and timber vent, lies adjacent to the north offices. The Doocot stands in
a small park south-west of the house. It is a circular stone-built building with conical, slated
roof. The original roof burnt down accidentally in the 1950s and was restored by the current
Lord Maclay. The stone Ha-ha follows the line of the south-west drive separating the garden
from the park. The Timber Bridge over the Green Water replaces an earlier arched stone
bridge. The original Stone bridge, carrying the north drive across the Green Water, was a plain
arched structure, replaced in the 19th century by a Victorian wrought iron humpbacked bridge.
This second bridge was washed away in a flood in the 1950s. One set of the original gates,
pillars and stone vases which stood at either end, has been retained by as an entrance beside
the round house. There is now a wooden bridge, raised by an additional 75cm to give extra
clearance. No wrought iron parapet railings have been retained on the estate. The Ice-house,
shown on the 2nd edition OS map of 1913 remains in the undergrowth near the north-west
corner of the walled garden. The Walled Garden is bounded on three sides by a high stone
wall. There are double cast-iron gates in the north and south walls. A circular brick-lined pond,
similar to one at Caprington lies to the north of the garden. The North and South Lodges are
single-storey, stone-built with slate roofs. Mid Lodge is a later Victorian asymmetrical twostorey lodge. The present Lord Maclay believes that all three lodges were built in 1871 as
compensation for the railway, the construction of which causing the redundancy of the original
drive from the front of the house to the B761. Two Stone Columnar Gateposts with pyramidal
caps stand in an isolated location to the south of the 1710 house. They may relate to the old
north-south avenue on the west side of the house.
Drives & Approaches
There are two main drives to Duchal House from the south-west off the B786 and the northeast off the B788. The lodges are both 19th-century. Roy's plan suggests that the north-east
approach, originally from Milltown on the north side of the Green Water, is a long-standing
approach which continued past the west side of the 1710 house. By the time of John Ainslie's
plan, 1796, a new, informal south-west drive followed a picturesque route alongside the Green
Water. This remains the south-west drive today and is planted with oak and beech, many of
which are young specimens and part of the ongoing regeneration programme.
In the early 19th century, before the 1st edition OS map of 1863, there was a south-east
approach from the A761. This was truncated and subsequently abandoned when the Greenock
branch railway to Kilmacolm was built in 1869.
The later 19th-century extension to the north-west drive is still used for foot traffic and
vehicles travelling from Duchal House to Kilmacolm.
Parkland
The main ornamental parkland at Duchal is located to the southeast of the house. The planting
is dominated by twin double tree avenues. In the 18th century these two parallel avenues were
probably all lime, but today the northern one is beech, probably planted in the 19th century.
Gaps in the southern avenue continue to be replanted with lime. Towards the house is a lone
sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa) which could date from around the time of the 1710 house, or
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even earlier.
A plantation of conifers on the site of a deciduous tree clump shown on the 1st edition 1863
OS map provides an edge to the parkland on this side of the house.
Woodland
To the northwest of the Walled Garden is a large area of mixed deciduous/coniferous
woodland which superseded and expanded upon the 18th century wilderness shown on Roy's
plan. Within the woodland is a fishpond which may be early 19th century. Walks were made
around it which were edged with Rhododendron planting. The Rhododendrons no longer
survive. Other woodland further west includes shelter belts and perimeter planting inside the
boundary wall, such as ash, sycamore, and Wych elm (Ulmus glabra). The wooded areas on the
banks of the Gryfe Water are dominated by native alder. Within the policies to the north of the
house are clumps of mixed deciduous trees.
The Gardens
Sweeps of mown grass and shrub groupings are maintained close to the house on three sides,
to act as an immediate foreground to the wider parkland landscape. The main garden area is
located to the northwest of the house. A small stone ha-ha between the house and garden
isolates a lawn area beside the house which acts as the prelude to the Walled Garden.
Walled Gardens
The Walled Garden is the main garden area at Duchal. It was probably built in the late 18th
century (after the house was extended), and lies on the northwest side of the Green Water,
overlaying part of the former mid 18th century landscape layout. The garden is reached by a
timber bridge which replaces an earlier Victorian stone and wrought-iron one.
This garden is a traditional mixed flower and vegetable garden which still contains much of the
original box hedging and fruit trees. Some of the features in the walled garden may relate to
the 18th century formal landscape, for example the mound, which may be a mount, planted
with holly and rhododendron. There was an eagle's cage which was constructed in the 19th
century and is no longer extant. To the north of the walled garden is a circular brick-lined lily
pond. An axial double border bisects the garden from north to south.
References
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Site Number

137

Site Name

MOUNT STUART (KIRRIENIVEN)

Type of Site

Garden and Designed Landscape

NRHE Number

GDL00291

Status

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes

Easting

210501

Northing

659617

Parish

Kingarth

Council

Argyll And Bute

Description

One of Scotland's most notable designed landscape and outstanding in many ways, the
gardens and grounds at Mount Stuart have been influenced by many designers, most recently
Rosemary Verey. They host an impressive collection of trees and shrubs, as well as providing
the setting for a category A listed building and making an impressive scenic contribution.
Artistic Interest
Level of interest
Outstanding
The gardens at Mount Stuart, both now and in the past, have outstanding value as a Work of
Art.
Historical
Level of interest
Outstanding
The cycle of development from 1717 is demonstrated here at Mount Stuart with good physical
and documentary evidence. Mount Stuart is associated with several personalities in the
Crichton-Stuart family and particularly with the 3rd Earl, a founder of Kew.
Horticultural
Level of interest
Outstanding
There is a wide range of interesting trees and shrubs at Mount Stuart. Accession records have
been kept up since the gardens were originally planted in 1717, and have included the 3rd
Earl's collection of Dahlias.
Architectural
Level of interest
Outstanding
Mount Stuart House is an A listed building and there are many other Architectural features of
interest in the grounds.
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Archaeological
Level of interest
Not Assessed
Scenic
Level of interest
Outstanding
The designed landscape makes a significant contribution to the surrounding scenery,
particularly from the east.
Nature Conservation
Level of interest
High
The coastal strip and the alder woodlands provide high value for Nature Conservation
Location and Setting
Mount Stuart is situated on the Island of Bute, some 5 miles (8km) south of Rothesay. The
setting of the house is important for the fine views it affords eastwards across the Firth of
Clyde and out to Great Cumbrae. The designed landscape provides vistas through the policy
woodlands out to sea. The policy woodlands are visible when approaching the island from the
east.
The mansion house was built set back from the clifftop facing east with views across the
gardens and out to sea. The designed landscape extends to the shore, the shore drive and
Beech Walk skirting the former cliff line along the raised beach. When first laid out, the
grounds extended northwards as far as Scoulag Church but were extended to Kerrycroy in
c.1820. To the west, the folly on Mount Montague was a designed viewpoint which has since
disappeared and the western boundary of the designed landscape is now formed by the minor
private road through the estate to Kerrylamont. The South Lodge marks the southern extent of
the designed landscape, which covers some 670 acres (283ha).
Site History
In general, the designed landscape at Mount Stuart has retained a similar structure from its
inception in 1717 to the present date. The main changes have been the moving of the public
road to the west of the house, and the gradual loss of the twists and small paths within the
formal garden layout. A new bowling green was laid out by the 1st Edition map of 1860 on the
former parterre area in front of the house, and a tennis court was later constructed on the
former site of the bowling green. The Wee Garden was added to the south of the policies in
1823 and the Mawson Rock Garden was added to the north of the house in 1893-8.
The Stuarts are descended from John Stuart, the natural son of Robert II who was made
Hereditary Sheriff of Bute in 1385. The Stuarts were also hereditary keepers of Rothesay Castle
and lived there until 1685 when it was destroyed by fire and assault. The family then lived in
the mansion house which had been built in 1680 in the Rothesay High Street. In 1703 Sir James
Stuart, the 3rd Baron was created Earl of Bute, Viscount Kingarth, Lord Mountstuart, Cumra
and Inchmernock. He was succeeded by his son in 1710 and in 1718 the foundations were laid
for a new house at Mount Stuart designed by Alexander McGill. The 2nd Earl married Anne
Campbell, daughter of the Duke of Argyll, and much of the grounds at Mount Stuart were
planted out from 1717, from which time accounts exist for young trees and seed. The 2nd Earl
died in 1723 and was succeeded by his son aged 9 years. Although building work continued,
the 3rd Earl did not visit Mount Stuart until 1734. In 1736 he married Mary Wortley Montague
and they spent more time at Mount Stuart. He was a keen gardener and in 1737 started a
Journal of Planting from the time of the first laying out of the gardens by his father.
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A plan of the grounds drawn up for the 3rd Earl in 1759 by John Fowles shows a parterre in
front of the house (ie. to the east), a bowling green to the south and a kitchen garden
immediately to the north of the parterre. These were laid out as three of many compartments
of a larger, formal design which extended from the house to the clifftop, and contained
designed vistas, clearings and avenues. The Lime Tree Avenue and the Forty Five Avenue are
marked as is the main drive. The Deer Park is shown to the north-west of the house, the
Wilderness to the north-east. A folly on the top of Mount Montague provides a focal point to
the west, and a Druid Temple is marked in the Deer Park. John Fowles's survey recorded 305
acres of gardens and paddocks, 'of which there are 135 acres under gardens and plantations,
120 acres in the Deer Park and the remaining 50 acres are divided into eight small enclosures
and paddocks'. He also refers to 'the forest trees of very great size and beauty' and states that
half of the Deer Park is arable.
The 3rd Earl became gradually more involved with political life in London. He was made a
Knight of the Garter in 1762 and was Prime Minister from 1762-3. He was a patron of the Arts
and also an arts collector, and he commissioned Robert Adam to build his new house at Luton
Hoo. He was influential in the foundation of Kew Gardens and published privately his own
botanical tables. He died in 1792 and was buried in Rothesay. The 4th Earl was married first in
1766 to the daughter of Viscount Windsor, and later to Frances the daughter of Thomas
Coutts. He lived for part of the time at Mount Stuart and in 1805 employed Buchanan and
Menzies to report on agricultural conditions and improvements needed on the estate. For his
diplomatic service he was created Viscount Mountjoy, Earl of Windsor and Marquess of Bute in
1796. He died in 1814 and was succeeded by his grandson who was already 7th Earl of
Dumfries in succession to his maternal grandfather.
The 2nd Marquess and his wife, Maria, the daughter of the 3rd Earl of Guilford, were
frequently in residence at Mount Stuart and made many improvements to the estate and
gardens, adding the English style estate village of Kerrycroy to the north of the estate. In 1823
Lady Bute designed a new small garden to the south of the formal compartments, south of the
bowling green. William Burn was commissioned to design a new north entrance lodge and the
ruins of Rothesay Castle were partly conserved at about this period.
After the death of his first wife, the 2nd Marquess married Lady Sophie Hastings, daughter of
the Marchioness of Hastings, in 1845. Their son John was born in 1847 and succeeded as 3rd
Marquess six months later. After his marriage in 1872, he had extensive improvements made
to Mount Stuart but a fire in 1877 destroyed the upper floors of the house. Rowand Anderson
was commissioned to submit plans for its rebuilding, most of which was completed in 1885. A
new garden to the west of the house was designed for the 3rd Marquess in 1898 by Thomas
Mawson. The 3rd Marquess died in 1900 and his son inherited his interest in restoring old
buildings, becoming Chairman of the Scottish Historic Buildings Record Council and President
of the Scottish History Society, an interest which is carried on today by the 6th Marquess.
Mount Stuart was used as a hospital during World War I.
Landscape Components
Architectural Features
The Victorian House, Italian Gothic in style, was built by Rowand Anderson. Its Georgian
predecessor, of which only the wings remain, was built by Alexander McGill for the 2nd Earl in
1722. The chapel at the north end has a tower which is a replica of the tower of Saragossa
Cathedral. The house is also noted for its Great Hall, 60 feet square and supported with huge
marble pillars. Mount Stuart is listed category A.
There are many other features and buildings in the grounds which are of architectural interest
including the 'Beehive' Well, the Garden Cottage and the Park Lodges. The North Lodge is
listed, category B; Kerrycroy village, to the north of the park, is listed as a group in category B.
The Home Farm is also listed B, as is the 17th century sundial in the Wee Garden. The identity
of the figure surmounting the column which stands to the left of a clearing near the house is
not known but the inscription, a quotation from Virgil, reads (You will remain in my memory)
'So long as I am conscious and my spirit controls my limbs'. The Private Chapel, originally a
Presbyterian church dating from the 17th century, is listed category A.
Paths & Walks
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This area, the Green Paths Triangle, to the north of the Lime Tree Avenue and south of the
kitchen garden, lies to the west of the main drive and is striking in its layout of converging
paths. The current layout is shown on the 2nd edition OS map of c.1900, and the triangular
layout is marked on the earlier 1st edition map of 1860 although at that time apparently not
planted up. It is possible that this area was so delineated as early as the mid-18th century, as
the gardener's notes of the 1750s refer to a Maze used as a tree nursery which is not obviously
marked in the 1758 survey, although this plan does not extend as far north as the Green Paths
Triangle. Today the hedges enclose conifers now grown to maturity.
Parkland
The parks are grazed; there are less individual parkland trees today than were shown on the
1759 plan but those shown on the 1st edition OS plan remain. The north-west Deer Park was
severed by the movement of the public road in the 1820s and is now in arable use. The new
main drive was planted up on either side with rhododendrons which are now c.50 years old; it
by-passes the 1722 kirk and churchyard. The Forty Five Avenue, which runs north/south to the
east of the house and is about one mile in length, is being kept as an avenue and the 200-250
year old beeches will be replanted. The Lime Tree Avenue is 600 yards long, 18' wide and
contains 153 trees, while the Beech Walk is 510' in length and 12 yards wide. In 1881 the total
length of walks at Mount Stuart was recorded as 8.75 miles.
Woodland
In 1879 the tallest ash in Scotland was recorded by Sir Herbert Maxwell as being one at Mount
Stuart of 134' in height. He also referred to the fine specimens of cedar. The woodlands date
from the early 18th century; some are now mature and very dense, and are being cleared and
thinned. The woods to the north of the Lime Tree Avenue including the wilderness area, have
not yet been cleared and have an undergrowth of self-seeded Rhododendron and bamboo.
Knocknicoll Wood and Black Wood are mainly coniferous plantations now, with a deciduous
edge on the side facing the house. There is also some coniferous planting along the coastal
strip.
The Gardens
The layout of the Formal Garden is shown in the 1759 Fowles Survey. The gardener at this time
was Alexander MacGregor who, when the 3rd Earl was in London, sent him a weekly record of
the weather and the work carried out in the garden. These accounts provide a fascinating
record of the gardener's work at that time, and also give tantalising glimpses of the complexity
of the garden layout, referring to the 'twist walks on the east side of the bowling green, the
Maze' (which possibly was used as a tree nursery), 'the Summerhouse Walk lined by beeches,
the Clyde Walk, the Flower Garden, the Toward walk, the lime hedges about the parterre, the
Laburnums in the Grove, the thorn hedges about the North (kitchen) Garden, the apple hedge
in the South (kitchen) Garden, the Tulip Tree Cabinet, the Bastern (lime) Cabinet and the
Ashleaf Cabinet... the limes and beeches in the lines next to the walk of the ring, the twist
down by the cascades to the Summerhouse Walk, and also the condemned 30' walk to the
west of the Bowling Green'.
While much of the detail of the layout has since gone, there are some fine trees in the garden
and also the area south of the house, where specimen conifers have been planted. The formal
garden at one time included the flower and vegetable gardens and also the Dahlia Collection
introduced to this country from Mexico by the 3rd Earl. The parterre had been converted to a
bowling green by the 1st Edition map of 1860; the steps to the earlier bowling green, now a
tennis court, remain and this area is surrounded with bulbs in the spring.
The Ween Garden was put in south of the main Formal Garden and incorporated the Racers
Burn within it. Its layout has remained substantially the same, although the large ring was
originally subdivided into segments. It is a walled garden to the west of the Forty Five and was
designed by the 2nd Marchioness in 1823, and is now known as the 'Wee Garden'. There was a
summerhouse to the south of this garden; this has since disappeared and that area of the
policies left in a relatively natural informal state. The sundial has recently been moved from a
corner of the Wee Garden to the centre of the ring. The garden contains many southern
hemisphere plants and ornamental shrubs which are being encouraged. More southern
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hemisphere plants are being added while maintaining the character of the garden. Interesting
plants in the Formal and Wee Garden include:- Euchryphia, Kalmia, Cryptomeria, Brodick
hybrid Rhododendrons, Griselinia, a weeping Sweet chestnut, also tree ferns, flax and Hebes
from New Zealand.
The Racers Burn flows from the Wee Garden, under the Forty Five into the Water Garden
created a few years ago and still under development. Today ornamental planting extends from
the Wee Garden along the water garden with Gunnera, Embothrium, Iris and Primula spp.
The Rock Garden was created by the 3rd Marquess between 1893 and 1898 and put in at the
west front of the mansion after rebuilding. It was originally designed by Thomas Mawson and
Gibson but was remodelled by the Dowager Lady Bute after the last war. It has many water
features, water being piped from the Scoulag Burn, and it is currently being restocked.
Walled Gardens
The kitchen garden was one of two, and was divided into eight compartments in the 1850s.
Only one wall remains today. Old orchard trees remain and the garden is also used for cut
flowers and vegetables. Glasshouses are in use.
Printed Sources
Plan of Lady Bute's garden 1824
Plan of Mount Stuart Park and Gardens 1759
James Kay, Old and Remarkable Trees in the Island of Bute, 1911
A. Millar, Castles and Mansions of Renfrewshire and Buteshire, 1889
Extracts from Alexander McGregor's notes 1750 (gardener to 3rd Earl)
J.C. Loudon, 1824
Estate Plans at Mount Stuart
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/GDL00291 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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KELBURN CASTLE

Type of Site

Garden and Designed Landscape
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GDL00233

Status

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes

Easting

221827

Northing

656847

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

An impressive designed landscape, most notable for its artistic, scenic and architectural
qualities and with a good historical background to its development. There is also a good
collection of trees and exotic plants set against the dramatic waterfalls of the Kel Burn.
Artistic Interest
Level of interest
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Outstanding
The designed landscape at Kelburn has outstanding value as a Work of Art in its present form.
Historical
Level of interest
Outstanding
There is good documentary and physical evidence of the development of the landscape at
Kelburn.
Horticultural
Level of interest
High
The collection of unusual and special trees, together with the exotic plant collection, give the
site high Horticultural value.
Architectural
Level of interest
Outstanding
Kelburn provides the setting for the A listed Castle as well as several other buildings of
Architectural interest.
Archaeological
Level of interest
Not Assessed
Scenic
Level of interest
Outstanding
Kelburn makes an outstanding contribution to the surrounding scenery.
Nature Conservation
Level of interest
High
The Kel Burn not only provides dramatic scenery in its waterfalls but also illustrates fluvial
processes and the geological sections along its course. The Glen contains a variety of species
and its Nature Conservation value is high.
Location and Setting
Kelburn lies in an attractive valley on the west coast of Scotland just south of the town of
Largs. The hills rise steeply behind the policies to the moorland blocks above; these are sharply
bisected by the Kel Burn which, in just under three miles, descends from around 1300' (400m)
to sea level with several waterfalls along its short length. The lower one was recorded as being
of some 50' in height in 1882 but the burn has cut back through the bedrock to form a narrow
gorge and the height of this lower waterfall today is about 20'. The Castle is set on the north
bank of the burn and has outstanding views to the Firth of Clyde, Arran and the Cumbrae
islands.
The designed landscape at Kelburn is bounded by the A78 to the west and enclosed by the
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woodland plantations to the north and south which extend up to the top of Kelburn Glen.
Roy's map of 1750 shows earlier plantations in square blocks, but not as extensive as the
plantations today. These were put in from the 18th century onwards, the commercial
softwood planting being undertaken by the 8th Earl from 1906. Within the gardens the layout
has remained basically the same since 1700 when the main wing was added to the original
tower house and a walled garden was enclosed. The stables and other estate offices are also
thought to date from this time. The coastal setting has been used for the designed landscape,
which focuses on the views to the west. The designed landscape covers some 772 acres
(312ha) today.
Site History
No famous designers are known to have been involved with the development of the landscape
at Kelburn, although there are still some uncatalogued plans in the castle which might help to
trace the pattern of development. Looking at Roy's map of 1750 and comparing the pattern
and the age of the trees in the woodlands today, it would appear that a major change in the
layout occurred between 1750 and c.1780. The new layout is shown on the 1st edition OS of
1855 and has remained similar since then. The 8th Earl's plantations are recorded on the 2nd
edition map of c.1910.
The Kelburn Estate has been in the Boyle (formerly 'de Boyville') family since the 13th century.
The original keep was replaced by a tower house erected in 1581 by John Boyle and, by the
17th century, the estate was described as having very beautiful orchards and gardens. David
Boyle who had promoted the Union, was created an Earl in 1699 and it was he who added the
main wing between 1692- 1700 linked obliquely to the tower. A further addition of the northeast wing was made in 1879-80 by the 6th Earl. There have been several MPs in the family, and
the 4th Earl was created Lord Ross of Hawkhead. The 7th Earl became Governor of New
Zealand and mementoes of his stay there are to be found in the museum, as well as in the New
Zealand Garden designed by the 7th Countess. The Countess's Walk is thought to have been
named after her. In 1979-80 the south estate offices and stables were converted into Kelburn
Country Centre which provides an information office, a tea room in the old stables with
additional seating area outside, toilets, a craft shop in the old laundry, and craft workshop
areas in the old byre. The sawmill is still in use for the estate. Other facilities for the visitor are
provided in this area and are described below.
Landscape Components
Architectural Features
The Castle is listed A; the tower erected by John Boyle bears the date 1581, together with his
initials and those of his wife Marion Crawford, above the original north entrance. In 1885 it
was noted as having 'the only ancient metallic termination to the turret' in Scotland. The
mansion wing was added in 1692 and the North-East Wing in 1879. The Stables are thought to
date from the mid-18th century and were renovated in 1979; they are listed B, as are the
cartshed and cottages to the north-west of the Castle. There are two sundials which are listed
A: one in the kitchen garden and one, dated 1707, by the Children's Garden to the west of the
castle. The West Lodge is listed B and is Baronial in style, while the former lodge, cut off from
the main drive by the advent of the railway in 1885, is derelict and listed C(S). The gatepiers to
the north drive are listed C(S), while those on the south drive are listed B. Kelburn Bridge is
listed C(S). Designed by Robert Adam, the Monument to the 3rd Earl, 'virtue lamenting the loss
of one of her favourite sons', is sited on the north side of the Kel Burn and is listed A. There is
also a late 19th century rustic-style garden house north of the kitchen garden.
Paths & Walks
There are several woodland walks and trails which are described in leaflets available to visitors
giving approximate walking times and distances. The north glen and south glen paths enable
walks up the Kel Burn. Not far from the Castle is the Great Waterfall Pool where the Burn falls
some 20' into a deep pool at the end of a narrow gorge carved out by the river itself. The
waterfall has receded upstream by many feet in the present Earl's lifetime and has carved the
gorge down through the softer rocks along its path. The monument to the 3rd Earl is also
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visible from the glen walks. The upper estate road provides a longer distance walk with
extensive views to the west. The Countess's walk provides a more gentle-sloped approach to
the upper estate road and gives spectacular views across the Firth.
Parkland
There are still many fine specimen trees within the parkland, which is grazed. The northern
area of the park is a golf course and was part of the estate until 1982. The western strip of the
park and the main lodge were cut off from the rest of the estate by the railway in 1885.
Woodland
There are some 500 acres of woodland within the estate; the hillsides are planted with both
coniferous plantations and deciduous woodlands, while Kelburn Glen is mainly deciduous
woodland. There is quite a wide variety of species within the woodlands and they are
scenically very significant. Many trees were lost during the 1968 gales. Many of the beech trees
planted in the 3rd Earl's time are coming to the end of their life.
The Gardens
The Plaisance' originated between 1760-80; it consists of a walled and terraced area to the
north and west of the castle and contains some very interesting tree and shrub species. A list
of the specimen trees is given in the 'Trees at Kelburn' booklet. Amongst the more striking are
the 'weeping larch' and the 'oldest and tallest' Monterey pine in Scotland. Alan Mitchell has
measured the specimen trees at Kelburn, some of which are shown to be about ten years old
or less in a photograph dated 1869. There are species Rhododendrons amongst the shrubbery
plants.
The New Zealand Garden was designed by the 7th Countess on their return from New Zealand
after the 7th Earl's term as Governor there, and contains many species from the southern
hemisphere. It is currently in the process of being redesigned.
The only formal garden remaining at Kelburn is the Children's Garden on the west lawn below
the Castle from which it is overlooked; it is laid out with herbs within evergreen hedge
enclosures. It was designed in c.1760 during the 3rd Earl's time and each corner contains the
initials of one of his four children. The 1707 sundial is on the west lawn next to the Children's
Garden.
To the north of the mansion wing is an enclosed area into which the drive turns and runs up to
the front door. The bowling green was within this enclosure on the east side of the drive.
Photographs and paintings at various dates since 1700, when the walls were built, show
hedges at various heights surrounding the outside of the garden and also edging the drive.
Walled Gardens
The kitchen garden is to the north-west of the Castle by the north office court. The second
sundial is sited here. The area is not totally maintained today, although some vegetables are
still grown.
Printed Sources
C. Douglas, SF, April 1986
Glasgow Herald, April 6th 1985
Guidebook, Kelburn Country Centre,
A.H.Millar, Castles and Mansions in Ayrshire 1885
The Trees at Kelburn, illustrated guide
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Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/GDL00233 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number
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Site Name

Finlaystone House

Type of Site

Garden and Designed Landscape

NRHE Number

GDL00180

Status

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes

Easting

236327

Northing

673591

Parish

Erskine, Kilmacolm, Port Glasgow

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Finlaystone House is situated on the south bank of the Firth of Clyde between the village of
Langbank and the town of Port Glasgow, some 18 miles (29km) west of Glasgow. The village of
Kilmacolm lies 2.5 miles (4km) to the south. The A8(T) forms the northern boundary of the
policies whilst the old Greenock Road forms that to the south. The mansion is set on a
whinstone cliff south of the River Clyde. The Finlaystone Burn flows northwards through the
policies and cuts down to the River Clyde over a series of waterfalls; it was dammed to form a
pond in the south of the policies for the purpose of providing water power for electricity
generation. The average annual rainfall is 48". The surrounding landscape to the south is
farmed while, to the west, lie the housing and industrial developments of Port Glasgow;
Langbank is to the east. To the north, across the Firth of Clyde, lies Dumbarton Rock and the
town of Dumbarton beyond which views are gained to the Kilpatrick Hills. Views can be gained
along and across the Clyde, particularly from the terraced garden. From the A814, on the
northern shore of the Firth of Clyde, views can be gained across to Finlaystone and the woods
and house are of some significance from the A8(T) along the boundary of the site.
Finlaystone House stands on a cliff above the Firth of Clyde surrounded by lawns some of
which, in spring, are clothed with daffodils. The designed landscape extends north to the A8(T),
south to the old Greenock Road, west beyond Brackenhead Plantation and east to Marypark.
In 1830, the Glasgow/Greenock railway line separated the rest of the estate from the
foreshore although this remains part of the estate. The mudflats are designated as an SSSI. In
more recent years, realignment of the A8(T) caused a further division, separating part of the
north park and East Lodge from the policies. Following this work, the northern boundary wall
was rebuilt in its present position.
There are several estate plans at Finlaystone including a survey plan of 1861, and documentary
evidence is also provided by General Roy's plan of 1750 and the OS map editions of 1866 &
1910. These show that the policies were extended to the east between 1750 and 1860 and
have remained consistent in size since then. Four drives link the house with the outer limits of
the policies; of these, only the east and south drives remain in regular use.
The designed landscape boundary was amended in 2015 to exclude the dual carriageway and
roundabout to the west of the designed landscape. Following the 2015 changes, the designed
landscape boundary encloses an area of some 208.3 acres (84.3ha).
Site History
The designed landscape in its present form was laid out between 1750 and 1860. Major
improvements to the gardens were undertaken in the late 19th & early 20th centuries and
from 1955. James Whitton is thought to have been involved in the design of the terraced
garden c.1900.
It is thought that there has been a castle at Finlaystone since the late 14th century when
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Robert II confirmed the lands on Sir John de Danyelstoun. His son, Sir Robert de Danyelstoun,
was keeper of Dumbarton Castle. On his death in 1399, his property was divided between his
two daughters; Newark Castle which lies on the shore to the west of Finlaystone went to
Elizabeth, whilst Finlaystone itself was inherited by Margaret who married Sir William
Cunningham in 1405. Their grandson, Alexander, became the 1st Earl of Glencairn in 1488. His
descendant, the 5th or 'Good' Earl, was a strong supporter of the Reformation. In 1556 John
Knox gave Communion to the family, reputedly under the yew tree which remains today in the
garden. The 9th Earl of Glencairn, William (1610-64), was made High Chancellor of Scotland
after the Restoration. The 14th Earl, James (1749-92), was a friend and benefactor of Robert
Burns.
In 1746-50 proposals were prepared for alterations to the house but these were not carried
out until 1760. On the death of the 15th Earl in 1796, the estate passed to the grandson of the
12th Earl, Robert Graham of Gartmore, in whose family it remained until 1862. In 1830, the
railway was constructed through the north of the Finlaystone policies and, as a result, the
walled garden was moved from its position near the railway line to its present position. It is
thought that some of the existing outbuildings may also have been built around this time. Sir
William Cunningham- Graham sold the estate to Sir David Carrick-Buchanan in 1862 who let
the house five years later to George Jardine Kidston.
In 1882, Kidston bought the property and began an extensive series of improvements to the
house and policies. He commissioned Sir John James Burnett to remodel the house. The
gardens were extended, the terraces laid out and the arboretum established. His daughter
married Richard Blakiston-Houston and they continued the plantings in the mid-1920s. Their
daughter, Marian, married General Sir Gordon MacMillan, and after 1955 further developed
the policies and planted extensively in the grounds, particularly after the devastation of the
gales of 1968, and also established the nursery in the walled garden. The present owner is their
son, George Gordon MacMillan, hereditary chief of the Clan MacMillan. He and his wife, and
other members of the family, are actively involved in the upkeep and maintenance of the
designed landscape.
Landscape Components
Architectural Features
Finlaystone House, listed B, was built c.1760 around an earlier Castle; the architect was John
Douglas. It was remodelled in the Baroque style by Sir John James Burnet in c.1900 although
the turrets predate this extension. The South Lodge stands on the Old Greenock Road at the
end of the south drive. The stables, garages and garden buildings lie to the east of the walled
garden. They are thought to have been built in the mid-19th century and were altered c.1900.
The Laundry stands on the west bank of the Finlaystone Burn and has been converted for use
as a tea room. A fine stone bridge spans the Finlaystone Burn on the main east drive. There are
two sundials: one in the old rose garden and another in the walled garden, the latter of which
requires some restoration. A stone Japanese lantern stands at the edge of a footpath to the
south-west of the house. Stone ornaments are mounted on the pillars which are incorporated
at either end of the balustraded north retaining wall of the terraced garden.
Parkland
Reference to the 1st edition OS map of 1866 shows parkland trees in an area along the
northern boundary of the policies, now known as the Macneill Field, and west of the house.
Reference to General Roy's map of 1750 would indicate that these parks had been cut out of
areas of former woodland. By the time of the 2nd edition OS map, the number of trees in these
areas had been reduced. Today there are three mature oaks in the Macneill Field and, since
1976, the area has been cultivated for soft fruits. The park to the west of the house was largely
developed as a garden at the beginning of this century, incorporating some beech and other
old parkland trees including a Turkey oak (Quercus cerris) which was thought to be the largest
in the West of Scotland in 1907. A small area of parkland remains on undulating ground
between the gardens and Brackenwood Plantation.
Woodland
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Woodlands were established at Finlaystone by the mid-18th century, as shown by General
Roy's map. Of these, some were cleared for parkland. By 1860, the blocks which remained lay
in the central core of the policies, along the Finlaystone Glen and along the edge of the cliff to
the north of the house. The Great Lime Avenue and three mature yew trees, which remain in
an area known as Paradise to the north-east of the house, are remnants of an earlier wood
shown on General Roy's map of 1750 which incorporated a series of intersecting rides through
it. By 1866, it had been largely cleared. The age of the yews is uncertain and is the subject of
various reports including those by the Andersonian Naturalist Society, who visited in 1893, and
a Glasgow Naturalist Magazine article of 1912 which estimated that they may have been
planted c.1620.
Between 1866 and the early 1900s, the structure of the policy woodlands remained similar.
90% of the older woodlands are deciduous with sycamore, ash, wych elm, oak and horse
chestnut species. Extensive planting has been carried out in the woodlands to the east of the
Finlaystone Burn since 1882, when the estate was acquired by Mr Kidston. He also established
the arboretum between 1890 and 1900, mainly along the east and west drives. The tree
collection was further embellished by his son-in-law c.1925. The trees were catalogued and
measured in 1974. They include a diverse range of species: among them Abies homolepis,
Abies cilicica and Picea polita. After 1955 spruce, larch and pine plantations were established,
particularly in the areas between established woodlands to the east of the Finlaystone Burn.
Seventy acres of mainly young woodland were lost in the gales of 1968, some of which have
been replanted, whilst other areas have been left to naturally regenerate. Rhododendron
ponticum became established in the understorey but has been cleared.
The Gardens
There are two areas of informal garden at Finlaystone: the New Garden below the Laundry and
the Bog Garden. The New Garden is situated on either side of the Finlaystone Burn, between
the Laundry and the stone bridge. It is significant from the main drive where it is seen against
the backdrop of the waterfall and the rustic bridge which crosses the burn opposite the
Laundry. The area was cleared in 1959 and the present garden has been created since then by
Lady MacMillan. It includes a range of Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Hostas and Primulas.
The Bog Garden is situated at some distance from the west of the walled garden. The whole
area was created from an artificial pond made in 1900. After 1945 it was leaking beyond repair
and was gradually filled in and planted. It is centred on a pond which has recently been cleared
and around which the garden is currently being established. The pond is edged by informal
shrub beds which include a mixed range of species. A 'folly' for the garden is currently being
designed by George MacMillan. The Bog Garden is separated from the terraced garden by
informal lawns and shrub borders, in which various species and hybrid rhododendron and
azalea are planted. Philadelphus, Buddleia, Hydrangea and other shrubs are also growing in
this area. Many of the plants have been propagated for sale in the nursery.
There are two areas of formal garden: the old rose garden which lies due west of the walled
garden and the terraced gardens on the west side of the house. The old rose garden is
enclosed by a clipped yew hedge. The box compartments laid out to contain the rose beds are
now used for cuttings and cut flowers.
The terraced gardens were laid out c.1900 for Mr Kidston on the site of the earlier formal
gardens. James Whitton, Superintendent of Glasgow Botanic Gardens from 1893 to 1923, is
thought to have been involved in their design and a Mr Goldring is thought to have laid them
out. The terraced lawn adjacent to the house is contained by a stone retaining wall along the
north boundary. A flight of steps incorporated within the wall links the terrace with the west
drive. The banking between the terrace and the drive is clothed with clipped laurel. The 'John
Knox Tree' stands on the lawn next to the house. The tree was moved in 1900 and a series of
three photographs exist which record the operation. Lady MacMillan's great-aunt was involved
in the castellated clipping of the yew hedges (inspired by the castellations of Marlborough
House, London) which enclose the rose garden beyond the main lawn. A bomb dropped in
World War II was responsible for the undulating surface of the area. Since then, the beds have
been relaid and planted with roses given as gifts to General Sir Gordon and Lady MacMillan on
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the occasion of their Golden Wedding. All the plants were lost in a recent bad frost and the
beds are to revert to bedding plants, a style first adopted between 1918 and 1939, until the
ground is ready to take roses once again. A long herbaceous border lies on the north edge of
the lawn which lies beyond the rose garden.
Walled Gardens
The walled garden was built in its present position between 1830 and 1861. The original
planting was herbaceous until World War I when it was cleared for vegetables. It was planted
with vegetables during the wars and since 1955 it has been managed as a tree and shrub
nursery by Lady MacMillan. An interesting selection of trees and shrubs is propagated in the
glasshouses from material in the gardens, whilst other plants are brought in from other
Scottish sources.
References
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Plans at Finlaystone House
Groome s, 1883
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/GDL00180 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

140

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE SKELMORLIE PARISH CHURCH, HALL AND QUADRANT WALL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7269

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219282

Northing

668095

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

John Honeyman of Glasgow, architect. Opened 13.2.1895. 5-bay Gothic church with chancel to
south, 3-stage square tower with spire to north, 3-bay hall (former 1855-6 church) beyond.
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Snecked and stugged red sandstone ashlar (hall is cherry-caulked red rubble) with polished
dressings. Entrance in tower, 2 cusped-headed doors (all other openings have pointed heads,
mostly hood-moulded) under wide, moulded arch with nook-shafts; lancets above, louvred
and plate-traceried belfry opening to each face of top stage, tower, parapet, with diminutive
pinnacles over angles, enclosing spire, latter faceted and finialed, with lucarne. Nave has 5
buttressed bays, geometric-traceried windows, stepped and gabletted buttresses, continuous
string at cill level. Chancel has 3 lancets, with continuous hood-mould, high on east and west
walls (stylised beak-head moulding at eaves of latter): 3 tall, slender lights below vescica in
south gable. Vestry at south east corner. Hall has 3 bays, porch in north bay, belfry over 3-light
window on north gable. Modern addition to north east.
All roofs slated.
Interior (fittings mostly by Honeyman & Keppie). Single side aisle at east, elaborately carved
and panelled pulpit (1899), choir stalls, altar, dado and reredos all oak, reredos has 4 figures
under ornate canopies separating 3 carved panels (these signed J Crawford, 1897). Some good
leaded glass windows; chancel windows by J & W Guthrie (David Gauld, artist) 1895-6; 5
windows on west wall, including one by Stephen Adam, c1909, 2 by firm of Wm Morris, c1900
& 1918 (latter at least from an original by Burne-Jones). Inverclyde window probably by
Clayton & Bell: 2 additional war memorial windows from St Andrew's Church Greenock,
acquired 1970, fixed to north wall and back-lit. Art nouveau details to pulpit, stair balusters and
newel posts in hall, and also to wrought-iron lamp outside principal entrance. Organ 1904, by
Binns of Bramley, Leeds, to specifications from Herbert Walton of Glasgow Cathedral. Set
behind low quadrant wall, with wrought-iron gates and railings.
Statement of Special Interest
Ecclesiastical building in use as such.
The records in SRO do not identify the architect of the original church, but the transept
(replaced by tower) was added 1858 by "Mr Clark, architect". The chancel west window was
donated in memory of the wife and sons of John Honeyman.
References
Plaque in chancel identifies architect. SRO CH2/328/1
Honeyman & Keppie accounts preserved at Keppie & Henderson
office, Glasgow (information from Alex Smellie)
J Lamond, THE BOOK OF THE PARISH CHURCH OF SKELMORLIE, 1893.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7269 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number

141

Site Name

WHITTLIEBURN BRIDGE OVER NODDSDALE WATER (ON CONSTABLEWOOD ROAD)

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7271

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

221644

Northing

663132

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire
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Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Haunches probably early 18th century, and built originally to carry timber bridge; stone arch
thrown later in century. Rubble-built including coping slabs of steeply-ramped parapets.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7271 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number

142

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE, INCHGOWER HOUSE, 16 SHORE ROAD

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7272

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219317

Northing

667654

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Circa 1850, 2-storey, 3-bay villa, with bowed addition of circa 1870 (see notes) Sited on W
facing raised terrace overlooking sea. Squared and coursed, pinned sandstone with ashlar
dressings.
W ELEVATION: steps to door at centre; upper panels glazed, strip fanlight. Window above at
1st floor. Ashlar, canted bay to left; gablehead breaking eaves at 1st floor. Large, advanced
bow to right with 3 windows to each floor; conical roof with fish-scale slates. Porch to S with
round-headed window on return, pyramidal roof with swept eaves.
Single storey, 2-bay recessed service wing extending to N with bipartites. Plate glass sashes.
Overhanging, bracketed eaves, grey slates, coped ashlar stacks. Stone steps to terraced garden,
with ashlar coped square rubble retaining wall.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7272 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

143

Site Name

KNOCK CASTLE WEST LODGE AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7273

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219170

Northing

662694

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Fryers and Penman of Largs, architects. Built 1904. Asymmetrical single storey lodge set behind
castellated gateway. Stugged red sandstone coursers with polished dressings. South elevation
of lodge: hood-moulded and transomed tripartite to advanced gabled inner bay (similar
window in west gable below plaque); crenellated octagonal entrance turret in left re-entrant
angle; corniced door in roll-moulded architrave, hood-moulded lights in flanking faces.
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Moulded eaves; ball-finialed gables with coped crow-steps and shaped skewputts; coped
stacks; slate roof with red ridge tiles. Wide main gateway with 2 tall octagonal castellated
gatepiers flanked by roll-moulded Tudor-arched and crenellated pedestrian gateways. Coped
low wall to curved approaches. Ornately patterned wrought-iron gates by Frazer brothers,
Smiths, Largs.
Statement of Special Interest
The avenue linking with the shore road was opened 27.3.1904 (engineers Crouch and Hogg,
Glasgow).
References
Largs and Millport Weekly News, 2.4.1904.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7273 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

144

Site Name

MANOR PARK HOTEL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7275

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219380

Northing

663870

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

David and James Hamilton, architects of A-plan small mansion, 1843; substantial additions:
north arm extended 1905; 1910 additions - by Fryers and Penman of Largs principally a tall,
square angle tower at south west. Now a hotel. 2 storeys over raised, channelled and battered
basement. Polished ashlar, with broad band courses 1st floor window margins linked to cill and
to eaves bands. Original house: symmetrically arranged, porch projects obliquely (roughly
north east) from re-entrant angle on square columns and pilasters; balustraded miniature
perron; wall-head pediment above with domed roof light behind. Variety of window openings;
some of those at ground have lugged and keystoned margins, some (including 3-light windows
to west) are architraved, with consoled hoods; some full-height canted windows, eg at either
end of west elevation. Balustraded (1910) tower has corbelled stair turret with cap house.
Mutule cornices throughout; corniced stacks; piended slate roofs. Interior: some good classical
ornament; entrance hall lit with circular balcony and dome; Corinthian-columned screens lead
from balcony; good ceiling and cornice plasterwork, especially around dome and in entrance
hall; dining room has lightly-beamed ceiling, cornice with ornamental hanging grapes. Stair
(?1905) has simple wooden balusters.
Statement of Special Interest
Originally called St Fillans, and later called Blackhouse.
Category B only because of additions.
References
Gildard Ms in Mitchell Library. Ayrshire County Council
Northern District Committee Minutes, 1905 and 1910.
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Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7275 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

145

Site Name

NODDSDALE HOUSE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7277

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

221412

Northing

661670

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

James Millar, architect, circa 1902; alterations and additions circa 1911, also by Millar. Large
asymmetrical house with Tudor details. Mostly harled, but some ashlar, brick, and timber
framing. Mostly 2 storeys with attics.
West elevation: symmetrically planned, 3 bays (addition to the left), long mullioned windows
wide inner bay advanced and gabled, mannered random rubble and Tudor-arched lights at
ground floor, timber frame infilled with patterned brickwork above, 1st floor embryo jettying,
long windows flank sundial; small canted attic oriel, gable head projects above decorative
barge boards; porch projects diagonally from left re-entrant angle; door in architrave. Right bay
is tile hung above canted ground floor window; 1st floor windows in outer bays break through
eaves. Left wing timber framed at 1st floor, with north gable jettied on brackets at 1st floor; 2
additional gables to north elevation, door between with bronze ship's bell (inscribed "Lord of
the Isles"); twin-gabled south elevation. L-plan wing projects from east wall of house, forming
courtyard, crenellated octagonal turret in re-entrant angle. Rectangular, diamond or grouped,
harled or brick stacks; tiled roofs of various levels.
Interior has some decorative wooden panelling.
References
THE ARCHITECT 27.11.1908 (illus.) Ayrshire C.C. Northern District Committee Minutes.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7277 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

146

Site Name

SKELMORLIE CASTLE AND COURTYARD BUILDINGS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7281

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219524

Northing

665838

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire
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Description

Circa 1502 rectangular-plan 3-storey and attic tower house, 17th and 19th century courtyard
buildings to south; alterations 1856 and 1864 when large baronial wings were added to south
and to west of tower- latter wing removed and west wall of tower house re-modelled after
1959 fire; restoration completed 1962 by Noad and Wallace of Glasgow.
Tower is harled, remainder red rubble, all with red ashlar dressings and mostly crow-stepped
gables.
TOWER: north-facing inserted doorway below 1856 crest, and rebuilt wallhead stack, porch to
south; fenestration is altered and asymmetrical - mostly small-paned sashes; conical-roofed
bartizan over 2 diagonally opposite angles, lean-to at east and massive apex stack. Interior
mostly 1962.
SOUTH WING: 3 storeys with attic; single and mullioned windows (plate glass sashes); east and
west long elevations each have pedimented dormer heads over 2 southmost bays and fullheight twin-gabled shallow projection - one gable to west carried upward as octagonal turret;
conical-roofed bartizans over 2 diagonally opposite angles: modern fire escape on south gable.
COURTYARDS: 3 2-storey ranges in joggled T-plan, with courtyard to east and to west of inner
range, each court bounded on north by wall with arched entrance; both inner (?former chapel)
and south west ranges essentially 17th century (possibly circa 1672 when tower interior remodelled), each with segmental-arched dormer heads above wall-head, and massive wall-head
stack facing west court (latter walled at west also); inner range has semi-circular south gable;
drum tower with gun ports at south west angle; much altered plainer south east range
(presumably circa 1856 or 1864) has corresponding tower to east; (principal) east court
entered from east.
Statement of Special Interest
1502 building for 2nd Montgomery of Skelmorlie; additions for John Grahame. Some
unspecified alterations by John Honeyman, 1876, costing $800 (Honeyman and Keppie account)
References
MacGibbon and Ross, CASTELLATED AND DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE, vol III, 1889. pp. 173-183.
A H Millar, CASTLES AND MANSIONS OF AYRSHIRE, 1885.
Scottish Field June 1963
Unsigned plans of 1856 and 1864 additions held by Darley Hay Partnership, Ayr.
(SRO NRA(S) 1679)
Some photographs in NMRS, interior views (including 1672 dated ceiling) taken prior to fire.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7281 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

147

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE 9 THE CRESCENT TUDOR HOUSE AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7282

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219547

Northing

667725
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Northing

667725

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Watson and Salmond, architects. Built circa 1904. Large asymmetrical Tudor villa. Mostly 2
storeys. Stugged red sandstone ashlar with polished dressings. West elevation: 2 advanced
wide gabled bays with mullioned windows (transomed at ground floor and 1 projecting) to
right, battered, 3-storey, square entrance tower in re-entrant angle, 2 narrow bays to left.
Tudor-arched door recessed in moulded rectangular panel with small side lights and blocked
cornice; plaque with shaped hood-mould above and over 1st floor tripartite; shaped parapet
above string (latter broken by slit opening). Mullioned ground floor window in projecting bay
with parapet to left of door, timber framing above; narrow outer bay has corbelled and gabled
1st floor window rising above eaves. Mullioned windows in north and south gables; rear wing
extends to east and returns south forming U-plan courtyard, partly filled by conservatory; 2 tall
mullioned and transomed windows to rear of main block. Mullioned windows to most
elevations mostly square-headed; all windows leaded with small panes. Variety of apex and
wall head stacks, latter mostly battered; tall square stack over north east angle of rear wing.
Variety of roof levels, all slated, with deeply projecting eaves. Decorative wrought-iron lamp at
main door. Set above balustraded terrace wall to west. 2 panelled square gatepiers with
shaped cornices and pyramidal caps; panelled wooden gates.
Reference

ACADEMY ARCHITECTURE 1904, vol. I pp 104 & 107 (illus.)
Ayrshire C.C. Northern District Committee Minutes.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7282 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

148

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE 11 THE CRESCENT THE BIRKENWARD

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7283

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219534

Northing

667674

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Probably late 19th century, with re-modelling 1904 in arts and crafts manner. Asymmetrical 2storey villa, substantial earlier 20th century (plainer) rear wing. Stugged red sandstone ashlar
with polished dressings. Original house has canted south gable (angles advanced; decorative
iron brattishing), 4-bay south elevation, outer bays advanced, and linked by open wooden
verandah with decorative shaped capitals, door and French windows behind; mullioned
windows in finialed outer bays, projecting ground floor bay at left; 2-storey canted bay at right
has French window, iron balcony to 1st floor window above. String at 1st floor cill level.
Corniced stacks; piended and gabled slate roofs with projecting eaves.
Interior: some good art nouveau decoration; hall has square columns and pilasters with
decorative capitals, some linked by segmental arches; timber panelling; chimneypieces - that in
hall has semi-circular recesses flanking niche. Low, canted lounge to north; irregular rear wings,
arcaded service area to north wall, corbelled angle turret to south west angle of later addition.
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Statement of Special Interest
Shown on 2nd ed O.S. (1895). Application to build rear wing not submitted to District
Committee by 1912 (later minutes not examined).
References
Ayrshire C C Northern District Committee Minute, 1904, (notes additions, but architect not
named)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7283 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

149

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE 15 THE CRESCENT CROFTMOHR HOUSE AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7284

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219514

Northing

667570

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

H E Clifford, architect. Built circa 1904. Large, 2-storey suburban villa in arts and crafts manner.
Stugged red ashlar with polished dressings: mostly harled above ground floor: some Timber
framed gables. Deeply recessed rectangular door in asymmetrical 3-bay south elevation,
splayed reveals with roll-moulding and Tudor-arched doorway; canted and corbelled oriel
above linked at left to tall projecting stack; 2 small rectangular lights in gabled left bay; 1st
floor bipartite above. West elevation: 4 irregular bays, 2 gabled, the left with bowed
projection; long, mullioned windows. East elevation: triple-gabled, with roof swept at left
(gabled wing to right, long mullioned window to each floor, and tall, mullioned and transomed
stair window. Coped end and axial stacks; slate roofs with deeply projecting eaves.
Interior: wooden panelled entrance hall and ground floor front rooms: room to south has tall
chimney piece with Dutch tiles over fireplace and flanking painted and leaded glass panels.
Stugged and snecked red ashlar gatepiers are corniced, with domed caps. Garden wall has
canted south west corner, with depressed-arched gateway.
References
ACADEMY ARCHITECTURE 1904. Vol I pp105 & 107 (illus.)
ARCHITECT 19.5.1905 Ayrshire C C Northern District Committee Minutes, 1904.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7284 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

150

Site Name

SKELMORLIE MEASURED MILE MARKER POLES

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B
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Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7286

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219193

Northing

667552

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Established 1866 by the firm of Robert Napier & Sons, shipbuilders; surveyed by both Kyle and
Frew, and Smith and Wharrie, land surveyors; checked by admiralty staff. 2 pairs of tall poles
set 1 nautical mile from each other: poles set on concrete bases, with iron stays, and sights at
upper level.
Statement of Special Interest
Erected for the use of ships undergoing tests and trials; these poles may not be the original
ones.
References
J Napier, THE LIFE OF ROBERT NAPIER, 1904. pp.225-9.
Kyle & Frew work books in Strathclyde Regional Archives.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7286 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

151

Site Name

SKELMORLIE LONG HILL MORELAND GARDEN FLATS 1 AND 2 HOUSE, FLATS 1, 2 AND 3

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7288

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219397

Northing

668174

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Dated 1872, additions 1874 and 1893 (also dated) by Honeyman and Keppie. Now forms
substantial asymmetrical, 3-storey house. Red sandstone with polished dressings. 1862 section
essentially L-plan with projecting canted bays on south and west facades with 2nd floor
windows breaking eaves line, pedimented heads with Thomson's initials. Additional 2nd floor
oriel on right of south facade; corbelled oriel in re-entrant angle on west facade, also ground
floor arcaded loggia in southern bay. Roofs over projections facetted, 1874 additions to north
of first building. Large elliptical block linked to west front at north end, extends east forming
north range. Cill bands, string courses; aediculed windows at 1st and 2nd floor to north and
south; corbelled turret at 2nd floor masks join with first building.
New entrance 1893 at south east in projecting single storey, conical-roofed drum, 5-sided
internally; Roman Doric columned doorpiece with Jacobean detailing, obelisks and strapwork.
North and east ranges simpler. Windows mainly plate-glass sashes except in ground floor
where 8-pane pattern found.
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Roofs slated and platformed some with decorative iron brattishing and finials.
Statement of Special Interest
Built for Professor Thomson; added to by Laurence Robertson in 1874-5 ($4,300) and 1893
($2,571) Sub-divided to form 5 flats.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7288 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

152

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE 5 MONTGOMERY TERRACE GLENDOWER HOUSE AND GATEPIERS TO EAS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7289

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219405

Northing

667935

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Late 19th century. 2-storey villa, with 3-storey square tower to south, and low single storey
wing with basement beyond. Coursed and stugged red ashlar with polished dressings. Tower:
bipartite to 3 sides of upper stage, round-headed of house with round-arched doorway; canted
ground floor window alongside. Plain, 3-bay west elevation with advanced left bay; east
elevation has wide segmental-arched ground floor window and keystoned and round-arched
central stair window with cill breaking continuous band between floors. Eaves course,
bracketted eaves, wall-head stacks and slate roof; tower similarly treated. Interior: leaded glass
stair window with representation of Battle of Largs: decorative cast-iron stair balusters; low,
depressed-arched screen with short square Corinthian column and pilasters between halflanding and ground floor room to north east: some wooden panelling and decorative
plasterwork.
Red ashlar gatepiers to east and to west; former are square, latter are octagonal with shaped
caps, decorative wooden gate with stytised wooden columns.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7289 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

153

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE MONTGOMERY TERRACE CRAIG MEMORIAL HOME AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7290

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219388

Northing

667684

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire
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Description

Late 19th century. Large asymmetrical villa with Scottish Baronial features. Alterations &
additions 1904 by Salmon Son & Gillespie (?executed) & in 1906 by Fryers and Penman of
Largs. 2 storeys and attic, and set on slope, with basement raised at west. Snecked and stugged
red sandstone ashlar with polished dressings. East (entrance) elevation: advanced wide gable
to left (2 windows at each level), single windows in right bay (crow-stepped 1st floor dormer
head). Central octagonal porch with open arcaded passage, these both timber, and
balustraded: Single swept-roofed dormer with iron-balustraded platform. Low, single storey
piended hall to right with some leaded lights, attic oriel in gable above: low tile-hung wing to
left (service wing beyond), raised to full height on main west facade, with angle turret,
corbelled above basement, octagonal and tile-hung at 1st floor, with conical roof, linked to
advanced gabled bay by corbelled angle turret. Full height canted window to gabled bay,
corbelled balcony to eastern bays, attic oriel in raised gablet.
Interior: some good plasterwork and good panelling: north ground floor room has Corinthian
pilasters, slender Corinthian columns flanking door and chimney piece; foliate patterned frieze
and cornice: shallow depressed arch spanning room, spandrels decorated with knights on
horseback; ribbed ceiling. Margined, square, red ashlar gatepiers have projecting caps;
decorative wrought-iron gates.
Statement of Special Interest
Shown on 1895 OS map. Pediment on west wall bears initials "CPH, FSE". Formerly West Park.
Alterations for R Hunter Craig MP.
References
Ayrshire CC Northern District Committee Minutes, 1906
Raymond O'Donnel, SALMON SON & GILLESPIE, 1983-5 thesis
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7290 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

154

Site Name

KNOCK OLD CASTLE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7307

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219337

Northing

663110

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

2 lintels of 1603 and 1604 may date building. Repaired and altered 1853 (dated). Rectangularplan 3-storey and attic tower (now reduced in size) (ragged wall fragments to east); screen
wall, formerly part of a courtyard, extends south from tall, conical-roofed, circular angle turret.
All rubble-built with ashlar dressings. Tower house has round-headed doorway on south wall,
and single roll-moulded window at each level, dovecot in dormer head. Moulded eaves
cornice; crowstepped gables and coped end stacks. Slate roofs.
Single light at each level above ground to west gable and west elevation of angle turret; latter
entered by segmental-arched east-facing door; door above opens onto parapet walkway of
screen wall; doorway, 3 circular hand-gun ports and 2 slits to west (outer) face of latter;
corbelled and crenellated parapets above linked to conical-roofed corbelled round turret at
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south.
Statement of Special Interest
J T Rochead designed the nearby new Knock Castle circa
1852, and so may also have been responsible for the alterations to this building.
References
Pont, CUNNINGHAME, 1876. pp224-8 (& illus.)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7307 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

155

Site Name

KNOCK CASTLE WALLED GARDEN AND GLASS HOUSES

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7308

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219428

Northing

663180

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Probably remodelled or rebuilt circa 1852 by J T Rochead. Rectangular-plan garden enclosure,
yellow brick walls with red ashlar gatepiers and coping slabs: long, symmetrical glass house
range along north wall with polygonal centrepiece. Castellated turret centrally placed on west
wall, with 4 round-headed openings, approached by steps from garden: continuous string
course raised over openings, corbelled and crenellated parapet. Gatepiers also castellated with
wrought-iron gates.
Statement of Special Interest
A plan (surveyed 1847) of Knock estate in Strathclyde
Regional archives (T-PM 134/113) shows a simple rectangular garden enclosure on this site;
turret marked on 1st ed O.S. (1854).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7308 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

156

Site Name

BRIDGEND OLD BRIDGE OVER SKELMORLIE WATER

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7310

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219459

Northing

665663
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Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Probably 18th century. Single semi-circular span rubble-built bridge with tooled squared
voussoirs; low parapet with simple iron railings; re-set 1604(?) datestone central on west side.
Description from: hhttp://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7310 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

157

Site Name

BRISBANE MAINS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7311

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

220903

Northing

662267

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

James Gillespie architect. Built circa 1807. Single storey U-plan stables with symmetrical 11-bay
south elevation; partly converted at east for domestic use with one south-facing window
enlarged. Harled with ashlar margins, all painted. South elevation: articulated with advanced
central and outer bays; tall round-arched pend central in pedimented central bay, blind oculus
in tympanum: 5 flanking bays, outer 2 advanced with roof swept over; some windows blind,
some with dummy shutters. Mostly square-headed openings to courtyard, cartshed in east
range with segmental-arched cartways mostly blocked; modern porch on south range.
Slate roofs.
Statement of Special Interest
Associated with Brisbane house (now demolished) Gillespie is better known as Gillespie
Graham, the name he took after having married a Graham heiress.
References
Brisbane Mss. in Mitchell Library.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7311 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

158

Site Name

BRISBANE MAINS MERIDIAN PILLAR

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB7312

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

220834

Northing

661623

Parish

Largs
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Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Erected circa 1808. Cylindrical, rubble-built meridian pillar. Harled, with pointed sight stone on
north side; flat ashlar cap with pierced upright triangular stone above.
Statement of Special Interest
Erected by Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane for astronomical purposes. Relates to 3 meridian
pillars above Waterside Street in Largs, and to former observatory nearby (latter now
demolished).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7312 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

159

Site Name

INVERKIP PARISH CHURCH. INVERKIP.

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB12465

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

220988

Northing

672171

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

2-storey type; simple Renaissance with upper windows round-headed; open belfry at front
gable; (1804-5). Clock on pediment several of windows blocked up, but fenestration pattern
kept in black & white
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12465 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

160

Site Name

"WOODSIDE" MAIN STREET, INVERKIP.

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB12467

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

220326

Northing

671939

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Single-storey with Attic dormers; simple, with wallhead urns (urns from an early Ardgowan
structure); (probably c. 1860?)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12467 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

161

Site Name

INVERKIP VILLAGE ELLENBANK

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB12471

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

220344

Northing

671971

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Style of David Hamilton. Built circa 1840. Picturesque, 2-storey marine villa with basement,
advanced and finialed gables, deeply projecting eaves. Polished ashlar. Roughly T-plan; 3-bay
north and south elevations with west most bay advanced and gabled south-facing squarecolumned porch in re-entrant angle, round-headed slits flank gable window alongside; french
window to north gable. Off-centre, advanced west gable has full-height canted 2-light window,
bracketted cast-iron balcony to 1st floor. Lying-pane glazing throughout, ground floor windows
mostly with consoled and pedimented cornice. End and axial stacks with grouped square flues;
slate roof. Enclosed on 3 sides by rubble-built garden wall, polished ashlar dwarf wall to north
with moulded cope and gatepiers.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12471 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

162

Site Name

LANGHOUSE, DAFF GLEN, BY INVERKIP

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB12472

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

221456

Northing

671702

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Mansion of 2 & 3 storeys; Victorian Baronial, with towerlets & battlements; mainly dating from
c1848; with early farmhouse and nucleus. 2 storey addition to south faced in imitation stone.
Couldn't find old nucleus unless old mill house meant on wall above gate of walled garden is a
date 1705. An american has traced his ancestor back to 1720's on this site.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12472 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

163

Site Name

GREENOCK ROAD, NETHERHALL HOUSE & GATEHOUSE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB37167
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Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

220220

Northing

660658

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Campbell Douglas and Sellars, dated 1876-92.
a) House: Large asymmetrical, 2-storey, basement and attic mansion house with modified
baronial details, including angle-drum turrets with conical roofs and tower with pyramidal
roofs and tower with pyramidal roof over entrance; projecting porch at base with roll-moulded
round-arched opening. Windows, sash and case with 2 or 4 pane glazing pattern, large 4-light
canted bay to long garden elevation, 2-bay square projecting window to north; gabletted
dormers rise from eaves cornice. Platform roof with cast-iron balustrading. Substantial
additions have been made to the house, including a porch and lobby to the east elevation, and
3-storey and attic wing at south east. Built in whinstone with red ashlar dressings. Remains of
ornate cast-iron heating system in stair hall.
b) Built 1875. Roughly L-plan single storey gatehouse with conical-roofed round tower at south
east corner. Whinstone with red ashlar dressings, south wall and tower are harled. West
elevation: tall, round-headed pend (entrance to lodge within) with moulded arch and hood mould, later wrought-iron gates and iron sign above. 2 plaques and single window to right.
Central ridge stack and roof with red ridge tiles and angle finials. East elevation: canted bay in
re-entrant angle with tower. Modern glazing throughout.
Statement of Special Interest
Circular plaque inscribed "William Thomson, Baron Kelvin of Largs OM GCVO FRSSL & E 18241907, Physicist, engineer & mathematician.
Listed both for historical and architectural interest. Modern wing excluded.
References
Building News 27.6.1890 (illus)
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37167 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

164

Site Name

124 GREENOCK ROAD ST COLUMBA'S COLLEGE (FORMERLY NORTHFIELD)

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB37168

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219792

Northing

660910

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

In the style of David and James Hamilton. Circa 1830. Asymmetrical 2-storey villa with Tudor
details. Harled, with ashlar dressings and porch. South elevation: 7 bays; off-centre door
behind basket-arched gabled porch; single window above, and single windows in left bay
(hood-moulded and blind at ground floor); tall, paired, corbelled, octagonal wall-head stack.
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Advanced gabled bay to right has hood-moulded sashes with lying-pane glazing and round headed attic light. 3 bays beyond to right, outer with advanced gable and lying-pane sashes.
West elevation has 4 bays, 2 outer advanced and gabled; projecting ground floor window to
left and canted window to right, 1st floor windows hood-moulded. Central ground floor sashes
with hood-moulds, 1st floor windows basket-arched eaves course raised above and finialled.
Octagonal gable-head, wall -head and ridge stacks; gable finials. Slate roof, with decorative
ridge tiles.
Statement of Special Interest
Similar in style to Prior Lodge which was identified as being by David and James Hamilton.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37168 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

165

Site Name

GREENOCK ROAD, DANEFIELD HOUSE, STABLES, LODGE AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB37169

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219600

Northing

661185

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Dated 1883. Large asymmetrical mansion house with Scots baronial detailing. 2 storey and
attic over raised basement. Yellow ashlar with polished red sandstone dressings and band
courses. South elevation: projecting porch at west corner covering steps leading to door in
raised ground floor. Elliptical-arched doorway in shallow billet moulded panel, datestone in
ball-finialed, pedimented gable. Gabled bay above door corbelled over ground floor, smaller
gabled bay to right of tall, corbelled stack with shafted flues. Recessed bay at left, cut back at
1st floor with boldly corbelled canted attic bay. Windows on all elevations mainly mullion and
transom at ground, mullioned above; some 3-light attic windows. West elevation: gabled bay
at right with corbelled, slender, engaged columns flanking 1st floor and attic. Conical-roofed
round tower at north with door on north-east face. East elevation: large projecting stair tower,
with corners chamfered and corbelled to square at upper level. Large mullioned and
transomed 1st floor window to left. Large grouped brick stacks, and slate roofs.
L-plan single storey and loft stable block to north linked to house by depressed-arched
entrance. Variety of square- headed door and window openings on courtyard elevations, 2
gabled loft entrances above. West elevation with single and mullioned windows, banded
courses of masonry and 1 swept-roofed and 2 piended dormers. Small finialed ventilator, brick
stack and steeply piended slate roof. Lodge: probably circa 1883. L-plan. Single storey. Squared
red sandstone rubble with ashlar dressings. Raised on plinth, door and windows all with rollmoulded jambs, windows mostly with gabled heads. Door with canopy recessed on south
elevation, and low, modern, flat-roofed 3-bay extension to east. Ridge stack, and steep pitch
piended slate roof.
Square-plan chamfered gatepiers have ball finials on curved plinths. Decorative cast-iron gates
with ogival detailing.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37169 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

166

Site Name

WEMYSS BAY ROAD, DUNLOE AND MANSFIELD, INCLUDING BOUNDARY WALLS AND GATEPIER

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB48936

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219272

Northing

669509

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

1862, with later remodelling and additions, John Honeyman, 1889-90. 2-storey Scots Baronial
mansion house with extensive single and 3-storey Scots Jacobean additions to front and rear
forming central courtyard. 3 bays plus engaged circular tower. Base course; string course
between ground and 1st floors; crowstepped gables. Stone mullioned and transomed windows
to later phase. Squared, stugged pink sandstone, cream sandstone to later phases; ashlar
margins. Adjoining late 18th century 2-storey 3-bay villa (Mansfield). Squared red sandstone
rubble with raised painted margins; pilaster quoins, Corniced eaves course, blocking course
and flat skews; later single bay at outer left, later 2 storey range to rear forming T-plan.
DUNLOE: SW (WEMYSS BAY ROAD) ELEVATION: tower to outer right corbelled to octagonal
copper ogee roof with ball finial; half columns with grotesque mask terminals flanking 3rd floor
windows; strapwork frieze above with oval cartouche to each bay. Centre right gable with
bracketed cill to 3rd floor bipartite window; scroll-carved pediment dated '1890'. Canted bay
to centre left; 3rd floor verandah corbelled out with half columns terminating in stylised
grotesque masks; slated piended roof supported by 4 timber posts with carved capitals; timber
glazed 2-leaf door; door to garden at ground in quadripartite window. Bay to outer left (1862);
canted ground floor tripartite; square panel in string course with monogram 'TCH'; corbelled
and chamfered 1st floor bipartite; round-arched 3rd floor bipartite.
NW ELEVATION: 2-storey and attic (1862) with 2 gables; timber boarded door and shoulderarched fanlight within decorative roll-moulded surround; fish-scale slated bartizan with
weathervane corbelled out to right at 1st floor. Single storey block to left (1890) with central
gable; tripartite stone mullioned and transomed window with timber glazed door to centre;
pedimented tablet above with scrolled cartouche to centre, carved initials 'MA' 'S' 'NB' (see
Notes) and flanking elaborate strapwork. Further piend-roofed range set back to outer left.
NE (REAR) ELEVATION: single storey and attic, 6 bay range; timber panelled door with letterbox
fanlight to centre, further similar door to left; 5 pedimented windows breaking eaves above.
Piended roof extending to ground floor height to right; gable to left with stack. Gabled single
storey outbuilding with white glazed brick interior (possibly dairy). connected to main house by
coal cellars.
Original timber sash and case glazing throughout; later phases with 9-pane upper sashes, plate
glass lower; mutli-pane timber sash and case glazing to tower; plate glass sashes to earlier
phase. Decorative geometric leaded glass and similarly glazed timber door to NW elevation.
Grey slate roofs; terra cotta ridges to rear ranges; corniced stacks; some octagonal cans
remaining. Cast-iron rainwater goods and decorative hoppers (earlier phase dated 1862).
INTERIOR: part seen 2002. Ground floor drawing room with white painted timber fire surround
supported by paired columns; tiled slip; overmantel with fluted pilasters flanking small shelves,
scrolled pediments; central fitted mirror. Similar timber glazed cupboard to right. Timber
architraves; picture rail; ornate plaster cornice and ceiling rose. Dining room (part seen, see
Notes) with timber geometric panelling to lower half of wall (unpainted); picture rail.
MANSFIELD: symmetrical garden front with bowed tripartite bay to ground and 1st floors with
piend roof, flanking single windows; later advanced pilastered, piend-roofed bay to outer left
with pilastered tripartite window to ground, single window with cill course above; eaves
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course. Later single storey entrance bay set back to outer right.
Timber sash and case plate glass. Grey slate roofs; corniced gable stack; clay cans. Cast-iron
rainwater goods.
BOUNDARY WALLS AND GATEPIERS: to Dunloe: low coped, coursed and stugged cream
sandstone walls. Chamfered gatepiers on plinths; foliate carved and corniced caps; orb finials.
High, stepped red sandstone coped wall to W; stepped corniced red sandstone wall with
openings dividing garden N/S (stables on N side); to rear stugged red sandstone rubble wall
with coping, plain ashlar gatepiers with centrally raised caps. To Mansfield: low coursed,
stugged red sandstone walls; ashlar coping with regularly spaced ashlar obelisk posts to
front/SW (railings removed); red sandstone gatepiers with corniced caps. Red sandstone coped
rubble wall to rear.
Statement of Special Interest
Mansfield, although altered in the 19th century, remains recognisable as one of four late 18th
century villas built at Wemyss Bay facing the sea. These are first shown on John Ainslie's map
surveyed in 1796 and published in 1800 but are not marked on Andrew Armstrong's map of
1775, thus indicating their construction to be between 1775 and 1796. (They are also marked
on Ainslie's map of 1821 and on John Thomson's map of 1826.) This group of four villas on the
Wemyss Bay estate (one half of the divided Kelly estate) was greatly added to from 1855
onwards, the number of villas increasing to thirty-six. These villas were known collectively as
'Little Glasgow' or 'New Glasgow' as they were invariably occupied by wealthy Glasgow
merchants. The Baronial villa of 1862, to which John Honeyman added and remodelled in 188990, is possibly by Robert W Billings and was built on the site of one of the four earlier villas.
Billings spent 3 years in Wemyss Bay building Castle Wemyss, circa 1850 (demolished) and built
other Baronial
villas in the area (Davis p22). Stylistically,villas in the area (Davis p22). Stylistically, this portion
of Dunloe bears some similarities to Billings' work at Castle Wemyss and at the Ingram Street
warehouses in Glasgow, 1854, and is in the style that Billings revived during the period.
The opening of the railway line from Glasgow to Wemyss Bay in 1865, and the operation of the
steamer from Wemyss Bay to Rothesay beginning in 1870, facilitated travel and the spread of
wealth from the city to the coastal resort towns. Thus the developments and alterations
carried out
on this site in the late 19th century became increasingly large and elaborate with the effect
that Dunloe very much dwarfs the villa of Mansfield.
The job book of John Honeyman's practice indicates that work was done to the 'old house',
referring to the 1862 portion, as well as constructing additions. The interior was remodelled
using skilled craftsmen and quality materials. The schemes for the dining room and the inner
hall are illustrated in the British Architect 1891 and the Royal Scottish Academy exhibition
catalogue, 1893, respectively. The work was carried out for N B Stewart Esq of Keil.
Stewart's initials with those presumably of his wife are carved on the NW elevation.
Today Mansfield survives as a marker of the beginnings of Wemyss Bay before the arrival of
the railway and, together with Dunloe, serves to illustrate the contrast in building scale and
style between, broadly speaking, 18th and 19th century merchant's villas.
References
Mansfield first appears (though not named) as one of 4 villas on John Ainslie's Map of County
of Renfrew, 1800. Shown extended on OS map dated 1856. Dunloe (in present form including
stables) named on OS map dated 1895-6. John Honeyman's Job Book 1881-1894 HUNTERIAN
ART GALLERY. BRITISH ARCHITECT
September 11 1891. ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY exhibition catalogue 1893. Walker THE
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SOUTH CLYDE ESTUARY (1986) p145. Davis SCOTS BARONIAL (1996) pp22-23.
Description from:> http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB48936 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

167

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 1 HALKETBURN ROAD, BALVONIE WITH FORMER LAUNDRY AND FORMER STABLE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB50040

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219557

Northing

667356

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

H E Clifford, 1903. 2-storey, roughly U-plan gabled house with forecourt, decorative halftimbering, crenellated entrance bay, crenellated canted bay windows, small verandah to S,
stone-mullioned windows, and plain bargeboards to gables. Bull-faced snecked red sandstone
with ashlar dressings; some white-painted render to 1st floor. Flush long and short ashlar
quoins; predominantly multi-light windows with chamfered openings.
N (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: open courtyard enclosed by advanced gabled bays to E and W.
Slightly advanced 2-storey, crenellated entrance 'tower' to right-hand re-entrant angle: timber
panelled front door with oval light and depressed-arch, stop-chamfered architrave in recessed
porch; stop-chamfered, pointed arch to porch with hoodmould; shouldered, diagonal buttress
at ground to left; 9-light transomed and mullioned window to right; 2 tripartite mullioned
windows at 1st floor. Irregular fenestration to left of entrance. Narrow gable to left of
courtyard with gablehead stack corbelled out at 1st floor. Wide, half-timbered gable to right
with projecting shouldered stack and 3-light canted oriel window at 1st floor; transomed,
mullioned windows to left return.
W (GARDEN) ELEVATION: 4 bays. 2-storey, 7-light canted bay window to right with crenellated
parapet; 2-storey 6-light canted bay window to right; half timbered gablehead above with
swept eaves; irregular fenestration to centre with 3-light round-arched window at ground to
left.
S (REAR GARDEN) ELEVATION: 5 bays. 2-storey, 6-light bay window with crenellated parapet to
left; similar 7-light window to centre with slightly advanced chimney stack adjoining to right;
small verandah between bay windows with bracketed red-tiled roof. Half-timbered gable with
projecting chimney breast (stack missing) advanced to right. Fairly regular fenestration to left
of gable.
N (SIDE) ELEVATION: irregularly fenestrated, half-timbered elevation with gabled dormer at 1st
floor to left. Link-bay at ground to centre, connecting with gabled, 2-storey, rendered 1960s
extension.
Predominantly sash and case windows with plate-glass to lower sashes and small-pane glazing
to upper sashes; some casement windows; some leaded lights to entrance elevation. Corniced
stacks, some set diagonally, with red clay cans. Bell-cast, red-tiled roof with red ridge tiles.
INTERIOR: inner and outer entrance halls divided by panelled, glazed screen: panelling to
picture rail with decorative plaster diamond to freize; beamed ceiling. Fairly plain timber
staircase rising from inner hall. Dining room with wainscot panelling, beamed ceiling and
timber chimneypiece. Drawing room with timber chimney piece recessed in arched inglenook
supported on Doric columns; coved ceiling; small stained glass window depicting a sailing ship.
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Large timber chimneypiece to former billiard room slightly recessed in arch supported on Doric
columns; adjoining library with corner timber chimneypiece; some panelling to picture rail;
some built-in bookshelves; beamed ceiling. Coved ceilings to principal W- and S-facing
bedrooms. Inglenook fireplace to principal bedroom in SW corner of house with timber settee
and built-in wardrobes and display cupboard; tiled chimney pieces and built-in cupboards to
some other bedrooms.
FORMER LAUNDRY AND WASH HOUSE: to E of house. Parapet wall with ball finial to N
elevation; doors and bipartite windows with chamfered margins to W; piended roof with
central stack.
FORMER STABLE AND COACH HOUSE: L-plan. Advanced 2-storey gabled bay to S with multilight strip-windows; single-storey, piend-roofed section to N with former hayloft entrance to
attic. Red-tiled roof. Non-traditional uPVC windows.
Statement of Special Interest
One of the larger houses in Skelmorlie, situated in a wooded garden that forms an important
setting to the house. Balvonie was designed by the architect Henry E Clifford for a family called
Blyth. It is one of two houses that he built in Skelmorlie, the other being Croftmohr (listed at
category B), which was built about a year later in a very similar Arts and Crafts / Tudor style.
Clifford was an architect of some note, but his work is little known outside architectural circles,
probably because his practice was largely domestic, and therefore not in the public eye. The
detailing of Balvonie is skilfully handled, with alternating sections of half-timbering, painted
render and plain sandstone balancing each other in a pleasing manner that quietly draws
attention to the different parts of the building. Most of the original fixtures appear to have
survived inside, including all the principal fireplaces, and many of the built-in wardrobes in the
bedrooms. A particularly unusual feature is the arched ceilings in principal bedrooms. The
gabled wing between the house and laundry was built in the 1960s. The white-rendered
building at the foot of the drive contained stables, offices and the coachman's house. It was
also designed by Clifford, and although it has been somewhat altered, was originally of a very
good design and still retains vestiges of its former self.
References
Academy Architecture, 1903. Ayrshire County Council Building By-law Committee Minutes
4.8.1904 (house) and 112.1904 (stable etc.), Ayrshire Archives CO3/12/4/4 (information
courtesy of Rob Close). Mike Davis, CASTLES AND MANSIONS OF AYRSHIRE (1991), p106 and
p167.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50040 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

168

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 13 MONTGOMERIE TERRACE AND 16 AND 16A EGLINTON GARDENS, TIGH GEAL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB50043

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219391

Northing

667638

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

William N Tait, 1869-70, with slightly later addition to rear; divided late 1970s to form 2 flats. 2storey and attic, 3-bay, L-plan, Italianate villa with 3-storey crenellated entrance tower, 2storey canted bay window corbelled out to form gable at attic, deep, bracketed, corniced
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eaves, and former coach house and stable (16 Eglinton Gardens) linked to main house with
crenellated archway. Stugged red sandstone with polished red sandstone ashlar dressings.
Base course; cill course; eaves course; tower slightly jettied out at 2nd floor. Rusticated long
and short quoins and stone-mullioned windows to principal elevation; chamfered window
margins to all elevations.
W (PRINCIPAL) ELEVATION: roll-moulded arched entrance porch at base of tower supported on
tapered piers with simple capitals; prominent keystone; 2-leaf glass doors; plain rondels to
spandrels; arched lights to returns. 2-leaf timber panelled front door in arched, stopchamfered architrave inside porch. Hoodmoulded, arched windows to upper floors of tower;
deep stone-bracketed eaves cornice; crenellated parapet. 3-light canted bay window to left,
corbelled out to form gable at attic; bipartite Tudor-arched window to gable apex with
bracketed cill. Bipartite windows to right-hand bay.
N (SIDE) ELEVATION: advanced section to right with entrance to 16a Eglinton gardens; timber
door; bracketed timber porch with slate roof. 2 windows to left return and pointed window to
gable apex. Recessed section to left; irregular fenestration and timber boarded door.
E (REAR) AND S (SIDE) ELEVATIONS: regular fenestration to S; later glazed door at ground.
Advanced gable to E with later swept roof over 1st floor extension; irregular fenestration; leanto conservatory.
Plate glass in timber sash and case windows. Corniced stacks with decorative red clay cans.
Graded grey slate with metal flashings. Cast-iron rainwater goods with decorative brackets to
principal elevation.
INTERIOR: half-glazed timber panelled inner lobby door with bevelled glass. Very decorative
floral cornicing to principal rooms; some plaster ceiling roses; plainer cornicing to bedrooms.
Ground-floor drawing (or dining) room panelled to dado; display cupboard with glazed doors;
timber chimneypiece with thin paired pilasters. Some early 20th century cupboards in kitchen.
Timber staircase with carved newel posts; arched stained glass former stair window (see
Notes). Circa 1921 stained glass to bathroom windows and doors depicting sailing boats. Circa
1938 Art Deco bathroom in 16a with black vitrolite tiles, circular mirror over built-in cupboard,
cream bathroom suite and chrome Art-Deco taps.
16 EGLINTON GARDENS (FORMER COACH HOUSE): rectangular-plan, gabled to E and W.
Irregularly fenestrated; many later openings. Squared, snecked sandstone; concrete tiles to
roof. Crenellated link-wall to house with raised central section bearing blank shield; stopchamfered depressed arch; blind arrow-slits to each side.
TERRACE, STEPS AND DRAINAGE CHANNEL: terrace to rear of house; 14 sandstone steps with
coped side wall; timber-boarded access door to brick drainage channel below terrace.
GATES AND GATEPIERS AND BOUNDARY WALL: 2-leaf cast-iron gates; stop-chamfered, squareplan, crenellated gatepiers with shallow pyramidal caps. Flat-coped red sandstone boundary
wall.
Statement of Special Interest
Previously called Dunnard. A well-detailed Victorian villa, occupying a relatively prominent site
between Montgomerie Terrace and Eglinton Gardens. The house was built for John McKinnon,
an accountant from Glasgow, by the Glasgow architect William Nairn Tait. Very little is known
about Tait, but several architects of note trained under him, including William Young, who
designed Glasgow City Chambers. This is one of only a small number of buildings know to have
been designed by Tait. The only external alteration to the house, other than the insertion of a
door to access 16a, appears to be an extension to the service wing on the E elevation. The plan
in Glasgow City Archives shows that there was originally a single-storey service wing in the
angle between the two gables. This has had a 1st-floor extension built on top of it, probably in
the 1920s, which covered over the main staircase window so that it now looks onto the back
stair. Internally, the building retains a large number of original features, such as all the
decorative cornicing: the division of the house to form two flats is very sensitive for its date,
and has had a minimal impact on the original fabric of the building. The stained glass in the
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bathrooms is particularly good: the top of the bathroom door in 16a is dated 1921, and it is
assumed that this was when the stained glass was inserted. The wonderful Art Deco bathroom
is dated to 1938 by a trade label inside the mirror-cupboard.
Like the other houses along Montgomerie Terrace, Tigh Geal is raised on a terrace towards the
rear of its plot, so that the principal rooms take advantage of a large expanse of garden, and
views over the Clyde estuary. Behind the house is access to a Victorian drain, which is believed
to run behind all the houses in the street, and collects the water away from the rising ground
to the E.
The former coach house, 16 Eglinton Gardens, is in separate ownership, but forms an integral
part of the design of main house, to which it is linked by a gateway.
References
Bibliography
Plan in Glasgow city archives, ref TD162/144. Mentioned on 1871 census; shown on 1898 OS
map. Information courtesy of Professor D Walker.

Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50043 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

169

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 15 SHORE ROAD, THORNDALE, WITH BOUNDARY WALL

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB50045

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

219223

Northing

667210

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Circa 1860, with earlier 20 addition to S (see Notes); converted to flats by Thomas Smith, Gibb
and Pate, 1966. Predominantly 2-storey, L-plan multi-gabled villa with deep eaves, very
decorative bargeboards, advanced canted bay to W, lower wings to sides and rear, and
prominent barley-twist chimney cans. Squared, snecked, stugged red sandstone with ashlar
dressings. Base course to front. Chamfered window margins; sloping cills; shouldered windows
to principal elevations; stone mullions to bipartite and tripartite windows
W (PRINCIPAL) ELEVATION: 4 bays. Gabled bays to right and left with tripartite windows at
ground and bipartite windows at 1st floor. Large 3-window canted bay to right of centre with
steep piended roof and gabled dormerheads above 1st floor windows. Narrow bay to left of
centre with gabled dormer at 1st floor. 20th century sun lounge to outer right.
N (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: 5 bays with 2-bay entrance gable to right. 2-leaf timber panelled
front door in roll-moulded architrave with rectangular fanlight above lintel and sidelights; small
window above; 4-light canted bay window to advanced to right with advanced gabled bipartite
window above. Recessed bay to centre with 20th century half-glazed door at ground and
gabled dormer above. Lower gabled bay advanced to left with tripartite window at ground.
Single-storey gabled bay advanced to outer left.
E (REAR) ELEVATION: multi-gabled, irregularly fenestrated rear elevation with 2-sided
courtyard to left. 2 20th century glazed back doors. Tripartite staircase window overlooking
courtyard with circular stained glass window depicting armorial bearing above.
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S (SIDE) ELEVATION: 2 gabled dormers to 1st floor. Sun lounge advanced at ground to left; leanto brick addition at ground to right.
Predominantly plate glass in timber sash and case windows; some 4-pane glazing to rear; nontraditional uPVC windows to former service wing. Coped sandstone stacks; tall barley-twist
cream clay cans with crenellated tops. Graded grey slate with metal flashings. Cast-iron
rainwater goods
INTERIOR: divided into 3 flats. Ground floor flat with decorative cornice, frieze and ceiling rose
to drawing room; plainer cornicing elsewhere; timber panelled doors. Staircase with decorative
cast-iron balusters and mahogany hand rail to upstairs flat. Access not gained to rest of interior.
BOUNDARY WALL: coped, red sandstone boundary wall.
Statement of Special Interest
A very prominent, well-designed, and relatively unaltered mid-Victorian villa overlooking the
Firth of Clyde, and of considerable streetscape value.
Skelmorlie was developed from the mid 1840s onwards, when the Earl of Eglinton began to feu
his land for the building of 'Marine Villas'. The first house to be built, in 1844, was Beach House
at the North end of Shore Road. For the first 15 years or so, development was very slow, and
the 1st edition OS map (surveyed in 1857) shows only 12 villas along Shore Road, and none in
Upper Skelmorlie. From about 1860, however, development began to speed up, and a number
of large villas, such as Thorndale, were built along Shore Road as weekend or holiday homes
for wealthy West Coast merchants. Unfortunately the majority of these villas along the
southern half of Shore Road have been demolished to make way for large blocks of modern
flats. Thorndale is now the best example to survive, as it is relatively unaltered, and retains
most of its original features such as the ornate bargeboards, highly decorative chimney cans,
and most of its sash windows.
References
Sasine records (information courtesy of Robert Close). Deeds and plans for 1966 conversion in
possession of Dr and Mrs Chassells (ground floor flat, 2004). Appears on 2nd edition OS map
(1877).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50045 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

170

Site Name

Brisbane Observatory including small rubble structure 11 metres to southwest, Largs

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category B

NRHE Number

LB52478

Status

Listed Building - Category B

Easting

220845

Northing

661926

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Brisbane Observatory dates from 1805 to 1809. It is a small, symmetrical, single-storey, threebay, private observatory building, possibly designed by James Gillespie Graham in a
neoclassical style for the personal use of Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane (1773-1860) who
was a pioneer of positional (navigational) astronomy.
The observatory is square in plan with a prominent bowed central bay to the south (the bow
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formerly supported a large dome). The building is currently roofless and has lost most of its
interior but its walls are mostly standing to full height except at the south and part of the east
wall (2018). Around the base of the building is an excavated channel covered with capstones
(some are missing).
The south and east elevations are faced in finely droved ashlar and the remaining elevations
are built of random rubble which retain evidence of previous harling. The ashlar elevations
have fine deeply moulded cornices at cill height and at the eaves. The cill to the south has a
circular carved imprint which is a setting for an astronomical instrument. There is also a
blocking course remaining in parts. There is a blind ashlar window remaining to the east
elevation.
The windows to the north entrance elevation have dressed stone margins with a projecting
keystone; the doorway is pilastered and corniced.
The building's interior, seen in 2018, is a shell. The walls are stripped back to rubble and show
evidence of being battened and covered with lath and plaster. There is the remains of a
dividing wall to the north of the plan which separated the observatory room from a smaller
retiring room with fireplace openings still in place.
There is a small, circular open rubble structure which is partially ruinous 11 metres to the
southwest. It appears to be 19th century in date and is likely functionally related to the
observatory.
Statement of Special Interest
The Brisbane Observatory is a highly important and rare example of an observatory building
and is among the earliest of its type in Scotland. Although built for private use by an amateur
scientist, it was designed and laid out to house cutting edge telescopes to enable high precision
calculations, which directly led to the advancement of astronomy on a national and
international level.
While the building has lost a significant amount of fabric including the roof and its interior,
there is a sufficient amount of fabric remaining to inform our understanding of the building
and how it was used. The building still retains its remote setting in a rural landscape and also
maintains its important functional relationship with its meridian pillars that are ancillary
structures which helped to position the telescopes.
The Brisbane Observatory is significant in the history and development of navigational
astronomy. This significance is closely associated with Thomas Brisbane and his pioneering
scientific research which had a far reaching impact in Scotland and internationally. The
association of this building with Edward Troughton, Britain's leading instrument maker in the
18th and 19th centuries is also significant.
The building is nationally and internationally significant for the history of astronomy and
represents the early professionalisation of this scientific discipline.
Age and Rarity
Brisbane Observatory was built between 1805 and 1809 for Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane
(1773-1860) and fully equipped with telescopes by Edward Troughton in 1810-11 (MorrisonLow, pp. 28-29). The architect of the building has been attributed to James Gillespie Graham,
who was re-modelling the North Brisbane Mains for Thomas Brisbane in 1807 (Addyman, p.
30).
The observatory was built in estate policies, 200 metres northwest of the 17th century
Brisbane House (the Brisbane family seat) which was demolished in 1941. Already derelict, the
house was destroyed by the Army as part of practice operations during the Second World War.
The observatory had been abandoned for many years since Brisbane's death and by 1950 it no
longer had its roof (Brisbane Observatory Trust, 2016).
Thomas Brisbane was a highly respected amateur astronomer and a successful career soldier. A
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contemporary and friend of the Duke of Wellington, he made a name for himself in the
Napoleonic Wars and as the Governor General of New South Wales in Australia from 1821 to
1825. It was Brisbane's experiences and near-death at sea early in his military career that drove
his ongoing interest in astronomy, using his research and calculation methods to improve
navigation. In scientific circles, he was regarded for the comprehensive mapping of the stars in
the Southern Hemisphere, his contribution to geomagnetic science and most significantly for
his patronage and development of astronomy as a professional discipline in Scotland.
The Brisbane Observatory building is first shown on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey (surveyed
1855, published 1856) as almost square in plan with a semi-circular bow projection to the
centre of the south which is still evident and a circular projection to the centre of the north
elevation which is no longer in place. The 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map (surveyed 1895,
published 1897) records a small circular building to the southwest of the Observatory which
still exists today in ruinous form. Little is known about this building but it may have housed a
telescope.
The only known architectural plan of the observatory was published at the time of Brisbane's
death in 1860. The engraved plan shows the telescope instruments positioned within the
observatory. The larger of two rooms was to the south of the plan, with the transit circle close
to the east wall and the mural circle to the west – the transit circle and mural circle are
precision telescopes. The smaller, ante room was to the north of the plan. The engraving
shows a large stone table with an equatorial instrument and journeyman clock housed in a
small heptagonal (seven-sided) addition to the centre of the north elevation. This is found
before the only doorway into the observatory and the structure also appears to have been
used as a porch as well as the housing for another large instrument. This heptagonal room
(shown as a circular room on the 1st Edition map) was lost by the time the 3rd Edition
Ordnance Survey was published (revised 1909, published 1910). The present pilastered
doorpiece to the north elevation may be a later 19th century addition.
In his autobiography, Reminiscences of General Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane of Brisbane
and Makerstoun, Bart, published posthumously, Brisbane describes of the observatory as
having a large room with a 12 foot diameter dome, below which was an altitude and azimuth
instrument, with 18-inch circles and a sidereal clock and two journeyman clocks (Brisbane, p.
66). Additionally the large room accommodated a 14 ½ foot transit circle and a pier mounted 2
foot mural circle. The mural circle, a new type of measuring telescope able to produce highly
accurate measurements was the most important of Brisbane's instruments which he procured
from the leading instrument maker, Edward Troughton of London in 1810 and installed in
1811. The mural circle was at the cutting edge of positional astronomy and when the model for
this instrument was shown to the Board of Visitors at the Royal Observatory at Greenwich,
they were sufficiently impressed to commission a larger version for that observatory. (See the
National Maritime Museum, Ref. AST0973).
The Brisbane Observatory is the first of three observatories built by the soldier-astronomer. His
second was another positional observatory constructed in Parramatta, east of Sydney,
Australia, during his tenure as Governor General of New South Wales in the early 1820s. The
plan of this observatory was based on that at Largs and was equipped with the very expensive
instruments commissioned for the Brisbane Observatory which he transferred to Australia.
Here observations led to the rediscovery of Encke's Comet in 1822 and the 1835 publication of
the first detailed survey of the positions of the stars in southern hemisphere (see Richardson).
The observatory was demolished in 1855 and later it was found that Brisbane's Star Catalogue
was unreliable.
On his return to Scotland in 1826, Brisbane settled at his wife's Makdougall estate at
Makerstoun, near Kelso where he built two further observatories (astronomical and magnetic).
It is argued that his most important contribution to astronomy and the study of geomagnetics
was made here. Nothing survives of the magnetic observatory but the empty dome of the
astronomical observatory was restored in 1987.
The study of astronomy was known since early times but the growth of modern observational
astronomy was greatly developed following the invention of telescopes during the Renaissance
and with Copernicus's model of a heliocentric universe which appeared in the mid-16th
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century. Knowledge of the movement of our planet, other planets, the moon and stars with
the sun at the centre of the solar system was essential to the development of time-keeping
and navigation and was the basis for observational astronomy. Purpose-built buildings to
observe the sky and to house telescopes and precision instruments were built from this date
but their number and survival are limited. Astronomical observatories started to appear in
centres of scientific study in Europe from the 17th century. The earliest and most famous in
Great Britain is the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, established in 1675.
By the end of the 18th century, the science of astronomy was keenly pursued by academics as
well as gentlemen scientists which coincided with the period known as the Age of
Enlightenment, an intellectual movement that would contribute to the transformation of
scientific ideas into what was to become the modern sciences of mathematics, physics,
chemistry and astronomy.
Astronomical observation was expensive, mainly due to the cost of the instrumentation, but it
is in the late 18th and early 19th century that there is a momentum to formalise the study of
astronomy with the funding and formation of public institutions.
The first public observatory in Scotland was planned by James Craig at Calton Hill from 1776.
The 'Old Observatory' (LB27608) was nominally opened in 1793 but its history is complex and it
was not until 1818 that a suitable building was erected nearby sponsored by the Astronomical
Institution (of which Thomas Brisbane was a member). Therefore the Glasgow Observatory at
Garnethill (later demolished) opened in 1810 is regarded as the earliest purpose-built public
observatory in Scotland. Notably, Brisbane is associated with both the Glasgow and the
Edinburgh observatories as advisor on their planning.
Private patronage was essential at first and Thomas Brisbane was among the key figures in the
development of astronomy as a formal discipline in Scotland. He had planned his observatory
at Brisbane Glen from 1805 and worked closely with the famed and highly respected
instrument maker Edward Troughton to equip his building in 1811. It is during this period that
Brisbane was taking part in discussions for the new observatory at Calton Hill and his planning
of the positioning of the instruments in his own building may have influenced the scheme in
Edinburgh.
There is a relatively small number of known (and surviving) public observatories related to
observational astronomy in Scotland – either for use by an institution or the general public. All
of these are listed buildings and include the observatories at Calton Hill Edinburgh (1776 and
1818), Dumfries (1835), Paisley (1884), Blackford Hill Edinburgh (1894), Eskdalemuir (1904) and
Dundee (1935). There were also meteorological observatories, the most significant is at Ben
Nevis (1889).
Following the arrival of Halley's Comet in 1835, astronomy became even more popular and this
led to the increased popular interest in this science over the course of the 19th century. In
parallel with the development of public institutions, wealthy enthusiasts who could afford to
alter and equip an existing part of their property, adapted a tower or built an architectural folly
in at their estate for their telescopes. There are 14 listings that include reference to an
astronomical observatory either within the building or as a standalone tower.
The Brisbane Observatory is an extremely important and rare example of an observatory
building and is among the earliest of its type in Scotland. Although built for private use by an
amateur scientist, it was designed and laid out to house cutting edge telescopes to enable high
precision calculations, which directly led to the advancement of astronomy on a national and
international level. The commissioning of Troughton's mural circle for the building influenced
the decision to acquire this type of telescope by the Royal Observatory in Greenwich and its
physical layout may have been adopted by the City Observatory in Calton Hill, Edinburgh.
Shortly after he set up the observatory, Thomas Brisbane was recommissioned in the Army in
1812 and there were no significant astronomical observations made at the building. The time
Brisbane did spend here allowed him to familiarise himself with observational technique that
he would go on to use at his observatory in Australia. While the Brisbane Observatory has lost
a significant amount of fabric including the roof and its interior, there is a sufficient amount
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remaining to inform our understanding of the building. It is nationally and internationally
significant for the history of astronomy and represents the early professionalisation of this
scientific discipline.
Architectural or Historic Interest
Interior
All internal floor, walls, wall linings, windows and doors have been lost. The only remaining
elements of the interior include the fragments of a fire place on the east wall and several
surviving recesses. A recent physical survey has also found an additional flue which extends
below floor level (Addyman Archaeology, 2016). This flue provided sub-floor ventilation,
preventing the building from being susceptible to movement. There is a reference to 'steam
apparatus' being supplied to Brisbane for his observatory in 1809 which may have a functional
connection to this flue. (Brisbane Papers, 1809)
The first set of instruments developed for Brisbane Observatory were dismantled and taken to
Australia during Brisbane's time as Governor General of New South Wales. The observatory at
Brisbane was later re-equipped following Brisbane's return however there are no surviving
fixtures and fittings that directly illustrate Brisbane's early 19th century astronomical
experiments.
There is some special interest under this heading.
Plan form
The observatory is almost square in plan with a semi-circular bow projection to the centre of
the south elevation, which once supported the observatory's dome, which was lost with the
roof in the 1950s.
The observatory largely retains its original plan form, with the exception being the loss of the
central north heptagonal projection seen on the 1st and 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey. The
building retains an excavated channel around the perimeter of the building covered by
capstones. This channel is thought to have retained the buildings orientation, isolating it from
ground movement and surface vibration (Addyman Archaeology, 2016).
Internally the plan form incorporates a number of semi-circular recesses, visible in the east and
west walls. These recesses allowed for the movement of astronomical instruments.
The building's plan form is instructive in reflecting the latest theories in the early design of
observatories. The plan of this observatory is known to have influenced the design of
Brisbane's observatories at Parramatta and Makerstoun, as well as the layout of observatories
buildings more widely, such as at Glasgow, Edinburgh and Capetown. Brisbane is known to
have advised the Glasgow Society on Promoting Astronomical Science on how to plan and
position the observatory in Glasgow (Brisbane Papers, 1809).
Technological excellence or innovation, material or design quality
As stated under 'plan form', the Brisbane Observatory was influential in the planning of
subsequent observatories and is of interest for its design. The building is neoclassical, a style
which was current for most building types in the early 19th century. The surviving architectural
detailing of the Brisbane Observatory is notable and the ashlar stone work where it is retained
is finely detailed.
The suggested architect of the observatory, James Gillespie Graham (1777-1855) was one of
Scotland's most influential architects of the first half of the 19th century. He was based in
Edinburgh and worked all over Scotland. Although perhaps best known for his Gothic style
work, he was also skilled in the classical style. The adjacent Brisbane Mains (LB7311) was one
of his first commissions.
Setting
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Brisbane Observatory was built in estate policies and is 200m northwest of the 17th century
Brisbane House (demolished in 1941). The estate lies to the north of Largs and is accessed from
rural single track roads.
The observatory building is isolated within in a fragmented estate landscape. It was always
intended to be remote from Brisbane House to enable celestial observation. More importantly,
its position in the landscape is specifically aligned with meridian pillars set within the estate
and further afield in Largs. These structures, which still survive (and are listed separately)
enabled the correct positioning of the telescopes within the observatory building.
The rural setting is therefore relatively unaltered from the date the observatory was
constructed. The building still retains its important functional relationship with its positional
ancillary structures.
The building is located within the Clyde Muirshiel Regional Park.
Regional variations
N/A
Close Historical Associations
The Brisbane Observatory has a close historic association with a nationally important person
whose association with it is well authenticated and significant.
The observatory was built for Major General Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane, 1st Baronet to
conduct research. Thomas Brisbane was among the key figures in the development of
astronomy as formal discipline in Scotland. He was not only a considerable figure in Scottish
science and a notable patron of scientific enterprises at home, he is also credited with making
a significant contribution to the international scientific community in the 19th century. The
research he conducted led to improvements in astronomical instruments, navigation and the
understanding of astronomy. In 1828 he was awarded a gold medal of the Royal Astronomical
Society. When the award was presented, Brisbane was described as being 'the founder of
Australian science' (Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane).
Brisbane was the vice-president of the Royal Astronomical Society from 1827 and succeeded
Sir Walter Scott as president of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1833. He was extensively
involved with the Astronomical Institution of Edinburgh and the Royal Observatory of
Edinburgh. His esteem was so great in Australia that the city of Brisbane is named after him.
Brisbane commissioned Edward Troughton (1753-1835) a leading British designer, inventor and
maker of navigational, surveying and astronomical instruments, to create purpose made
instruments to fit the building. In 1806 Troughton in partnership with Brisbane devised a 'mural
circle,' the first of its kind, a form of measuring telescope for the observatory, which marked an
improvement in accuracy. The complete 2ft diameter mural circle was shown to the Board of
Visitors of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich prior to being installed at Brisbane. Troughton's
explanation of the nature of the changes he and Brisbane had introduced persuaded them to
order a 6ft mural circle for Greenwich in 1809. The fame of Troughton and Brisbane's new
instruments and their improved planned layout within the observatory were subsequently
adopted at Edinburgh's Royal Observatory, and at national observatories such as the Cape of
Good Hope in South Africa and at Washington (Morrison-Low, p. 9 and Brisbane Observatory
Trust, p. 2).
While the condition of the Brisbane Observatory has been altered by the significant loss of
fabric, in its remaining form the building is still able to directly illustrate its historical
association with Thomas Brisbane.
References
Bibliography
References:
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Canmore: http://canmore.org.uk/ CANMORE ID 291070.
Maps
Ordnance Survey (surveyed 1855, published 1856) Ayrshire sheet III.4 (Largs) 25 inch to the
mile. 1st Edition. Southampton: Ordnance Survey.
Ordnance Survey (surveyed 1855, published 1856) Ayrshire sheet III.8 (Largs) 25 inch to the
mile. 1st Edition. Southampton: Ordnance Survey.
Ordnance Survey (surveyed 1855, published 1856) Ayrshire sheet III.12 (Largs) 25 inch to the
mile. 1st Edition. Southampton: Ordnance Survey.
Ordnance Survey (revised 1895, published 1897) Ayrshire sheet III.4 (Largs) 25 inch to the mile.
2nd Edition. Southampton: Ordnance Survey.
Ordnance Survey (revised 1909, published 1910) Ayrshire sheet III.4 (Largs) 25 inch to the mile.
3rd Edition. Southampton: Ordnance Survey.
Archives
Brisbane Papers, TD1625 (Archives, Mitchell Library) – hand list of various correspondence
referencing Brisbane Observatory in private letters and accounts, dating around 1809.
National Archives of Scotland, RHP 5584 (not seen).
Printed Sources
Addyman, T., Macfayden, K., and Morrison, J. (2016) Brisbane Observatory, Brisbane Estate,
Largs, North Ayrshire, Analytical Assessment and Historic Building Record: Data Structure
Report for Brisbane Observatory Trust. Edinburgh: Addyman Archaeology.
Brisbane Observatory Trust (2016) Help us to save Thomas Brisbane's 'Lost' Scottish
Observatory.
Brisbane, T. M. (1860) Reminiscences of General Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane of Brisbane
and Makerstoun, Bart. Edinburgh: Thomas Constable. pp. 65-85.
Campbell, V. (2013) We will not forget: a fascinating personal view of the Brisbane family.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB52478 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

171

Site Name

KNOCK CASTLE STABLE BLOCK AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7274

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219548

Northing

662979

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Architect probably J T Rochead, circa 1852. U-plan stable block, with screen wall to west
enclosing glass-roofed courtyard. Symmetrical west elevation: single storey; coursed, stugged
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red ashlar with polished dressings: central 2-canted-arched carriage entrance flanked by 2
blind slits, tripartites in outer bays; moulded coping of screen wall raised and stepped over
entrance, crenellated parapet to outer bays with central diamond flues. All openings hoodmoulded.
Interior: 4 arcaded depressed arches to north and south walls: stalls complete, with tiled walls.
Low quadrant wall stepped to slope; circular corniced gatepiers have domed caps.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7274 (accessed on

Site Number

172

Site Name

MANOR PARK HOTEL FORMER STABLE BLOCK

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7276

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219503

Northing

663970

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

David and James Hamilton, circa 1843. Former stables, now converted for hotel purposes many altered/inserted openings. Originally U-plan around quadrangular courtyard; west range
twice extended to north by single full-height bay. 1 and 2 storeys. All harled with ashlar
margins. West elevation: asymmetrical with variety of roof levels; tall round-arched pend
below dovecot in slightly advanced entrance bay, piended end wall of single storey south range
adjoins right; end wall of 2-storey north range (with round-headed 1st floor window)
connected by low link (latter originally with only 3 tall slit ventilators); 2 bays at left are
additions most upper openings under stilted gabled dormer heads. Courtyard elevations
altered and segmental-arched cartways blocked. Corniced axial stack.
Slate roofs, mostly piended, with bracketted eaves. Screen walls with corniced square
gatepiers close courtyard at north.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7276 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

173

Site Name

NODDSDALE HOUSE POWER HOUSE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7278

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

221424

Northing

661686

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Early 20th century. Single storey, L-plan power house, with red-tiled gambrel roofs; open porch
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in re-entrant angle; 2 doors with spun glass panes. Mullioned gable windows; continuous string
at cill level, harled below, patterned brickwork with timber framing above.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7278 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

174

Site Name

QUARTER HOUSE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7279

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219429

Northing

662051

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Early 19th century. Classical, plain symmetrical 2-storey
3-bay house with mid 19th century single bay flanking
wings, these altered later in century. Harled, with painted
ashlar dressings. Central recessed panelled door with
pilastered wide doorcase. 12-pane sash windows with chamfered
margins. Pilaster strips at angles; eaves course, cornice and blocking course and central wallhead pediment with blind oculus. Straight skews, end stacks and slate roof. Flanking wings
originally single storey, that to north raised by one storey; canted windows: eaves course,
cornice and blocking course and piended slate roofs. South wing returns eastwards with 2 large
multi-pane sashes and gable to right.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7279 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

175

Site Name

ST PHILLANS LODGE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7280

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219162

Northing

663690

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

David and James Hamilton, architects. Built circa 1843. Single-storey, 3-bay former gate lodge.
Droved ashlar, with polished dressings; east wall and modern addition to south both harled.
North elevation: Gabled central (ashlar) porch, (modern) door and window in shouldered and
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keystoned openings. Flanking bays recessed (that to left more deeply) with margined windows
with plate-glass sashes. Eaves/lintel band; deeply projecting eaves; piended and platform slate
roof. Single central window in projecting gabled bay of west elevation.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7280 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

176

Site Name

THE CRESCENT CROFTMOHR LODGE (FORMERLY GARDENER'S COTTAGE)

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7285

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219490

Northing

667508

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Francis Robertson and Hacking, architects. Built circa 1911. Small square-plan pyramid-roofed
single storey and attic lodge. Harled. Segmental-headed central door in shallow rectangular
panel on east elevation flanked by small square lights. Cornice over door and 4 square
projecting blocks. Deeply projecting eaves, and single swept-roofed dormer. Tall corniced
central stack. Single window in recessed rectangular panel to south elevation. Red tile roof.
Statement of Special Interest
Plans by H E Clifford (architect of Croftmohr house) of stable, offices and coachman's and
gardeners houses were passed 1904; this building scheme was evidently not carried out, and
plans for a gardener's house were passed 3.11.1910.
References
Ayrshire C C Northern District Committee Minutes, 1910.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7285 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number

177

Site Name

SKELMORLIE VILLAGE 3 MONTGOMERY TERRACE MANSE AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7287

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219407

Northing

667988

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

John Honeyman, architect. Built 1874. Asymmetrical villa-style manse, with Gothic features.
Single storey and attic with single storey 3-bay south wing. Coursed, squared red rubble, partly
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cherry-caulked, with red ashlar dressings. East elevation: 3 bays, central gabled porch with
projecting eaves, hood-moulded Tudor-arched doorway, panelled door with fanlight; single
windows to gabled right bay (hood-moulded at attic); 3 cusped-headed lights with stepped cills
to stair window. Coped end stacks, slate roof with deeply projecting eaves. Wing has central
door. 3 gabled bays to west elevation also, canted outer ground floor, hood-moulded attic
windows to outer bays; canopy over ground to left bays. Corniced, square, red ashlar gatepiers.
References
SRO CH2/328/1 Honeyman & Keppie accounts at Keppie and
Henderson's office, Glasgow (information from Alexander
Smellie). O J Lamond, THE BOOK OF THE PARISH CHURCH F
SKELMORLIE, 1893. p.26.

Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7287 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number

178

Site Name

KNOCK CASTLE NORTH LODGE AND GATEPIERS

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7309

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219516

Northing

663258

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Later 19th century. Asymmetrical single-storey L-plan gabled lodge with flat-roofed circular
entrance turret in re-entrant angle. Stugged red sandstone ashlar, polished dressings and rollmoulded architraves. North elevation: hood-moulded and panelled curved door; corniced
tripartite below relieving arch and crest in advanced and gabled left bay (west gable similarly
treated); single small window to right bay. All windows sashes, with leaded upper lights and
sloping cills. Moulded eaves continued as cornice over entrance turret. Ball-finialed gables with
coped crowsteps and shaped skewputts; single axial stack; slate roof. Red sandstone ashlar
quadrant walls and circular gatepiers both crenellated; ornately patterned wrought-iron gates.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7309 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number

179

Site Name

BRISBANE MAINS DRIVEWAY BRIDGE OVER NODDSDALE WATER

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB7313

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

221154

Northing

661989
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Northing

661989

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Late 18th/early 19th century. Single segmental-arched bridge carrying drive to Brisbane Mains
over Noddsdale Water. All rubble-built, including low parapets.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB7313 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

180

Site Name

ALEXANDER PLACE, MAIN STREET, INVERKIP

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB12466

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

220586

Northing

672026

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

2-storey & Attic; severely plain; scroll club-skews; (probably c.1800?) back fillets
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12466 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

181

Site Name

ST. JOSEPH'S R. C. CHURCH, FORBES PLACE, WEMYSS BAY.

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB12470

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219497

Northing

669828

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

Gothic Revival; simple, red stone chapel; (probably c. 1890-1900).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12470 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

182

Site Name

STATION HOUSE WEMYSS BAY

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB12474
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NRHE Number

LB12474

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219379

Northing

668566

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

1903-4 (?) James Miller (?) architect. 2 storeyed. Mock half timbering and harling. Red tiled
roofs.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12474 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

183

Site Name

STATION COTTAGES WEMYSS BAY

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB12475

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219386

Northing

668583

Parish

Inverkip

Council

Inverclyde

Description

1903-4 (?) James Miller (?) architect. 2 storeyed. Mock half-timbering and harling. Red tiled
roofs.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB12475 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

184

Site Name

BANKHEAD FARM

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB37150

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219860

Northing

661343

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Early 19th century. Single storey, 3-bay farmhouse forming east range of U-plan steading.
Limewashed rubble and margins. Central door behind modern porch, and sash windows.
Linking doors to wings at angles, modern porch to left. Wing to south has single slit ventilator,
door and large cart opening.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB37150 (accessed on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

185

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 38 MONTGOMERIE TERRACE, STROOVE WITH BOUNDARY WALLS, GATEPIERS, BR

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB49905

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219326

Northing

667393

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

John Honeyman, 1868 for himself; additions Keppie and Henderson, 1920-22; late 20th century
roof extension to S. 2-storey and basement, irregular plan, multi-gabled villa on sloping site. 3
advanced gables to E with recessed sections between, service wing to S, advanced gables and
1920s addition with balustraded roof to W, basement to N and W. Canted bay windows to N, E
and W; some trefoil-headed windows to S and W; deep eaves; decorative bargeboards to
gables. Squared, snecked, stugged red sandstone with polished ashlar dressings. Base course;
string course (not continuous). Chamfered window margins; irregular fenestration to all
elevations.
E (FRONT) ELEVATION: Timber paneled front door in roll moulded architrave to right return of
central advanced gable; 2 flat-roofed dormers above; 3 windows to front of gable. Recessed
section to right: 4-light transomed and mullioned hall window at ground with cusped pointedarches to upper lights; hoodmoulded window above with dormer gable. Advanced gable to
outer right with 3-light canted bay window at ground with dentilled detailing below string
course and blind balustrade above; hoodmoulded window above. Gable to outer left with 2
windows at front; timber boarded back door recessed to right of gable.
N (SIDE) ELEVATION: 2-storey canted bay window to left gable with dentilled cornice below
string course and piended fish-scale slated roof. Irregular fenestration to right with 2 doors at
basement and dormed window to right.
W (GARDEN) ELEVATION: 7 bays with advanced and recessed sections. Advanced 1920's
rendered tower to centre: large transomed, mullioned window at 1st floor with bracketed,
open segmental pediment and bracketed cill; window at ground; non-traditional uPVC door to
left return; long and short margins. Recessed gable to left with hoodmoulded windows.
Advanced gable to outer left: pointed-arch window at ground; 2 windows above separated by
central corbelled buttress supporting canted oriel window at top floor. Gabled bay to right of
centre with 2-storey canted bay window. Lower service wing to right with trefoiled-headed
window at 1st floor under gabled dormerhead. Single-storey section to outer right.
S (SIDE) ELEVATION: 3 bays. Gable to centre: 3-light window to ground with dropped cill to
centre light and cusped window heads; window to gable apex. Advanced Gable to right with
rounded corners at ground, corbelled to square at 1st floor. Lower gabled wing advanced to
left with single-storey outhouse adjoining to S.
Predominantly plate glass to timber sash and case windows; some 4-pane glazing; some 6-pane
glazing to upper sashes; sone non-traditional uPVC windows. Graded grey slate roof.
INTERIOR: geometric stained glass to upper lights of hall window. Hall and principal ground
floor room joined to form large reception room: roll-moulded stone chimneypiece; timber
paneling to dado; decorative cornicing; compartmented ceiling with decorative plasterwork;
panelled doorpiece in hall with 2-leaf timber panelled door. Dining room with compartmented
ceiling, decorative cornicing and picture rail. Some cornicing and timber panelled interior doors
to other rooms. Back stair with tuned timber balusters and stop-chamfered newel post.
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BRIDGE AND WATERFALLS: round-arched random rubble bridge to drive with crenellated
parapet. Stepped waterfalls along Halket Burn.
BOUNDARY WALL, GATEPIERS, STEPS: flat-coped random rubble boundary wall. Sandstone
gatepiers. Sandstone garden steps to N of house.
Statement of Special Interest
Built by the architect for himself. Honeyman was one of the formost architects in Glasgow
during the mid-late 19th century. During the 1850s he had spent time working in London, and
made a particular study of Medieval Gothic architecture, becoming very knowledgeable on the
subject. When he returned to Glasgow he specialized in
church architecture, Producing Gothic designs that were far in advance of any others that had
previously been built there. Honeyman was a very prolific architect, and also designed a large
number of villas in Glasgow and the surrounding area. Honeyman designed a number of
houses in both Upper and Lower Skelmorlie. The first house he built was Chaseley on Shore
Road (unfortunately due to be demolished in 2004); Stroove was the next house he built, as a
weekend retreat for himself. His presence in the village evidently gave rise to a number of
other commissions for villas, mainly on Montgomerie Terrace and The Crescent, and in 1895
he designed the village church. None of Honeyman's villas in Skelmorlie are overtly Gothic in
tone, but most of them incorporate a small amount of Gothic detailing, such as the few cusped
windows at Stroove. Although Honeyman was a prolific architect, he did not become very
wealthy, and he was later obliged to sell Stroove. In 1901 he went completely blind, but
continued to work for another three years, modeling his designs in plasticene with the help of
his son. Stroove has suffered a number of unfortunate alterations during the 20th century. The
1920s tower-like addition to the West elevation is not very sensitive to the original design,
despite being designed by the firm Keppie and Henderson, which was a continuation of
Honeyman's practice (Honeyman had joined partnership with Keppie in 1889). The chimney
stacks have unfortunately been removed from the outside of the building, and some or the
original timber sashes have been replaced with uPVC, although fortunately not many. Inside,
the former drawing room and hall have been knocked into one room, and the principal
staircase also seems to have been removed (neither of the surviving staircases appear to be
suitably grand for a house of this size). However, despite these alterations Stroove has
considerable architectural interest and importance as the house of one of the foremost WestCoast architects of the mid-late 19th century. The waterfalls in the garden are also of interest,
being a good example of Victorian engineering, and together with the bridge, form an
important part of the garden and setting of the house.
References
Honeyman and Keppie Job books (information courtesy of Professor D Walker). Sasine Min.669
1869, Earl of Eglinton to John Honeyman. Appears on 2nd edition OS map (1897). Ayrshire
County Council Building Bylaws Committee Minutes 5.8.1920 (ref CO3/12/4/22) (Information
courtesy of Mr Rob Close).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB49905 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

186

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 5 EGLINTON TERRACE, WILMAR, WITH GARDEN STEPS, BOUNDARY WALLS AND G

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50037

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219473

Northing

667222
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Northing

667222

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Detached house built 1907-8 by Honeyman, Keppie and Mackintosh; divided to form three
flats, around 1978. Two-storey, U-plan villa with advanced gables to outer bays of front
elevation, central verandah/porch, former single-storey and attic service wing to rear, deep
eaves, bargeboarded gables. Squared, snecked, stugged red sandstone with ashlar dressings.
Moulded string courses to bay windows. Irregular fenestration with very plain window margins.
West (principal) elevation: slightly off-centre round-arched, half-glazed timber panelled front
door in roll-moulded architrave with alternating raised voussoirs; irregular fenestration to
flanking bays, including triple hall window with leaded lights to right of door; raised timber
verandah on stone base, with simple balustrade and red tile floor. Advanced coped gable
advanced to right with two-storey, five-light canted bay window. Bargeboarded gable
advanced to left with rectangular bay window at ground.
East (rear) elevation: open courtyard, irregularly fenestrated. Advanced gable to left. Recessed
two-bay central section with catslide roof over three-light leaded staircase window. Long
service wing advanced to right with some veluxes and box-dormer to attic
North and South (side) elevations: irregularly fenestrated. Half-glazed timber panelled door to
south elevation.
Predominantly timber sash and case windows with six-pane glazing to upper sashes and plate
glass to lower sashes; some non-traditional uPVC windows. Coped sandstone stacks with red
clay cans. Graded grey slate.
Interior: (only interior of flat 1 seen, 2005). Timber panelling to entrance hall; small carved
panels over doorways; red brick fireplace with semicircular brick fender and advanced panelled
overmantle with decorative carving; carved initials to window mullions reading MR and WCR.
Late-20th century staircase. Roll-moulded marble chimneypiece to former billiard room with
Doric-pilastered timber overmantle and marble fender; timber picture rail; plain plaster
cornice. Tudor-arched roll-moulded stone chimneypiece to drawing room with carved
spandrels; compartmented ceiling. Built-in timber cupboards to bedroom. Timber panelled
doors throughout with bronze latches and unusual roll-moulded doorframes.
Boundary wall, gatepiers and garden steps: coped red sandstone boundary wall; cylindrical
gatepiers with flat caps. Sandstone garden steps to north of house.
Statement of Special Interest
Built for William Rankin, who was probably a ship owner, and his wife Margaret. The
commission is mentioned in the Honeyman, Keppie and Mackintosh Job book, which includes
details of all the tradesmen that worked on the building. John Keppie had designed a few
houses in Skelmorlie, during the mid 1880s, and John Honeyman (with whom Keppie was in
partnership between 1889 and 1904) was the most prolific architect in the village. On stylistic
grounds it seems highly likely that this house was designed by John Keppie. Although the house
is built along relatively standard lines for its date, it contains a wealth of good detailing, both
inside and out. Some of this detailing is immediately apparent, for example the differentlystyled gables on the principal elevation, and the use of bay windows to mark the principal
rooms. However, it is the quirky attention to small details that really mark the quality of this
house. Such details are too numerous to mention individually, but include the unusual
treatment of the front door architrave, the way the corner brackets that support the roof of
the verandah extend to meet each other across the entrance bay; the unusual treatment of the
interior doorframes; and the use of slightly Art Nouveau door latches. The interior fixtures and
fittings were supplied by Wylie and Lochhead, who were the leading firm of manufacturing
house furnishers in Glasgow, and employed some of the best designers of the day. Only the
interior of the south side of the house has been seen (2005): however, it is understood that the
principal features of the north flat also remain substantially intact, and include the original
staircase, and an imposing fireplace in the former dining room. The former service wing has
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been modernised.
Mackintosh Architecture notes that the Lounge for Wilmar was included on a list of
Mackintosh s works compiled in the 1930s by an early student of his architecture, Ronald
Harrison, who had access to the office records. It was also included on Harrison s list of a
selection of drawings produced in the office during Mackintosh s time. However, at present
(2019) there is no documentary evidence to support Mackintosh s involvement (Mackintosh
Architecture).
Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868-1928) was born in Glasgow and is regarded internationally as
one of the leading architects and designers of the 20th century. He became known as a pioneer
of Modernism, although his architecture took much inspiration from Scottish Baronial, and
Scottish and English vernacular forms and their reinterpretation. The synthesis of modern and
traditional forms led to a distinctive form of Scottish arts and crafts design, known as 'The
Glasgow Style'. This was developed in collaboration with contemporaries Herbert McNair, and
the sisters Francis and Margaret Macdonald (who would become his wife in 1900), who were
known as 'The Four'. The Glasgow Style is now synonymous with Mackintosh and the City of
Glasgow.
Mackintosh's work is wide-ranging and includes public, educational and religious buildings to
private houses, interior decorative schemes and sculptures. He is associated with over 150
design projects, ranging from being the principal designer, to projects he was involved with as
part of the firm of John Honeyman & Keppie (Honeyman, Keppie & Mackintosh from 1901).
The most important work during this partnership was the Glasgow School of Art (LB33105),
which was built in two phases from 1897 and culminated in the outstanding library of 1907.
Other key works include the Willow Tea Rooms (LB33173), the Glasgow Herald Building (now
The Lighthouse) (LB33087) and Hill House (LB34761), which display the modern principles of
the German concept of 'Gesamtkunstwerk', meaning the 'synthesis of the arts'. This is
something that Mackintosh applied completely to all of his work, from the exterior to the
internal decorative scheme and the furniture and fittings.
Mackintosh left Glasgow in 1914, setting up practice in London the following year. Later he and
Margaret moved to France, where until his death, his artistic output largely turned to textile
design and watercolours.
Listed building record revised in 2019.
References:
Maps
Ordnance Survey map (1911), 3rd Edition, Southampton: Ordnance Survey.
Printed Sources
Brown, A (2018) Charles Rennie Mackintosh Making the Glasgow Style. Glasgow: Glasgow
Museums.
Cooper, J. (editor) (1984) Mackintosh architecture: the complete buildings and selected
projects. London: Academy.
Crawford, A (1995) Charles Rennie Mackintosh. London: Thomas and Hudson.
Howarth, T. (1977) Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Modern Movement. London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul Ltd.
Neat, T. & McDermott, G. (2002) Closing The Circle Thomas Howarth, Mackintosh and the
Modern Movement. Aberdour: Inyx publishing.
Robertson, P. (editor) (1990) Mackintosh: The Architectural Papers. Wendlebury: White
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Cockade Publishing.
Online Sources
Dictionary of Scottish Architects, Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
http://www.scottisharchitects.org.uk/architect_full.php?id=200362 (accessed 30/05/2019).
University of Glasgow, Mackintosh Architecture, M279 Wilmar, Skelmorlie,
https://www.mackintosharchitecture.gla.ac.uk/catalogue/freetext/display/?rs=1&xml=int&q=wilmar (accessed
31/05/2019).
Other
Information on the Rankins courtesy of Mrs McPhail, the owner (2005).
Honeyman, Keppie and Mackintosh Job book, 1907, at Hunterian Museum (accessed 2005).

Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50037 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

187

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 7-9 EGLINTON TERRACE, ST MARGARET'S WITH BOUNDARY WALL AND GARDEN S

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50038

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219456

Northing

667070

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

1907. 2-storey, 3-bay, L-plan villa with 2-storey bow windows to front, red-tiled gabled roof;
decorative half-timbering to gables with chimney breasts corbelled out at gable apexes, deep
eaves, plain bargeboards, single-storey service wing to rear, and Glasgow-style Art Nouveau
interior. White-painted roughcast render with painted sandstone ashlar dressings. 1st floor
jettied out; bracketed eaves.
W (PRINCIPAL) ELEVATION: timber panelled front door to centre; plain architrave; small
bracketed canopy above; tripartite windows above and to left. 2-storey bowed projections to
outer bays with 5-light mullioned windows to each floor; transoms to ground floor windows.
N (SIDE) ELEVATION: broad gable to right: inglenook with red-tiled roof advanced to right; large
conservatory; canted bay window at 1st-floor to left. Slighly lower section to left with 2-leaf
timber boarded back door. Service wing advanced to outer left with crenellated parapet.
E (REAR) ELEVATION: irregularly fenestrated with advanced gable and service wing to right.
Chamfered re-entrant angle with staircase window at 1st floor; lower section glazed in to form
lobby; timber boarded back door.
S (SIDE) ELEVATION: irregularly fenestrated gable with late 20th century French doors at
ground and canted oriel window at 1st floor.
Small-pane glazing in timber casements and sash and case windows. Corniced, tapered
rendered stacks with red terracotta cans. Red tiled roof. Cast-iron rainwater goods.
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INTERIOR: tiled lobby; glazed inner door with bevelled glass. Entrance hall panelled to dado;
timber picture rail; timber window seat; timber chimneypiece with green-tiled inset with Art
Nouveau style scene of horses ploughing. Staircase rising through archway. Dining room:
timber picture rail; timber chimneypiece with triple-arched over-mantel; decorative brick
insets and brick fender; built-in timber settles flanking fireplace. Mackintosh-style
chimneypiece in upstairs bedroom. Fairly plain cornicing and 6-panel timber doors with brass
handles throughout.
BOUNDARY WALLS AND STEPS: round-coped, squared red sandstone rubble boundary walls.
Garden terrace with sandstone steps.
Statement of Special Interest
A good, and relatively unaltered Arts and Crafts house, with an excellent Glasgow-style
interior. The influence of Voysey is quite marked, especially in the strips of mullion windows,
the half timbered gables, and white-painted render. Internally, the staircase rising through an
arch is also a typical Voysey feature that was much used by other Arts and Crafts architects.
The principal alteration to the exterior has been the removal of a roofed verandah or porch
that ran across the ground floor of the West elevation between the two bay windows: it was
probably similar in style to the verandah at Wilmar (5 Eglinton Terrace), which was built at
about the same time. The hall and principal rooms form a very good example of Glasgow-style
Arts and Crafts work. The fireplaces in the hall and dining room are particularly good.
According to the owner (2004), the house was designed by Honeyman and Keppie for an
employee of the Earl of Eglinton, to whom the land had previously belonged. However it is not
possible to identify this house with any mentioned in the Honeyman and Keppie Job Books at
the Hunterian Museum in Glasgow.
References
Title Deeds (not seen). First appears on 3rd edition OS map (1911). Information courtesy of the
owner.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50038 (accessed
12.06.2019)

Site Number

188

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 4 EGLINTON TERRACE, BEECHWOOD WITH ANCILLARY BUILDING, GARDEN TERRA

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50039

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219383

Northing

667197

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Circa 1859. 2-storey and attic, 4-bay, rectangular-plan, multi-gabled Tudor style house with 2storey canted bay window to W, arched windows to attic, stone-mullioned bipartite windows
with bracketed canopies at 1st floor of E and W elevations, deep eaves, plain bargeboards and
scrolled cast-iron gable finials. Squared, snecked, stugged red sandstone with polished ashlar
dressings. Raised, chamfered window margins with projecting cills; raised quoin-strips.
W (PRINCIPAL) ELEVATION: central 2-leaf timber panelled door with fanlight in plain
chamfered architrave; small stone canopy above. Gable to right with 2-storey, 3-light canted
bay window; round-arched window to gable apex. Gable to left of centre: advanced tripartite
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window to ground; bipartite window above with bracketed canopy; arched window to gable
apex. Lower, slightly recessed service wing to outer left; square hoodmould to 1st floor
window.
E (ROAD) ELEVATION: irregularly fenestrated elevation with variety of window shapes. Halfglazed timber boarded back door to left-hand gable; basket-arched staircase window; bipartite
window to 1st floor; round-arched window to attic. Bipartite windows at both floors to righthand gable. Hoodmoulded 1st floor window to service wing.
N AND S (SIDE) ELEVATIONS: 2 round-arched windows at ground floor and attic to S. Timberboarded back door with fanlight to N; bipartite gabled dormer above.
Predominantly plate glass in timber sash and case windows; some 4-pane glazing to E.
Corniced ridge stacks with octagonal yellow clay cans. Graded grey slate.
INTERIOR: half-glazed timber panelled door to lobby. Marble chimneypieces to principal
rooms. Curved timber staircase with decorative cast-iron baluster and mahogany handrail.
Decorative cornicing and some ceiling roses to principal rooms; plainer cornicing elsewhere;
some working shutters; timber-panelled interior doors throughout.
ANCILLARY BUILDING: single-storey former coalshed or out-store with timber-boarded stable
door, crenellated parapet, and window to E. Curved wall to W, formerly forming screened link
to house.
GARDEN TERRACE AND STEPS: terraced garden with sandstone steps.
Statement of Special Interest
Formerly called Beechgrove. A large unaltered mid-Victorian villa occupying a relatively
prominent position on Eglinton Terrace. If the house was built when, or soon after the land
was sold in 1859, it must be one of the first houses to have been built in Upper Skelmorlie.
Skelmorlie was developed from the mid 1840s onwards, when the Earl of Eglinton began to feu
his land for the building of 'Marine Villas'. The first house to be built, in 1844, was Beach House
at the North end of Shore Road. For the first 15 years or so, development was very slow, and
the 1st edition OS map (surveyed in 1857) shows only 12 villas along Shore Road, and none in
Upper Skelmorlie. From about 1860, however, development began to speed up, and a number
of large villas, were built along Shore Road as weekend or holiday homes for wealthy West
Coast merchants. At about the same time, the Earl of Eglinton made plots available on the cliff
top, and development began in Upper Skelmorlie.
Title deeds (information courtesy of the owner). Shown on 2nd edition OS map (1897).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50039 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

189

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 7 MONTGOMERIE TERRACE, THE BEECHES WITH FORMER STABLE AND COACH H

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50041

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219403

Northing

667878

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

John Honeyman, 1874. Single storey and attic, 4-bay, roughly rectangular-plan, multi-gabled
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villa with gabled dormers, cast-iron finials and bargeboards to E and W-facing gables (including
dormers), canted bay windows to W, decorative Gothic timber porch to E, deep bracketed
eaves, single-storey service wing to N, and 20th century conservatory to S. Squared, snecked,
tooled red sandstone with Aberdeen-bond stonework to E and polished ashlar dressings.
Chamfered ashlar window margins; window hoods to ground floor W-facing windows.
E (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: 2-leaf timber panelled door in stop-chamfered, roll-moulded
architrave; sandstone step to door; gothic porch with slate roof, scrolled bargeboards, trefoil
carving to gable, and open timber lattice side panels; later bipartite dormer above. Borderglazed staircase window and tripartite window with taller central light to right; gabled bay to
left; service wing to outer right with bipartite window.
W (PRINCIPAL) ELEVATION: 2-leaf glazed door with fanlight to centre; dormer above. Canted
bay window at ground to right; dormer above. Slightly advanced gable to left with canted bay
window at ground. Service wing to outer left with bipartite window.
N ELEVATION: service wing. Half-glazed timber panelled back door with flanking windows;
small window to gable apex.
S (SIDE) ELEVATION: late 20th century conservatory at ground (replacing Victorian
conservatory); trefoil-headed window at first floor with middle-pointed relieving arch above.
Plate glass in timber sash and case windows. Rendered stacks with fluted yellow clay cans.
Graded grey slate.
INTERIOR: half-glazed timber panelled inner door to lobby. Round-arched marble
chimneypieces with projecting keystones to principal ground-floor rooms; some built-in display
cupboards. Curved staircase with barley-twist cast-iron balusters and mahogany hand rail and
newel post. Slate shelves in larder. Picture rails, embossed paper friezes, decorative cornicing
and ceiling roses to principal rooms; plainer cornicing to bedrooms; timber panelled interior
doors throughout.
FORMER COACH HOUSE AND STABLE: U-plan, 2-storey, gabled coach house. Central range with
garage doors (formerly paired arched carriage entrances). Advanced gable to right with timber
boarded door and decorative cast-iron lamp bracket to courtyard elevation; dormer window at
entrance to flat to E elevation. Single storey piend-roofed section advanced to left.
BOUNDARY WALL, GATEPIERS, GATES, GARDEN STEPS: coped random rubble sandstone
boundary wall. Pyramidal-capped gatepiers. 2-leaf cast-iron gates. Sandstone steps to garden
terrace W of house, and beside Coach house.
Statement of Special Interest
Formerly called Everlie. Built for Clement Dixon, a wine merchant who purchased the plot from
John Innes, a local builder and developer, who had purchased 5 adjoining plots on
Montgomerie Terrace. Innes was chosen to do the masonry, and the total cost of building the
house was just under £697. The house was designed by the architect John Honeyman, who
designed a number of houses in Skelmorlie, having built himself a house (Stroove) at the end of
Montgomerie Terrace in 1868. Honeyman was one of the foremost architects in Glasgow
during the mid-late 19th century. His principal interest was in designing and restoring Gothic
churches, but he was very prolific and designed a large number villas in Glasgow and the
surrounding area. The Beeches is a fairly modest house, but largely unaltered and a good
example of one of Honeyman's more simple houses. The stable and coach house is a
particularly good survival, as, unlike most of the other stable blocks in Skelmorlie, it has not
been converted to a house. The window hoods on the West elevation are also a rare survival.
The modern conservatory on the South elevation replaces a slightly smaller one in the same
place that was probably original to the house.
References
Honeyman Job book, 1874. Appears on 2nd edition OS map (1897). Information courtesy of Mr
Rob Close.
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Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50041 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

190

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 11A MONTGOMERIE TERRACE WITH ANCILLARY BUILDING

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50042

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219406

Northing

667774

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Circa 1880. Single-storey and attic, roughly Y-plan former coach house, stable and cottage
(now house) on sloping site with open courtyard to W (front) and projecting wing to centre of
rear. Round 2-storey turret to W, glazed roof to courtyard, some decorative half-timbering,
and crowstepped gables. Tooled, squared, snecked red sandstone with polished ashlar
dressings. Upper floor slightly jettied out; eaves course to turret. Chamfered window margins
with sloping cills.
W (PRINCIPAL) AND COURTYARD ELEVATIONS: gabled wing to left with bipartite stonemullioned window at ground and later tripartite window to attic; half-timbering to courtyard
elevation and 2 swept-roof dormers. Turret with finialed, conical roof advanced to right of
gable; studded, timber-boarded front door in flat-roofed stone porch with curved corners
slightly advanced to right of turret. Former coach house enclosing courtyard to right: single,
swept-roof dormer to W elevation; carriage entrances to courtyard elevation.
REAR ELEVATIONS: irregularly fenestrated. Ground rises to E.
Small-pane glazing in predominantly casement windows; some sash and case windows at
ground. Corniced wallhead stacks with some red clay cans. Graded grey slate with red
terracotta ridge tiles.
ANCILLARY BUILDING: crowstep-gabled ancillary building to SE of house. Snecked red
sandstone; window to W gable; 2 timber-boarded doors to N.
Statement of Special Interest
Formerly the coach house and stables for No 11 Montgomerie Terrace (originally called West
Park). The size of this building indicates that it contained not only stabling, but domestic
accommodation for a groom and probably a gardener or other outdoor servant(s) as well. With
its round turret, half-timbered detailing, and swept dormers, this small building has a
significant architectural merit. It was probably built by the architect of the main house. The
glass roof over the courtyard is not original to the building, but is shown on the 3rd edition OS
map (1911).
References
Appears on 2nd edition OS map (1897).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50042 (accesse on
12.06.2019)
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Site Number

191

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 12 MONTGOMERIE TERRACE, OAKHILL WITH GARAGE, BOUNDARY WALL, GATEPI

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50044

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219317

Northing

667688

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

John Keppie, 1886; R A Bryden, 1905 additions to N. 2-storey, 5-section, roughly rectangularplan villa with stepped frontage to W. Gabled and piend-roofed sections arranged from S to N
as follows: piend-roofed block, advanced to W with octagonal turret at SW corner; piendroofed section orientated N-S with balustraded timber porch to E and verandah to W with
balcony above; gabled block, advanced to W with probably later 2-storey bay-window to W;
early 20th century section, recessed to W; slightly lower piend-roofed section, recessed to W;
Edwardian conservatory adjoining S elevation. Squared, snecked, stugged red sandstone with
polished sandstone ashlar dressings. Non-continuous string cornice to W elevation; deep
bracketed eaves with plain bargeboards. Raised quoin strips; raised, chamfered window
margins; decorative half-timbering on gables to W.
E (ENTRANCE) ELEVATION: 2-leaf timber panelled folding door to large early 20th century
timber porch with stained glass lights and balustraded parapet; tripartite mullioned window
above with flanking basket-arched windows; gabled dormer to outer left; irregular fenestration
elsewhere with a variety of window sizes.
S (SIDE) ELEVATION: timber Edwardian conservatory with canted end on sandstone base;
raised roof ridge; cast-iron finial. Gabled dormer at 1st floor to right.
W (GARDEN) ELEVATION: Recessed section to centre with verandah/balcony in front
supported on central decorative cast-iron post and scrolled stone corbels to sides; decorative
cast-iron railings to balcony; 2 3-leaf folding timber panelled doors to verandah; 2-leaf glazed
door to balcony with gabled dormer-head above. Advanced section to right with bipartite
window at ground and 2-storey 3-light canted turret to outer right with ball-finialed octagonal
piended roof. Advanced gable to left of centre with projecting 2-storey 3-light mullioned bay
window. 2-bay recessed service wing to outer left with bipartite window at ground and basketarched windows at 1st floor.
Timber sash and case windows with a variety of glazing patterns: plate glass to principal rooms
on W elevation; 4-pane glazing to less prominent windows; border-glazed stained glass
windows and some small-pane glazing to E. Corniced red sandstone stacks with decorative red
clay cans. Graded grey slate roof. Cast-iron rainwater goods.
INTERIOR: half-glazed timber panelled doors to inner lobby and entrance hall. Entrance hall
panelled to dado; Mackintosh-style stained glass; timber chimneypiece with bevelled glass
mirror in timber frame above; dentiled timber over-doors. Timber staircase with plain balusters
rising to galleried 1st floor landing. Timber chimneypiece to drawing room with Adam-style
decoration and matching cast-iron grate; picture rail; Adam-style wall and ceiling friezes;
compartmented ceiling. Sitting room with working timber shutters and plain marble
chimneypiece. Adam-style chimneypiece to dining room with plain cast-iron grate; decorative
ceiling frieze and compartmented ceiling. Some original pantry cupboards in kitchen. Timber
panelled doors throughout; brass handles downstairs; timber knobs upstairs. Plain cornicing
throughout.
BOUNDARY WALL, RAILINGS AND GATEPIERS: dwarf boundary wall; intermittently-space piers
linked with cast-iron railings; ashlar gatepiers inscribed 'OAKHILL' in small roll-moulded panels.
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GARDEN TERRACES AND STEPS: garden terraces with sandstone steps to front and side of
house.
GARAGE: circa 1930. Rendered garage with half-glazed timber-boarded folding doors,
bargeboarded entrance gable; depressed-arch windows to sides.
Statement of Special Interest
A good late Victorian villa, occupying a relatively prominent position on Montgomerie Terrace,
by the architect John Keppie who also designed the two houses to the North. This is the best of
the three. Keppie later joined practice with John Honeyman, who had a house in Skelmorlie
and also designed a large numbers of villas there. Oakhill was considerably extended by the
architect Robert Bryden in 1905. These additions not only include the service wing,
conservatory and porch, but also additions to the SW corner of the house, which are not so
easy to identify. It seems that the house was considerably altered at this time and the stained
glass and Adam-style decoration almost certainly date from this time. The interior of the house
is particularly good, especially the half-panelled entrance hall with its galleried first-floor
landing. The early twentieth century conservatory is a rare survival in Skelmorlie, although its
condition is rather unsound.
References
Appears on 2nd edition OS map (1897), additions to N and conservatory shown on 3rd edition
OS map (1911). Ayrshire County Council Building Bylaws Committee Minute Books, 2.3.1905,
ref CO3/12/4/4 (information from Rob Close). Information courtesy of the owner (2004).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50044 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

192

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 10 SHORE ROAD, REDESDALE INCLUDING FORMER SERVICE WING, BOUNDARY W

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50046

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219240

Northing

668088

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Circa 1860. 2-storey with single-storey and attic former service wing to side, roughly
rectangular-plan Italianate villa with deep, bracketed eaves, bracketed decorative M-gables to
E and W, arched decorative window-heads, semicircular bay window to W, and open gabled
porch. Squared, snecked, tooled red sandstone with polished ashlar dressings. Base course,
string course, cill course. Plain ashlar window margins.
E (FRONT) ELEVATION: M-gabled bay to centre: 2-leaf timber panelled door with round-arched
fanlight and bracketed porch with low side-walls and timber columns with shaft rings; 3
windows at ground to left; depressed-arch mezzanine window above; 2 windows at 1st floor
with fan-shaped carving to window heads. Slightly recessed bay to right of entrance with
tripartite window at ground and bipartite window at 1st floor. Service wing to left with 4
windows at ground and 2 gabled dormers breaking eaves to attic.
N ELEVATION: 1 window at ground; 2 windows at 1st floor.
W (GARDEN) ELEVATION: unsympathetic late 20th century conservatory on brick base at
ground to principal house; bow window at ground behind conservatory with stone mullions,
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dentilled eaves course and painted metal roof with decorative cast-iron balcony railings;
bipartite window above; bipartite window at 1st floor to right with console-bracketed balcony.
Former service wing recessed to right with mid 20th century lean-to conservatory and gabled
dormer to attic
S ELEVATION OF FORMER SERVICE WING: 2-bay gable to left with paired consoles to eaves;
sandstone porch at ground with 2-leaf timber panelled door, round-arched windows and
console-bracketed eaves. Swept-roof section to right with wallhead stack.
Plate glass in timber sash and case windows to main house; non-traditional uPVC glazing to
former service wing. Short red sandstone stacks; cream clay cans with decorative Greek-key
bands, some with red-clay topper cans. Cast-iron rainwater goods.
INTERIOR: half-glazed timber panelled lobby door; barley-twist stair balusters and tapered
octagonal newel post with paterae; skylight over stair; decorative cornicing to principal rooms;
plain cornices elsewhere; timber panelled interior doors throughout.
Statement of Special Interest
An exceptionally well-detailed Italianate house, strongly influenced by the domestic work of
Alexander Thomson (compare with Thomson's Craig Ailey at Kilcreggan, particularly the
treatment of the bow window). It is not known who the architect was, although the feuing
conveyance shows that that the land was sold in 1860 to Hugh Kennedy, a wright and builder
from Partick (Glasgow). It seems unlikely that this house was designed by a builder, although
Alexander Thomson did publish his designs in pattern books. The addition of the conservatory
on the West elevation is highly insensitive, although fortunately the bow window is untouched
behind it. The main part of the house retains its original timber windows, and the chimney pots
with Greek-Key borders are a particularly nice touch. Internally, the plaster cornicing and
interior doors still survive, although all the original fireplaces have been removed. The newel
post and stair decorative balusters are a good example of West Coast detailing. The main
house and former service wing are in separate ownership.
References
Shown on 2nd edition OS map (1897). Information on the conveyancing from Rob Close.
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50046 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

193

Site Name

SKELMORLIE, 31 THE LANE

Type of Site

Listed Building - Category C

NRHE Number

LB50047

Status

Listed Building - Category C

Easting

219630

Northing

667597

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Circa 1888. 2-storey, 3-bay villa with 2-bay single-storey service wing to N, canted bay window,
gabled dormers with decorative bargeboards, deep eaves and Aberdeen-bond stonework.
Squared, tooled, coursed, Aberdeen-bond red sandstone to front and back; roughly squared,
Aberdeen-bond rubble to sides; polished ashlar dressings. Raised quoin strips and window
margins.
W (PRINCIPAL) ELEVATION: central 2-leaf timber panelled door with fanlight in pointed-arch,
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stop-chamfered, roll-moulded architrave. Bipartite window at ground to left with hoodmould;
3-light canted bay window to right; gabled dormers at 1st floor. Service wing to outer left with
2 windows.
E (REAR) ELEVATION: segmental-arched staircase window to centre; regular fenestration to
outer bays with dormers to 1st floor. Service wing recessed to right with garage and timber
boarded back door.
N & S (SIDE) ELEVATIONS: blank gables. Service wing extended from N elevation. Gablehead
stack to S only.
4-pane glazing in timber sash and case windows. Corniced stack with octagonal yellow clay
cans. Graded grey slate. Cast-iron rainwater goods.
INTERIOR: half-glazed timber-panelled lobby door with frosted glass. Curved staircase with
decorative cast-iron baluster and mahogany hand rail; border-glazed staircase window with
frosted glass to border. Principal room with working timber shutters, marble chimneypiece,
decorative floral plaster cornice and plaster ceiling rose. Decorative cornicing and timber
panelled interior doors throughout.
Statement of Special Interest
This is one of several houses that were built to roughly the same design on half-acre plots
between The Lane and Seton Terrace during the 1880s. These houses have a standard 'patternbook' type design with a central front door, canted bay window to one side, bipartite window
to the other, and dormers to the 1st floor. However, the detailing of each house is slightly
different from that of the others, which gives the impression that a standard house style was
stipulated for this area, but that each house was built by a different builder or developer. 31
The Lane is the best of these houses, both in terms of the original detailing, and in the survival
of these details. The Aberdeen-bond stonework is a particularly nice and unusual feature,
which is not to be found on the other houses; the same goes for the very decorative dormer
bargeboards, and it is the only house to have a pointed arch to the front door architrave. The
only alteration that appears to have happened to the outside of the house is the rather
unfortunate removal of the chimney stack on the North gable. The interior is equally welldetailed and preserved, with working timber shutters, decorative floral friezes, and ceiling
roses in the principal rooms.
Each of these houses were built towards the rear (or Seton Terrace) end of their plots, so that
the principal rooms faced over as much lawn as possible, with the front bedrooms taking
advantage of the views towards the Clyde estuary. Unfortunately the front (West) halves of all
the gardens have had new houses built in them, with the exception of 31 The Lane, which still
occupies the whole of its original plot. The retention of the entire original plot adds to the
interest of this building.
References
Shown on 2nd edition OS map (1897). Information courtesy of the owner (2004).
Description from: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50047 (accessed on
12.06.2019)

Site Number

194

Site Name

Martin Glen

Type of Site

Cup-markings

NRHE Number

NS26NW1

Status

Non-designated

Easting

222850
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Easting

222850

Northing

667030

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

HER Reference: 5836
NS 228 671.
Cup and Ring marked Rock: A slightly domed smooth-topped rock, 3.0 by 2.5m and 0.6m high
at S is situated 150 yds E of the confluence of Skelmorlie Water and Martin Glen water, 100 yds
S of the letter. It is sculptured with twenty-one cup marks in three groups, the two larger
forming a rough 'plough' outline, and a long-shafted 'cross'.
F Newall 1971; R W B Morris MS 1971
NS 2285 6703. This cup-marked stone (no discernible ring or linear markings) is partially buried
in level moorland at 222m OD. There is a group of six definite cups, some 4 to 5 cms in
diameter and 2 to 3 cms deep, on the top N side of the rock, and at least five other probable
examples, less well defined, elsewhere on the top surface. Of the former grouping, four fall
roughly in line, but there is no obvious pattern.
Surveyed at 1:10,000.
Visited by OS (JRL) 16 February 1983

Site Number

195

Site Name

Outerwards

Type of Site

Watermill

NRHE Number

NS26NW24

Status

Non-designated

Easting

223400

Northing

666050

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

HER Ref: 14095
NS 2340 6605
Site of overshot watermill, mill wheel: details in Strathclyde Regional Council SMR.
SRC SMR 1993.
SRC SMR , '(Kilbride parish, Arran: Kilmory parish, Arran: Largs parish)', Discovery and
Excavation in Scotland, 1993, pp.78.(1993)

Site Number

196

Site Name

Kelly Burn

Type of Site

Enclosure

NRHE Number

NS26NW28

Status

Non-designated
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Status

Non-designated

Easting

221280

Northing

668040

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

HER Ref: 15683
NS 2130 6810.
Enclosure. Full details are available in the Strathclyde Sites and Monuments Record. Reported
to SMR by A Lee.
SRC SMR 1994a.
NS 2128 6804 [taken from location map].
On the slope above a minor watercourse, close to a rocky outcrop, is an oval structure
measuring 31'9" by 23'6" externally and 10'6" by 7'6" internally, built of turf.
Recorded by Audrey Lee, 1994. Report with sketch in SMR archive.
Entered WoSAS (CF) 31/01/01
'Submission by Strathclyde SMR (for year to 31 October 1994)', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1994, pp.50-1, 61, 62, 63, 64, 67, 68, 71, 72, 75, 80.(1994)

Site Number

197

Site Name

North Fardens

Type of Site

Farmstead

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

221040

Northing

666750

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

HER Ref: 17694
The modern OS 1:10000 map has no indication of any features at this location. However the
1st edition 6" OS map indicates the presence of a farmstead named North Fardens at these
coordinates.
Entered WoSAS 01/01/98

Site Number

198

Site Name

Kelly Burn / Craigengowr

Type of Site

Incised Rock

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

221376
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Easting

221376

Northing

668086

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

HER Ref: 22581
A rock outcrop at NS 2137 6808 [taken from location map] bears a line of at least seven incised
notches from an abandoned quarrying attempt.
Recorded by Audrey Lee, January 1994. Photograph (colour laser photocopy) in SMR archive.
Entered WoSAS (CF) 31/01/01

Site Number

199

Site Name

Noddsdale Water

Type of Site

Sheepfold

NRHE Number

NS26NW43

Status

Non-designated

Easting

223540

Northing

665620

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41513 NS26NW 43 2354 6562
One unroofed structure annotated Sheepfold is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch
map (Ayrshire 1857, sheet ii), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map
(1987).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 9 March 2000
NMRS Report date for above text 28/08/00

Site Number

200

Site Name

Noddsdale Water

Type of Site

Enclosure

NRHE Number

NS26NW42

Status

Non-designated

Easting

223270

Northing

665580

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41514
NS26NW 42 2327 6558
An enclosure lying in a bend of Noddsdale Water is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch
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map (Ayrshire 1857, sheet ii), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map
(1987).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 9 March 2000
NMRS Report date for above text 09/03/00

Site Number

201

Site Name

Search Hill

Type of Site

Sheepfold

NRHE Number

NS26NW41

Status

Non-designated

Easting

223000

Northing

665430

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41515 NS26NW 41 2300 6543
One unroofed structure annotated Sheepfold is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch
map (Ayrshire 1857, sheet ii), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map
(1987). Due to the damming of Noddsdale Water and the creation of a loch, this site is now
under water.
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 9 March 2000
NMRS Report date for above text 28/08/00

Site Number

202

Site Name

Skelmorlie Water / Howies

Type of Site

Farmstead

NRHE Number

NS26NW40

Status

Non-designated

Easting

221990

Northing

666350

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41516 NS26NW 40 2199 6695
'A farm steading bearing this name formerly stood here, the lands have been joined to the
farm of Barr, the ruins of the house only are rubble now.'
Name Book 1857
A farmstead annotated Howies (Ruin), comprising one unroofed long building, is depicted on
the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Ayrshire 1857, sheet i), but it is not shown on the current
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1987).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 9 March 2000
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NMRS Report date for above text 07/11/01

Site Number

203

Site Name

Skelmorlie Glen / Torr

Type of Site

Farmstead

NRHE Number

NS26NW39

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220800

Northing

665970

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41517 NS26NW 39 2080 6597
'A farmhouse formerly stood here, the lands have...been joined to the farm of Barr and this is
all that remains of the steading.'
Name Book 1857
A farmstead annotated Torr (Ruin), comprising one unroofed building, is depicted on the 1st
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Ayrshire 1857, sheet i). One roofed building is shown on the
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1987).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 9 March 2000
NMRS Report date for above text 28/08/00
Ordnance Survey , Name Book (County), Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey.(n/a)

Site Number

204

Site Name

Auchengarth

Type of Site

Farmstead

NRHE Number

NS16SE10

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219600

Northing

666400

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41560 NS16SE 10 196 664
A farmstead comprising one partially roofed long building, six roofed buildings, two of which
have outshots, and three enclosures is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map
(Ayrshire 1857, sheet i). Four roofed buildings are shown on the current edition of the OS
1:10000 map (1988).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 9 March 2000
NMRS Report date for above text 09/03/00
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Site Number

205

Site Name

Skelmorlie Golf Course

Type of Site

Mound

NRHE Number

NS26NW37

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220550

Northing

667150

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41722 NS26NW 37 2055 6715
NS 2055 6715 A nearby roughly circular low mound- turf and stone- may have previously been
recorded ('cairn', Lonie and Newall 1964) and/or may be the 'viewpoint' referred to by Boyd
(1856). The sweeping view of the Clyde is impressive.
Sponsor: Local History in Skelmorlie
A Lee 1995
NMRS Report date for above text 26/03/99
Lee, A , 'Moor and Heath above Skelmorlie Golf Course (Largs parish), enclosure and associated
features',Discovery and Excavation, Scotland,1995, pp.74(1995)

Site Number

206

Site Name

East Grassyards

Type of Site

Farmstead

NRHE Number

NS26SW23

Status

Non-designated

Easting

222360

Northing

664770

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41727 NS26SW 23 2236 6477
NS 223 647 Two phases of occupation were noted on this site. The 19th century farmhouse
and outbuildings are in a good state of preservation. To the NW of these lie the remains of
what would appear to be the pre-improvement farmstead.
Work at E Grassyards carried out by kind permission of Mr H Scott, Constablewood Estate.
V E Bickers 1995
NMRS Report date for above text 08/02/99
Bickers, V E , 'East Grassyards Farm, Brisbane Glen (Largs parish)',Discovery and Excavation,
Scotland,1995, pp.73(1995)

Site Number

207

Site Name

Skelmorlie Golf Course
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Site Name

Skelmorlie Golf Course

Type of Site

Quarries; Trackway

NRHE Number

NS26NW34

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220270

Northing

667200

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41730 NS26NW 34 2027 6720
NS 203 672 The golf green downhill from the enclosure is known locally as 'The bullfield'. Two
small quarries in centre of green now infilled. (Old) Path to 'Fardens' farm cuts diagonally
across green to back gate, may be reflected in cambered bank (NS 2042 6710 - NS 2060 6705)
running diagonally to top of slope and field gate. Aerial photograph (1955) shows line running
out towards site of previous 'Fardens' farm site. A well-metalled track 3m wide with ditch up to
4.5m, upcast bank 0.6m high runs from the field gate (NS 2060 6705) for several hundred
metres towards the mound and the enclosure.
Sponsor: Local History in Skelmorlie
A Lee 1995
NMRS Report date for above text 08/02/99
Lee, A , 'Moor and Heath above Skelmorlie Golf Course (Largs parish), enclosure and associated
features',Discovery and Excavation, Scotland,1995, pp.74(1995)

Site Number

208

Site Name

Kelly Bank

Type of Site

Structure

NRHE Number

NS26NW33

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220840

Northing

668190

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41731 NS26NW 33 2084 6819
NS 208 682 In an enclosed area presently known as 'Nanny's Content', substantial remains of
building walls built in local red sandstone and grey whinstone. Random rubble, twin-leaved,
mortared and tooled walls up to 1m high, 0.6m thick, forming structure 61m long and 7m
wide, facing uphill. At 30m a water channel under cover of stone appears to run through the
building exiting on the downhill, nothernmost side. There is no immediately clear indication of
internal division. The structure may have served as a shelter for animals, a six vertical-bar
metal basket or gate being found inside beside the first opening on the initial visit. Finely
carved initials, with date, on stonework may indicate habitation in 1855. Initials found
elsewhere may reflect secondary occupation or graffiti.
The ground has observably been scored with drainage ditches but photographs of the hillside
also reveal what appears to be rig and furrow on the eastern slope close to the structure. This
may support the possibility of habitation.
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Two small rectangular platforms lie approximately 18m downslope from the structure.
Documentary evidence indicates a plantation in 1855 at the top 'eastern' end described as
'Craigngowe Wood'.
Sponsor: Local History in Skelmorlie
A Lee 1995
NMRS Report date for above text 08/02/99
Lee, A , 'Skelmorlie, 'Nanny's Content' (Largs parish), remains of building walls',Discovery and
Excavation, Scotland,1995, pp.74(1995)

Site Number

209

Site Name

Skelmorlie Golf Course

Type of Site

Boundary Banks; Cropmarks; Trackway (possible)

NRHE Number

NS26NW32

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220500

Northing

667850

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 41732 NS26NW 32 Centred on 2050 6785
NS 202 680 - NS 204 680 Extending uphill from the line of an old road? or boundary line on the
woodland side, two earthen banks, approximately 3m apart, run in line with the present
bounding fence (lower reaches) and sandstone drystane wall (upper hill). The bank may have
seperated land designated arable from wooded and planted ground in 1812.
NS 207 679 A fallen wall leaving line of rubble, or a broad mettalled track running downhill into
enclosed field. At least 5.5m broad.
NS 204 677 Aerial photograph (1995) shows apparent faint cropmark running on through
'Nanny's Content' where ground presently covered in deep sedge. A ditched rectangle occupies
the N end of the site but this may date from 1970's work to extend the golf course. Earthen
banks in close proximity may or may not be connected to this work. Further work to extend
the golf course is anticipated.
NS 200 678 to NS 212 678, NS 199 676 to NS 199 202, NS 196 680 to NS 204 680, NS 204 680 to
NS 204 679, NS 204 679 to NS 212 679 Under suitable light and ground conditions, linear
cropmarks may be observed on the hillslope of the golf course above the village. One of these
is likely to be a march line described in documentation dated 1812.
Research and fieldwork in this area is ongoing. Please contact LOCHIS (Local History in
Skelmorlie), if interested.
Sponsor: Local History in Skelmorlie
A Lee 1995
Lee, A , 'Skelmorlie, 'The Hill beside the Golf Course' (Largs parish), earthen banks',Discovery
and Excavation, Scotland,1995, pp.74(1995)
Lee, A , 'Nanny's Content (Largs parish), fallen wall or road',Discovery and Excavation,
Scotland,1995, pp.74(1995)
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Lee, A , 'Skelmorlie Golf Course and Village (Largs parish), march line(s) and land
boundary',Discovery and Excavation, Scotland,1995, pp.74(1995)

Site Number

210

Site Name

Skelmorlie Mains / Judge Mound

Type of Site

Mound

NRHE Number

NS16NE5

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219960

Northing

666375

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5276
(NS 1995 6637) Motte (NR)
OS 6" map (1969)
This artificial mound, at the head of Shaw Glen, was pointed out by Mr J H Murray (Pensilva,
Skelmorlie). Its level top is 16.0m in diameter.
On the W side is a stream, and a broad, natural ditch isolates it on the E. A farm road has
caused this ditch to be filled in on the N; the mound is 1.5m high on this side. There is no trace
of a wall or bank round the summit of the mound, but its regularity suggests that it is probably
a motte.
Visited by OS (JLD) 19 September 1956
This motte is generally as described in the previous field report. There is a ditch or water-worn
gully on the N side and a ditch with counterscarp bank on the S side, the scarp of this latter
ditch being about 1.3m high. The mound is from 4.0m to 5.0m above the stream on its W side.
Bracken and undergrowth obscure the ditches and the sides of the mound.
Surveyed at 1:2500.
Visited by OS (WDJ) 29 October 1964
Newall, calling this a motte, names it Judge Mound, quoting Boyd's Guide. He adds that traces
of a palisade mound run round the summit.
F Newall 1964
The eastern extremity of this mound has been truncated and two buildings associated with a
nearby caravan park now abut this exposed (entirely earthen) side. A water tank sits on top of
the mound, and waste pipes and dumping have obliterated detail of the gully or ditch on the S.
Despite these changes, the overall appearance suggests this is a basically natural knoll with
fortuitous gully lines around the N and S. The severe levelling of the otherwise featureless and
grassed knoll top is of interest, but could well reflect a late usage. In all, there is no ground
evidence to support this as a motte, and little indication that it is any form of antiquity. The
name 'Judge Mound' was not known at nearby Skemorlie Mains.
Visited by OS (JRL) 3 March 1983
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Roman road, south of the Kelly Burn at NS 209283', Discovery and Excavation in
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Scotland, 1964, p.21.(1964)

Site Number

211

Site Name

Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Enclosure

NRHE Number

NS26NW10

Status

Non-designated

Easting

221335

Northing

666025

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5837
NS 213 660. Homestead: On a rise on the S bank of the Skelmorlie Water, and flanked on the
W by a tributary gorge is a boulder and turf walled enclosure 103ft N-S by 81ft maximum E-W,
divided by a cross wall into a yard entered at the SE by a 12ft wide metalled track, and a
farmhouse enclosure containing the outline of a rectangular building, 19ft x 13ft. A passage
gives access to an annexed third enclosure on the N, increasing the length to a total of 146ft
but only 33ft wide. From this a walled passage descends to the Skelmorlie Water.
F Newall 1964
NS 2133 6602. An enclosure formed by a single earth and stone rampart cutting off a low-lying,
sloping promontory, under bracken, at approximately 105m OD.
The location is unusual and suspect for a promontory defence, with rising ground immediately
on the W and S, but the angled rampart is substantial and crosses at the optimum point
between a deepening gorge on the S and a steep natural scarpline on the N. It is spread to a
width of 5 to 6m, a height of about 1.4m, and encloses a sloping but occupiable area of
approximately 30m N-S by 25m transversely (0.075 hectares). There is no obvious entrance.
The interior falls away in a series of apparently natural undulations, and none of the specific
features noted by Newall was identified. Probing of the dead bracken cover revealed no
stonework or metalling. Although this enclosure cannot be classified with any certainty, it is
probably of archaeological significance.
Surveyed at 1:2500.
Visited by OS (JRL) 28 February 1983
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Roman road, south of the Kelly Burn at NS 209283', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1964, p.21.(1964)

Site Number

212

Site Name

Outerwards

Type of Site

Huts

NRHE Number

NS26NW11

Status

Non-designated

Easting

223450
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Easting

223450

Northing

666150

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5838
The remains of several huts, found at Outerwards (NS 234 661) on the Noddle Burn (Noddsdale
Water (name NS 238 657) are believed to be those of the temporary dwellings of those who
left Largs during the outbreak of plague there (in 1647: see NS26SW 5).
F H Groome 1901
For details of known post-medieval occupation sites in these areas see NS26NW 7 and 9.
Visited by OS (JRL) 28 February 1983
Further Reading and Sources
Groome, F H (ed.) , Ordnance gazetteer of Scotland. Edinburgh.(1901)

Site Number

213

Site Name

Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Buildings; Enclosures

NRHE Number

NS26NW15

Status

Non-designated

Easting

222500

Northing

666600

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5842
NS225 666 to 225 667
E of the Skelmorlie Water, S of a tributory, and N of and close to the stone dyke running E-W
over the moor from Outerwards:
(i) A semi-circular enclosure, probably once completely circular, 78ft N-S by at least 81ft,
comprising a shallow outer ditch 6ft wide, an upcast mound within shallow outer ditch 6ft
wide, and round the NE arc, traces of an inner ditch 10ft wide.
(ii) Against the edge of the tributory bank, 79ft W of (i) is a round-ended, turf-walled house,
39ft E-W by 17ft over 6ft walls.
Outside the N entrance is a roughly rectangular flat area edged with boulders.
(iii) An oval turf mound lies 24ft SSE of (ii). Surrounded by a turf wall 5ft - 6ft thick, with no
trace of an entrance, it measures 20ft E-W by 17ft.
(iv) S of the stone dyke, and 200ft from (iii) is a roughly rectangular, round-ended, turf walled
but-and-ben, 24ft E-W by 16ft.
F Newall 1970.
(v) A further turf hut lies at NS 225667, close to the junction of the Skelmorlie Water and the
stream flanked by settlement. This round-ended hut is 24ft x 16 1/2 ft over 3ft walls.
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F Newall 1971.
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Skelmorlie Water, Martin Glen Burn junction, round houses; turf houses; round
enclosures and turf houses', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1970, pp.15.(1970)
Newall, F , 'Largs, Skelmorlie Water, round enclosure and turf huts', Discovery and Excavation
in Scotland, 1971, pp.13.(1971)

Site Number

214

Site Name

Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Structure

NRHE Number

NS26NW16

Status

Non-designated

Easting

222600

Northing

666800

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5843
NS 226 668
On the E bank of the Skelmorlie Water and the S bank of a tributary is an oval turf structure
10ft x 7ft within a turf bank 3ft - 7ft in spread. On NW a curved bank encloses an annexed area
11ft wide.
F Newall 1970.
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Skelmorlie Water, Martin Glen Burn junction, round houses; turf houses; round
enclosures and turf houses', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1970, pp.15.(1970)

Site Number

215

Site Name

Fardens

Type of Site

Cropmark

NRHE Number

NS26NW3

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220500

Northing

667000

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5850
NS 205 670. Cropmark: Just to the N of Fardens Wood in ground badly broken by lazy beds and
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forestry drains a rectangular area with rounded corners lies partly in cultivated ground beyond
the field wall to the W. Probably 3/4 to 1 acre is included. A hard track can be traced towards
this area from the (alleged) Roman patrol road to the E.
F Newall 1970
In this general area, at the S end of a broad ridge, are numerous examples of old drainage lines,
turf dykes (no lazy beds or forestry ploughing noted) and similar late land usage. Nothing of
archaeological significance was seen, and examination of RAF air photographs (CPE/Scot/UK
261: 3024-5, flown 1947) proved negative.
Visited by OS (JRL) 21 February 1983
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Largs, Fardens, crop mark', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1970,
pp.18.(1970)
Lee, A , 'Moor and Heath above Skelmorlie Golf Course (Largs parish)',Discovery and
Excavation, Scotland,1995, pp.74(1995)

Site Number

216

Site Name

Beithglass

Type of Site

Field Clearance Cairns

NRHE Number

NS26NW6

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220695

Northing

667475

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5853
NS 208 674: At spot height 564ft E of Beithglass is a cairn, 10ft in diameter. Three others lie in
the near vicinity.
F Newall 1964
Areas NS 2068 6743 and NS 2069 6747. In an area of otherwise featureless moorland two
spread clearance dumps were found, both sub-circular, 3 to 4m in diameter, and of no obvious
antiquity.
Visited by OS (JRL) 28 February 1983
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Roman road, south of the Kelly Burn at NS 209283', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1964, p.21.(1964)

Site Number

217

Site Name

Martin Glen

Type of Site

Hut-circle; Structures

NRHE Number

NS26NW9
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NRHE Number

NS26NW9

Status

Non-designated

Easting

222855

Northing

667055

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5856
NS 2287 6710 to 2285 6705.
NS 228 671. Round houses: On the N bank of the Martin Glen Burn, and S of a lesser tributary
to the latter is a round house, 29ft to 30ft overall, contained by a 6ft wide earth and stone wall
with a wide entrance on SE. Immediately W is an oval structure, recessed, with an entrance in
the narrow W end and 12ft x 6ft within.
N of the lesser tributary is a second round house, 33ft - 35ft over a 4ft wide wall, with an
entrance in the SE.
F Newall 1970
The largest, most northerly round house was excavated. It measured 11.0m over a wall
consisting of a lower tier of upcast subsoil contained as a bank between boulder kerbs and
1.6m to 2.7m wide on the downslope side. An outer low bank of upcast surrounding the site
suggests that it was scooped.
An upper tier of walling, heavily kerbed, rests on the lower, but not concentrically with it. Nine
of the inner kerb stones arranged symmetrically, were deliberately sloped, perhaps to support
roof struts, and on either side of the entrance the wall thickened to 1.2m and was much
heavier. The entrance had a threshold slab and step; it was 0.6m wide. From it a paved way led
to an inner oval space surrounded by a palisade trench, and to recesses on either side of the
entrance, formed by expansions of the wall and central area. Further stone radii, associated
with post holes, and accompanied by slight out-bowing of the wall suggests that the corridor
was subdivided. The inner area was 3.8m x 3.3m. From the central space, which contained
hearth and upright hob stones, came a quartz hammer stone, numerous quartz flakes, some
worked, and several cores; six flints, including a microlith and a broken knife; and a crumb of
black pottery. A slightly kerbed oval area on the upcast bank just outside the entrance is
presently being examined. Further quartz fragments, two quartz hammerstones, and one sherd
of buff coated black ware have been recovered.
To the N between the Skelmorlie Burn and a lesser N tributary is a turf-mound "round"
enclosure, 11.6m x 10.0m. A section across the smaller round house to the S showed that the
wall was of the same tiered construction, but, in the floor of solid rock, the palisade trench was
replaced by shallow sockets. Quartz fragments again predominate.
Some 15.0m E of this house is a larger one, 9.4m overall.
F Newall 1971
Excavations at this site indicate a probable Late Bronze Age - Early Iron Age date.
F Newall 1976
NS 2287 6710. The northern, fully excavated, hut circle is generally as described, and is situated
on a low moorland promontory within the angle of two gullies at approximately 228m OD.
Completely stripped by the excavation, its simple boulder wall construction shows an internal
diameter of 8.5 by 8.0m, but detail of the interior 'floor' is obscured by silting. The W side has
been levelled into the natural and there is the suggestion of collapsed revetting stones on this
arc. The setting of the oval or rectangular mound adjacent to the house appears incongruous,
and its proximity may be more relevant to a later shieling environment and possible re-use of
the house. Measuring 6.0 by 2.5m and 0.3m high, its slightly dished interior and stony 'walls'
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suggest it is a building.
The second 'round house' lies approximately 50m to the S on the edge of a gully at NS 2285
6705. This heavily denuded and turf-covered feature can only be estimated as an oval or
subrectangular structure 10m E-W by 8m transversely over a stony wall some 2m wide. There
is no trace of the stated trenching, and apart from the SE-facing entrance, it appears to have
little similarity in construction or appearance with the above hut circle. Its assessment is
further complicated by the contrasting forms of two adjacent features; on the W is the 'oval
structure' which is not a building but a shallow artificial trough 0.2m deep, and on the E is a
levelled, rectangular building platform 7m E-W by 4m transversely.
In all, most of the features described by Newall could be consistent with a post-medieval
shieling landscape and only the excavated hut circle can, at this time, be assessed with any
certainty.
Hut circle surveyed at 1:10,000.
Visited by OS (JRL) 23 February 1983
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'The Roman signal fortlet at Outerwards, Ayrshire', Glasgow Archaeol J, Vol 4, 1976,
pp.111-23.(1976)
Newall, F , 'Largs, Martin Glen, Skelmorlie Water, round houses', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1971, pp.11-12.(1971)
Newall, F , 'Skelmorlie Water, Martin Glen Burn junction, round houses; turf houses; round
enclosures and turf houses', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1970, pp.15.(1970)

Site Number

218

Site Name

Brisbane Glen

Type of Site

Linear Earthwork; Rig-and-furrow Cultivation

NRHE Number

NS26SW15

Status

Non-designated

Easting

222031

Northing

664707

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5863
NS 222 648.
On the W side of Brisbane Glen c.100m NW of the ruins of East Grassyards farm steading, a
ditch occurs which is similar to that at NS26SW 14 but is shallower and shorter. At its upper
end, on gentle slopes, it bifurcates to the N and disappears. Rig and furrow markings lie
between this ditch and East Grassyards steading.
No connection was traced between this earthwork and NS26SW 14.
E M Patterson 1986
Further Reading and Sources
Patterson, E M , 'Brisbane Glen (Largs p), linear earthworks', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1986, pp.34.(1986)
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Site Number

219

Site Name

Blackhouse Moor

Type of Site

'Roman Signal Station'

NRHE Number

NS26SW9

Status

Non-designated

Easting

221345

Northing

664375

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 5871
A Roman signal station is situated on the summit of the ridge of Blackhouse Moor (NS 2136
6445). It is in form a green mound, 70ft in diameter and 31 by 39ft within a low, spread turf
bank. Near its centre is a slight rectangular depression, 19 by 15 1/2ft. From this, the probable
signal station on Hillside Hill (NS27SW 6), 5 1/2 miles N, is just in view.
F Newall 1964; D R Wilson 1965
Extensive perambulation of the summit ridge revealed nothing significant. A natural swelling
adjacent to a late turf dyke at NS 2134 6437 vaguely answers Newall's description.
Visited by OS (JRL) 8 February 1983
Further Reading and Sources
Wilson, D R , 'Roman Britain in 1964. I. Sites explored', J Roman Stud, Vol 55, 1965, pp.199220.(1965)
Newall, F , 'Roman road, south of the Kelly Burn at NS 209283', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1964, p.21.(1964)

Site Number

220

Site Name

Skelmorlie, Upper Reservoir

Type of Site

Reservoir

NRHE Number

NS26NW52

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220191

Northing

667444

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSAS Pin 61462
NS26NW 52.00 20191 67444
Upper Reservoir [NAT]
OS (GIS) Master Map, May 2009.
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NS26NW 52.01 Centred NS 20093 67327 Filter Beds
For (corresponding) Lower Reservoir (at NS 19848 67498), see NS16NE 55.
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 22/03/10

Site Number

221

Site Name

Skelmorlie, Upper Reservoir, Filter Beds

Type of Site

Filter Bed

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

220093

Northing

667327

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSAS Pin 61698
NS26NW 52.01 centred 20093 67327
Filter Beds [NAT]
OS (GIS) MasterMap, May 2009.

Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 22/03/10

Site Number

222

Site Name

Beithglass Quarry / Skelmorlie

Type of Site

Quarry

NRHE Number

NS26NW51

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220023

Northing

667233

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSAS Pin 61984
NS26NW 51 20023 67233
Beithglass Quarry (dis) [NAT]
OS (GIS) MasterMap, May 2009.
Extends onto map sheet NS16NE.
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 22/03/10

Site Number
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Site Number

223

Site Name

East Grassyards

Type of Site

Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

220702

Northing

665154

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No description availiable

Site Number

224

Site Name

Archaeological Evaluation: Constablewood Estate, Largs, North Ayrshire

Type of Site

Event - Intervention

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

221900

Northing

664200

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Name: Archaeological Evaluation: Constablewood Estate, Largs, North Ayrshire
Organisation : Rathmell Archaeology Ltd
Director(s) : Matthews, A.
Year : 2007
Context and Results
Context: archaeological evaluation undertaken on behalf of Mr and Mrs Scott K Farqhuar in
respect of the construction of a dwelling houseand stable block (Planning application no.
07/00441/PP),
Results:
No archaeologically significant deposits were noted
Notes:
An archaeological evaluation was carried on the 5th October 2007 on behalf of Mr and Mrs
Scott K Farqhuar in respect of the construction of a dwelling house and stable block (Planning
application no. 07/00441/PP), to be erected at Constablewood Estate, Largs, Ayrshire. These
archaeological works were designed to mitigate the impact on the archaeological remains
within the development area.
The evaluation identified no significant archaeological remains, although extensive evidence of
field drainage was exposed. The work illustrated that this development will not adversely
impact on any archaeological remains and recommended that no further archaeological works
are appropriate.
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Derived from Rathmell Archaeology DSR
NS 219 642 An archaeological evaluation was carried out on 5 October 2007 in respect of the
construction of a dwelling house and stable block at Constablewood Estate. The archaeological
evaluation failed to identify any significant archaeological features or artefacts within the
development area.
Report deposited with WoSAS and archive deposited with RCAHMS.
Funder: Mr and Mrs Scott K Farqhuar
DES 2007
Archive Holdings
Matthews, A. , Rathmell Archaeological Ltd., Constablewood Estate, Largs: Archaeological
EvaluationData Structure Report(2007)

Site Number

225

Site Name

Historic Environment Assessment and Survey: Brisbane Glen, North Ayrshire

Type of Site

Event - Interpretation

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

222734

Northing

664903

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

A historic environment assessment was required to inform a programme of tree planting
across an area of 65ha at Brisbane Glen. A desk-based assessment and walkover survey to
establish baseline historic environment conditions.
Two historic environment sites were identified, these being an area of rig and furrow with an
associated bank and ditch and a modern clearance cairn.
Rathmell Archaeology Ltd

Site Number

226

Site Name

North of Fardens Farm

Type of Site

Field bank and ditch. Field boundary.

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221102

Northing

667193

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Linear, centroid coordinate
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Approx 2m wide earthwork. Possibly old boundary. Survives between 0.5-1m in height. Stone
covered turf, occasional stone visible. Aligned south to north for two thirds of its length before
turning onto a west to east alignment
Date of survey: 19/08/2019
Length: 182m

Site Number

227

Site Name

Pipe north of Fardens Farm

Type of Site

Modern Pipe

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

220895

Northing

666915

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Modern pipe across burn concrete fixtures visible in bank either side
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

228

Site Name

Northwest of Fardens Farm

Type of Site

Concrete and stone with iron

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

220940

Northing

666760

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Collection of stone and concrete with iron fixture visible by burn. Not accessible.
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

229

Site Name

Boundary Wall, North of Fardens Farm

Type of Site

Dry Stone Wall (Turf covered)

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221035

Northing

666787
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Northing

666787

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate centroid
Break for burn. Dry stone walking visible on east side by burn. Turf covered stone. Feature is
aligned southwest to northeast before turning on to a southeast to northwest alignment (This
alignment recorded as Site 231).
Feature length: 90m
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

230

Site Name

Boundary Wall, North of Fardens Farm

Type of Site

Dry Stone Wall (Turf covered)

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221051

Northing

666823

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate centroid
Break for burn. Dry stone walking visible on east side by burn. Turf covered stone. Feature is
aligned southeast to northwest alignment (This alignment recorded as Site 231). Associated
with Site 230.
Feature length: 54m
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

231

Site Name

Pipe north of Fardens Farm

Type of Site

Modern Pipe

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221034

Northing

666807

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Modern pipe across burn. Concrete pads on either side and two holding pipe up.
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019
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Site Number

232

Site Name

East of Gouse Butts

Type of Site

Dry Stone Wall

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221826

Northing

667121

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate Centroid
Surviving dry stone along north boundary of site, approx 0.5m wide. Survives to max height
approx 1.2m.disappears into dense vegetation. Possibly continues to burn.
Wall is aligned northwest to southeast for four fifths of its length before turning on to a rough
west to east orientation.
Feature Length: 261m
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

233

Site Name

Pipe on Frank Burn

Type of Site

Modern pipe

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221785

Northing

667072

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Modern pipe wth concrete supports across burn.
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

234

Site Name

Bank at burn, northeast of Fardens Farm

Type of Site

Bank

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221482

Northing

666765
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Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate Centroid
Approx 0.5m -1.5 m width and 0.3m to 1m high turf covered stone bank, cut by possible
entrances or forced access. Roughly aligned west to east.
Feature Length: 155m
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

235

Site Name

Settlement Remains, northeast of Barr Farm

Type of Site

Wall

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

220762

Northing

665759

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Turf covered remains of potential wall. Two courses block work visible western end. Broken by
trees.
These match up with aerial photographs; one row of possible cottages to the north of Barr
along the north side of the track. They are on 1940s APs and seem to have been demolished by
the mid 70s modern ap shows trees in this location.

Site Number

236

Site Name

East Side of Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Wall

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

222417

Northing

666600

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate Centroid
Possible continuation of site 234, a dry stone wall replaced by fence. Plot boundary. Survives
approx 0.5m wide plus tumble and max 1m height, aligned northwest to southeast.
Feature Length: 176m
Date of survey: 20/08/2019
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Site Number

237

Site Name

Clearance Cairn, east of Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

222326

Northing

666568

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Mound of large boulders in a pile by a fence line by a burn valley. 5m by 3m by 1m high.
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019

Site Number

238

Site Name

Sheepfold, east side of Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Sheep fold (?); Stone Structure

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

222185

Northing

666471

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Large collection of moulded stone, appears to be unworked to east end. Semi circular, open to
west visible to west end. Visible dry stone wall approx 0.5m in height. Corrugated metal
roofing (?) visible.

Site Number

239

Site Name

Land Boundary, east of Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Wall: boundary

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221981

Northing

666313

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate Centroid
Turf covered dry stone wall linear on north side of small burn parallel to modern fence line.
Possibly remains of earlier boundary. Approx 1m across and 0.5m high max. Aligned southwest
to northeast.
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Feature Length: 82m
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019

Site Number

240

Site Name

Land Boundary near hill ridge

Type of Site

Wall (possible)

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

222186

Northing

665552

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate Centroid
Approx 1m wide. Possible boundary wall replaced by parallel fence. 0.3m high, aligned
northwest to southeast
Feature Length: 28m
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019

Site Number

241

Site Name

Land Boundary

Type of Site

Wall

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221415

Northing

665596

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate Centroid
Degraded dry stone wall which runs parallel to modern fence line. Approx 0.5m width and 0.30.5m high, aligned roughly west to east.
Feature Length: 120m
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019 11:47:04

Site Number

242

Site Name

Surveyor Shelter (Possible)

Type of Site

Hollow with stone; structure;quarry; Surveyor Shelter
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Type of Site

Hollow with stone; structure;quarry; Surveyor Shelter

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

222127

Northing

665551

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Large sub oval hollow roughly aligned west to east on north facing slope large stone boulders
at southeast end and irregular mound of smaller stones collected at northwest end. Approx
0.5m to 1m in depth, very irregular in form. It is close to a datum point on the 19th century OS
maps and therefore could be a shelter for the surveyors.

Site Number

243

Site Name

Quarry

Type of Site

Quarry

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221523

Northing

665660

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Quarry on east side of burn, with more natural outcrops of stone, approx 2m exposed.
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019

Site Number

244

Site Name

Quarry (possible)

Type of Site

Quarry (possible)

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221523

Northing

665628

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Another possible quarry on east side of burn. Lots of loose stone on north side and u-shaped
feature on south side.
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019

Site Number

245

Site Name

Quarry dump (possible)
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Site Name

Quarry dump (possible)

Type of Site

Quarry dump (possible)

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221528

Northing

665638

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

? 2m plus pile of stones sat on what appears to be natural. Possible waste from nearby
quarries, natural erosion, clearance activities.
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019

Site Number

246

Site Name

Land Boundary

Type of Site

Structure

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221153

Northing

665767

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

L shaped structure on end of old wall, now parallel to modern fence. Walls survive to max
height 0.4m and approx 0.5m width with tumble.

Site Number

247

Site Name

Land Boundary

Type of Site

Wall

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221129

Northing

665766

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Approximate Centroid
Dry stone wall approx 0.5m width and 0.4m high. Runs west from site 248. Parallel to modern
fence line.
Date of Survey: 20/08/2019
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Site Number

248

Site Name

Skelmorlie Castle wall

Type of Site

Estate Wall

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

220771

Northing

666730

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

A dry stone wall visible along the eve of the gdl along edge of site boundary.
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

249

Site Name

Modern Drain

Type of Site

Modern Drain

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221832

Northing

667096

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Modern drainage feature with metal fixtures.
Date of Survey: 19/08/2019

Site Number

250

Site Name

South of Grouse Butts

Type of Site

Loose Rock/Stone

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

221611

Northing

667183

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Collection of loose rock/ stone in possible hollow facing east. Possibly natural collection of
stone or tumble from old wall/quarried outcrop.

Site Number

251
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Site Number

251

Site Name

Field clearance, approximately 350m west of Barr Farm

Type of Site

Field clearance

NRHE Number
Status

Walkover Site

Easting

220180

Northing

665726

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Modern clearance heap composed of sandstone boulders and concrete blocks. Measures 8m x
3m x 1m, aligned roughly north to south. Adjacent to fenceline.

Site Number

252

Site Name

North Ayrshire

Type of Site

Summerhouse(s)

NRHE Number

NS26NW 49

Status

Non-designated

Easting

220150

Northing

665480

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

No description

Site Number

253

Site Name

Thirdpart

Type of Site

Farmstead; Mill

NRHE Number

NS16NE 63

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219975

Northing

665362

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Site visit and photographs taken
An L-shaped farmsteading with a second long range, forming a semi-courtyard, with two horse
engines depicted on the 1st edittion of the OS 6-inch map (Ayrshire 1857, sheet i).
Scotland's Rural Past (SRP) Field Visit 5 May 2010-26 January 2011

Site Number
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Site Name

Skelmorlie

Type of Site

Observation Post

NRHE Number

NS16SE 36

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219570

Northing

664940

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

The remains of a Royal Observer Corps underground monitoring post are situated at this
location.
More information on this site can be found at
http://www.subbrit.org.uk/rsg/roc/db/987420011.html
Information from RCAHMS (HDS) 9th May 2012

Site Number

255

Site Name

Ashcraig House Policies

Type of Site

Country House

NRHE Number

NS16NE 58

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219303

Northing

665055

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

NS16NE 58.00 19303 65055
NS16NE 58.01 NS 19333 65153 Walled Garden
NS16NE 58.02 NS 19387 65216 Garden Cottage
NS16NE 58.03 NS 19328 65203 North Lodge
See also:
NS16SE 33 NS 19209 64870 South Lodge

Site Number

256

Site Name

Skelmorlie Bridge

Type of Site

Road bridge

NRHE Number

NS16NE 57

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219312

Northing

665571

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

This bridge carries the A78(T) public road over the Skelmorlie Water, below the mouth of
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Skelmorlie Glen and just above its debouchement into Meigle Bay.
Information from RCAHMS (RJCM), 6 May 2009.

Site Number

257

Site Name

Meigle

Type of Site

Spearhead (flint

NRHE Number

NS16NE 7

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219400

Northing

665600

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

A grey flint spearhead, 2 1/2ins x 1in x 0.2ins, with a broad tang and one barb intact, found at
approximately NS 194 656, was retained by the finder.
R Adamson 1971.

Site Number

258

Site Name

Auchengarth

Type of Site

Farmstead

NRHE Number

NS16SE 10

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219312

Northing

664428

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

A farmstead comprising one partially roofed long building, six roofed buildings, two of which
have outshots, and three enclosures is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map
(Ayrshire 1857, sheet i). Four roofed buildings are shown on the current edition of the OS
1:10000 map (1988).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 9 March 2000

Site Number

259

Site Name

Millrig

Type of Site

Mill

NRHE Number

NS16SE 35

Status

Non-designated

Easting

219678

Northing

664460
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Northing

664460

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Depicted on Roy's Military Map 1752-1755.

Site Number

260

Site Name

Berry Hill - Ferret of Keith Moor - Martin Glen - Outerwards

Type of Site

Roman Road

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

223142

Northing

666375

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

Further investigation has shown that the road noted [under WoSASPIN 12355] was a patrol
track to provide signalling facilities to cover movement along the main road to Largs, which
runs from NS 248 701 southwards to shoulder Berry Hill (NS 244 692), then inclines slightly W
and runs straight for Blackhouse Moor ridge. S of Berry Hill it corduroys on brushwood over
peat moss for some 400 yds before mounting a narrow sandstone ridge. At NS 232 666, where
the ridge widens, the road bifurcates to pass round Outerwards Roman fortlet (NS26NW 2, at
NS 231 666); beyond, the roads re-unite and proceed as a 25 ft wide mound, in places 3 to 4 ft
high, to the S end of the ridge, whence it curves widely to SW to join the Blackhouse Moor
ridge at NS 222 654, from where it runs to NS 213 641.
F Newall 1970; 1971.
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Roman road, south of the Kelly Burn at NS 209283', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1964, p.21.(1964)
Newall and Lonie, F and W , 'Inverkip parish', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1964,
p.45.(1964)
Newall, F , 'Largs, Lurg-Largs Roman Road', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1970, pp.1213.(1970)
Newall, F , 'Lurg-Largs, Greenock-Inverkip: Roman road system', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1970, p.43.(1970)
Newall, F , 'Outerward - Largs, Main Trunk Road, Roman Roads', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1971, p.12.(1971)

Site Number

261

Site Name

Laxlie Hill - Kelly Burn - Blackfield Loch - Fardens - Skelmorlie Water - Blackhouse Moor

Type of Site

Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

222184
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Northing

665853

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

WoSASPIN 12355
From the shoulder of Laxlie Hill (NS 214 702) the course of the road is almost straight to the
crossing of the Kelly Burn at NS 209 683, from where it swings ESE, gaining height to Blackfield
Loch (which is at NS 213 677) and proceeds S to Fardens (NS 211 665) beyond which it swings E
and SE to cross the Skelmorlie Water and gain the crest of the Blackhouse Moor ridge at NS
224 657. The course is then SSW along the ridge, directed at the highest point (NS 213 644).
F Newall and W Lonie 1964; F Newall 1964.
Further investigation has shown that the road noted above was a patrol track to provide
signalling facilities to cover movement along the main road to Largs [see WoSASPIN 12752].
F Newall 1970; 1971.
NS 2134 6999 to NS 2181 6500 This possible Roman patrol road running W of the Roman main
road from Lurg Moor to Largs, ran through Blood Moss and probably crossed Kelly Burn at NS
2098 6834, E of the modern works. It then runs to the SW up to Blackfield Loch (NS 2129
6774). The road then follows a course up to NS 2127 6666, N of Fardens. From this point
onwards the road follows a SE course probably crossing Skelmorlie Water near NS 2165 6639.
At NS 2249 6578, near Outerwards, the main road meets up with this patrol track again. It is
then heading in a SW direction.
F Newall 1963; F Newall and W Lonie 1964.
S of Berry Hill (NS 244 692) the road corduroys on brushwood over peat moss for some 400
yards before mounting a narrow sandstone ridge, the outcrop edge of a tilted stratum
underlying peat. At NS 232 666, where the ridge widens, the road bifurcates to pass round an
alleged fortlet (NS26NW 2). Beyond, the roads re-unite and proceed as a 25ft wide mound, in
places 3ft to 4ft high, to the S end of the ridge, whence it curves widely to SW to join the
Blackhousemoor Ridge at NS 222 654.
F Newall 1970.
NS 2476 6999 to NS 2249 6578 This section of the alleged Roman main road runs along Berry
Hill (NS 2426 6912) and Ferret of Keith Moor. Near NS 2249 6578 the main road meets up the
alleged patrol road again (see NS27SE 47). A Roman fortlet (NS26NW 2) occurs on the line of
the road at NS 2316 6660, NW of the Outerwards.
F Newall 1970, 1971.
Further investigation has shown that the road noted above was a patrol track to provide
signalling facilities to cover movement along the main road to Largs, which runs from NS 248
701 southwards to shoulder Berry Hill (NS 244 692), then inclines slightly W and runs straight
for Blackhouse Moor ridge. S of Berry Hill it corduroys on brushwood over peat moss for some
400 yds before mounting a narrow sandstone ridge. At NS 232 666, where the ridge widens,
the road bifurcates to pass round Outerwards Roman fortlet (NS26NW 2, at NS 231 666);
beyond, the roads re-unite and proceed as a 25 ft wide mound, in places 3 to 4 ft high, to the S
end of the ridge, whence it curves widely to SW to join the Blackhouse Moor ridge at NS 222
654, from where it runs to NS 213 641.
F Newall 1970; 1971.
Further Reading and Sources
Newall, F , 'Roman road, south of the Kelly Burn at NS 209283', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1964, p.21.(1964)
Newall and Lonie, F and W , 'Inverkip parish', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1964,
p.45.(1964)
Newall, F , 'Largs, Lurg-Largs Roman Road', Discovery and Excavation in Scotland, 1970, pp.1213.(1970)
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Appendix 9.1 Site Gazetteer
Newall, F , 'Outerward - Largs, Main Trunk Road, Roman Roads', Discovery and Excavation in
Scotland, 1971, p.12.(1971)

Site Number

262

Site Name

Rectangular building, east of Skelmorlie Water

Type of Site

Building

NRHE Number
Status

Non-designated

Easting

221873

Northing

666227

Parish

Largs

Council

North Ayrshire

Description

A small rectangular building is depicted on the First Edition OS map (surveyed 1855). Visible on
20th century mapping and aerial photographs (Frame 081, OS/64/0098). No visible remains on
current aerial imagery or noted during site walkover.
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